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Group’s Activity

Paper
Distribution
Offers a full range of products and services to the graphic
industry and offices, including paper, graphic supplies and
logistics services.

Packaging
Tailored solutions customized packaging and global supply
of packaging products: boxes, films, tapes, fillers, bags,
labels and equipment.

Visual
Communication
Distribution of a full range of printing products and services
for large format digital printers inks, toners, media, software
and technical assistance.
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Group Holding Structure

Group Holding
Structure
INAPA - Investimentos Participações e Gestão, S.A.

99,7%
0,3%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

100% 100%

EUROPACKAGING
INVESTIMENTOS,
PARTICIPAÇÕES
E GESTÃO, LDA.

INAPA
DEUTSCHLAND
HOLDING, GMBH

INAPA
BELGIQUE, S.A.

INAPA
FRANCE, SAS

INAPA ESPAÑA
DISTRIBUCIÓN
DE PAPEL, S.A.

INAPA PORTUGAL
DISTRIBUIÇÃO
DE PAPEL, S.A.

INAPA
SHAREDCENTER,
LDA.

KORDA
KAGIT

94,9%
5,1%

100% 100%
INAPA
PACKAGING, LDA.

25% 100% 100%

INAPA
PACKAGING, SAS

SURPAPEL, SL

100% 100%
SEMAQ

Holding
& Shared
Services

Packaging

100%

INAPA
COMUNICAÇÃO
VISUAL, LDA.

INAPA
DEUTSCHLAND,
GMBH

25% 100% 100% 100%
RÖMERTURM
FEINSTPAPIER
GMBH & CO. KG

EMBALTEC

Paper

INAPA
ANGOLA, S.A.

Visual
Communication
(Viscom)

INAPALOGISTIC
GMBH

INAPA
COMPLOTT,
GMBH

INAPA
PACKAGING,
GMBH
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Message from the CEO

Message from
the CEO
2020 was one of the most challenging years that Inapa
had to face during its 55-year of history.
The pandemic caused by Covid 19 had a very significant
impact on writing and graphic papers consumption which,
according to Eurograph, suffered a 20% contraction
in Western Europe when compared to 2019. After a second
quarter with a decrease of 38%, there was a progressive
recovery, which was halted by the second Covid wave
by the end of the year, resulting in a weaker demand
than initially forecasted.
We must highlight in 2020 the merger of Papyrus
Deutschland into Papier Union, under the new company
name Inapa Deutschland. The consolidation of this
activity after the acquisition in August 2019, allowed Inapa
to obtain an important market share gain, limiting the
reduction of turnover to 1%, surpassing once again in 2020
the one billion euro annual turnover mark.

Diogo Rezende
Inapa Group CEO

We continued the implementation of our strategic plan for
the 2019-2021 period, achieving a positive progression along
the strategic development axes.
Regarding the optimization of Paper Distribution,
we concluded the process of synergies resulting from
the acquisition of Papyrus France, having closed
the facilities in Tremblay and Pantin. In Germany, with
the merger between Papyrus Deutschland and Papier
Union, we have made significant progress in implementing
the synergies plan, with the closure of several locations
and the resizing of teams. The savings already identified
are above those initially estimated and presented
to shareholders.
In 2020 we started the implementation of Inapa Group
new ERP (SAP 4 / HANA), having already migrated all
operations from Papyrus Deutschland to the new system.
Despite the impact of Covid-19 and the significant travel
limitations, with a direct implication in the implementation
of ERP, we expect to conclude in 2021 the migration
to the ERP of all operations in Germany and in two
other geographies, allowing us to achieve a higher level
of Group efficiency.
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The turnover of the Complementary Businesses as a whole
proved to be resilient to the economic environment,
having grown by 1% compared to 2019 when considering
the cross‑selling activity. The sales focus on higher
margin and value added products, combined with
strict cost management, allowed a significant evolution
in the operating results of the Packaging and Visual
Communication companies, which improved from
2.2 to 3.4 million euros.
We maintained the policy of reducing the group’s net debt,
which stood at 315 million euros (including IFRS16 effects),
a reduction of 22 million euros compared to December
2019, while simultaneously reducing the weight of current
debt (excluding trade finance), from 25% to 14% of the total
gross debt.
The net income for the period was -15.5 million euros,
strongly impacted by the booking of 11.6 million euros
of non-recurring costs related to the restructuring
of operations, with a special impact on the merger
of operations in Germany after the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland.
The recurring EBITDA stood at 27.4 million euros, 0.9 million
below 2019. It should be noted that during the second
half of the year this result reached 16.6 million euros
(3.3% on sales), an increase of 2.5 million (17% growth)
compared to the same period of 2019.
The results of recurring EBITDA were driven by a sales
performance above the market and by a significant
improvement on the gross margin over sales, combined
with a very strict cost management.
In 2020, we obtained a significant gain in market share
in the paper distribution sector, where we registered a 3%
growth in tons of paper sold, compared to a 20% decrease
in paper consumption in Western Europe according
to Eurograph statistics.

The gross margin increased by 7.1 million euros and stood
at 18.3% of sales (+ 1.0pp compared to 2019), having
reached a level of 19.0% on sales in the second half.
This margin improvement was achieved in all business
areas and is the result of the businesses focus on higher
value added products.
The effect of the restructuring undertaken was already
evident during the second half of the year, with savings
of 8.4 million euros on net operating costs when compared
with 2019.
We believe that the recurring operating results achieved
in a particularly adverse year and the savings and efficiency
initiatives identified and already partially implemented
clearly validate the strategic options taken, with particular
relevance to the most recent acquisition operation
of Papyrus Deutschland.
Despite the various disruptions to which we were subject
this year due to Covid-19, it is worth noting that the various
operations of the Inapa Group continued to develop their
activity uninterruptedly, while maintaining their client
service, thanks to the commitment of our employees,
to whom I address a special recognition.
To our employees, clients, suppliers, shareholders
and the financial institutions that accompany us,
we thank you for the support given over time that allows
us to continue our mission.
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Inapa in the World

Inapa
in the World

#1
Germany

Netherlands

Luxembourg

#1

(office)

Belgium

#1
France

#3
Spain

#1
Portugal

Ranking in the
paper merchant market

Paper

Packaging

Visual Communication

Angola
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With a team of 1,709 employees, Inapa Group
operates in 10 countries - Germany, France, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Netherlands,
Turkey and Angola, occupying a leading position on
the main markets it serves.

In 2020, Inapa merged Papier Union and Papyrus
Deutschland, adopting the new name Inapa
Deutschland and becoming the leading paper
distributor in the largest european market, Germany.

#2
Austria

A leading
#3
Turkey

position on the markets
it serves

10
countries
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Group’s Profile

Group’s
Profile
Inapa is a company
based in Portugal,
listed on the Lisbon
Stock Exchange.
With an annual
sales volume of over
one billion euros,
more than 95%
from international
markets, it is
the main paper
distributor in
Western Europe.
Inapa has come a long way since it was founded, in 1965,
as the first Portuguese large-scale paper mill. The Group
geographical boundaries have expanded and the business
strategy has changed, focusing on the distribution of Paper
and two business areas with high growth and profitability
potential: Packaging and Visual Communication.

1,980
IPO at the Lisbon
Stock Exchange

+351
Lisbon based

10

countries where
the Group operates

Inapa - Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. is the
holding that consolidates the Group's companies operating
in the paper, packaging and visual communication sectors.

Learn more about
Inapa world
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1,709

employees across the different
regions of the Group

80K
clients

420
trucks daily
on the road
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Group’s Profile

Paper
Inapa is the leader
in the paper
distribution
in Western Europe.
The paper distribution sector handles around 9 million tons
in Europe and employs more than 25 thousand people,
representing a value of 8 billion euros.

913K
tons annually
distributed

With around one million tons distributed annually, Inapa is
the main paper distributor in Western Europe.
To meet the needs of its 80 thousand clients, Inapa offers a
portfolio with more than 12 thousand paper references.
Inapa positions itself as a full service provider,
complementing the paper business with the offer of
supplies for the graphic and office sector, as well as
with the logistics service. In addition, to respond to the
increasing complexity of graphic printing, the Group
provides its clients with specialized teams for technical
advice.
Inapa ensures a 24-hour delivery service, at any point of the
markets where it operates, and only 12 hours in the main
economic centers.

In 2020, paper distribution represented
approximately 89% of Inapa's turnover
with the sale of office papers representing
about 30% of this turnover.

80K
clients

12K
paper
references
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Graphic Supplies
The deep knowledge of clients' needs enabled the Group to
become a global supplier to the printing industry, leading
to a sharp growth in this business area, which has driven
important synergies with the paper distribution area.
Inapa's graphic consumables portfolio was developed
based on partnerships with recognized brands and includes
an extensive range of products, from inks to cleaning
products, additives printing blankets, plates and varnishes,
produced with renewable vegetable raw materials.
Concerning the development of this business area, Inapa
has signed new partnerships with leading companies in
the graphic consumables segment, which has allowed it to
expand its product portfolio and encourage cross-selling
within the existing client base.

Office Supplies
In the office paper segment, Inapa's client database
includes companies, offices and public entities, who have
special needs and a very demanding service level. In order
to provide these clients with a single point of contact and
supply, Inapa developed a division for the distribution of
office supplies.
For this purpose, partnerships were established with some
of the most relevant operators in this area, among whom
we have Spycers and Waser, aiming to provide those
clients with the widest range of office supplies and a high
level of service.

In this context, we also underline the partnership
established between Inapa Portugal and Liderpapel which
is a Spanish group that is the exclusive distributor of several
prestigious international brands in Portugal. Through this
partnership, Inapa Portugal offers a wide range of office
supplies, with more than 8,500 references, specially
directed to the segment of medium-sized enterprises.
Inapa currently distributes office supplies in Portugal,
Belgium, France, Germany and Spain.

Logistics Services
As a service provider in the printing and packaging area,
Inapa also provides its clients with logistics services to meet
their needs and add value to their business.
With a storage area of more than 200 thousand square
meters and around 400 trucks in circulation – a unique
offer in terms of storage and transport services – Inapa has
a privileged position as a logistics operator.

01 Inapa Group

Group’s Profile

Packaging
The distribution
of packaging
solutions and
materials is
the second most
important business
of Inapa.
With operations in Germany, France and Portugal, this area
has multiple synergies with the paper distribution as well
as cross-selling potential, either to clients in the graphic
industry or to the office segment.
Economic globalization, regarding specialization
and geographical concentration of production, consumer
behavior change and, in particular, the increase of online
sales caused a very significant increase in the needs
for safe, versatile and fast packaging of the most varied
types of products, which anticipates a sustained growth
in the consumption over the medium to long term.
Considering that packaging is, in many cases, the first point
of contact between clients and products, the investment
that companies do in packaging should increase, being
an additional factor for boosting the packaging demand.
Inapa, alongside the distribution of packaging materials,
also develops technologies and unique packaging concepts,
offering clients not only the unique design of their exclusive
packaging, but also the filling and logistics services that
may be associated.

74 M€
194
sales

employees

The Group is committed to the growth of this business
area through the organic growth of its existing units,
the expansion of this business segment to other regions
where Inapa operates and any M&A opportunities that
may arise.
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Visual
Communication
New printing
technologies,
innovation in support
materials and
new communication
concepts have
led to a specific
market: Visual
Communication.

32 M€
81
sales

employees

Visual Communication is the business segment with the
highest growth rate in the printing industry and includes
not only printing materials, but also consumables, printing
equipment, software and maintenance services.

In 2013, the Group entered the visual communication area
in Portugal with the acquisition of Inapa Viscom (previously
Crediforma), one of the biggest HP large format printing
distributors for the Portuguese market.

The fast development of digital printing technology, in
combination with large format printers, has created a new
market for graphics applications. Large format printers,
operating between 60 centimeters and 5 meters wide,
allow the most varied type of prints in a wide range of
supports, such as paper, canvas, vinyl, film, textile or wood.

In 2018, Inapa France and Inapa Spain celebrated
representation agreements with machine manufacturers,
widening their operations in the viscom markets.

These formats allow applications as diverse as outdoor
and indoor advertising panels, sign making, prints for use
on furniture or domestic appliances, advertising covers for
buildings and transportation.
After the acquisition of ComPlott in 2007 (currently Inapa
ComPlott), Inapa is today the 3rd largest operator in the
German market, with a broad portfolio of products and
services, with national coverage.

This business has proven to have positive future prospects,
in terms of performance and organic growth in the markets
where this activity is already running, as well as regarding
the expansion for other markets where Inapa operates.
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Inapa’s History

Inapa’s
History
Creation, Maturity, Expansion
and Growth
Inapa was admitted
to listing on Euronext
Lisbon.

1965

1980

Inapa, an acronym
for Indústria Nacional
de Papéis (in english
National Paper Industry)
was born by the hand of
two visionaries, Joaquim
Rasteiro and Vasco
Quevedo Pessanha.

1998
1992

Expansion of paper
distribution in France,
Belgium, Luxembourg
and Switzerland.

Paper distribution
business expands into
Portugal, Spain and
England.

Consolidation, Growth
and Cohesion

2015
Inapa celebrates its 50th
anniversary.

2016

The Group disinvests in
Switzerland where it was
the fourth operator in
the market. Leadership
in France: acquisition of
Papyrus France and of
the French packaging
company, Embaltec SAS.

2017

For the fourth
consecutive year,
INDEG-ISCTE Executive
Education has
recognized Inapa as the
most internationalized
Portuguese company.
Papyrus France merges
with Inapa France.

2018
Inapa signs an
agreement to acquire
Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co KG, the
OptiGroup paper
distribution company
operating in Germany.
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Acquisition of the
packaging companies
Semaq (France)
and Da Hora
(Portugal).

2012

The Group sells its industrial
assets, leaving production
to focus only on paper
distribution. Acquisition
of Papier Union, the third
largest German paper
merchant.

2000

Acquisition of the
packaging companies
in Germany (GmbH
Verpackung and Hennessen
GmbH & Potthoff) and in
France (Logistipack, SAS).

2006
Inapa closes the acquisition
of Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co KG, becoming
the leading paper
distributor in Western
Europe.

2019

2020

Creation of Inapa
Deutschland through
the merger between
Papier Union and Papyrus
Deutschland; In the last
quarter of the year, the
group celebrates its 55th
anniversary.

2013

Acquisition of the Visual
Communication company
Crediforma (Portugal).
Acquisition of the packaging
companies Tradembal
(Portugal) and Realpack
(Germany). Entrance
in the Turkish market
through the acquisition
of the paper merchant
Korda.
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Markets

Markets
Inapa Group operates in 10 countries: Germany,
France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria,
Netherlands, Turkey and Angola.
Inapa has a leadership position in all the markets where
it operates, standing out for being one of the top three
players of the market. Although the Group was founded in
Portugal, with headquarters in Lisbon, most of the revenue
comes from operations in other European countries, with
Germany and France accounting for about 90% of the
Group revenue.
The Group provides its more than 80 thousand clients,
a portfolio of more than 12,000 references of paper,
16,000 references of office supplies, 4,000 of packaging
and a complete range of materials for visual communication
and graphic supplies.
With over 420 trucks circulating daily and a storage area
of approximately 200 thousand square meters, the Group
ensures, annually, the placement of approximately 1 million
tons of paper to its clients.

913,000
tons of paper

200,000 m2

storage area

80,000
clients

16,000
office supplies
references

12,000
paper references

4,000

packaging references

420

trucks daily
on the road
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GERMANY

BELGIUM / LUXEMBOURG

In Germany, Inapa owns Inapa Deutschland (resulting from
the merger of Papier Union and Papyrus Deutschland)
– which represents approximately 70% of Group sales
– Inapa Packaging and ComPlott in the areas of Packaging
and Visual Communication. Through its infrastructure,
it also distributes paper in Austria and in the Netherlands.

In Belgium and Luxembourg, Inapa is primarily focused
on the Office segment, being the leading paper merchant
in that segment.

Germany is the Group's largest market, where it holds
a leading position in paper distribution after concluding
the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co KG.

FRANCE
In France, with the acquisition of the French operation of
Papyrus in 2016, Inapa became the largest paper distributor
in this market. The Group's total sales in this geography
represent approximately 22% of the Group’s turnover.
In the packaging business area, Inapa owns Inapa
Packaging SAS, Semaq, and Embaltec SAS.

SPAIN
Inapa Spain is currently the third largest player in
the Spanish market after the acquisition of the paper
distribution business of the Burgo Group in Spain, under
the brand Ebix, in 2010. Its sales represent about 3% of
consolidated paper sales.

PORTUGAL
Inapa’s Portuguese subsidiary is leader in Portugal in
the paper distribution business, representing 3% of total
consolidated paper sales. In Portugal, the Group also owns
Inapa Packaging focused in the business of packaging
distribution and Inapa Comunicação Visual operating in the
Viscom area.

ANGOLA
The Group decided to invest in 2009 in Angola, in order
to exploit the existing potential in less mature markets,
following its strategy of consolidating the paper sector.

TURKEY
In 2013, Inapa has entered the Turkish market with the
acquisition of the paper distribution company Korda. Korda
is in the top three of the paper distributors in this market,
being one of the few operators with a national scale,
through its three warehouses (Istanbul, Ankara and Adana).
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Strategic
Guidelines
The Group's strategy for the 2019-2021 triennium is an
evolution in the continuity of the strategy defined for
the previous three-year period, based on four pillars of
performance: optimization of the paper business, diversified
growth, reinforcement of the financial sustainability and
sustainable development.

Optimization
of the paper
business

• Seek opportunities for consolidation and rationalisation
of resources in the various markets;
• Optimise distribution and logistics from a cross-border
perspective;
• Enhance cross-selling with Packaging, Viscom, Office and Graphic
Supplies through partnerships;
• Improve the pricing optimisation capacity;
• Implement SAP in all geographies and business areas;
• Reduce costs by centralising functions.

Diversified
growth

• To grow in the Packaging area in an organic and inorganic way.
• Develop the Viscom business by expanding the scope to more
markets.
• Enhance the paper infrastructure to optimize distribution costs
and increase sales.

03.

Sustainability
reinforcement

• Inapa will continue to reduce its debt by generating cash flow,
reducing working capital and divesting from fixed assets.
• Ensure debt repayment plans with maturities compatible with
the generation of cash flow.
• Adjust the allocation of debt to the sources of
cash‑flow generation.
• Improve the Equity / Debt ratio.

04.

Sustainable
development

• Make business evolution compatible with UN's sustainable
development goals.

01.

02.
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Optimization of the Paper Business
Inapa has been leading the consolidation movement
in the sector, with the acquisition of the French
operation of Papyrus, integrated in June 2017 and,
in 2019, with the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland,
the OptiGroup company operating in Germany and
subsequent merger with Papier Union, creating Inapa
Deutschland. In the 2019‑2021 triennium, Inapa will
complete the cost optimization process resulting from
the integration in France, namely at the distribution level,
and will implement the value creation plan presented
to the Shareholders in 2018 regarding the operations
integration in Germany, either in terms of commercial
approach, or in terms of operational synergies.
Still in the context of seeking to be more efficient
in the paper distribution market, Inapa has been expanding
its distribution network, with a borderless approach,
entering adjacent markets, leveraging the existing size
and structures.
On a commercial level, the Group will continue to promote
the cross-selling of graphic supplies and products for the
office and packaging and visual communication solutions,
leveraging the client data base of paper distribution
business and establishing partnerships. In addition,
the Group will seek to optimize its commercial approach
by improving its pricing capacity.
The implementation of the new ERP in the Group,
common to all geographies and business areas, represents
a fundamental piece for obtaining an even more efficient
operation, at all levels.

This was the reason why, in November 2016, the Group
acquired Embaltec SAS, a French company operating
in the packaging segment, with a strong presence
in the North of France. In April 2019, Inapa completed
the acquisition of the company Special Pack, implemented
in the Bresle and Vimeux valleys, economically very
dynamic areas, with a predominance of the metallurgical
industry and commerce. This investment allowed Inapa
to improve the profitability of this business in France,
by obtaining synergies at the commercial, operational
and logistical levels, as a result of the larger dimension
in this market.
In the Visual Communication area, it is worth noting
the agreements for representation and assistance
of Viscom equipment in France and Spain, with significant
growth of this activity within the paper distribution
companies in these markets.

Sustainability Reinforcement
Debt reduction has been a fundamental vector of Inapa's
performance, which will continue in the 2019-2021 period
through the generation of cash flows, optimization
of working capital and sale of fixed assets.
Having achieved in the previous three years the objective
of rebalancing the maturity of debt in the short term
vs. medium and long term, Inapa will remain focused
on the adequacy of the repayment plans and the allocation
of debt to the generation of cash flows.

Sustainable Development
Diversified Growth
The Packaging and Visual Communication areas,
with the greatest growth potential, are a key investment
of Inapa. The Group continues to develop these business
areas through organic growth and strategic acquisitions,
with the aim of continuing to be a reference in all major
European markets.

Inapa is committed to developing its business
in accordance with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), having the following objectives as priorities:
3) Good Health and well-being; 7) Affordable and clean
energy; 12) Responsible consumption and production; 13)
Climate action.
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Statutory Bodies

Statutory
Bodies
Pursuant to a resolution of the General Assembly of shareholders of May 31,
2007, the company adopted as a model of administration and supervision
in paragraph b) of no. 1 of Article 278 of the CSC (the Portuguese
Companies Code), namely, Board of Directors, comprising an Audit
Committee and a Chartered Accountant and Auditor.

CHAIR OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF SHAREHOLDERS
BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

REMUNERATIONS
COMMITTEE

Diogo Francisco
Bastos Mendes Rezende

Diogo Francisco
Bastos Mendes Rezende

Nuno
Galvão Teles

Inês Patrícia
Arêde Simões Louro

Inês Patrícia
Arêde Simões Louro

Pedro Manuel
Macedo Vilas Boas

Frederico João
de Moser Lupi

Frederico João
de Moser Lupi

Tiago Manuel
Rodrigues Estevinho

Member of the Board
Election year 2013

AUDIT
COMMITTEE

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
AND AUDITORS

Victor Maurílio
Silva Barros

Victor Maurílio
Silva Barros

Deloitte & Associados,
SROC S.A.

Emília de Noronha
Galvão Franco Frazão

Emília de Noronha
Galvão Franco Frazão

Patrícia Isabel
Sousa Caldinha

Patrícia Isabel
Sousa Caldinha

Chairman of the Board of Directors
Since 4th May 2018
Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Board of Directors
Election year 2015

Member of the Board and Executive
Committee
Election year 2019

Member of the Board and Executive
Committee
Election year 2015

João Miguel
Pacheco Sales Luís

Member of the Board e Chairman of Audit
Committee
Election year 2019

Member of the Board and Audit Committee
Election year 2019

Member of the Board and Audit Committee
Election year 2019

Chairman

Finance

Operations

Chairman

Member

Member

Chairman

Member

Member
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Corporate Governance

Corporate
Governance
General Assembly

Remunerations
Committee

Board of Directors
Executive

Nuno Galvão Teles
Chairman
Pedro Manuel Macedo
Vilas Boas
Tiago Manuel
Rodrigues Estevinho

Diogo Francisco Bastos
Mendes Rezende
Chairman

Chartered Accountant
and Auditors

Executive
Committee

Deloitte & Associados,
SROC S. A.

Diogo Francisco Bastos
Mendes Rezende
Chairman

The corporate
governance model
adopted assigns
the following
competences to
the corporate
governance bodies:

Inês Patrícia Arêde
Simões Louro

Frederico João
de Moser Lupi

Inês Patrícia Arêde
Simões Louro

Frederico João
de Moser Lupi

The Board of Directors represents the Company
and manages its business operations but is, in this
instance, subjected to the resolutions of shareholders
and to instructions issued by the Audit Committee where
applicable legislation or the provisions of the Company’s
Articles of association so dictate, as well as deliberates
on the matters set out in the provisions of Sub-paragraphs
a) to n) of Article 406 of the CSC (the Portuguese
Companies Code) and:
• Delegates the day-to-day management of the Company
and any other powers it may deem fit to delegate
on an Executive Committee of the Board by special
resolution to the effect;
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Board of Directors
Non Executive

João Miguel Pacheco
Sales Luís

Victor Maurílio
Silva Barros

Emília de Noronha
Galvão Franco
Frazão

Patrícia Isabel
Sousa Caldinha

Emília de Noronha
Galvão Franco
Frazão

Patrícia Isabel
Sousa Caldinha

Audit
Committee
Victor Maurílio
Silva Barros

• Delegates, subject to the limitations set out in applicable
legislation, specific management powers on one or more
of the Directors of the Company under necessarily defined
limits;

• Resolves, on the Executive Committee's proposal,
on the setting of strategic objectives in terms of
risk‑taking and on the respective internal control and risk
management systems;

• Resolves on whether to issue binding instructions
to Subordinated Companies, in conformance to
the provisions and subject to the limitations set out
in applicable legislation;

• Resolves on the acquisition and sale of majority
or controlling shareholding interests as well as on
transactions that are subject to special purchase and sale
proceedings in compliance with the provisions of the CVM
(the Portuguese Securities Code);

• Resolves on the plan and budget of the Company
and its Subordinated Companies, under recommendation
of the Executive Committee;

• Approve, with the prior and binding opinion of the
Audit Committee, the regulation on transactions with
related parties and/or amendments thereto, as well as
approve transactions with related parties under the terms
established in the referred regulation;
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• Proceeds to the co-option of directors under the terms
contemplated by law and/or the Company's statutes;
• Resolves on any matter that any of its Directors may
submit to the Board for resolution.
In this regard, it is important to note that Non-Executive
Directors have a duty to monitor the performance
of the Executive and Audit Committees, to air their
views on matters that fall under the scope of duties
of the Board where they sit or that may be submitted
to it by either of the aforementioned Committees,
and to act in an advisory role to the Company’s executive
management, which role is of the utmost relevance since
it is based on an in-depth knowledge of the matters
at hand while sufficiently distanced from the demands
and constraints of daily management.
The performance of those duties by the members
of the Board of Directors acting in a non-executive capacity
has been relevant in ensuring that this governance model
performs adequately, and to date, no constraints have
arisen on that account.

The Executive Committee of the Board of Directors
is responsible for the day-to-day management of
the Company and for the following additional duties:
• Setting out plans for implementation of the Company’s
and Group policies, objectives and strategy for approval
by the Board of Directors;
• Setting out general guidelines concerning the Company’s
internal organization for approval by the Board
of Directors;
• Presenting operational budgets, medium and long‑term
investment and development plans for approval
by the Board of Directors;
• Supervising and coordinating, including the definition
of management guidelines and control of subordinated
companies;
• Approving contracts for the procurement of goods
and services up to a limit of 500,000 euros or less,
per category of goods or services;

• Negotiating and contracting short-term bank finance
agreements to fund the Company, subject to terms
and conditions that most adequately suit the interests
of the Company;
• Negotiating and contracting the amendment, replacement
or renewal of the Company's financing contracts,
including commercial paper programmes, under the terms
and conditions that most adequately suit the interests
of the Company;
• Negotiating bank finance agreements of a term
longer than a year and a day to fund the Company
and its subordinated companies and the issuing
of corporate bonds and commercial paper programs,
for which purpose a binding of the Company under any
such transactions shall be made expressly conditional
to a prior resolution of the Board of Directors to the effect;
• Purchasing, selling and pledging goods or assets
accounted for as fixed assets of the Company
in conformance with budgets approved by the Board
of Directors;
• Purchasing, selling and pledging goods or assets
accounted for as fixed assets of the Company
not included in budgets approved by the Board
of Directors up to a value of 1.5% percent of paid-up share
capital per item;
• Resolving on investments, divestments and restructuring
in and by subordinated companies;
• Leasing real-state property;
• Representing the Company in court and out of court,
either as plaintiff or as defendant, as well as proposing
and filing any legal suits, admitting guilt, withdrawing
or settling out of court and committing to abide
by arbitrage proceedings;
• Purchasing, selling, or pledging shares in other companies
provided the transactions in question do not exceed
a limit of 2.5% of paid-up share capital. Prior approval
from the Board of Directors shall be required;
• Entering into, amending, and terminating employment
contracts and exercising powers of discipline over
the staff;
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• Opening, transacting, and closing bank accounts;
• Appointing duly mandated representatives
of the Company.

The Audit Committee has the following duties:
• Supervising the administration of the Company;
• Ensuring due compliance with the Law and the provisions
of the Articles of association;
• Verifying due compliance of the accounting books,
records, and supporting documentation;
• Verifying, as and when it may deem fit and in the manner
it may find appropriate, cash balances and stocks
of any type of goods or assets owned by the Company
or held in lieu of security or in trust or under any other
entitlement;

• Supervising the audit of the financial statements
of the Company;
• Certifying if the report on the corporate governance
structure and practices disclosed by the Company
includes the elements referred in Article 245-A
of the Securities Code;
• Recommending to the General Meeting the appointment
of the Chartered Accountant, approving annually
the scope of the respective auditing work and the
corresponding fees, approving any additional services
other than those of auditing and supervising their
independence;
• Issuing a prior opinion on the regulation on transactions
with related parties and its amendments, as well
as on transactions with related parties, under the terms
established in the referred regulation;

• Verifying the accuracy of the financial statements;

• Notifying the Office of the Public Prosecutor
of any contraventions of the Law constituting a public
crime of which it may have become aware;

• Verifying whether the accounting policies and valuation
criteria adopted by the Company are conducive
to appropriately representing its assets and results;

• Contracting for the provision of expert services in order
to assist one or more of its members in the performance
of their duties.

• Preparing an annual report on its supervisory
action and issue an opinion on the report, accounts
and proposals presented by the Board of Directors,
which must state whether it agrees or disagrees with
the management report and accounts for the financial
year and include the statement envisaged in Article 245.1
c) of the Securities Code, signed by each of its members;
• Convening a meeting of the General Assembly
of Shareholders, should its Chairman fails to do so,
having a duty to so act;
• Auditing the effectiveness of the risk management
system, the internal control system and the internal audit
system;
• Being the recipient of reports on irregularities submitted
by shareholders, company employees or others;
• Auditing the process of preparation and disclosure
of financial statements;

The Chartered Accountant and Auditor have the following
duties: under the Law, verifying due compliance
of the accounting books, records and supporting
documentation; verifying, as and when he or she may
deem fit and in the manner he or she may find appropriate,
cash balances and stocks of any type of goods or
assets owned by the Company or held in lieu of security
or in trust or under any other entitlement; verifying the
accuracy of the financial statements; and verifying whether
the accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted
by the Company are conducive to correctly representing
its assets and results.
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Main
Shareholders
As of December 31, 2020, shareholders with qualified
holdings in conformity with the revisions of Article 16 of
the CVM (the Portuguese Securities Code) were as follows:

QUALIFIED STAKES
ORDINARY
SHARES

% ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública - Participações Públicas SGPS, S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Participação imputável ao Millennium BCP (Art. 20.º do CVM)

142,543,884

27.09%

27.09%

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

- Banco Comercial Português, S.A.
- Fundo de Pensões do Grupo BCP
Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.
Novo Banco
TOTAL QUALIFIED HOLDINGS

49,030,215

9.32%

9.32%

36,900,000

7.01%

7.01%

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

450,089,099

85.53%

73.98%

Last updated: 31 December 2020.

The trading volume of ordinary shares during 2020
was 24 million shares, which represents approximately
5% of the issued capital in ordinary shares with
voting rights. According to Article 16 of the CVM
(the Portuguese Securities Code) during the year there
was no communication of new qualified stakes, held until
the end of the exercise.

All qualified holdings represent 85.53% of the total
capital represented by ordinary shares with voting rights,
which puts the free-float in 14.47%.
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Factors
The Group's main activity is the distribution of paper,
and as such, it acts as a link between the upstream
paper producers and the downstream intermediate
consumers (namely companies and paper manufacturing
industries, such as printers, advertisers, media companies,
and newspaper and book publishers, among others),
modern distributors (large-scale suppliers and specialized
retail chains) and end consumers (companies in the office
segment and individuals).

may be affected by a negative evolution of these prices,
which could lead to increase the transport costs associated
with distribution and consequently have a negative effect
on the the Group's business, financial situation and results.

Inapa is subject to
the inherent risks of
the economic sector
where it operates

The development in the productive capacities
of the different geographical markets, trends in paper
demand in emerging economies such as China and India
and its impact on those markets’ suppliers, the impact
of exchange rate fluctuation on the competitiveness
of the various markets, and a number of regulatory
issues that affect the world paper trade are all factors
which, either in combination or in isolation, may directly
or indirectly impact the performance of the Company,
its financial situation and its earnings.

and especially to fluctuations in paper prices, short‑term
imbalances between demand and supply, changes
in consumption patterns and the performance
of the economy in general.
In this context, the most relevant risks to which Inapa
is exposed while conducting its business are associated
with its capacity to pass changes in the purchase prices
of paper and in its operating costs on to clients through
selling prices, particularly costs related to logistics
and transportation.
Additionally, the paper distribution business is sensitive
to changes in the behavioral patterns of the demand, mainly
in segments such as advertising and media, and to changes
in the distribution structure.
The balance between supply and demand depends
on a variety of factors, among which we highlight
the trends in installed production capacity and the level
of overall economic activity.
The Group’s capacity to reflect in products prices or fees
it charges for the services it provides, the increase
of paper price and/or fuel is not totally elastic The Group’s
capacity to reflect in products prices or the fees it charges
for the services it provides, the increase of paper price and/
or fuel is not totally elastic. The direct margins of products
sold and the net contribution of services rendered

Inapa counts with some means of mitigating this risk,
among which stands out its systems, which in the sales
process introduce various levels of authority according
to the margin generated by the operation.

Furthermore, the paper distribution business has undergone
structural changes in recent years, as a result of mergers
among paper merchants, especially in Europe. Competitor
moves may directly or indirectly impact the Company’s
future strategic decisions and, therefore, its positioning
in each particular market and, consequently, affect
its economic and financial returns and assets allocation.
Inapa is present in 8 European countries and, since 2009
and 2013, in Angola and Turkey. Its external activity
accounts for about 96% of the total business volume.
All these circumstances, naturally exposes Inapa’s business
to risks that arise from the specific performance of each
economy in which it operates. On the other hand, it is also
a risk mitigation factor due to the unfavorable occurrence
of the same pattern of economic behavior in all markets
simultaneously.
However, the currency exposure is limited, although real,
as the value of sales in a currency euro (US dollar, kwanza
and Turkish lira) represents about 3% of total Group sales.
As in any company or economic group, Inapa's
performance depends on its ability to maintain its client
database. In addition to over 80,000 clients, the geographic
dispersion, offering a wide range of products, competitive
and high quality, along with an adequate level of service
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pre- and post‑sales, Inapa has been developing a client
loyalty program that offers complementary services
and products to its core business, with the purpose
of becoming more and more a global service provider
in the paper market.
The impact on local economies of a downturn in the world
economy may make it difficult for clients of the Inapa
Group to meet their obligations towards the Group.
As a credit risk mitigation factor, Inapa signed in 2011,
a credit insurance policy to cover credit risk of its operating
subsidiaries with major insurance companies in Europe.
This insurance covers the main countries of the Group
(Germany, France, Belgium, Portugal, Spain and Turkey),
thus covering approximately the majority of Group sales.
Regardless of the coverage contemplated above, Inapa
also manages credit risk by acting as follows: each Group
subsidiary has its credit collections committee composed
by the CEO, CFO and Head of Sales and Purchases;
credit limits are defined and recorded in the information
system and inhibit new orders when limit is fully utilized;
limits of credit granting are subject to annual review and/
or whenever there is relevant information arising from
the recommendation of the internal and external monitoring
systems; approval of sales above the defined credit limits
are subject to Board approval of each country.
A slowdown in economic growth rates or a decrease in
consumer and producer confidence indexes may, in turn,
lead to a slowdown or fall in the paper demand, namely the
demand for writing and printing paper and consequently
affecting its operations, sales, earnings, and the overall
financial standing of the Inapa Group.
The Group’s ability to successfully implement
the established strategy depends on retain, and if necessary
to hire, the most competent and adequately skilled
employees to perform each duty.
Despite its human resources policy being oriented to these
goals, it is not possible to guarantee that in the future there
are no restrictions in this area.

The demand and
operational activity
of the company are
subject to the risks of
pandemics.
The company's demand and operational activity are subject
to the risks of pandemics. Operational risks are mitigated
i) by the high geographical dispersion of its operations,
both at the Group level and at the level of each of the
national operations and its suppliers, ii) by the contingency
plans adopted by each Group company that ensure that,
with the exception of the storage and transport areas,
which require the physical presence of workers, the rest can
be assured, essentially, by teleworking.
The implementation of measures that influence the mobility
of people or products by government entities could have
a significant impact in terms of treasury and general
financing of the activity.
Inapa gives to some employees of its subsidiaries Inapa
France SAS, Inapa Packaging SAS, Semaq SAS, Papyrus
Deutschland and Papier Union GmbH, supplement
plans of retirement and survivors' pensions, having duly
accounted for the inherent expenses and costs associated
with such benefits in accordance with the specifications
of International Accounting Standard 19 (IAS 19).
The balance reported in the consolidated accounts under
liabilities for pension benefits is based on predefined
assumptions on mortality rates, whereas the beneficiaries
of the pension fund schemes in question may live longer
than what such assumptions accounted for and, as such,
may draw benefits from the pension fund in excess
of the provisions for such benefits, as we have defined
benefit pension funds.
Therefore, liabilities for pension benefits may have
an adverse impact on cash flows.
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Regarding the consolidation of accounts, Inapa has
methods to mitigate internal and external risks.
Like in any other activity, Inapa is subject to being part
of a plurality of disputes related to its activity, including
those whose judgment has been favorable to the Group,
the total or in part and may be appealed by counterparts
in accordance with the applicable procedural rules and
to the final judgment of these same sentences.
Inapa has the support of local legal advisory teams that
accompany subsidiary companies in each geography
in the pre-litigation and litigation phases of disputes, being
monitored / coordinated by the legal pole of the holding
company whenever their relevance or specificity
recommends it.
Inapa Group’s operations require investments.
It is Inapa’s intention to partly fund those investments with
cash resources generated from operations. However, should
its operations fail to generate sufficient cash resources,
Inapa may be required to partly fund the envisaged
investments with funding raised from external sources,
including bank finance and/or funds raised from financial
and capital markets instruments.
In addition, Inapa Group is exposed to a number of other
risks, namely liquidity risk, interest rate risk, market risk
on the price of raw materials, operating risk and other risks.
Considering that Inapa does not hedge its exposure
to adverse changes in market interest rates, such changes
may, in turn, have an adverse impact on its performance,
financial situation and earnings.
Nevertheless, and in order to manage such risks,
the Group’s Finance Department strives to manage
the impact of changing interest rates by monitoring
market developments on an ongoing basis and by being
in a position to contract financial instruments to mitigate
the impact of interest rate volatility.
In a context of sector consolidation, Inapa may
be the target of a public tender offer.

Despite the fact that the Group has been implementing
careful risk management methodologies to manage
every type of risk to which it is exposed, in the event
of exceptionally adverse scenarios materializing, the policies
and procedures employed by Inapa to identify, monitor,
manage and mitigate such risks may prove not to be fully
effective.
To operate in the business areas of paper, packaging and
visual communication, the Group needs working capital.
More adverse economic scenarios that would change
the commercial and financial policies of our partners,
including suppliers, clients and financial institutions
can create additional working capital needs that would
pressure the liquidity levels.
Inapa manages the Group’s liquidity risk by acting
as follows: striving to structure the Group’s financial
indebtedness to feature a large percentage of medium
and long-term debt, with a maturity that adequately
matches its ability to generate cash resources; resorting
to credit facilities it may draw on at any time (overdraft
credit facilities). Treasury management is done locally in
each Group company supervised by the Holding Company.
Cash flow forecast is regularly updated and monitored
to avoid potential deviations.
On Note 3 of the consolidated financial accounts there
is more detailed information about the management
of the different natures of financial risks (capital markets,
receivables, concentration of credit lines and liquidity risk).
On Notes 8 and 9 of the consolidated financial accounts
it can be analyzed the goodwill and intangible assets with
their impairment and sensitivity tests.
In the course of conducting Inapa’s normal business,
and due to its organizational structure, the Group is subject
to certain operational risks, including possible interruptions
in the services rendered or delays in providing such
services, omissions, errors.
These risks are monitored by the Company on an ongoing
basis by means of the administrative and information
systems it implemented for that purpose, having also
arranged for insurance policies to cover certain operational
risks.
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The normal development of the business may
be temporarily affected by risks arising from the merger
or restructuring of subsidiaries.
Inapa Group’s operations are also dependent on IT
processing, IT processing involves the storing and
processing of financial reporting records, monitoring and
control records from its logistics, warehousing and delivery
services, and internal accounting records.
Notwithstanding the ongoing assessment of the condition
of its information systems and the fact that our capacity
has proven to be reliable, it is not possible to absolutely
guarantee a full identification and timely redressing of every
single issue concerning the information technology systems
or the unqualified success of every single implementation
of a technological enhancement to such systems.
The company may also be exposed to risks related
to migration processes of base systems, which may have
a transitory effect on the activity.
The risk of IT fraud / cyber-attack is gaining international
importance, not being possible to mitigate completely this
risk, despite the measures and procedures in place.
In this scenario, there could be significant changes in Inapa’s
current strategy with implications for the several businesses
and markets where it operates.
Inapa Group may be adversely affected by amendments
to ruling legislation and to other tax legislation applicable
in Portugal, the European Union and the particular countries
where it operates.
The Group’s units are subject to risks that are inherent
to the conduct of any economic activity, such as accidents,
faults or natural catastrophes that may cause damages
to the Group’s assets or a temporary interruption of its
trading activities.
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Doing business
with ethics is a
cornerstone of Inapa
culture and it is the
heart of our success.

By acting with high ethical standards, we create a
positive and collaborative atmosphere. The way we do
business is not a short-term goal, it is rather a contribution
to the Group’s long-term sustainability.
Employees’ daily actions must meet the highest ethical
standards. Everyone must act in accordance with
strong moral principles, communicate with transparency
and treat with esteem, consideration, dignity and tolerance
all persons, regardless of race, nationality, colour, ethnicity,
citizenship, religion, gender, age or disability.
Inapa is committed to follow the best international practices
in what concerns human rights, labour, environmental
protection and anti-corruption, namely the Ten Principles
of the United Nations Global Compact:

Human
Rights

Labour

Environment

Anti-Corruption

01.

Support and respect the protection
of internationally proclaimed human rights;

02.

Ensure non-complicity in human rights abuses;

03.

Uphold the freedom of association
and the effective recognition of the right
to collective bargaining;

04.

Elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory
labour;

05.

Effective abolition of child labour;

06.

Elimination of discrimination in respect
of employment and occupation;

07.

Support a precautionary approach
to environmental challenges;

08.

Undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility;

09.

Encourage the development and diffusion
of environmentally friendly technologies;

10.

Work against corruption in all its forms,
including extortion and bribery.
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By the end of 2017, it was launched the new Inapa Business
Code of Conduct, with a double purpose: to align the
good practices with the corporate model and to guide
all employees / partners to do business with the highest
ethical standards.
The Group’s employees received a copy of the new
Code, in their language, to be used as a reference
tool, in case they need it. In the Code, guidelines are
presented in terms of the principles they must respect
(integrity, respect, transparency and compliance) and
how to report any irregularities. Guidance is also given
on how to behave in a way that guarantees integrity
to i) colleagues, ii) the company, iii) the business partners
and iv) the community.

CODE OF CONDUCT

Read here the
Inapa Code of Conduct

MAKING BUSINESS WITH INTEGRITY

Integrity

Acting consistently with absolute honesty and high ethical standards.

Respect

Treat clients, suppliers, employees and other stakeholders with courtesy,
tolerance, loyalty and justice.

Transparency

The absence of hidden agendas or conditions, ensuring that commitments
are respected and that information is provided to improve collaboration
between stakeholders, assigning responsibility for actions taken.

Conformity

Make sure that decisions and/or business are in line with industry law,
regulations and best practices.
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Human
Resources
In its Human
Resources strategy,
Inapa has adopted
a close correlation
between the Group's
strategic guidelines
and the evolution
of the different
Group businesses
based on a common
platform of processes
and policies that
are followed by the
different companies
and geographies
where the Group
operates.

Always bearing in mind human and ethical values,
the Group's policies are based on seven objectives: diversity
and equality; attraction and commitment; development
and enhancement; recognition and merit; prevention
and security; managing change and conciliation of work
with personal life.
2020 was marked by three important facts with an impact
on Human Resources management.
The first, more comprehensive to the Group
and to the market itself, through the pandemic that
hit the world with significant impacts on people's lives
and on the economy.
The second, more specific, is related to the consolidation
of the companies Papier Union and Papyrus Deutschland
in Germany which officially occurred in June 2020 but
whose process had already been underway since 2019.
The third, in France, was the completion of the restructuring
process of the company Inapa France.
In this context, the human resources of Inapa Group
are in constant evolution and adaptation to the necessary
sustainability of the Group without ever forgetting
the human dimension.
Thus, there was a decrease of 130 employees, compared
to the same period of the previous year, to a total
of 1,709 employees of all Group companies in 2020.
Reflecting the impacts described above, the largest
decrease in headcount occurred at Inapa Deutschland
GmbH (resulting from the merger between Papier
Union and Papyrus Deutschland) with a decrease
of 83 employees.
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EVOLUTION OF THE BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES BY COMPANIES
BUSINESS AREA

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
HOLDING
SHARED SERVICES
TOTAL

COMPANY

COUNTRY

2017

2018

Inapa Deutschland

Germany

Papier Union

Germany

517

506

Papyrus
Deutschland

Germany

n.a.

Inapa France

France

Inapa Portugal
Inapa España

2019

2020

COMMENTS

932

Merger of Papier Union and Papyrus
Deutschland in 2020

489

n.a.

Merger with Papyrus Deutschland in Inapa
Deutschland in 2020

n.a.

526

n.a.

Acquired in 2019 and merged with Paper Union
in Inapa Deutschland in 2020

280

258

250

223

Portugal

65

65

65

60

Spain

76

78

75

64

Inapa Belgique

Belgium

31

29

28

28

Inapa Angola

Angola

4

4

4

4

Korda

Turkey

45

47

45

41

Inapa Packaging

Germany

65

66

67

50

Inapa Packaging

France

32

37

35

39

Semaq

France

33

33

37

39

Embaltec

France

20

22

25

28

Inapa Packaging

Portugal

43

42

38

38

Inapa ComPlott

Germany

66

73

68

73

Inapa Viscom

Portugal

9

10

11

8

Inapa IPG

Portugal

17

17

15

14

Inapa Shared Center

Portugal

49

49

60

68

1,352

1,336

1,838

1,709

Merger of Tradembal and Da Hora in 2017
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Reflecting the composition of the business, the largest
number of employees remains in the paper distribution
area, representing in 2020 about 79% of the total,
a decrease of 2pp compared to 2019.
In Packaging and Visual Communication the number
of employees slightly decreased from 6 to around 275,
representing, in terms of weight in the Group total, 16%
(an increase of 1 pp compared to 2019).
The Shared Services and Holdings area, with 82 employees,
registered an increase, for the second consecutive year,
of 7 employees compared to the previous year, motivated
by the continuous growth of skills and transversal
services provided to the entire Group in the Financial
and Information Technologies areas, thus allowing
an improvement in efficiency and synergies between the
Group' companies. Overall, the services and holding area
increased slightly its weight to 5% of the Group's total.
By country, and considering the total number of businesses,
the largest market - Germany - showed a decrease of about
96 to 1,055 employees, representing 62% of the total.
France also shows a retreat in its structure, namely in Inapa
France with the conclusion of the restructuring project,
being compensated by an increase in complementary
business companies. In total terms they reached
329 employees (-18 compared to 2019), maintaining
the weight at 19% of the total Inapa Group.
Portugal, in turn, as a whole, between decreases
and increases, recorded a slight negative variation
of 1 employee to 188 and raising the weight to 11%.
In 2020, Spain showed a decrease of 11 employees
compared to the previous year, to a total of 64.
About 4% in terms of weight.
The remaining countries remained below the previous
year, at 73 employees. Korda, in Turkey, had around
41 employees and Inapa Belgique, in Belgium,
28 employees.
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The following image illustrates the breakdown
by occupational categories.

EMPLOYEES BY
FUNCTIONAL AREA

39%

4%

Board & Senior
Management

Logistics
& Transport

15%

Administrative
& Backoffice

42%
Sales

Regarding the Group's commercial nature, by category,
the commercial area concentrates the largest number
of employees with around 42%, followed by the logistics
and transport area with 39%. As for the support areas
– technical, administrative and Backoffice personnel
– these represent 15% of the Group's employees.

Board Members and senior management account
for around 4% of the total of Group employees.
The distribution of the staff remained in line with 2019,
as well as the distribution in the various categories, standing
at the Group's average values.
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Main Activity Indicators

Main Activity
Indicators
(Amounts expressed in millions of euros, except when specifically mentioned)

Tons ('000)
Sales
Gross margin

2020

2019

2018

2017

VAR. 20/19

913

887

735

813

2.9%

1,015.5

1,030.8

860.3

885.7

-1.5%

185.5

178.4

151.9

161.7

4.0%
1.0 pp

Gross margin (%)

18.3%

17.3%

17.7%

18.3%

Net operating costs

156.6

148.6

131.9

136.6

5.4%

Operating income

23.6

24.8

22.9

21.0

-4.9%

180.2

173.4

154.9

157.5

3.9%

1.8

1.5

1.5

2.5

-0.5%

Operating costs
Impairment of current assets
Re-EBITDA
Re-EBITDA (%)

27.4

28.3

18.4

22.6

-3.2%

2.7%

2.7%

2.1%

2.6%

0.0 pp

Non recurrent costs

11.6

1.6

2.0

3.3

10.0

EBITDA

15.8

26.7

16.5

19.3

-40.8%

1.6%

2.6%

1.9%

2.2%

-1.0 pp

-2.7

10.8

10.6

13.7

-124.9%

-0.3%

1.0%

1.2%

1.5%

-1.3 pp

15.5

15.7

14.3

13.2

1.2%

-18.2

-4.9

-3.7

0.3

-13.3

2.8

0.8

0.1

0.0

2.0

-15.5

-4.1

-3.6

0.2

-11.3

31/12/20

31/12/19

31/12/18

31/12/17

VAR. 20/19

315.0

337.3

272.2

296.4

-6.6%

Interest coverage

1.8 x

1.8 x

1.3 x

1.7 x

0.0 x

Working capital

73.0

87.6

97.0

119.6

-16.7%

EBITDA (%)
EBIT
EBIT (%)
Net Financial function
EBT
Taxes on profits
Net income

Net debt 1

1

Includes securitization.

Inapa presents an alternative table of activity indicators to the Financial Statements,
bringing the analysis of the evolution of the business closer to that which management
uses in its monitoring, and in this way being also aligned with what is practiced
by the different market players.
In order to ensure their reconciliation with the Financial Statements we have built
a glossary.

Glossary
Sales: Sales of merchandise and other products [Note 25].
Gross margin: Sales of merchandise and other products
[Note 25] - Cost of Sales [Note 13] + Net cash discounts
[Note 25].
Net Operating costs: Operating Costs - Operating Income.
Operating Income: Service rendered and other income
excluding Net cash discounts [Note 25].
Operating Costs: Personnel costs [Note 26] + Other
costs (excluding impairment of current assets) [Note 27],
excluding non recurrent costs.
Impairment of current assets: Impairment of current assets
[Note 27].
Re-EBITDA: Results before Depreciations and amortizations
[Note 28], net financial function [Note 29], Income tax
[Note 30].
Re-EBITDA (%): Re-EBITDA / Sales.
Non recurrent costs: Mainly restructuring costs, namely
compensation for termination of work contracts [Note 26].
EBIT: Results before net financial function and income tax
[Note 30].
EBIT (%): EBIT / Sales.
Financial Function: Net financial results [Note 29] +Gains /
(Losses) in Associates [Note 10].
Net debt: Gross debt - Cash and cash equivalents [Note 21].
Interest coverage: Re-EBITDA/Net Financial function
[Note 29].
Working Capital: Trade receivables + Inventories – Trade
payables.
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Main Events
2020

24th
april
2019 results
announcement

30
april

th

2019 annual report
publication

25th
september
First half 2020 results
announcement

Ordinary General
Meeting

30th
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Merger of Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co KB into Papier Union
GmbH under the new name Inapa
Deutschland GmbH.

09th
november
Gender Equality
Plan

02nd
december
Cyber-attack on
corporate IT systems

22nd
may
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2020 was definitively marked by the pandemic outbreak
caused by covid-19 outbreak which continues to have
significant human, social and economic negative impacts
globally.
The Group continues to monitor closely, and with concern,
all related developments, particularly in the markets
in which it is present.
Given the uncertainty involved, the Group cannot fully
anticipate the impact of these events on its results.
However, the Group has implemented a number
of measures it considers necessary and appropriate
to minimize potential adverse consequences, and continues
to monitor its progress regularly in order to quickly adjust
to reality.
The Group will continue to develop its activity, serving
its clients, among which are some who are in the first line
of combating the pandemic, such as hospitals, security
forces, pharmaceutical industry and many others, always
in the best interest of its stakeholders.
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Economic
Context
Macroeconomic
context
The year of 2020 was marked by the pandemic caused by
Covid-19, with world GDP declining 3.4%. After a significant
contraction in the 1st semester, there was a strong
recovery in the 3rd quarter, exceeding expectations,
a trend that stagnated or in some cases was reversed
in the 4th quarter, as a result of new Covid-19 outbreaks
and the reintroduction of restrictive measures.
China was the only major economy to grow in 2020,
recovering to the pre-pandemic level of economic
activity and consolidating its position as a candidate
for leadership in the world economy. USA was strongly
affected by the pandemic, but with a lower impact
on GDP than in other developed economies, showing
greater resilience than most advanced economies and also
benefiting from an expansive fiscal policy. Europe was
one of the regions most affected by the pandemic, with
a decline on GDP of 6.8%. Despite a faster monetary policy
response than in the financial crisis, there were difficulties
in approving the European recovery plan. It is also worth
mentioning the disparity registered in the various European
countries, highlighting the different economic structures
and the different measures of containment and support
for the economy adopted.
Prospects for 2021 are subject to a high degree
of uncertainty, obviously depending on the successful
implementation of the vaccination programs and pandemic
control. A recovery compared to 2020 is expected,
given not only the extreme stopovers recorded in 2020
(which should not be repeated in 2021), but also
the stimulus measures adopted in most economies
and the commitment made by the main central banks
to maintain favourable financial conditions for economic
recovery for a long period of time.
The continued effects of the pandemic in the first quarter
of 2021, as a result of new variants and difficulties in the
implementation of the vaccination plans, brought additional
pressure, particularly in Europe, with the Eurozone expected
to recover to pre-pandemic levels only in 2022, despite the
positive momentum brought by the Next Generation EU
program, proposed by the European Commission. The pace

of recovery will vary from country to country – some
countries are expected to resume pre‑pandemic levels in late
2021 or early 2022; others will take longer.
The perspectives for 2021 are dominated by the pandemic
and recovery support initiatives, although some sources
of uncertainty have dissipated by the end of 2020 with
the release of the European recovery plan (Next Generation
EU) and with the signing of the trade agreement between
the European Union and the United Kingdom. It must
be noted that there remains a geopolitical uncertainty
in the global panorama, in particular concerning tensions
between China and the USA, in a context of leadership
change in the USA.
We consider relevant to share some views on economic
developments in 2020 and prospects for 2021
in the countries in which the Inapa Group has operations.
In 2020, as a result of Covid-19 pandemic and despite
the measures taken to contain it, the German economy
contracted by 5.3%, after 10 years of expansion. After the
historical decline registered in the 2nd quarter, GDP
recovered significantly in the 3rd quarter. In the 4th quarter,
despite the new restrictions, it was possible to avoid further
contraction. For 2021, it is expected a still weak first quarter,
reflecting the contraction in consumption, particularly
in terms of services, as well as reduced demand in exports,
but with a gradual recovery in the following quarters.
Overall the forecast is a GDP growth of 3.0% in 2021,
with the economy resuming pre-pandemic levels between
2021 and 2022.
The French economy registered a decrease of 8.2%
in 2020. In the 1st semester, there was a very significant
decline, reflecting the negative evolution of private
consumption, investment and exports. After a higher than
expected recovery in the 3rd quarter, in the 4th quarter there
was a further decline of GDP, reflecting new restrictions.
These are expected to remain high in the first quarter
of 2021, with a particular impact on the consumption
of services, resulting in a GDP recession. In the 2nd quarter,
a GDP growth should already be achieved, with the
partial release of restrictions and the first effects of the
national recovery plan. For the 3rd quarter, reflecting the
end of restrictions and the impact of the aforementioned
plan, it is expected a strong recovery, supported mainly
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by private consumption, but also by exports. Globally, the
forecast is that GDP grows by 5.9% in 2021, with activity
resuming pre-pandemic levels in the first half of 2022.
After an unprecedented decline in the first half, the Spanish
economy recorded a strong growth in the third quarter,
supported mainly by private consumption and investment.
The reintroduction of less severe restrictions than in other
European countries resulted in a slightly positive behaviour
of GDP in the 4th quarter. Globally, GDP fell 11% in 2020.
GDP is estimated to fall slightly in the 1st quarter of 2021,
as a result of the more restrictive measures imposed earlier
this year, and to recover in the 2nd quarter. During the 2nd
semester, the activity should have a strong performance,
benefiting from the resumption of private consumption,
investment and some recovery in international tourism.
GDP forecast is an expansion of 5.7% in 2021, with
a significant recovery in tourism offsetting the slowdown
in domestic demand.
The Portuguese economy registered a strong contraction
in 2020 (-7.6%), mainly as a result of the significant
impact of the pandemic in the tourism sector, which has
a significant weight in the economy. The quarterly evolution
of the economy reflected the development of the pandemic
and the introduction of restrictions: after a significant
decrease in the 1st semester, GDP recovered strongly
in the 3rd quarter. In the 4th quarter, growth was only slightly
positive. GDP is expected to fall again in the first quarter
of 2021, given the introduction of more restrictive measures
in mid-January, and is expected to start to recover in the
second quarter, with a strong recovery in the summer
months, supported by tourism, and a more gradual growth
thereafter. It is estimated that GDP will grow 4.1% in 2021.

The Turkish economy grew 1.8% in 2020, emerging
as one of the few countries that avoided contraction
due to the pandemic caused by Covid-19. After a 9.9%
contraction in the 2nd quarter, GDP grew 6.7% in the 3rd
quarter and maintained a positive trajectory, in the 4th
quarter, reflecting government support measures.
On the other hand, the pandemic accentuated
the challenges in terms of monetary policy, with pressure
on inflation and in particular on the lira, which suffered
a sharp devaluation throughout the year. In November
the 450 bp increase in the interest rate by the Central
Bank made it possible to contain the devaluation
of the lira. For 2021 is expected a growth of 5.9%, assuming
the maintenance of government support measures.
The Turkish economy remains vulnerable, given the
high indebtedness of companies, inflationary tensions
and exposure to geopolitical and commercial risks.

2018

2019

Global

3.4

2.7

Euro zone

1.9

1.3

Germany

1.3

0.6

-5.3

3.0

3.7

France

1.8

1.5

-8.2

5.9

3.8

Spain

2.4

2.0

-11.0

5.7

4.8

Portugal

2.8

2.2

-7.6

4.1

4.3

Belgium

1.8

1.7

-6.2

3.9

3.1

3.0

0.9

1.8

5.9

3.0

Turkey

Source: OECD (Mar/2021), European Commission (Feb/2021).
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In 2020 the Belgian economy registered a 6.2%
contraction in GDP, reflecting the reduction in domestic
demand resulting from the restrictive measures imposed
and the fall in confidence levels. The recovery in the 3rd
quarter was higher than expected, but it was interrupted
by the reintroduction of restrictions associated with
a 2nd wave of Covid-19 in the 4th quarter. A gradual
improvement is expected over the course of 2021, reflecting
the resumption of private consumption, with investment
showing a more gradual recovery. GDP is expected to grow
3.9% in 2021, reaching the pre-crisis level in the second half
of 2022.

2021E

2022E

-3.4

5.6

4.0

-6.8

3.9

3.8

2018-2020

2020-2022E
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Sector framework
During 2020, demand for paper in Europe recorded
significant drops compared to 2019, as a result
of successive lockdowns due to the Covid-19 pandemic
outbreak. Based on the statistics provided by Eurograph
(European Association of Graphic Paper Producers),
Western Europe recorded a 19.6% decrease in paper
consumption for graphic, writing and printing papers.
Coated woodfree papers decreased by 26.0%, while
uncoated woodfree papers decreased by 15.0% compared
to 2019.
In the main markets in which Inapa is present (Germany,
France, Spain, Portugal and Belgium), the total
volume of paper sales decreased by 17.7%, according
to Eurograph statistics, with all countries showing
decreases vis‑à‑vis 2019. Germany recorded a decrease
of 15.1%, France 18.0%, Spain 26.7% and Portugal 16.4%.
The data presented refers to the consumption of coated
and uncoated papers - which represents about 90%
of the traded papers - not including the remaining
subfamilies that include specialties, cardboards and
self‑adhesive, among others. In relation to Belux (Belgium
and Luxembourg), where Inapa is represented mainly
in the office paper segment, the market decreased
by 16.0%. In total (aggregated volumes of coated
and uncoated paper), there was a decrease of 18.0%
in Europe.
Regarding the production of paper and board,
and according to the statistics of CEPI (Confederation
of European Papier Industries), there was a reduction
of 5% in relation to 2019 to 85.1 million tons. The structural
divergence between the evolution of paper production
for graphic, writing and printing papers and paper
and board for packaging was accentuated in 2020
due to the health crisis. There was a decrease of 18.4%
in the production of coated woodfree papers, 20.5%
in newsprint and 11.4% in uncoated woodfree papers (mainly
office papers). Mechanical pulp coated papers fell by 24.2%
and uncoated papers by 14.9%. As for the production
of packaging grades there was an increase of 2.1%
compared to 2019. Despite the slowdown in the economy
in Europe and sanitary restrictions, the majority of factories
remained in production, with the decreases in demand
being mostly compensated by machine downtimes.
The influence of imports from markets outside the CEPI
area remained limited to uncoated office papers, which
decreased by 1.8%.

The share of paper for graphic arts, printing and writing
production decreased from 32.8% in 2019 to 27.9% in 2020,
while cardboard and packaging paper increased from
54.1% in 2019 to 58.2% in 2020. In this period, the share
of the tissue sector rose from 8.5% to 9.3% and other
special and industrial papers remained at 4.6%.
Although paper consumption in the graphic and office
sectors has recently shown a negative trend, it must
be reminded that it represents only about 25% of world
consumption of pulp, while other sectors, such
as Packaging and Tissue, continued to show healthy
growth levels, reinforced in 2020 by the health crisis due
to the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak. Considering that
currently no increases are expected in pulp production
capacity before 2022, it is estimated that the pulp
price will increase over the course of 2021, with greater
emphasis on long fiber pulp, essentially used in the
production of paper related products for packaging
and tissue. The cost increase happens with paper
producers facing over capacity in most paper segments,
along with a decrease in demand. The price of coated
papers fell by 5.5%, while the price of office papers in
general fell by an average of 4.3% (Fastmarkets RISI
indexes for Europe). Due, on the one hand, to the sharp
increase in the cost of raw materials for producers and,
on the other hand, to the low levels at which paper prices
are, there should be pressure in 2021 to increase prices.
The balance between the size of the order book with
producers and the offer, as well as the differential vis‑à‑vis
the price of pulp, will certainly be driving the initiatives
to increase paper prices, which will have a greater impact
on non‑integrated manufactures.
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Consolidated
Performance
Inapa consolidated performance in 2020 reflects,
on the one hand, the sectorial context previously described,
with a significant impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
outbreak and the confinement measures in the activity
of the majority of the subsidiaries of the Group, and
on the other hand, the positive impact of the acquisition
of Papyrus Deutschland, whose integration took effect
as from August 1, 2019.
Reflecting these two effects, Inapa Group consolidated
sales in 2020 were 1,015.5 million euros, down 1.5%
from 2019. It should be noted that in 2020 we achieved
a significant gain in the paper distribution market share,
with sales totalling 913 thousand tons, an increase of 2.9%
compared to 2019.
Sales related to the complementary businesses
of packaging, visual communication and office consumables
decreased by 3.1% compared to 2019. The different
areas showed distinct behaviours, with the packaging
business growing by 1.6 % compared to the previous year,
and the visual communication area, more penalized by the
Covid-19 outbreak due to the widespread postponement
of events and fairs, recording a drop of 12.4%.
Gross margin as a percentage of sales increased 1.0 pp
in 2020 to 18.3% (17.3% in the same period of 2019).
This margin improvement has been achieved in all areas
of the business and reflects the continued adoption
in Papyrus Deutschland of the strategy that Inapa has been
following in the remaining operations – careful management
of pricing and improvement of the sales mix, through
the commitment to value added products.
Net operating costs, excluding impairment of receivables,
increased by 8.0 million euros in 2020 (+5.4%), representing
15.4% of sales, +1.0 pp than in 2019. This development
was mainly conditioned by the integration of Papyrus
Deutschland, partially offset by the reduction in variable
costs as a result of the reduction in volumes, and by
the positive contribution of government supports (notably
layoffs), which allowed for some reduction in fixed
costs. In France we have completed the reorganization
process of the logistics and distribution areas following
the acquisition of Papyrus France, with the closure
of Tremblay and Pantin facilities in the Paris area, with full
impact of the savings to be felt only in 2021. In Germany,

the merger of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH and Papier
Union, under the new name of Inapa Deutschland, GmbH,
took place on June, 30 2020. Significant improvements
were made in the implementation of the synergies plan,
with the closure of several locations and the resizing of the
teams, with the savings already identified being above
those initially estimated. The synergies gains of the logistics
and distribution areas and the optimization of resources
were already felt in the second half of the year, with net
operating costs 8.4 million euros below 2019. In 2020,
these gains were however relatively low compared to their
medium-term potential.
Impairment of receivables amounted to 1.5 million euros in
2020 and remained in line with 2019. In the current context
of the crisis caused by the Covid-19 outbreak, Inapa has
strengthened risk monitoring, following strict internal credit
control procedures for its client portfolio, always working
in close coordination with the Group's credit insurer.
Recurrent EBITDA amounted to 27.4 million euros in 2020
(28.3 million euros in 2019), with a margin on sales of 2.7%,
in line with 2019. It should be noted that in the second half
of the year there was a strong recovery with recurrent
EBITDA reaching 16.6 million euros (3.3% on sales),
an increase of 2.5 million euros compared to the same
period in 2019.
One off costs amounted to 11.6 million euros and are
related mainly to the costs incurred and foreseen with
the restructuring processes resulting from consolidation
initiatives still taking place in the logistics and commercial
areas, particularly in Germany, where we started in 2020
the implementation of the new organization model.
In France we completed in the last quarter of 2020
the process of optimizing the structure after the integration
of the former Papyrus France.
In 2020, EBITDA totalled 15.8 million euros, equivalent
to 1.6% of sales. Operational results (EBIT) were negative
by 2.7 million euros.
The 2020 financial charges decrease by 0.2 million
euros to 15.5 million euros (15.7 million euros in 2019).
This progression is mainly explained by the reduction
of the cost of debt among with the financing of the activity.
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Consolidated earnings before taxes were negative
by 18.2 million euros, compared to 4.9 million euros
negative in 2019. Income Tax was 2.8 million euros positive,
of which about 3.7 million euros related to deferred taxes
and 0.9 million euros related to current taxes, leading
to a negative net income in 2020 of 15.5 million euros.
Working capital decreased by 14.6 million euros (-16.7%)
compared to December 2019, to 73.0 million euros.
This reduction was due to a strict management of working
capital (lower clients balances and inventories, with greater
impact than the reduction of suppliers), along with the
optimization of the logistics network with the closure
of warehouses and the reduction of activity.
Consolidated net debt on December 31, 2020 stood
at 315 million euros, 22 million euros less than in 2019.
This progression results from the rigorous working
capital management measures mentioned above and
the application of operational cash flow, while ensuring
ongoing investments in the area of information systems,
particularly in the replacement of the Group's ERP.
Current debt excluding Trade finance, associated
to factoring contracts, is around 46.6 million euros,
i.e. 14% of total gross debt (25% in 2019).
In view of the uncertainty of the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on the activity, the Group raised credit lines
in different geographies with the state guarantee.
In addition, maturities were revised with the application
of the moratorium under the measures defined
by the Portuguese State, with the extension of the terms
of eligible financing contracts by 18 months.
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Performance
The global paper industry continues to face major
challenges, with declines in the consumption of printing
and writing papers due to changing habits in the digital
age, particularly in the mature markets of North America
and Western Europe.
In 2020, the restrictions imposed to restraint the spread
of the Covid-19 virus, notably with an impact on the
changes in behaviour such as telework and the teleschool,
have exacerbated this trend. With the lifting of the stricter
containment rules, demand increased immediately,
albeit to levels that still fell short of pre-pandemic values.
With the new waves and the respective activity restriction
measures, demand has again been affeted.
In this very challenging context, the impacts on the
activity of the Group in 2020 were significant. However,
we have been able to ensure the continuity, without
interruptions, of the services provided to our clients.
In view of the challenges presented, the Group quickly
implemented a set of measures to minimize the health
risks for its employees and the short-term impacts
of profitability and the stability of its patrimonial structure,
with our companies having resorted to different support
instruments made available by governments in their
respective countries.

Despite the pressure on the costs of raw materials
in production, notably as a result of increased global
demand for pulp-based products without an increase
in supply, the sharp drop in paper demand in 2020 ,
impacted by the health crisis, led to a decrease in average
suppliers prices.
Despite the negative trend of price developments,
we maintained our strategy of improving the margin,
both as a percentage of sales and per tonne sold.
Paper will always be relevant to the global economy
and will continue to be irreplaceable for a variety
of purposes. There are countless studies that prove
the greatest impact and recall of the messages transmitted
on paper support compared to electronic supports, proving
that the word written on paper has a tangible and tactile
presence that can never be replaced by the information
displayed on screens. It should also be noted that paper
is one of the most renewable and recyclable materials
in existence, a very relevant issue in the context of growing
concern with environmental sustainability.
Paper distribution continues to be the most relevant
business for the Group, and also the most challenging,
given the market dynamics described above. We continued
with the strategy of improving sales mix, supported by
adapting the product portfolio to the needs of clients, while
simultaneously maintaining a systematic focus on efficiency
and productivity, through the continuous adjustment
of business and organization models.
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In Germany, the merger of Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH and Papier Union, under the new name of Inapa
Deutschland, GmbH, took place on June 30, 2020.
Significant improvements were made in the implementation
of the synergy plan, with the closure of several locations
and the resizing of the teams, with the savings already
identified being above those initially estimated. Only six
months after the merger, efficiency gains in the logistics
and distribution network and resource optimization were
still relatively small compared to their medium term
potential.
Paper distribution sales in 2020 compared to 2019 fell
only by 1.3% with the integration of Papyrus Deutschland
and accounted for about 90% of the Group's total turnover.
Complementary businesses of packaging and visual
communication had a distinct progression in 2020
compared to 2019. The packaging area proved to be very
resilient in the context of the health crisis, showing
a growth supported in e-commerce and agri‑food industry
and driven by the new needs of protection and social
distancing products. As for visual communication,
its performance in 2020 was heavaly penalized
by the Covid-19 outbreak due to the cancellation
of the major fairs which, in conjunction with the economic
crisis, led to the postponement of investment decisions.
Papyrus Deutschland had a lower weight of these
complementary businesses in the total of its activity,
which proved to be an opportunity for growth, based
on cross‑selling.

Paper will always
be relevant to the
global economy and
will continue to be
irreplaceable for a
variety of purposes.
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Paper
Sales [Million euros]
921.9

909.9

2019

2020

755.2

2018

In 2020, the Group's paper business represented 909.9
million euros of sales, down 1.3% compared to 2019.
At the beginning
of 2020, the
market fell in line73.8
with the
72.7
71.6
long-term trend. From mid-March, with the successive
lockdowns due to the pandemic outbreak Covid-19, there
was a significant decrease in consumption. In 2020 full
year, we witnessed a 19.6% decrease in paper consumption
in Western Europe. In the European countries where
Inapa operates, consumption decreased by about 17.7%
compared to 2019. In this context, Inapa's turnover fell only
by 1.3%, supported by the consolidation of a full year of
sales of Papyrus Deutschland (in 2019 the consolidation
focused
only on the period2019
from August to December).
2018
2020
The pandemic Covid-19 outbreak had significant negative
impacts on the 2020 activity across all the geographies
where we operate, mainly due to (i) the change in
behaviours (telework, teleschool, etc.), (ii) the generalized
decrease in advertising investment and cancellation of
events, (iii) the closure of restaurants and hotels and (iv)
the reduction in the number of international travel (with
a greater impact on sales of value added products). On the
36.2
other hand, we have seen an
increase in the demand
33.4
31.7
for packaging solutions, through the greater relevance
of e-commerce, which we have also explored through
cross‑selling, and hygiene and safety products, in the
area of protective equipment and social distancing, sign
& display and adhesive & floor marking.

2018

2019

2020

909.9
million euros of sales

1.3%
Vs
17.7%
compared to 2019

paper consumption
in Europe
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During the first months of the greatest fall in activity as a
result of the pandemic outbreak, the Group resorted to
layoff forms and different government supports to mitigate
the financial impact and immediately maintained a special
focus on the adequacy of logistics services and inventory
management, along with a careful analysis of the exposure
to client credit risk.
In Germany, Inapa is currently the largest player in the
paper distribution market, being the leader in the office
segment and co-leader in the print segment, working
with more than 10,000 references. In 2020, we focused
on the implementation of the integration plan to obtain
higher levels of efficiency in the logistics and distribution
and aiming to achieve resources optimization, although
the impacts in 2020 are relatively reduced in view of
its potential in the medium term. It is noteworthy the
continued good performance of sales of value added
products alongside the dynamic of promoting the own
brand “tecno”, supported in competence centers and
teams of experts that we have been developing in recent
years, which has allowed to increase the gross margin on
sales. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the Group's new
ERP (SAP 4 / HANA) has been successfully implemented
in all operations with Papyrus origin, despite significant
limitations due to travel bans. We maintain the expectation
of completing the project in all companies in Germany
before the end of the first half of 2021.
In France, the post-merger reorganization was successfully
completed. The maintenance of price discipline and the
strict control of sales conditions allowed, despite the drop
in volumes, gross margin on sales to be once again above
the estimated value for 2020 and with a very positive
progression compared to the same period of the previous
year. This commercial dynamism, coupled with a reduction
in costs with the synergies obtained in the merger,
resulted in a sharp growth on profitability levels and the
maintenance of Recurrent EBITDA margin level in line with
international good practices.
Inapa maintained a strict pricing policy and a focus on
improving the sales mix, which, along with the adoption
of this same strategic vector at Papyrus Deutschland, and
despite the decrease in the average sales price , allowed the
increase of the margin on sales in 2020.

We remain focused on constantly improving efficiency
levels. In 2020, despite having achieved significant savings
in operating costs, the ratio over sales of the overall
administrative and personnel costs increased compared to
2019 due to the significant drop in the market. In France,
the savings resulting from the restructuring and integration
plan that we started in 2017 were already very significant,
reflecting the conclusion of the reorganization of the
logistics and distribution network in the last quarter of the
year with the closure of the Tremblay and Pantin facilities in
the Paris area.
The operational results (EBIT) of paper business were
negative by 3.0 million euros, after about 10.8 million euros
of non-recurrent costs. In summary, the consequence
for consumption reductions due to the containment
measures of the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak adopted
in all geographies, was only partially offset by increased
margins and reduced operating costs, in addition to the
contributions of governments support, namely layoffs.

1

Average selling price: Paper sales / tonnes.
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Packaging
2018

909.9
Business Areas Performance

2019

2020

71.6

72.7

73.8

2018

2019

2020

Sales [Million euros]

In 2020, the business of the packaging companies
of the Inapa Group represented 73.8 million euros
of sales, 1.1 million euros above the volume of 2019.
It is estimated that in 2020 the global production
of packaging solutions will have increased by 2.1%
compared to 2019. According
36.2to CEPI (Confederation
33.4 Paper Industries) statistics, the structural
of European
31.7
divergence between the evolution of production for the
graphic sector and of packaging grades continued to
exist, with the packaging market share growing +4.1 pp to
58.2% of total paper and board production compared to
2019 (54.1%). Of the different categories, the production
of transport packaging and corrugated boxes showed
the most notable growth, of around 3.3%. The packaging
sector, framed by a widespread concern for environmental
2018has been investing
2019in the research2020
protection,
and
development of new solutions that can replace plastic such
as thermal Packaging, Packaging for food or lightweight
Packaging that can be used in a variety of uses since
agri‑food, cosmetics, among others.
As a result of the Covid-19 outbreak, we have seen
in the packaging area a strong demand for products
for the health (hygiene, protection and safety equipment),
agri-food and food processing sectors and packaging
for e-commerce or transport (food, medicines, etc.) which
has more than compensated for the decrease in sales
to the cosmetics, automotive and electronics industry,
resulting in a growth of 1.6% compared to 2019.

73.8

million euros of sales

1.1M€
compared to 2019

joining the global production
of packaging solutions
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In Germany, we continued to increase sales supported
by a strong focus of the teams in the diversification the
client portfolio, as well as in marketing actions specifically
targeted at different business areas. We also continued
with the strategy of promoting Inapa Packaging's standard
products such as Stop Gliss solutions and we continued to
focus on tailor-made solutions.
In France, Inapa currently positions itself as one of the
leading players in the market. In 2020, we maintained a very
positive growth, supported by the new opportunities that
arose with the health crisis in the areas of e-commerce
and the demand for protective equipment and packaging
for hydro alcoholic gel, along with a growth in supply
for the agri-food sector. We continued to focus on
looking for new clients through market prospect actions
and marketing campaigns, complemented by the launch
of a new product catalog and a website dedicated to wine
packaging.
In Portugal we continued to grow supported
by a wide‑ranging portfolio of solutions for interior
protection, palletizing and exterior protection, along
with tailor-made and technical Packaging. We maintained
a constant focus on margin and structure optimization,
namely in the areas of production and distribution.
Operational results in the packaging area were 3.1 million
euros, representing 4.2% of sales (2.1 million euros and
2.9% in 2019). The substantial improvement in the EBIT
margin in 2020 reflects the positive impacts of gross
margin management, in conjunction with the consolidation
of the reinforcement and optimization of the resources
allocated to the activity.
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2018

Business Areas Performance

2019

2020

Visual Communication
Sales [Million euros]
33.4

36.2
31.7

31.7

million euros of sales
2018

2019

2020

In 2020, the visual communication business represented
31.7 million euros of sales, a decrease of 12.4% compared
to 2019.
The visual communication area was strongly impacted
in 2020 by the cancellation of major fairs together with
uncertainty regarding the evolution of economic activity,
with an impact on major investment decisions.
In this context, we have seen a generalized decrease
in sales in all segments with the exception of Hardware
for LFP (Large Format Printing) that grew in 2020
compared to 2019, as a result of the work that has been
developed in the composition of our suppliers portfolio
and in the expansion of the client base.
In Germany, we continued to grow organically. Our brand
image has been gaining notoriety and is increasingly seen
by suppliers as a channel for the entry of new products into
the market.
In Portugal, we carried out a review of the price list
of the main families in search of a higher profitability
on sales, having obtained very positive results in terms
of margin improvement in 2020.

12.4%
compared to 2019

generalized decrease
in sales, remaining well
positioned in terms of
geographic coverage

The effort to protect commercial margin together
with the reduction of operating costs as a result
of the optimization initiatives and the investment we
made in the staff and in the opening of new branches
in Germany, came to counter the sharp drop in sales,
leading to the increase in operational results to 0.3 million
euros in 2020, representing 1.0% of sales.
We remain well positioned in terms of geographic coverage
and the investment made in recent years, regarding
internal sales and technical support structures, will allow
us to continue to develop the visual communication
business area in a sustainable way through organic growth.
We will also continue to be attentive to opportunities that
may drive growth through acquisitions.
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Inapa IPG
Activity
Inapa – IPG, as the holding company of the Group,
assumes the definition of the Group's strategic policy,
the coordination of the operational activities of the
subsidiaries’ operational activities in the various markets
in which it operates and the search for synergies
between the various businesses. During the current year
the company's activity was extended to the following areas
of intervention:

• Definition and monitoring of the main risks;
• Development of relations with the shareholders, investors
and capital market regulatory institutions;
• Definition of the investment policy and coordination
of its implementation;
• Management coordination of information systems;

• Definition of the Group's strategic guidelines;
• Corporate communication;
• Coordination of the implementation of the Strategic Plan
of the markets where the Group operates;
• Definition of the commercial policy guidelines in each
market;
• Settlement of the purchase and negotiation policies
with the main Group suppliers;
• Settlement of a funding policy and coordination
of its implementation;
• Coordination of treasury and development of relationships
with the financial system;
• Management of its real estate properties through
a dedicated Spanish branch;
• Planning and management control;
• Definition of the Group accounting policies;
• Internal audit;

• Group legal advisory.
Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. reported
a negative net income of 15.5 million euros, which compares
with a negative result of 4.1 million euros in the previous
year.
Sales and services rendered and other income and gains
(resulting from services rendered to subsidiaries,
negotiation of purchases from major suppliers
and management of own brands) reached 11.5 million euros.
Operating results in 2020 amounted to 10.3 million euros.
Total equity, on December 31, 2020 was 154.5 million euros.
Total net assets amounted to 340.7 million euros, compared
to 396.1 million euros in the same period of last year.
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Outlook for 2021

Outlook
for 2021
The impact of the pandemic outbreak caused by Covid-19
has been more prolonged than anticipated in March
2020. The recovery of the world economy is expected
to be slower than anticipated due to the appearance
of second and third waves that have led most countries
to impose multiple lockdown periods.

Despite the unfavourable context, Inapa maintained its focus
on improving margins in 2020, both through product-mix
optimization (boosting sales of products with higher added
value and through electronic channels), as well as through
a very disciplined pricing policy, a focus that should remain
a fundamental pillar of Inapa's strategy in the future.

With the beginning of vaccination by the end of last year
and beginning of 2021 and, above all, with the greater
availability of vaccines in the European Union as of the
second quarter, it is expected a progressive recovery of the
economy, particularly in the second half of the year, with
a return to normality in 2022. It is estimated that the end
of restrictions (reopening of all trade, greater mobility,
return of tourism and events…), coupled with the willingness
of consumers to “turn the page”, should translate into
a recovery of consumption in the most affected business
segments (graphic paper, office paper and visual
communication).

The creation of an organizational structure with reduced
operating costs, leveraging the scale and investing
in flexibility, will also remain a key line of action. In 2021,
we will proceed with the plan to integrate our operations
in Germany, following the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland. The merger of the two companies, which
took place in mid-2020, and the conclusion of the
implementation of SAP in Germany in the first half of 2021,
will allow the capture of most of the estimated synergies
with the integration of the operations, which are at the date
even above those expected initially. In 2021, we will also
benefit from the savings from the reorganization of the
logistics operation in the Paris area, which we concluded
in 2020, as well as from the impact of the restructuring
implemented in the first quarter of 2021 in Spain.

We do not yet have full visibility on the impact
of the pandemic on the future of the sectors in which
we operate, and the trend towards digitization, which
was already being felt, should be anticipated. In the short
term, we witnessed, on the one hand, a generalized fall
in the demand for coated and uncoated papers for the
printing industry, schools or offices, as a result of the
containment measures implemented, on the other hand,
unprecedented opportunities were created in the area
of packaging with the growing demand for products for
the food or health industry, packaging for e-commerce, etc.
Paper manufacturers reacted to the abrupt cooling
of demand in 2020 with a reduction in prices,
interrupting the upward trend that had been witnessed.
With the maintenance of pressure on raw material costs,
and with no further increases in pulp production capacity
expected before 2022, in 2021 we have already witnessed
a generalized increase in the price of pulp-based products.

As mentioned before, we proceeded with
the implementation of the Group's new ERP (SAP 4 /
HANA), despite the impact of travel restrictions associated
with Covid-19, imposed both in 2020 and in 2021.
After the conclusion of the implementation at Inapa
Deutschland, we are already moving forward with roll-out
in other geographies.
In addition to the obvious benefits of reducing costs
and increasing productivity, the harmonization of
processes and systems in all the Group's operations will
enhance the Group's strategy of creating shared centers
for some functions, which began in late 2020. Additionally
the group is also doing a transformational impact on the
IT application ecosystem, greatly reducing its complexity
and maintenance effort.
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Inapa will also continue to invest in the packaging
and visual communication businesses, promoting organic
growth through greater penetration in the markets
where it operates and the reinforcement of cross-selling.
Given that these businesses are characterized by high
fragmentation, we will also actively pursue investment
opportunities that present prospects for growth,
profitability and value creation in line with the Group's
standards.
Despite the prospects for the recovery of activity, we will
maintain the discipline on working capital management,
which is particularly important in a context of uncertainty.
This discipline, together with funds obtained in the scope
of Covid-19 support measures and the moratoriums granted
by the main financial institutions, allow us to anticipate,
in a context of progressive recovery of the activity,
the maintenance of a balanced treasury.
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Share Performance

Share
Performance
The year 2020 was a year marked by pandemic
and uncertainties regarding its impacts on the economy.
Generally speaking, in March there was a sharp decline
in securities due to the spreading of the SARS-COV-2
on a global scale and the combat measures introduced
by governments, with the introduction of containment
and the consequent impact on several economic sectors.
Governments and central banks launched a set of measures
seeking to contradict the effects of the pandemic
on the economy, which have been well received by
the markets. Despite the easing of containment measures
as from June, during the second half of the year there
was still a high level of instability, with the materialisation
of a second wave of infections as from October, and
the end of the year being marked by the announcement
of the approval of vaccines to combat the pandemic
in Europe and the USA.

Despite the strong instability and uncertainty, the main
world financial markets recorded an appreciation
during the year with several indices registering historic
highs. The Portuguese market, however, did not follow
the trend of other markets and registered a fall compared
to the previous year, with the PSI 20 registering
an accumulated reduction of 6.1%.
Inapa ordinary shares recorded a 3.9% decrease
of its share price during 2020, to 0.037 ¤, a trend in line
with the Portuguese market. The evolution of the share
price was marked by ups and downs throughout the year.
In the first quarter, the share depreciated, appreciated
in the second quarter, reversed in the third and recovered
in the fourth.
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Own Shares / Application of Results

Own
Shares
The company did not sell or purchase any of its own
shares during the course of 2020 and, as so, does not
own any of its own shares.
Authorizations granted for transactions between
the Company and its Directors.
During the course of the financial year, there were
no transactions between the Company and any
of its Directors, and no requests for authorization
of any such transactions were submitted to the Company.

Application
of Results
Under the provisions of Articles 32 and 33 of the Companies
Code, we propose that the net results of Inapa – Investimentos,
Participações e Gestão, S.A., in the amount of negative
15,453,731.26 euros (fifteen million four hundred and fifty-three
thousand seven hundred and thirty-one euros and twenty-six
cents), should be reported as Retained Earnings.
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Declaration of Compliance

Declaration
of Compliance
In conformance with the provisions of paragraph 1, subparagraph c) of Article 245 of CVM (the Portuguese Securities
Code) the members of the Board of Directors of Inapa – Investimentos, Participaçãoes e Gestão, S.A. thereby declare
that, to the best of their knowledge, the information contained in the Management Report, the Annual Accounts and
other financial statements related to the 2020 financial year, was prepared according to applicable accounting standards
and regulations, providing a fair view of assets and liabilities, financial situation and results of the Company, and the
subsidiaries included in respective consolidation perimeter, and that the Management Report faithfully reflects the evolution
of the business, the performance and position of the Company and its subsidiaries included in the respective consolidation
perimeter, containing a description of the main risks and uncertainties faced.

Lisbon, April 20, 2021

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros
Member of the Board and Chairman of the Audit
Committee

Inês Patrícia Arêde Simões Louro
Member of the Board / Executive Committee

Emília de Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão
Member of the Board / Audit Committee

Frederico João de Moser Lupi
Member of the Board / Executive Committee

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha
Member of the Board / Audit Committee

João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís
Member of the Board
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03 Financial Information

Consolidated Accounts

Consolidated
Accounts
Consolidated Statement of Financial
Position as of December 31, 2020
and December 31, 2019
NOTES

DECEMBER 31,
2020

DECEMBER 31,
2019

7

69,518

73,726

Goodwill

8

232,620

231,905

Right of use assets

9

31,538

41,778

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Tangible fixed assets

Intangible assets

9

121,724

119,472

10

2,385

2,482

Assets at fair value through profit or loss

11

119

122

Other non-current assets

15

3,514

3,194

Deferred tax assets

12

33,584

28,813

495,003

501,493

Investments in associate companies

Total non-current assets

Current assets
Inventories

13

62,212

71,098

Trade receivables

14

115,621

136,343

Tax to be recovered

15

11,892

7,012

Other current assets

15

33,262

40,162

Cash and cash-equivalents

16

9,354

37,668

Total current assets

232,341

292,285

TOTAL ASSETS

727,344

793,778

Read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.

NOTES

DECEMBER 31,
2020

DECEMBER 31,
2019

Share capital

18

180,135

180,135

Share issue premium

19

431

431

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Reserves

19

20,214

23,698

Retained earnings

19

-30,786

-26,644

Net profit for the period

20

Total shareholders’ equity

-15,454

-4,143

154,540

173,478

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Loans
Financing associated to financial assets

21

221,462

220,985

21 and 36

-

43,953

Deferred tax liabilties

12

47,670

46,680

Provisions

22

7,119

9,176

Employees benefits

23

24,316

24,618

Other non-current liabilities

24

Total non-current liabilities

58

40

300,625

345,452

Current liabilities
21

102,921

110,066

Trade payables

Loans

24

104,857

119,805

Tax liabilities

24

31,011

21,600

Provisions

22

7,179

-

Other current liabilities

24

26,211

23,377

Total current liabilities

272,179

274,848

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

727,344

793,778

To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
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Consolidated Income Statement at December 31, 2020
and December 31, 2019

NOTES

Tonnes*
Sales and services rendered

25

Other income

25

TOTAL INCOME

DECEMBER 31,
2020

2ND HALF,
2020*

DECEMBER 31,
2019

2ND HALF,
2019*

912,589

452,615

887,296

544,889

1,030,415

503,472

1,045,925

617,169

10,844

4,586

14,084

7,717

1,041,259

508,058

1,060,008

624,886

-856,788

-508,108

Cost of sales

13

-832,172

-403,292

Personnel costs

26

-105,114

-54,804

-89,647

-52,772

Other costs

27

-88,148

-45,524

-86,866

-50,829

15,826

7,438

26,707

13,178

Depreciations and amortizations

28

-18,511

-8,959

-15,900

-9,656

Gains / (losses) in associates

10

-97

-23

-19

-38

Net financial function

29

-15,447

-7,282

-15,730

-8,492

-18,230

-8,826

-4,942

-5,009

2,776

1,788

799

804

-15,454

-7,038

-4,143

-4,205

-15,454

-7,038

-4,143

-4,205

Net profit before income tax

Income tax
NET PROFIT / (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD

30

Attributable to:
Shareholders of the company

Earnings per share on continuing operations
Basic

(0.0294)

(0.0134)

(0.0092)

(0.0080)

Diluted

(0.0226)

(0.0103)

(0.0092)

(0.0062)

To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
* Non audited
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in
Shareholders Equity as at December 31, 2020
and December 31, 2019
ATTRIBUTABLE TO SHAREHOLDERS
SHARE
CAPITAL

SHARE
ISSUANCE
PREMIUM

FOREIGN
EXCHANGE
ADJUSTMENTS

OTHER
RESERVES

RETAINED
EARNINGS

NET PROFIT /
(LOSS) FOR
THE PERIOD

TOTAL

TOTAL
SHAREHOLDERS'
EQUITY

180,135

450

-5,523

29,906

-21,606

-3,575

179,786

179,786

Total earnings and
costs recognized in
the period

-

-

-191

-493

-

-4,143

-4,827

-4,827

Previous year net
profit and loss
result

-

-

-

-

-3,575

3,575

-

-

Other variances

-

-19

-

-

-1,463

-

-1,482

-1,482

Total of gains and
losses of the
period

-

-19

-191

-493

-5,038

-568

-6,309

-6,309

BALANCE AS AT
DECEMBER 31,
2019

180,135

431

-5,714

29,413

-26,644

-4,143

173,478

173,478

Balance as at
January 1, 2020

180,135

431

-5,714

29,413

-26,644

-4,143

173,478

173,478

NOTES

Balance as at
January 1, 2019

,
Total earnings and
costs recognized in
the period

19

Previous year net
profit and loss
result
Other variances

Total of gains and
losses of the
period
BALANCE AS AT
DECEMBER 31,
2020

19

-

-

-3,077

-407

-

-15,454

-18,938

-18,938

-

-

-

-

-4,143

4,143

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-3,077

-407

-4,143

-11,311

-18,938

-18,938

180,135

431

-8,791

29,005

-30,786

-15,454

154,450

154,540

To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income
at December 31, 2020 and 2019

NOTES

DECEMBER 31,
2020

2ND HALF,
2020*

DECEMBER 31,
2019

2ND HALF,
2019*

-15,454

-7,038

-4,143

-4,205

19 and 23

-407

-408

-493

-493

19

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19

-3,077

-2,615

-191

184

-

-

-

-

-3,485

-3,022

-684

-309

-18,938

-10,059

-4,827

-4,515

-18,938

-10,059

-4,827

-4,515

-18,938

-10,059

-4,827

-4,515

Net profit for the period before non controlling interests

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Actuarial gains / losses
Other variances

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or
loss
Fair value of available-for-sale financial investments
Exchange conversion differences
Other variances

Other comprehensive income recognized in equity

Total comprehensive income for the period

Attibutable to:
Shareholders of the company

To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
* Non audited
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Consolidated Accounts

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement as at December 31,
2020 and December 31, 2019

NOTES

DECEMBER 31,
2020

2ND HALF,
2020*

DECEMBER 31,
2019

2ND HALF,
2019*

Cash receipts from customers

1,078,134

516,766

1,149,520

703,644

Payments to suppliers

-906,488

-419,123

-990,379

-602,764

-76,909

-38,072

-78,533

-45,925

94,736

59,572

80,608

54,955

3,545

4,751

303

337

-49,725

-19,949

-48,181

-25,645

48,556

44,374

32,730

29,648

Cash flow generated from operating activities

Payments to personnel
Net cash from operational activities

Income taxes received / (paid)
Other proceeds / (payments) relating to operating
activity
NET CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

|1|

Cash flow from investing activities
Proceeds from:
Financial investments
Tangible fixed assets
Intangible assets
Other assets

-

-

14,843

14,843

1,184

802

1,396

365

-

-

1,000

1,000

107

639

-

Interest and similar income

310

Dividends

612

-

-

-

-

1,494

909

17,877

16,819

Payments in respect of:
Financial investments

-31,662

-31,662

-593

-328

Tangible fixed assets

-2,519

-1,302

-3,116

-1,041

Intangible assets

-4,126

-1,816

-2,777

-489

Interest and similar expenses

-

-

-

-

Advances from third-party expenses

-

-

-

-

Loans granted

NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES
To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
* Non audited

|2|

-

-

-

-

-38,307

-34,780

-6,486

-1,857

-36,813

-33,871

11,391

14,962
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NOTES

DECEMBER 31,
2020

2ND HALF,
2020*

DECEMBER 31,
2019

2ND HALF,
2019*

Cash flow from financing activities
Proceeds from:
Loans obtained

215,903

112,269

179,219

86,343

Capital increases, repayments and share premiums

-

-

-

-

Treasury placements

-

-

-

-

Changes in ownership interests

-

-

-

-

215,903

112,269

179,219

86,343

-234,624

-111,765

-177,430

-95,627

-7,727

-3,243

-11,868

-7,218

-12,970

-5,789

-15,338

-7,789

-

-

-

-

-255,321

-120,797

-204,637

-110,633

|3|

-39,418

-8,528

-25,418

-24,290

|4| = |1| + |2| + |3|

-25,675

1,974

18,704

20,319

-141

-59

-31

-7

-27,816

1,915

18,673

20,312

Payments in respect of:
Loans obtained
Amortization of financial leases
Interest and similar expenses
Dividends

NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Increase / (decrease) in cash and cash-equivalent
Effect of exchange differences

Cash and cash-equivalents at the beginning of period
Cash and cash-equivalents at the end of period

To be read together with the consolidated notes of the financial statements.
* Non audited

12

18,430

-11,301

-242

-

-9,386

-9,386

18,430

20,312

-27,816

1,915

18,673

20,312
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
as at December 31, 2020
(Values expressed in thousands of euros, except where explicitly stated otherwise)

Note 1
Introduction
Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
(Inapa – IPG or company) is the parent company of the
Inapa Group, with the business purpose of owning and
managing movable and fixed assets, holding shares in other
companies, exploiting its own and third-party commercial
and industrial establishments and providing support to
companies in which it is a shareholder. Inapa – IPG is listed
on the Euronext Lisbon stock exchange.
Headquarters: Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon, Portugal
Share Capital: 180,135,111 euros
N.I.P.C. (Corporate Tax Identification Number):
500 137 994
As a result of its development and internationalization
plan, the Inapa Group holds shares in the Paper supply
sector in various European countries, specifically (i) Inapa
Deutschland Holding, GmbH, headquartered in Germany,
which has a stake in Inapa Deutschland, GmbH, which
in turn holds shares in Inapa Packaging, GmbH, Inapa
ComPlott, GmbH, Inapa Logistics and Inapa Vertriebs
GmbH, headquartered in the same country and Inapa
Netherlands BV, headquartered in Netherlands, (ii) Inapa
France, (iii) Inapa Portugal - Distribuição de Papel, S.A.,
the Portuguese company in the Group which has a stake
in Inapa Angola - Distribuição de Papel, S.A. and Inapa
Comunicação Visual, Lda., (iv) Inapa España Distribuición
de Papel, S.A., operating in Spain, which has a stake
in Surpapel, SL (a company that markets paper), (v)
Europackaging, SGPS, Lda., based in Portugal that develops
its activity in Portugal and France through its subsidiaries

Inapa Packaging, Lda., Embaltec, Inapa Packaging SAS
and Semaq, and (vi) one company located in the United
Kingdom - Inapa Merchants Holding, Ltd, company without
activity, (vii) Inapa Belgium, operating in the Benelux
market, (viii) Korda Kağit Pazarlama ve Ticaret Anonim
S,irketi, operating in the Turkish market.
As mentioned in Note 8, the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG was finalized in July 2019.
The inclusion of the operations of the new subsidiary
only took effect as of the effective control, on August 1,
2019, so the reading of the financial statements should
take this into account, regarding the variation in income,
expenses and flows for the period. During the first half
of 2020, Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG was merged
by incorporation into Papier Union, GmbH, which changed
its name to Inapa Deutschland, GmbH.
These consolidated financial statements were approved
by the Inapa – IPG’s Board of Directors on April 30, 2021,
being subject to shareholder approval at the General
Meeting. It is the opinion of the Board that these financial
statements appropriately reflect the Group's operations
and financial position.

Note 2
Main accounting policies
The main accounting policies used in the preparation of
the consolidated financial statements are described below.
These policies were applied consistently in all of the given
exercises, unless otherwise stated.
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2.1. Basis for presentation

2.2. Basis for Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements for the Inapa
Group are prepared in accordance with the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IAS / IFRS) issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and with
the interpretations issued by the International Financial
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) or by the earlier
Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC), as adopted by
the European Union and in force at December 31, 2020.

Investments in subsidiary companies

Management has assessed the Group's ability to operate
as a going concern, based on all relevant information, facts
and circumstances of a financial, commercial or other
nature, including events subsequent to the reference date
of the financial statements, available for the future. In its
evaluation, Management considered the consequences of
the health crisis caused by the pandemic resulting from
COVID-19, with the various lockdowns having a strong
impact on the economic environment, with significant
consequences on the activity of the Group's subsidiaries,
resulting in deviations from previously expected
performances. Management carried out an analysis of
the current situation based on information available and
proceeded, in accordance with accounting standards, to
disclose the impacts of this situation in Note 3.e).
As a result of the evaluation carried out, supported by
its projections of short-term cash flows, Management
concluded that the Group has adequate resources to
maintain its activities, with no intention of ceasing activities
in the short term, and considered it appropriate to use the
assumption of continuity of operations in the preparation
of the financial statements. This conclusion is not affected
by the current liabilities / current assets ratio, since it results
from a change in the way of financing the activity with
greater recourse to factoring operations (Notes 21 and 36),
which are negotiated in a time horizon that extends beyond
twelve months after the date of approval of the financial
statements, with the prospect of maintaining the currently
available lines of credit.
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements
requires the use of estimates and judgements regarding
the application of the Group's accounting policies. The
main assertions, where a greater degree of judgement
or complexity is involved, and the more significant
assumptions and estimates used for preparing the
consolidated financial statements are described in Note 5.

The Group's investments in companies in which, directly
or indirectly, it has the power to control their financial and
operational policies, usually represented by holding more
than 50% of its voting shares, were included in this financial
statements using the full consolidation method (Note 34).
The equity and the net profit, corresponding to the portion
owned by third parties, are booked under the caption
Non‑controlling interests on the consolidated balance sheet
and on the consolidated income statement. The subsidiaries
are included in the Consolidation from the date on which
control is acquired until the date on which this effectively
ends.
Accounting for the acquisition of subsidiaries is carried out
using the purchase method, where the assets and liabilities
of each subsidiary are identified at their fair value, on the
date of acquisition, in accordance with IFRS 3. Any surplus
in the acquisition cost when compared with the fair value
of the net assets and liabilities is recognized as Goodwill,
which is described in Note 8. In the case of a deficit and if
the fair value does not suffer any changes after revaluation,
the difference is booked in the income statement for the
period. The non-controlling interests are given by the
respective proportion of the fair value of the identified
assets and liabilities.
Transactions of sale or acquisition of participation shares of
non-controlling interests do not result in the recognition of
expenses, loss or goodwill, being any difference between
the transaction value and book value of the traded
participation, recognized in Equity.
Whenever necessary, the financial statements of the
subsidiaries are adjusted as to reflect the Group's
current accounting policies. Transactions between group
companies, balances and dividends distributed between
Group companies and unrealized gains are eliminated
during the consolidation process. Unrealized losses are
also eliminated, unless they cannot be recovered due to
evidence of impairment.
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Investments in associated companies

2.3. Goodwill

Investments in companies where Inapa exercises significant
influence, directly or indirectly, but does not have control,
generally where it detains between 20% to 50% of the
voting shares of the associate, are accounted for by the
equity method.

Goodwill is the difference between the acquisition cost of
the investments in the Group’s companies and the fair value
of the identifiable assets and liabilities (including contingent
liabilities) of these companies on the date of their
acquisition (Note 8). Goodwill is recorded in the reporting
currency of the subsidiary and converted to the reporting
currency of the Group (euro) at the exchange rate in force
on the date of the Group's financial statements. Exchange
differences arising from this conversion are recorded in
Foreign exchange adjustments.

In accordance with the equity method, investments are
recorded at their acquisition cost, adjusted by the amount
corresponding to the Group's share of the variations in the
equity of the company (including net profit or loss) and
by the dividends received. The variation in the company’s
equity, resulting from net profit or loss, is recorded in gains
and losses for the period.
Positive differences between the acquisition cost and
the fair value of the identifiable assets and liabilities of an
associate on the date of acquisition are recognized as an
asset (Implicit Goodwill) and are included in the value of
the investments (Note 10). If these differences are negative,
they are recorded as revenue for the period in the line
Gains / (losses) in associated companies.
Investments in associated companies are evaluated as to
whether there are indications that they may be impaired.
Any impairment losses are recorded as a cost. When
impairment losses recognized in previous years cease to
exist, they are reversed.

For impairment testing purposes, Goodwill is associated to
the cash generating units that are expected to receive the
inherent future economic benefits.
Goodwill is not amortized, but is rather subject to
impairment tests, at least on an annual basis. Whenever
the book value is greater than the recoverable amount,
an impairment loss is recorded on the income statement.
These impairment losses cannot be reversed.
The recoverable amount is determined based on the
value in use of the cash generating unit, calculated via the
discounting of estimated cash flows, considering business
risks, the time value of money and market conditions.

2.4. Currency conversion
When the participation of the Group in the losses of an
associate equals or exceeds its investment in the associate,
including receivables not covered by guarantees, the Group
no longer records additional losses, unless it has incurred
liabilities or made payments on behalf of the entity.
Whenever necessary, adjustments are made to the financial
statements of the associates to reflect the Group's current
accounting policies. Unrealized losses are also eliminated,
unless they cannot be recovered due to evidence of
impairment.
Investments in associates are described in Note 10.

The financial statements of each of the Group’s companies
are prepared in their functional currency, defined as the
currency of the economic environment where they operate.
The Group's functional and reporting currency is the euro.
All of the monetary assets and liabilities expressed in
foreign currency are converted to the functional currency
at the exchange rate in force on the date of the balance
sheet. Foreign currency transactions are converted at the
rate in force on the date of each operation. The differences
resulting from this conversion are recorded on the income
statement.
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The following criteria are used to convert the financial
statements of the foreign companies included in the
consolidated financial statements that use a functional
currency different from the Group reporting currency:
Assets and liabilities Exchange rate parities in force of the
date of the balance sheet.
Gains and losses: Average exchange rates parities
observed during the period.
The differences resulting from the currency conversion
procedure described above are recorded in the appropriate
caption in Shareholders’ equity (Foreign exchange
adjustments).
The exchange rates used for converting the financial
statements of the English, Angolan and Turkish subsidiaries
were as follows:

The caption Other intangible assets (Note 9) essentially
consists of brand names identified during the acquisition
of subsidiaries, initially recorded at their fair value. These
are used by Inapa Deutschland, GmbH, Inapa France, S.A.
and Inapa Portugal, S.A., and annual amortization is not
applicable as it was determined that they have an indefinite
useful life. These are subject to regular impairment tests
conducted internally by the Group. When impairment losses
recognized in previous periods cease to exist, they are
reversed.
Also recorded under this heading are software, patents and
other licenses, which are amortized using the straight line
method over a period varying from three to twelve years,
and the cost of acquiring customer portfolios, which are
amortized over a period between ten to twenty years.

2.6. Tangible fixed assets
• GBP exchange rate used for converting income statement
items: 1,1240 euros;
• GBP exchange rate used for converting balance sheet
items: 1,1123 euros;
• KWZ exchange rate used for converting income
statement items: 0,0015 euros;
• KWZ exchange rate used for converting balance sheet
items: 0,0013 euros;
• Turkish lira exchange rate used for converting income
statement items: 0,1242 euros;
• Turkish lira exchange rate used for converting balance
sheet items: 0,1097 euros.

2.5. Intangible assets
Intangible assets are recorded at their acquisition cost, less
depreciation and impairment losses, and are recognized
to the extent that it is probable they will produce future
economic benefits for the Group, provided their value can
be reliably measured.

In accordance with the transitional arrangement included
in IFRS 1, land was recorded at its fair value at the date of
transition to IAS / IFRS (January 1, 2004). The adjustments
resulting from the land revaluations were recorded as a
correction to shareholders equity.
The other tangible assets acquired by December 31, 2003
were recorded at their deemed cost, which corresponds
to the acquisition cost or to the acquisition cost revalued
in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in Portugal up to that date, less depreciations and
accumulated impairment losses.
The tangible assets acquired after January 1, 2004 are
recorded at their acquisition cost, less depreciations and
accumulated impairment losses.
Depreciation is booked after the assets are in condition
for use and is imputed on a systematic basis over their
useful life, which is determined by taking into account the
Group's planned use for the asset, its expected wear and
tear, subject to a foreseeable technical obsolescence and
the residual value attributable to the asset. The residual
value attributable to the asset is an estimate based on the
prevailing residual value, at the date of the estimate, for
similar assets that have reached the end of their useful life
and which have been operating under conditions similar to
those under which the asset will be used.
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Depreciations are calculated using the straight line method,
on a monthly basis, at the following representative rates for
estimated useful life:

Buildings and other constructions
Basic equipment
Transport equipment
Office equipment

The lease liability is recorded in the Statement of Financial
Position, at the current value of the lease payments, for
the non-cancellable period of the contract. For this current
value, the Group uses the incremental financing rate at the
date of the beginning of the contract.

2% - 10%
7.14% - 12.5%
12.5% - 25%
10% - 33%

Expenditure on maintenance and repair costs that neither
increases the useful life nor results in significant benefits or
improvements to the tangible asset elements, are recorded
as costs in the year when they occur.
If the amount recorded is greater than the recoverable
value of the asset, this is reduced to the estimated
recoverable value by recording impairment losses.
When the item is disposed of or sold, the difference
between the sale amount and the sum recorded for the
asset are recognized in the income statement, under “Other
income” or “Other costs”.

2.7. Leases
With the implementation of IFRS 16, the company
recognizes in the Statement of Financial Position the
tangible fixed assets used under lease agreements (assets
with rights of use). The Group adopted the exception of
recognition provided in IFRS 16 for the lease of low value
assets and lease contracts with a term of less than 12
months, the payments of which are recognized as expenses
in the Income Statement in the period in which they occur,
in a linear manner throughout the lease.
The right of use asset, is recorded at cost in the Statement
of Financial Position, when the asset becomes available for
use by the company.

Depreciation and impairment losses on assets under right of
use are calculated and recorded as established in note 2.5
for tangible fixed assets, being depreciated from the start
date to the end of the asset's useful life or until the end of
the lease term, the lesser of the two.
Interest included in lease payments, depreciation and
impairment losses are recorded in the income statement
as an expense for the period to which they refer. Interest
expense is presented in financing activities, in the cash flow
statement.
On December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, the
company does not hold any contractual position in which it
acts as lessor..

2.8. Non-current assets held for sale and
discontinued operations
Non-current assets are classified as held for sale if their
balance sheet value is mainly recoverable through sale and
not through their continued use. For assets to be classified
in this way, in accordance with IFRS 5, they must be
available for immediate sale in their current condition, the
sale has to be highly probable and the Board of Directors
has to have committed to make the sale within a period of
12 months.
Non-current assets classified as held for sale are recorded
at their acquisition value or at fair value less expected costs
to sell, whichever is smaller.
Assets and liabilities related to discontinued operations
are presented at their realizable value in a separate item,
respectively, in the consolidated balance sheet assets and
liabilities, and the result for the period of these operations
is recorded independently in the consolidated income
statement.
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2.9. Financial assets
The Group classifies financial assets as follows:
Amortised cost: Financial instruments (including hybrid
instruments that do not meet the separation criteria), solely
with payments of principal and interest, and which are part
of the business model of maintaining the instrument to
receive the contractual flows. The balances related to these
assets are recorded in the consolidated balance under
Trade Receivables, Other current and non-current assets
and Cash and cash-equivalents;
Fair value through other comprehensive income
(with recycling): Debt instruments (including hybrid
instruments), only with payments of principal and interest,
and which are part of the business model of disposing
of the financial instrument and receiving the contractual
flows. These assets and liabilities are measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income;
Investments recorded at fair value through profit or loss:
Financial assets which purpose is to be realized in the
short term, including financial assets held for trading and
derivative instruments not used in hedging operations. It
also includes instruments that do not include only payment
of principal and interest, in which the company has
designated the instruments, at the time of initial recognition,
to be measured at fair value, in order to avoid accounting
mismatches. These assets and liabilities are measured at fair
value through the income statement;
Fair value through other comprehensive income (without
recycling): Equity investments, in which the company
chooses on initial recognition that the instrument be
classified as such. These assets and liabilities are measured
at fair value through other comprehensive income.
Financial assets are classified as non-current assets, unless
they are expected to be settled within 12 months of the
date of the balance sheet.
Investments and disinvestments are recognized on the
trade date regardless of the settlement date.

Financial assets are initially recorded using their acquisition
value, which corresponds to their fair value on that date,
and transaction costs are recognized in profit or loss of the
year.
After initial recognition, investments recorded at fair value
through profit or loss and through other comprehensive
income are measured at fair value, with reference to their
market value at the date of the balance sheet. In case they
correspond to financial assets representing share capital
in unlisted companies, they are also booked at fair value
(which, in rare cases, may correspond to their acquisition
cost).
For financial instruments, other than those recorded at
fair value through profit or loss, the effective interest rate
method is applied.
Gains and losses arising from a change in fair value through
other comprehensive income (with recycling) are recorded
under equity until the investment is sold, matures or is
otherwise liquidated, at which time the accumulated gain
or loss that was recorded under equity is moved to the
income statement.
The Group applies the IFRS 9 simplified approach to
measure expected credit losses, which uses a lifetime
expected loss allowance for all trade receivables. The credit
risk of the accounts receivable balance is evaluated at each
reporting date, taking into consideration the third party’s
credit risk profile.
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2.10. Financial liabilities

2.12. Impairment

IFRS 9 provides for two classifications for financial liabilities:

An evaluation over the possible impairment of the asset is
conducted at the date on which the balance sheet is closed
and whenever a change in circumstances indicates that the
sum recorded for an asset cannot be recovered (Note 17).
For non-current assets that are not depreciated, as they do
not have a finite useful life, periodic impairment tests are
carried out.

Financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss:
Financial liabilities held for the purpose of selling in the
short term, including financial liabilities held for trading
and derivative instruments not involved in hedging. The
liabilities are measured at fair value through profit and loss;
and
Other financial liabilities: Non-derivative financial liabilities,
with fixed or determined payments, which are not quoted
in an active market. Other financial liabilities include Loans
(Note 2.18) and Suppliers and other payables (Note 2.22).
These liabilities are initially recognised at fair value and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost in accordance
with the effective interest rate.
Financial liabilities are derecognised when the underlying
liabilities are extinguished by payment, cancelled or expire.

2.11. Securitisation of trade receivables
In accordance with IFRS 9, trade receivables balances
subject to securitisation contracts are only derecognised if
the following conditions are met simultaneously:
• The right to receive the remuneration underlying the asset
has been transferred;
• A substantial part of the associated benefits and risks of
the asset has not been retained;
• Control over the operations has been transferred.
The Group only derecognises customer balances and
other receivables (removed from the asset) when it
has substantially transferred the associated risks and
benefits from holding those assets, as set out above. If the
conditions to derecognize the assets are not complied with,
the receivables are included under Trade receivables and
the funds received from securitisation are recorded under
Loans associated to financial assets (Notes 21 and 36).

Whenever the carrying value of an asset is shown to be
greater than its recoverable amount, an impairment loss /
provision is recognised and recorded on the income
statement, or the asset is revalued and the revaluation
recorded under equity. The recoverable value is either the
fair value of an asset less the cost of selling it, or its value in
use, whichever is the higher.
An impairment loss recognised in preceding years is
reversed when the reasons for recording the loss no longer
exist (with the exception of Goodwill). The reversal is
recorded on the income statement, unless the asset has
been revalued and the revaluation was booked in equity,
having been reduced by the impairment loss.

2.13. Inventories
Merchandise, maintenance and repair materials, and
packaging materials are valued at either the net realisable
value or the acquisition cost, including necessary
expenditure on storage, whichever is the lower. The Group
uses the weighted average cost method for costing goods
sold. In case the net amount for which the good was sold
is lower than the value it was booked for, the difference
is registered in the income statement. Given the activities
developed by the group, inventories comprise paper,
graphic supplies, boxes, film, bands, fillers, bags, printers
and toners, among others.

2.14. Third party debts
As mentioned in note 2.9., the Group applies the IFRS 9
simplified approach. In practice, Third party debts are
recorded at their nominal value less any impairment losses,
recognised under Other costs - impairment of current
assets, so these reflect their net current realisable value,
taking into consideration expected credit losses.
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As a current practice, the Group uses credit insurance for its
customers. Balances for which credit insurance applies have
to comply with the following conditions, amongst others:

Own shares are accounted for at their acquisition value as
a reduction to Shareholders’ equity. The gains and losses
inherent in the sale of own shares are recorded under
Shareholders’ equity.

a) domiciled in one of the countries in which the insurance
policy applies and the Group operates;

2.17. Dividends
b) resulting from the normal commercial activities of the
group;
c) related to transactions during the period of the policy;

Dividends are recorded as liabilities in the period in which
their distribution is approved by the shareholders
of Inapa – IPG until the date of payment.

d) for which there is a valid credit limit for the customer in
question;

2.18. Loans

e) for which payment terms agreed with the customer are
below the maximum as per the insurance policy.

Insurance coverage is considered in the impairment analysis
of customer receivables.

Loans are initially recorded under liabilities at their nominal
value, net of issuing costs, and subsequently at the
amortised cost. Financial costs are calculated in accordance
with the effective interest rate, including premiums, and
accounted for in the income statement in accordance with
the accruals basis of accounting and added to the current
liabilities, if they are not paid during the period.

Trade receivables balances securitised by discounted
bills and pending at the date of the balance sheet, are
recognised on the Group financial statements until these
have been received.

Loans are classified under current liabilities, unless
the Group has the unconditional right to defer the
reimbursement of the loan for a period of not less than 12
months counting from the date of the balance sheet.

2.15. Cash and cash equivalent

2.19. Income tax

A Cash and cash equivalents includes cash, bank deposits
and other short-term investments maturing in less than
3 months, which can be immediately mobilised without
significant risks of fluctuation in value. For the purposes of
the cash flow statement, this heading also includes bank
overdrafts, which are presented on the balance sheet, under
current liabilities and under Loans.

Income tax includes current taxes and deferred taxes.

Contracted coverage is referred to in Note 3. b).

2.16. Share capital and own shares
Ordinary shares and preferred shares without a right of
reimbursement are presented in share capital.
The costs directly attributable to issuing new shares
are given as a deduction, net of taxes, from the amount
received as a result of the issue and are recorded under
shareholders equity.

Inapa – IPG and its subsidiaries headquartered in
Portugal are taxable according to Corporate Income Tax
(IRC – Imposto sobre o Rendimento de Pessoas Colectivas),
through the special tax regime for groups consisting of
companies where the participation in each company is
75% or more and which meet the requirements of articles
69 and following, of the Corporate Income Tax Code.
Inapa – IPG, as the parent company, is responsible for
calculating the Group's taxable profit, through the algebraic
sum of the taxable profits and the tax losses on the income
statements of each of the subsidiary companies belonging
to the Group. The foreign subsidiaries of the Company are
taxed in accordance with the tax regimes in force in their
respective countries of origin (see Note 30).
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Deferred tax situations are recognised in the accounts,
when relevant. The recognised deferred taxes correspond
to temporary differences between the sums of assets and
liabilities for the purposes of the financial report and the
respective sums for tax purposes. Assets are recorded for
deferred taxes when there is a reasonable expectation of
future taxable income for them to be used. On the date
of each balance sheet, a reappraisal is carried out of the
temporary differences underlying the assets for deferred
taxes in accordance with the present expectation of their
future recovery. The deferred taxes are recorded on the
income statement, except when related to values that have
been recognized under Shareholders’ equity, which implies
also their recognition in Shareholders’ equity.

2.20. Provisions
Provisions are recognised when, and only when, there is a
present liability (legal or implicit) from a past event, when it
is probable that it will generate an outflow of resources and
when the sum of the liability can be reasonably estimated.
Provisions are reviewed on the date of each balance sheet,
and are adjusted so as to reflect the best estimate on this
date (Note 22).

2.21. Employee benefits

The present value of the responsibilities arising from the
defined benefits of a company and the services’ costs
are determined using the projected unit credit method, in
which each service term entitles the worker to an additional
unit of the benefit, being each unit estimated separately.
A benefit is attributed during the current period (estimated
service current cost) and previous periods (estimate of the
present value of the responsibilities arising from the defined
benefits).
The benefit is attributable to the periods of services, using
the plan’s benefits formula, unless the estimate of benefits
from previous year’s services is higher, in which case the
benefit is estimated using the linear method.
The responsibilities arising for past services, deducted from
the actuarial gains or losses and the market value of the
funds used to hedge them, are registered in the caption
Employee benefits. In the income statement are registered
the current services costs and the interests costs net from
the estimated yield from the funds. The actuarial gains or
losses arising from using an actuarial evaluation method are
recognized in equity.

Pension plans – defined contribution plans
The periodic contributions made for defined contribution
plans are booked in the income statement, with no
additional responsibilities arising to the company.

Pension plan – defined benefit plans
Post-retirement benefits
The subsidiaries Inapa France, S.A. and Inapa Deutschland,
Gmbh have assumed responsibility for defined benefit
pension plans for some of their employees.
The liability of Inapa – IPG regarding each of these plans is
estimated by specialised, independent entities, on an annual
basis on the date of the balance sheet, using the projected
unit credit method. In accordance with IAS 19, the costs
related to the liabilities are recorded to the extent that
the services are provided to the employees benefiting from
the plans.

In accordance with local legislation, the subsidiaries in
France have the responsibility to pay their employees a sum
on the date of their retirement, based on the number of
years of worked for the company. The value of this liability,
resulting from past services, is estimated at least annually,
on the balance sheet date, by specialised, independent
entities using the projected unit credit method and is
recorded under the caption Employee benefits, using a
methodology similar to the benefit plans described above.

2.22. Suppliers and other current payables
The balances to be paid to suppliers, for taxes and other
current liabilities are recorded at their nominal value,
which on the date of initial entry corresponds to their fair
value. For certain suppliers, and with their knowledge, the
Company allows for the anticipated payment of certain
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amount, with partner financial institutions, using confirming.
Given the established periods, and their nature, the
balances remain classified as Suppliers until being paid by
the Company.

2.23. Recognition of income and expenses
Under IFRS 15, revenue from Contracts with Customers
is recognized in the Consolidated income statement
according to a five step model established in the standard.
The underlying principle is that an entity recognizes
revenue when the contractual obligation to deliver the
goods or services is satisfied and by the amount that
reflects the consideration the entity is expected to
be entitled to, as long as the contracted performance
obligations are met. The Group’s revenue mainly results
from paper supply, packaging and printing materials,
among others. Income resulting from sales is recognised on
the consolidated income statement when the associated
risks and benefits relating to the assets are transferred to
the purchaser and the amount of income can be reasonably
quantified. Sales and service rendered are recognised
net of tax, discounts and other inherent costs at their
concretisation, by the fair value of the amount received or
receivable.
Group companies record their income and expenses in
accordance with the accrual basis of accounting, in which
the income and expenses are recognised as they arise,
independently of when they are received or paid, under
Other current assets and Other current liabilities (Notes 15
and 24).

2.24. Segment report
An operating segment is an identifiable component of
the Group that performs business activities and for which
financial information is used in the Group Management
decision making process.
The Group has identified three operating segments: Paper
Supply, Packaging and Visual Communication. The financial
information relating to the various operating segments is
shown in Note 6. Paper supply occurs in all of the countries
where the Group is present, Packaging occurs in France,
Germany and Portugal and Visual Communication occurs in
Germany and Portugal.

2.25. Contingent assets and liabilities
Contingent liabilities in which a possible outflow of funds
affecting future economic benefits is unlikely are not
recognised in the consolidated financial statements, being
included in the Notes to the financial statements (see Note
32), unless the possibility of the outflow of funds affecting
future economic benefits is remote, in which case they are
not included. Provisions are recognised for the situations
satisfying the conditions set out in Note 2.20.
Contingent assets are not recognised in the consolidated
financial statements, but are presented in the Notes to the
financial statements when it is likely there will be a future
economic benefit.

2.26. Subsequent events
Events after the date of the balance sheet that provide
additional information about conditions existing at the
date of the balance sheet are reflected in the consolidated
financial statements. Events after the date of the balance
sheet that provide information about conditions that occur
after the date of the balance sheet are presented in the
notes to the consolidated financial statements, if material
(see Note 39).
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2.27. N
 ew standards, interpretations and
amendment to the standards
The following accounting standards, interpretations,
amendments and reviews (endorsed) by the European
Union are mandatory for the first time in the year starting
on or after January 1, 2020:

STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

Amendments to references to the
Conceptual Framework in IFRS
Standards

1-jan-20

Corresponds to amendments to several standards (IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 6,
IFRS 14, IAS 1, IAS 8, IAS 34, IAS 37, IAS 38, IFRIC 12, IFRIC 19, IFRIC 20, IFRIC
22 and SIC 32) in relation to references to the revised Conceptual Framework
in March 2018. The revised Conceptual Framework includes revised definitions
of an asset and a liability and new guidance on measurement derecognition,
presentation and disclosure.

Amendment to IAS 1 and IAS 8
– Definition of materiality

1-jan-20

Corresponds to amendments to clarify the definition of materiality in IAS
1. The definition of materiality in IAS 8 now refers to IAS 1. The amendment
changes the definition of materiality in other standards to ensure consistency.
The information is material if, due to its omission, distortion or concealment, it
is reasonably expected to influence the decisions of the primary users of the
financial statements based on the financial statements.

Amendment to IFRS 3 – Definition of
business

1-jan-20

Corresponds to amendments to the definition of business, aiming to clarify the
identification of business acquisition or acquisition of a group of assets. The
revised definition further clarifies the definition of a business’s output as the
supply of goods or services to customers. The changes include examples for
identifying a business acquisition.

Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and
IFRS 7 - benchmark interest rate reform
(IBOR Reform)

1-jan-20

Corresponds to amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7 related to the
benchmark interest rate reform project (known as “IBOR reform”), in order to
reduce the potential impact of changes in reference interest rates on financial
reporting, namely in hedge accounting.

Amendment to IFRS 16 – Leases
– “Covid 19 Related Rent Concessions”

1-jun-20

This amendment introduces an optional practical expedient whereby lessors
are exempted from analyzing whether income concessions, typically income
suspensions or reductions, related to the “COVID-19” pandemic correspond to
contractual modifications.
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The of the standards, interpretations, amendments and
reviews referred to above, did not have a significant effect
on the financial statements of the Inapa Group.

The following accounting standards and interpretations,
with mandatory application in future economic years, were,
until the date of approval of these financial statements,
endorsed by the European Union:

STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and
IFRS 7 – Phase 2 -Benchmark interest
rate reform (IBOR Reform)

1-jan-21

Corresponds to additional amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7, issued
on 27 August 2020, related to the second phase of the benchmark interest
rate reform project (known as “IBOR reform”), referring to changes reference
interest rates and impacts on changes in financial assets, financial liabilities and
lease liabilities, hedge accounting and disclosures.

Amendment to IFRS 4 Insurance
Contracts - deferral of IFRS 9

1-jan-21

Corresponds to the amendment to IFRS 4 that postponed the deferral of
application of IFRS 9 for initial years on or after 1 January 2023.

These amendments, although endorsed by the European
Union, were not adopted by the Group in 2020, as their
application is not yet mandatory. It is not estimated that
the future adoption of these amendments will result in
significant impacts on the financial statements.
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The following standards, interpretation, amendments and
changes to be applied in future economic periods have
been issued by IASB, but not yet endorsed by the European
Union:

STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

FRS 17 – Insurance Contracts

1-jan-23

This standard establishes, for insurance contracts within its scope, the
principles for their recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure.
This standard replaces IFRS 4 - Insurance Contracts.

Amendment to IAS 1 Presentation of
financial statements - Classification of
liabilities as current and non‑current

1-jan-23

This amendment published by the IASB clarifies the classification of liabilities
as current and non-current by analyzing the contractual conditions existing at
the reporting date.

Amendments to IFRS 3, IAS 16, IAS 37
and Annual Improvements 2018-2020

1-jan-22

These amendments correspond to a set of updates to the various standards
mentioned, namely:

• IFRS 3 - update of the reference to the 2018 conceptual structure; additional
requirements for analyzing obligations in accordance with IAS 37 or IFRIC 21
on the acquisition date; and explicit clarification that contingent assets are
not recognized in a business combination;

• IAS 16 – prohibition of deducting the cost of a tangible asset from income
related to the sale of products before the asset is available for use;

• IAS 37 – clarification that costs of fulfilling a contract correspond to costs
directly related to the contract;

• Annual improvements 2018-2020 correspond essentially to amendments to
4 standards, IFRS 1, IFRS 9, IFRS 16 and IAS 41.

The standards above were not yet endorsed by the
European Union and, as such, were not implemented by the
Group in the current financial statements for the year ended
December 31, 2020.
In accordance with the internal analysis carried out by the
Company, it is the Board’s expectation that the application
of the standards above, which have not yet been endorsed
by the European Union, will not have a significant effect on
the financial statements.

Note 3
Financial Risk Management
The Group's activities expose it to a variety of financial
risk factors: market risk (including foreign risk and risk
associated with interest rates), credit risk and liquidity
risk. The Group's exposure to financial risk is essentially
associated with customer receivables and loans obtained
from financial entities, which gives rise to risks derived from
non-compliance with contract conditions and to risk of
fluctuations in interest rates.
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Financial risk is managed centrally by the Financial
Department located in Portugal, in accordance with
the policies approved by the Board of Directors, and in
cooperation with the various subsidiaries. Fluctuations in
the financial market, particularly with regard to interest
rates, are continuously analysed and, when considered
necessary, measures are taken to minimize the Group's
exposure to financial risk.

a) Market Risk

The Group has, as its general objectives, the optimization
of its paper business, diversified growth and to guarantee
financial sustainability of the group. To that effect,
the Company has implemented practices to manage
its capital, with a view of ensuring the financing of its
objectives. This includes the management of cash and
cash equivalents (which includes overdrafts – see Note 16)
as well as borrowings, which together contribute to the
concept of net debt (see Note 21). The methodology
includes the definition of guidance by the Board, which
may then be managed with a defined level of autonomy
by local management in the day-to-day operations. More
relevant operations include participation of the Board
and the Financial department of the Holding, which either
accompanies, or is responsible (depending on the financial
institution involved) for communication with financial
partners, for negotiation and for agreement of relevant
terms. The monitoring is ensured by regular reporting of
financial positions, and analysis of future financial needs.

Even though these markets do not represent more than
1.76% of Group sales, possible devaluations in these
currencies, against the euro, could have a negative impact
on the activity, the financial situation and on the income
statement.

Changes in foreign Exchange rate
Variations in the exchange rate for the euro into other
currencies, particularly the kwanza and Turkish lira
can impact the financial situation of the company, as
Inapa – IPG operates in Angola and Turkey.

The group has furthermore an indirect exposure to the
US dollar and other currencies. This is due to the impact
of currency variances on the Company’s competitiveness,
as whenever the euro strengthens against the dollar,
distributors that operate in locations with different
currencies become more competitive than European
producers, which are the Company’s main suppliers.
To proceed with the general objectives stated above, the
Group has implemented internal practices of accompanying
currency risk, both by the Board and by local management.
This includes the monitoring of its evolution, as well as
evaluating the potential currency impact on new options
to be decided upon. The Company does not resort to
derivatives to fix exchange rates.
The following table shows the Group's exposure to foreign
exchange rate risk on December 31, based on the balance
sheet values for the financial assets and financial liabilities
of the Group.
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DECEMBER 31, 2020

EURO

KWANZA

TURKISH
LIRA

TOTAL

8,819

55

479

9,354

145,003

153

3,312

148,467

119

-

-

119

153,941

209

3,791

157,942

320,517

-

3,866

324,383

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables and other assets
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Total financial assets

LIABILITIES
Loans and other financial instruments
Suppliers and other liabilities

130,538

-144

733

131,126

Total of financial liabilities

451,055

-144

4,598

455,509

BALANCE SHEET – NET FINANCIAL POSITION

-297,114

354

-807

-297,567

EURO

KWANZA

TURKISH
LIRA

TOTAL

36,911

180

577

37,668

170,063

127

6,190

176,379

122

-

-

122

207,096

307

6,766

214,170

323,276

-

5,215

328,490

DECEMBER 31, 2019
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables and other assets
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Total financial assets

LIABILITIES
Loans and other financial instruments
Suppliers and other liabilities

140,489

620

2,112

143,222

Total of financial liabilities

463,765

620

7,326

471,712

-256,669

-312

-559

-257,541

BALANCE SHEET – NET FINANCIAL POSITION

On December 31, 2020, a positive variation of the euro
by 1% compared to the other currencies would result in a
positive impact on equity of 7 thousand euros (December
31, 2019: 9 thousand euros).

Changes in interest rates
The cost of the majority of the financial debt contracted
by Inapa – IPG is indexed to variable reference rates,
exposing Inapa – IPG to interest rate risk. As Inapa does not
hedge this exposure to adverse variations in interest rates,
these variations may have a negative material effect on its
operations, financial situation and income.

However, as a way of managing these variations, the Group
financial department continuously follows the development
of the market, being ready to use financial instruments
to minimise the effects of the volatility in interest rates,
accompanying incurred expenses, as well as expected
future expenses. This is through the preparation of budgets,
based on expected and reasonably possible evolutions
as well as the financial needs of the Group. As such, the
Company interacts with its financial partners with the
objective of financing of its operations with competitive
financial expenses.
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On December 31, 2020, if the reference interest rate used
for the contracted loans varied by 0.1%, keeping all other
variables constant, the annualised financial charges would
vary by some 320 thousand euros (December 31, 2019: 370
thousand euros).
On December 31, 2020 and 2019 the financial assets and
liabilities with exposure to foreign exchange rate risk in
relation to maturity or the date of revision of the interest
rate (Euribor 1, 3 or 6-month) is given below:

DECEMBER 31, 2020

LESS THAN
1 MONTH

1 TO 3
MONTHS

3 TO 12
MONTHS

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

-

-

-

22

97

119

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,354

-

-

-

-

9,354

9,354

-

-

22

97

9,473

2,900

40,456

104,437

1,278

18,527

167,598

Financing associated to financial assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Convertible bonds

-

-

-

12,000

3,000

15,000

14,491

-

-

-

-

14,491

-

-

24,373

-

-

24,373

2,457

8,055

23,785

600

636

35,533

723

55,648

-

-

-

56,371

ASSETS
Non-current
Assets at fair value through profit or loss

Current
Other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Total financial assets
LIABILITIES
Non-current
Loans

Other liabilities - leases
Liabilities related to the right of use assets

Current
Loans
Trade Finance

1,804

-

-

-

-

1,804

Vendor Loan Note

-

-

-

-

-

-

Liabilities related to the right of use assets

-

-

9,213

-

-

9,213

22,375

104,159

161,808

13,878

22,163

324,383

Other liabilities - leases

Total of financial liabilities
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DECEMBER 31, 2019

LESS THAN
1 MONTH

1 TO 3
MONTHS

3 TO 12
MONTHS

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

-

-

-

22

100

122

-

-

-

-

-

-

37,668

-

-

-

-

37,668

37,668

-

-

22

100

37,790

-

47,919

102,920

1,299

8,324

160,461

43,953

-

-

-

-

43,953

-

-

-

-

15,000

15,000

13,437

-

-

-

-

13,437

-

-

32,086

-

-

32,086

Loans

1,013

21,891

24,184

548

627

48,263

Trade Finance

1,296

14,894

-

-

-

16,191

Other liabilities - leases

ASSETS
Non-current
Assets at fair value through profit or loss

Current
Other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Total financial assets
LIABILITIES
Non-current
Loans
Financing associated to financial assets
Convertible bonds
Other liabilities - leases
Liabilities related to the right of use assets

Current

2,422

-

-

-

-

2,422

Vendor Loan Note

-

-

31,510

-

-

31,510

Liabilities related to the right of use assets

-

-

11,680

-

-

11,680

62,122

84,704

202,381

1,846

23,951

375,003

Total of financial liabilities

b) Credit Risk
The Company is exposed to this kind of risk because of
the credit it provides to its customers. The Group does not
have significant credit risk and has credit risk evaluation and
monitoring policies that ensure that sales are made only to
customers with an appropriate credit history.
To attain the general objectives already indicated above,
Inapa has a policy of monitoring trades receivable accounts
closely and continuously, particularly taking their age and

associated risks into consideration and if risks are found
regarding their collection, they will be recognised as an
impairment loss.
The Group companies acquire information from commercial
database providers and, whenever adequate for the
contingencies faced by the Company, the Company
contracts credit insurance to hedge its credit risk exposure.
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Common practices of the Group include the fixing of
credit limits for customers, internal teams dedicated
to accompanying customer credit levels and periodic
meetings to discuss customer aged balances with local
management.
The maximum exposure to credit risk corresponds to
the accounting values of the financial assets given in the
following tables regarding the concentration of credit risk.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the ageing of trade
receivables balances and other financial assets and the
credit limit for the customer portfolio were as follows:

2019

2020
TRADE
RECEIVABLES

OTHER
FINANCIAL
ASSETS

TRADE
RECEIVABLES

OTHER
FINANCIAL
ASSETS

93,546

30,267

123,892

36,086

9,472

88

6,233

47

Current accounts not due
Past due accounts
1 to 30 days
31 to 90 days

6,233

67

3,165

1,822

+ than 91 days

4,378

2,426

642

2,082

113,628

32,847

133,933

40,037

Doubtful accounts
Impairment
Net trade receivables balances
TRADE CREDIT INSURANCE LIMIT

Other financial assets refer to the Financial Position line
item deducted for deferrals (see Note 15).
For past-due balances, with no impairment recognized,
Inapa – IPG considers that there are no relevant risks of
losses with non-collection.
Inapa has a credit insurance policy with Atradius Crédito
y Caución S.A., one of the main global credit insurers. This
policy was renewed at the end of 2019 for an additional
period of 2 years (until December 2021) and covers at least
70% of the receivables above (excluding doubtful accounts
above). The credit limit amount mentioned above is only

13,902

1,549

15,225

1,205

-11,911

-1,549

-12,815

-1,205

115,620

32,847

136,343

40,037

620,870

-

609,236

-

applicable to customers with credit insurance contracted.
The percentage of coverage for customers covered by the
policy is generally 95%.
The entities with debts towards the Group have known
ratings.
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c) Concentration of Credit Risk
Concentration of financial assets by operating
segment
The table below gives Inapa exposure to credit risk on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, in accordance with the asset
balances, categorised by operating segment:

DECEMBER 31, 2020

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
BUSINESS AND
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL

4,505

1,712

166

2,971

9,354

9

97

-

13

119

126,751

12,585

4,318

4,813

148,467

TOTAL ASSETS

131,266

14,394

4,484

7,797

157,941

DECEMBER 31, 2019

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
BUSINESS AND
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL

36,483

991

48

145

37,668

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Trade receivables and other assets

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

9

101

-

13

122

Trade receivables and other assets

Assets at fair value through profit or loss

155,673

11,775

4,177

4,754

176,379

TOTAL ASSETS

192,166

12,866

4,225

4,912

214,169
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Concentration of financial assets by geographical
region
The table below gives Inapa exposure to credit risk on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, in accordance with the asset
balances, categorised by geographical region:

DECEMBER 31, 2020

GERMANY

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

OTHERS

TOTAL

3,130

1,825

3,420

126

854

9,354

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Trade receivables and other assets

DECEMBER 31, 2019

-

103

13

-

3

119

80,676

37,931

18,140

6,702

5,019

148,467

83,806

39,859

21,572

6,828

5,876

157,941

GERMANY

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

OTHERS

TOTAL

34,315

1,758

456

141

999

37,668

-

107

13

-

3

122

86,101

51,414

18,618

12,235

8,011

176,379

120,416

53,279

19,086

12,376

9,013

214,169

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Trade receivables and other assets
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d) Liquidity Risk
Inapa manages the Group’s liquidity risk using two
approaches: by ensuring that the medium and long-term
component of its financial debt is appropriate to the volume
of funds expected to be generated and by having credit
facilities continuously available (lines in the current account).
The following table analyses the Group’s remunerated
financial liabilities on December 31, 2020 and 2019 by
applicable maturity groupings, based on the period
remaining until contractual maturity. The sums given in the
table are undiscounted contractual cash flows plus interests.

DECEMBER 31, 2020

LESS THAN
1 MONTH

1 TO 3
MONTHS

3 TO 12
MONTHS

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

122

1,061

6,414

19,239

-

26,837

2,231

3,459

29,129

82,958

92,504

210,281

127

242

57,499

-

-

57,868

LIABILITIES
Loans and finnacial instruments
Commercial Paper
Bank loans (including bank overdrafts)
Trade finance
Financing associated to financial assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Convertible bonds

195

-

563

13,961

3,114

17,833

Other liabilities - finance lease

142

453

1,857

12,902

2,870

18,224

Vendor Loan Note
Liabilities related to the right of use assets

DECEMBER 31, 2019

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,002

1,953

7,534

18,049

6,324

34,862

3,819

7,168

102,996

147,109

104,813

365,905

LESS THAN
1 MONTH

1 TO 3
MONTHS

3 TO 12
MONTHS

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

LIABILITIES
Loans and finnacial instruments
Commercial Paper

126

5,023

3,162

11,262

10,595

30,167

1,539

24,344

20,840

80,684

86,617

214,024

Trade finance

15

138

16,821

-

-

16,974

Financing associated to financial assets

78

152

695

43,953

-

44,878

Bank loans (including bank overdrafts)

Convertible bonds

196

-

601

11,617

6,422

18,837

Other liabilities - finance lease

141

649

2,249

11,046

3,810

17,894

Vendor Loan Note
Liabilities related to the right of use assets

216

-

32,714

-

-

32,930

1,124

2,232

10,008

22,292

9,794

45,450

3,435

32,537

87,091

180,854

117,238

421,154
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e) Risks associated with the COVID-19 pandemic
As indicated in Note 2.1, Management evaluated the effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Group on the following
risks:

Operational risk
The impacts derived from COVID-19 on the Group's activity
were significant, namely in terms of the volume of activity,
as a result of the containment measures imposed to contain
the pandemic resulting from Covid-19, with the paper
market in Western Europe falling 20% in 2020. Although
the Group's companies have always remained in operation,
the level of activity registered a drop in 2020, having not
yet recovered to normal levels of pre-pandemic activity.
During the year, the Group used the support provided in
the various geographies in which it is present, particularly
with regard to layoff mechanisms. The Group also started
a series of restructuring processes, in order to optimize its
operations. It should also be noted the implementation of
measures to ensure the safety of the Group’s employees,
with emphasis working from home, whenever possible, but
also the organization of work in shifts and lagged entry /
exit times.

Liquidity risk
At the end of the year, the financial obligations for the next
twelve months were evaluated in accordance with the
approved budgets, in which the Management foresees the
fulfilment of the obligations arising from current liabilities as
they fall due.

Risk of valuation of assets and liabilities in the
balance sheet
There were no significant negative impacts on the book
value of the Group's fixed assets or the need to recognize
additional liabilities.
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Note 4
Financial assets and financial liabilities
Reconciliation of the consolidated balance sheet with
the various categories of financial assets and liabilities is
detailed below:

DECEMBER 31, 2020

CREDIT AND RECEIVABLES
AT AMORTIZED COST

ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE
THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
AT AMORTIZED COST

-

119

-

ASSETS
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Other non-current assets
Trade receivables and others current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

3,514

-

-

144,954

-

-

9,354

-

-

157,821

119

-

-

-

221,462

LIABILITIES
Loans
Other non-current liabilities

-

-

58

Current loans

-

-

102,921

Loans associated with financial assets

-

-

-

Suppliers and Other current liabilities

-

-

131,068

TOTAL LIABILITIES

-

-

455,509

CREDIT AND RECEIVABLES
AT AMORTIZED COST

ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE
THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
AT AMORTIZED COST

-

122

-

DECEMBER 31, 2019
ASSETS
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Other non-current assets
Trade receivables and others current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

3,194

-

-

173,185

-

-

37,668

-

-

214,047

122

-

LIABILITIES
Loans

-

-

220,985

Other non-current liabilities

-

-

40

Current loans

-

-

110,066

Loans associated with financial assets

-

-

43,953

Suppliers and Other current liabilities

-

-

143,182

TOTAL LIABILITIES

-

-

518,226
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The fair value of the assets and liabilities is similar to their
financial position sheet value.
Financial assets and financial liabilities gains and losses for
2020 and 2019 breakdown is as follows:

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND FINANCIAL LIABILITIES GAINS AND LOSSES

Gains / (losses) from loans and receivables
From loans and other receivables

2020

2019

-843

-560

196

226

-13,617

-13,368

-2,117

-2,439

-16,381

-16,141

Interest paid:
From financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
Commission, guarantee and other costs of financial liabilities
TOTAL NET GAINS AND LOSSES

Note 5
Relevant estimates and judgments
The preparation of the financial statements was in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
using estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities and of income and expenses
during the reporting year. It should be noted that, although
the estimates have been based on the best knowledge of the
Board of Directors regarding current events and operations,
actual results may differ from these in the final analysis.
Estimates that present a significant risk of producing a
material adjustment in the accounting value of the assets
and liabilities in the following period are presented below:

a) Estimates of impairment differences from
goodwill and brands
The Group performs annual impairment tests on Goodwill,
in accordance with the accounting policy in Note 2.3.
Recoverable values for cash flow generating units are
determined based on value in use. These calculations
require that the Group use estimates, in which the main
variables are the discount rate and expected sales growth
(Notes 8 and 9).

Similarly, impairment tests are conducted on the brands
recorded in intangible assets, where estimates were used
(Note 9).

b) Actuarial assumptions
Liabilities in respect of defined benefits are calculated
based on actuarial assumptions (Note 23). Differences
arising between the assumptions and reality may affect
the financial statements in ways that may or may not be
significant.

c) Income Tax
The Group is subject to income tax in various jurisdictions
and the tax calculation made by the Group is subject to
review by various tax authorities (Notes 12 and 30). If the
final result from these reviews differs from the initially
recorded values, the differences will have an impact on
income tax and the provisions for deferred taxes in the
period in which such differences are identified.
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In addition, the assets for deferred taxes correspond to
the value of tax losses for which there is an expectation
of future recovery. A failure to recover tax losses or an
alteration in the expectation of recovery in future years will
have an impact on the income for the year in which the
situation occurs.

d) Doubtful accounts
Impairment losses related to doubtful accounts (Note 17)
are based on an evaluation the Group conducts into the
probability of recovering receivables. This evaluation
process is subject to various estimates and judgements.
Alterations to these estimates may have an impact
on impairment levels and, consequently, have an impact
on the results.

e) Provisions for litigation
The Group is involved in various on-going legal actions and,
whenever considered necessary, provisions are made in
accordance with management estimates, which are based
on the legal opinion of the Group’s lawyers (Note 2.20
and 22).
A negative decision in any on-going action may have an
adverse effect on operations, the financial situation and
Group results.

Note 6
Segment report
The information in the report by segment is presented in
accordance with the identified operating segments: paper
supply, packaging and visual communication.
The paper supply segment includes the offer of products
to the graphic and office industry, with a portfolio of paper
products, graphic consumables as well as the associated
logistical services. The packaging segment includes the
offer of standard solutions and products such as boxes,
films, tapes, fillers, bags, labels, among other equipment.
The visual communication segment includes the offer of
products and services for large format digital printing:
printers, inks / toners, media, software and technical
assistance. The Other operations segment includes
the activities carried out by the holdings and by other
companies not associated to the businesses referred above,
which include the activities of shared services, investment
and management of participations.
In what concerns the determination of segments,
Management took into consideration the organization and
verticalization of the products / services provided, that
share the same distribution methods, being this the format
in which Management monitors the activity. Reportable
segments were not aggregated.
The results, assets and liabilities for each segment
correspond to those that are directly attributable and
those for which there is reasonable basis for attribution.
Inter‑segmental transfers are carried out at market prices
and are not materially significant.
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The breakdown of financial information on December 31,
2020 and 2019 for operating segments is as follows:

DECEMBER 31, 2020

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
OPERATIONS

ELIMINATIONS ON
CONSOLIDATIONS

CONSOLIDATED

909,941

73,835

31,723

7,339

1,645

5,028

5

-

1,015,504

-

-14,012

-

REVENUES
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Other revenues

24,800

1,112

702

-859

-

25,755

Total Revenues

942,080

76,592

37,453

-855

-14,012

1,041,259

-2,973

3,104

322

-2,738

-399

RESULTS
Segment results
Operational results
Gains / (losses) in associated
companies

-97

-

-

-

Interest expense

-12,105

-1,056

-115

Interest income

3,920

1,221

4

-11,255

3,270

1,566

-928

-9,690

2,342

580,027
-

Net profit before income tax
Income tax

-

-97

-9,721

6,640

-16,356

771

-5,007

909

211

-11,688

1,234

-18,229

-251

2,389

-

2,776

-40

-9,299

1,234

-15,453

48,392

10,955

54,385

-

693,759

-

-

-

-

Income from ordinary activities
Net profit /(loss) for the year

-2,684
-2,684

-15,453

OTHER INFORMATIONS
Segment assets
Deferred tax assets
Total consolidated assets
Segment liabilities

33,584
727,344

350,414

29,196

5,729

139,796

-

525,134

-

-

-

-

-

47,670

Capex

4,455

707

1,105

528

-

6,795

Depreciations and amortizations

14,414

2,244

808

1,044

-

18,511

1,710

59

10

-

-

1,779

Deferred tax liabilties
Total consolidated liabilities

Provisions (impairment of assets)

572,804
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PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
OPERATIONS

ELIMINATIONS ON
CONSOLIDATIONS

CONSOLIDATED

921,872

72,685

36,196

1,213

2,107

4,778

4

-

1,030,757

-

-8,098

-

REVENUES
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Other revenues

26,786

815

721

929

-

29,251

Total Revenues

949,871

75,607

41,695

933

-8,098

1,060,008

12,384

2,091

91

-3,544

-216

RESULTS
Segment results
Operational results
Gains / (losses) in associated
companies
Interest expense

10,807
10,807

-19

-

-

-

-

-19

-10,572

-1,154

-168

-8,882

3,806

-16,970

Interest income

3,375

2

28

178

-2,343

1,240

Net profit before income tax

5,168

939

-49

-12,248

1,246

-4,942

-174

-561

-98

1,632

-

799

4,994

378

-147

-10,616

1,246

-4,143

640,968

49,420

11,842

62,735

-

764,965

-

-

-

-

-

Income tax
Income from ordinary activities
Net profit /(loss) for the year

-4,143

OTHER INFORMATIONS
Segment assets
Deferred tax assets
Total consolidated assets
Segment liabilities

28,813
793,778

329,973

39,575

11,901

192,171

-

573,620

-

-

-

-

-

46,680

Capex

4,123

961

1,141

980

-

7,205

Depreciations and amortizations

11,912

2,207

801

980

-

15,900

Provisions (impairment of assets)

1,378

87

41

-

-

1,506

Deferred tax liabilties
Total consolidated liabilities

620,300
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The geographic division of total assets and revenue for the
company as a whole is presented below:

2020

2019

ASSETS

TOTAL
REVENUES

ASSETS

TOTAL
REVENUES

514,088

710,326

508,107

631,983

France

95,235

224,781

113,337

276,753

Portugal

70,806

36,941

117,171

43,974

Germany

Spain
Others

636

39,109

8,632

60,050

12,994

30,101

17,718

47,249

693,759

1,041,259

764,965

1,060,008

No customer represents more than 10% of group sales.

Non-current assets by geographical region
As at December 31, 2020 and 2019 the values of
non‑current assets by location, as well as the respective
depreciations, were as follows:

2020
Tangible fixed assets - net
Investments in associate companies
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Other non-current assets

2019
Tangible fixed assets - net
Investments in associate companies
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
Other non-current assets

GERMANY

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

OTHERS

TOTAL

22,277

20,783

12,181

13,582

695

69,518

-

-

-

2,385

-

2,385

-

103

13

-

3

119

271

2,098

1,130

-

14

3,514

22,547

22,985

13,324

15,967

712

75,536

GERMANY

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

OTHERS

TOTAL

24,726

21,495

12,570

14,042

892

73,726

-

-

-

2,482

-

2,482

-

107

13

-

3

122

300

2,234

638

-

22

3,194

25,026

23,836

13,221

16,524

918

79,524
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Information in respect of the allocation by geography and
by segment for Own brands, included in the intangible
assets line, and Goodwill may be consulted in the respective
notes (Notes 8 and 9).

Note 7
Tangible fixed assets
During the years 2020 and 2019, the tangible fixed assets
movements and the related depreciations, were as follows:

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
2020

LAND

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

BASIC
EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
AND OTHERS

IN
PROGRESS

TOTAL

22,373

73,574

32,301

4,664

11,128

1,138

145,178

ACQUISITION COSTS
Balance as at January 1, 2020
Exchange rate differences

-

-13

-35

-29

-35

-

-113

Increases

-

303

1,615

46

218

95

2,277

Disposals / Transfers / Write offs

-

-1,846

-10,385

1,978

-296

-152

-10,702

Changes in consolidation perimeter

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

22,373

72,016

23,496

6,659

11,015

1,081

136,641

Balance as at January 1, 2020

-

33,908

26,685

2,220

8,637

-

71,451

Exchange rate differences

-

-10

-29

-24

-33

-

-95

Increases

-

1,265

1,456

561

1,372

-

4,654

Disposals / Transfers / Write offs

-

-1,480

-8,852

2,048

-603

-

-8,887

Balance as at December 31, 2020

-

33,683

19,259

4,805

9,374

-

67,123

22,373

38,334

4,236

1,855

1,641

1,081

69,518

Balance as at December 31, 2020
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

NET VALUE
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TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
2019

LAND

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

BASIC
EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
AND OTHERS

IN
PROGRESS

TOTAL

ACQUISITION COSTS
Balance as at January 1, 2019

22,603

72,647

31,544

3,197

10,496

467

140,953

Exchange rate differences

-

-6

-15

-24

-39

-

-83

Increases

-

247

1,578

594

1,077

170

3,666

-230

-717

-2,511

-473

-1,249

441

-4,740

-

1,403

1,705

1,370

843

60

5,381

22,373

73,574

32,301

4,664

11,128

1,138

145,178

Balance as at January 1, 2019

-

31,438

27,287

2,688

8,076

-

69,489

Exchange rate differences

-

-3

-11

-18

-36

-

-67

Increases

-

1,503

1,422

220

1,239

-

4,384

Disposals / Transfers / Write offs

-

970

-2,013

-670

-642

-

-2,355

Balance as at December 31, 2019

-

33,908

26,685

2,220

8,637

-

71,451

22,373

39,665

5,616

2,444

2,491

1,138

73,726

Disposals / Transfers / Write offs
Changes in consolidation perimeter
Balance as at December 31, 2019
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

NET VALUE

The increase in tangible fixed assets in the period was
mainly due to the investment made by the subsidiaries in
visual communication equipment, in IT equipment and in
their facilities.
Similarly, the divestments consist mainly of the sale
of Ronnenberg, the sale of the assets from Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG following its acquisition and
change of headquarters and scrap equipment by the Group
in Germany.

The variation in the consolidation perimeter in 2019
resulted from the acquisition during the period of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (see Note 38).
On December 31, 2020, there were no contractual
commitments for the acquisition of tangible fixed assets.
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Note 8

The variation in Goodwill in 2020 and 2019 is exclusively
due to the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co
KG (Note 38).

Goodwill
During the years 2020 and 2019, Goodwill movements were
as follows:

GOODWILL

January 1, 2019
Acquisition value
Accumulated Impairment losses
Balance as at January 1, 2019

200,246
-11,766
188,480

Movements during 2019
Exchange rate differences
Increases

43,425
-

Transfers and disposals

231,905

December 31, 2019

Accumulated Impairment losses
Balance as at December 31, 2019

243,671
-11,766
231,905

Movements during 2020
Exchange rate differences
Increases
Impairment
Transfers and disposals

715
232,620

December 31, 2020
Acquisition value
Accumulated Impairment losses
BALANCE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

In 2020, Goodwill was adjusted by 715 thousand euros. In
addition, during the first half of 2020, Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co KG was merged by incorporation into Papier
Union, GmbH, changing its name to Inapa Deutschland,
GmbH.

-

Impairment

Acquisition value

The acquisition process of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH &
Co KG was completed in July 2019, with the acquisition
value, with reference to July 31, amounting to 46,162
thousand euros (Note 38). During the year ended
December 31, 2019, the Group provisionally recorded
the purchase price allocation (PPA), which led to the
recognition of a goodwill of 43,425 thousand euros,
considering a fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities
of 2,737 thousand euros.

244,386
-11,766
232,620

When subsidiaries are acquired, that operate in the
three segments referred to beforehand, namely, paper
distribution, packaging and visual communication, Goodwill
occurs, corresponding to the difference between the value
of the acquisition and the fair value of the acquired assets
and liabilities.
During the evaluation process and consequent
determination of the acquisition value, future economic
benefits are considered, which essentially result from the
synergies and scale effects achieved with the concentration
of activities, obtained at the level of each operating
segment as a whole, and which cannot be allocated to
individual cash-generating units.
Consequently, and considering that the operating segments
are the lowest level within the Group used by the Board
of Directors to monitor Goodwill, those differences were
allocated to the group of cash-generating units that
represent the activity of the segment of the acquired
subsidiary. This approach is consistently followed at the
level of the Group's three business segments.
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Accordingly, the allocation of Goodwill is analysed as
follows:

ALLOCATION OF GOODWILL
PAPER

Goodwill

PACKAGING

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

SUPPLY

FRANCE

GERMANY

PORTUGAL

PORTUGAL

GERMANY

209,366

3,743

10,779

1,135

1,580

6,019

As described in Note 2.3, values recorded in Goodwill are
tested for impairment annually or whenever there is an
indication of a possible loss in value. Annually the Group
calculates the recoverable value of the assets and liabilities
associated with the paper supply, packaging and visual
communication activities by determining the value in use by
means of the discounted cash flow method.
This analysis calculates the recoverable value of the
business (and consequently the goodwill), comparing
it with the net asset value of the cash generating units,
which includes, among others, goodwill, own brands,
tangible fixed assets and intangible assets. Additionally,
a more refined analysis is performed concerning the
recoverable value of the Group’s own brands (see Note 9).
The impairment tests conducted for the purposes of the
financial statements on 31 December 2020 were supported
by expectations of future cash flows based on medium
and long-term plans approved by the Board of Directors,
covering a period up to 2025.
Cash flow projections beyond the medium and long
term plan period are extrapolated, using the perpetuity
growth rate shown in the table below. It should be noted
that the growth rates considered in the impairment tests
do not exceed the average long-term growth rate of
the operations. The assumed EBITDA margin reflects
management's expectations regarding the development of
the market and operations.

TOTAL

232,620

The main assumptions that served as the basis for the
impairment tests on the paper supply activity were as
follows:

DECEMBER 31,
2020

DECEMBER 31,
2019

Growth rate (in perpetuity)

0.00%

0.75%

EBITDA margin

4.60%

3.60%

Inflation rate

2.00%

2.00%

6.91%

6.60%

Pre-tax discount rate

The assumption regarding the EBITDA Margin refers to
the average over the projection period. The growth of
this assumption reflects the synergies resulting from the
consolidation process in Germany in the projected period.
To calculate the discount rate for impairment tests of the
Goodwill of the various Groups of cash-generating units,
the following approach was used:
• Risk-free interest rate: average 10-year German bond
yield;
• Debt spread: Inapa's debt spread in the period;
• Beta: average market benchmarks for comparable entities;
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• Market risk premium: upper limit of the range of premium
values for risk-free markets used in academia;
• Country risk premium: average risk premiums per country,
used in academia, of the markets in which Inapa operates;

The assumptions for each of the variables used in the
calculation of the discount rate remained unchanged
compared to the previous year, as can be seen in the
following table:

• Optimal capital structure: average market benchmarks for
comparable companies;
• Tax rate: average of the nominal tax rates in the markets
in which Inapa operates.

10 years bond yield of the German
state

DECEMBER 31,
2020

DECEMBER 31,
2019

1.19%

1.19%

Inapa average spread

3.82%

3.82%

Beta

0.89%

0.89%

Market risk premium

6%

6%

0.4%

0.4%

Optimal capital structure

57%

57%

Tax rate

30%

30%

Country risk

The Company carried out sensitivity analyses to the
impairment tests of the Goodwill of the different
cash‑generating unit groups, simulating the impact of a
50 basis point variation in the discount rate and growth
rate, separately, as a result of which, there is still no need
for impairment.
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Note 9
Intangible assets and right of use assets

a) Intangible assets
During the years 2020 and 2019, the movements in
intangible assets and related depreciations were as follows:

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
2020

SOFTWARE,
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY AND
OTHER RIGHTS

TRADEMARKS

CUSTOMER
PORTFOLIO

ADVANCES AND
INTANGIBLE IN
PROGRESS

TOTAL

38,101

130,692

6,096

6,468

181,357

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at January 1, 2020
Exchange rates differences
Increases
Disposals / Transfers / Write-offs

-30

-

-

-

-30

2,043

-

-

2,475

4,518

-18

-

-

-431

-448

-

-

-

-

-

40,096

130,692

6,096

8,513

185,397

32,119

27,464

2,300

-

61,883

-27

-

-

-

-27

1,505

-

397

-

1,902

-87

-

-

-

-87

Balance as at December 31, 2020

33,510

27,464

2,697

-

63,671

Acquisition cost

40,096

130,692

6,096

8,513

185,397

33,510

-

2,697

-

36,207

-

27,464

-

-

27,464

6,586

103,227

3,399

8,513

121,724

Changes in consolidation perimeter
Balance as at December 31, 2020
ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATIONS AND IMPAIRMENT LOSSES
Balance as at January 1, 2020
Exchange rates differences
Increases
Disposals / Transfers / Write-offs

Accumulated amortizations
Accumulated impairment losses
NET VALUE
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS
2019

SOFTWARE,
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY AND
OTHER RIGHTS

TRADEMARKS

CUSTOMER
PORTFOLIO

ADVANCES AND
INTANGIBLE IN
PROGRESS

TOTAL

38,205

130,692

6,096

4,046

179,039

-16

-

-

-5

-21

1,279

-

-

2,259

3,539

-1,438

-

-

168

-1,269

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at January 1, 2019
Exchange rates differences
Increases
Disposals / Transfers / Write-offs
Changes in consolidation perimeter
Balance as at December 31, 2019

70

-

-

-

70

38,101

130,692

6,096

6,468

181,357

32,513

27,464

1,902

-15

-

-

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATIONS AND IMPAIRMENT LOSSES
Balance as at January 1, 2019
Exchange rates differences
Increases

61,880
-

-15

1,481

-

398

-

1,879

Disposals / Transfers / Write-offs

-1,861

-

-

-

-1,861

Balance as at December 31, 2019

32,119

27,464

2,300

-

61,883

Acquisition cost

38,101

130,692

6,096

6,468

181,357

Accumulated amortizations

32,119

-

2,300

-

34,419

-

27,464

-

-

27,464

5,981

103,227

3,795

6,468

119,472

Accumulated impairment losses
NET VALUE

The increase in intangible assets in the period was mainly
due to investment in software, mainly the project to
implement the new SAP ERP.
On December 31, 2020, there were no commitments to
acquire intangible assets.
The variation in industrial property and other rights in 2020
is essentially due to investment in IT infrastructure.
The balance presented as avances and intangibles in
progress, which at 31 December 2020 amounted to 8,513
thousand euros (2019: 6,468 thousand euros), correspond
essentially to the investment in the Group's new ERP and
investments by Inapa Deutschland, GmbH in software
development and upgrade of IT structures.

Inapa – IPG identified as intangible assets, with an
indefinite useful life, a set of brand names registered when
subsidiaries were acquired, for which there is no time limit
at which they will stop generating economic benefits for
the Group, these being the Group’s only assets with an
indefinite useful life.
These values of intangible assets are subject to annual
impairment tests, in accordance with the definitions of
IAS 36, which resulted in an impairment loss of 27,464
thousand euros recorded in 2006, determining its value
on December 31, 2020 and 2019 at 103,227 thousand euros.
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Below is the book value of the brands divided by segment
and geographic market.

PAPER
FRANCE

Trademarks

22,416

GERMANY

74,820

TOTAL

PORTUGAL

5,992

103,227

A valuation was conducted in 2020, which calculated
the estimated value of the brands, using discounted cash
flow method, taking into account the total profitability
generated by the brands.
The impairment tests carried out for the purposes of the
financial statements on December 31 2020, were thus
supported in projections of future cash flows based on
medium and long-term plans approved by the Board of
Directors, covering a period up to 2025.
Cash flow projections beyond the medium and long term
plan period are extrapolated, using the perpetuity growth
rate shown in the table below. It should be noted that
the growth rates considered in the impairment tests do
not exceed the average long-term growth rate of the
operations.
In the evaluation of brands, the methodology used to
calculate the discount rate was the same as the evaluation
of Goodwill (see Note 8).
The main assumptions on which the tests for the Paper
segment were based were as follows:

DECEMBER 31,
2020

DECEMBER 31,
2019

Growth rate (in perpetuity)

0.00%

0.75%

Pre-tax discount rate

6.52%

6.60%

The valuation through discounted cash flow resulted in the
following recoverable amounts per brand:

DESCRIPTION

VALUATION AMOUNT

Inapa Tecno

82,684

Inapa Imagine

10,289

Galaxi

5,786

Bavaria

5,098

Prima

3,097

Others

61,593
168,546

After the impairment tests, no impairment loss was
recorded.
The Company carried out sensitivity analyses of the Own
brands’ impairment test, simulating a change of 50 base
points in the discount rate and growth rate, separately,
as a result of which, there is still no need for impairment.
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b) Right of use assets
During the years of 2020 and 2019, the movements in the
right of use assets, as well as in the respective amortizations
were as follows:

2020

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
AND OTHERS

TOTAL

59,411

13,387

983

73,782

-

-

-

-

-255

-10,617

ACQUISITION COSTS
Balance as at January 1, 2020
Exchange rates differences
Increases
Write-offs / Contractual changes
Changes in consolidation perimeter
Balance as at December 31, 2020

733

1,686

-7,593

-2,769

2,420

-

-

-

-

52,551

12,304

729

65,585

25,261

6,480

262

32,004

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATIONS
Balance as at January 1, 2020
Exchange rates differences
Increases

-

-

-

-

8,428

3,394

133

11,955

Write-offs / Contractual changes

-6,463

-3,188

-262

-9,913

Balance as at December 31, 2020

27,226

6,686

134

34,046

Acquisition cost

52,551

12,304

729

65,585

Accumulated amortizations

27,226

6,686

134

34,046

-

-

-

-

25,325

5,618

595

31,538

Accumulated impairment losses
NET VALUE
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2019

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
AND OTHERS

TOTAL

44,554

11,140

144

55,837

ACQUISITION COSTS
Balance as at January 1, 2019
Exchange rates differences

-

-

-

-

361

3,651

111

4,124

Write-offs / Contractual changes

-4,732

-2,789

-9

-7,530

Changes in consolidation perimeter

19,228

1,386

737

21,351

Balance as at December 31, 2019

59,411

13,387

983

73,782

21,795

6,186

31

28,013

Increases

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATIONS
Balance as at January 1, 2019
Exchange rates differences
Increases

-

-

-

-

6,312

3,085

240

9,637

Write-offs / Contractual changes

-2,846

-2,791

-9

-5,646

Balance as at December 31, 2019

25,261

6,480

262

32,004

Acquisition cost

59,411

13,387

983

73,782

Accumulated amortizations

25,261

6,480

262

32,004

-

-

-

-

34,150

6,907

721

41,778

Accumulated impairment losses
NET VALUE

Write-offs / contractual changes are mainly in respect of
lease contracts that ended during the period.
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Note 10
Investments in associate companies
As at December 31, 2020 and 2019, Investments in associate
companies were as follows:

Surpapel, SL
Römerturm Feinstpapier
GmbH & Co KG

2020

2019

1,122

1,148

1,262

1,334

2,385

2,482

The stake in Römerturm Feinstpapier GmbH & Co KG was
acquired in connection with the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (see Note 38).
As at December 31, 2020 and the period then ended, the
financial information regarding shares in Investments in
associated companies is as follows (Note 33):

COMPANY

HEADQUARTER

ASSETS

SHAREHOLDERS'
EQUITY

REVENUES

NET PROFIT
AND LOSS

% SHARE
CAPITAL

APPROPRIATED
NET PROFIT
AND LOSS

SHEET
VALUE

Surpapel, SL

Polígono Industrial
Guadalquivir, c/
Tecnología, 1
41120 Gelves,
Seville – Spain

6,706

1,662

8,470

-104

25%

-26

1,122

Römerturm
Feinstpapier
GmbH & Co KG

Alfred-Nobel-Straße 19
50226 Frechen
Germany

7,389

5,026

14,873

-284

25%

-71

1,262

-97

2,385
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The movement that took place during the years ended on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, in Equity shares in associated
companies, was as follows:

Balance as at January 1, 2019

1,135

Acquisitions

-

Disposals

-

Changes in consolidation perimeter

1,365

Share of results

-19

Balance as at December 31, 2019

2,482

The Assets at fair value through profit or loss movements
for the year ending December 31, 2020 and 2019 were as
follows:

MOVEMENTS 2019 / 2020
Balance as at January 1, 2019
Acquisitions
Disposals
Changes in fair value
Balance as at December 31, 2019

22
100
122

Acquisitions

-

Disposals

-

Acquisitions

-

-

Disposals

-

Changes in consolidation perimeter
Share of results

-97

BALANCE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

2,385

Note 11
Assets at fair value through profit or loss
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the breakdown of Assets
at fair value through profit or loss was as follows:

2020

2019

119

122

-

-

119

122

Non-current
Others
Current
Others

Changes in fair value
BALANCE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

-3
119
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Note 12
Deferred taxes
All situations that may significantly affect future taxes are
recorded on the financial statements on December 31, 2020
and 2019.
In 2020 and 2019, the movements in assets and liabilities
due to deferred tax were as follows:

01-01-2020

CHANGES IN
PERIMETER
(NOTE 38)

FAIR VALUE RESERVE
AND OTHER
RESERVES

NET PROFIT AND
LOSS FOR THE
YEAR (NOTE 30)

31-12-2020

972

-

-

-581

391

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS
Taxable provisions
Unused taxes losses
Others

21,568

-

-

4,694

26,262

6,273

-

109

548

6,930

28,813

-

109

4,662

33,584

-1,288

-

-

72

-1,216

DEFERRED TAX LIABILITIES
Revaluation of fixed assets
Depreciations

-24,548

-

-

-1,310

-25,859

Others

-20,844

-

-

248

-20,595

-46,680

-

-

-990

-47,670

-17,866

-

109

3,672

-14,086

01-01-2019

CHANGES IN
PERIMETER
(NOTE 38)

FAIR VALUE RESERVE
AND OTHER
RESERVES

NET PROFIT AND
LOSS FOR THE
YEAR (NOTE 30)

31-12-2019

129

877

-

-34

972

19,381

-

-

2,186

21,568

NET DEFERRED TAX

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS
Taxable provisions
Unused taxes losses
Others

3,267

2,430

762

-187

6,273

22,776

3,307

762

1,966

28,813

-1,586

231

-

67

-1,288

-23,929

-488

-

-131

-24,548

DEFERRED TAX LIABILITIES
Revaluation of fixed assets
Depreciations
Others

NET DEFERRED TAX

-20,420

-542

-

118

-20,844

-45,935

-799

-

54

-46,680

-23,158

2,508

762

2,021

-17,866
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In 2020, of the 109 thousand euros recognized above
in Fair value reserves and Other reserves, 158 thousand
euros are presented in Actuarial gains and losses in the
Comprehensive Income Statement, -49 thousand euros are
presented in Currency differences, in the same Statement.
In 2019, of the 762 thousand euros recognized above
in Fair value reserves and other reserves, 144 thousand
euros are presented in Actuarial gains and losses in the
Comprehensive Income Statement, -8 thousand euros are
presented in Currency differences, in the same Statement
and 626 thousand euros are presented in Retained
Earnings.

COMPANY

Deferred tax liabilities presented in Others above mainly
relate to the valuation of brands / trademarks.
Deferred tax assets for tax losses are recognised to the
extent that it is probable that there will be a fiscal benefit,
through the existence of future taxable income. The Group
recognised deferred tax assets in the amount of 26,262
thousand euros, regarding the tax losses that can be offset
against future taxable profits, as given below:

TAX VALUE
2020

TAX VALUE
2019

LIMIT DATE

Inapa France

8,458

9,261

unlimited

Inapa España

7,249

7,387

unlimited

Inapa Belgium

1,344

1,550

unlimited

Inapa Deutschland

9,139

2,857

unlimited

71

513

26,262

21,568

Others

In the present year, the entities above presented fiscal
losses. The Board has assessed the probability of recovery,
using to that effect projected cash-flows, taking into
account the limit of use of the tax losses, adjusting
the calculations, as the entities are not considered as
cash‑generating units by themselves. Growth rates over five
years were the same as used for Own brands / trademarks
and Goodwill for the Distribution sector (see Notes 8
and 9).
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Note 13

Note 14

Inventories

Trade receivables

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Inventories consisted
of the following:

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, trade receivables was as
follows:

Finished and intermediate products
Merchandise

2020

2019

655

661

2019

109,678

127,400

3,951

6,533

Trade receivables

64,073

71,893

Trade receivables - current account

64,728

72,554

Trade receivables - bills of exchange

-2,516

-1,456

62,212

71,098

Doubtful trade receivables
Adjustment for realisable value (Note 17)

2020

13,856

14,736

127,424

148,669

Accumulated impairment losses (Note 17)

-11,863

-12,326

TRADE RECEIVABLES – NET BALANCE

115,621

136,343

No inventories were allocated as a guarantee of fulfilling
contractual liabilities.
The cost of sales for the years ended December 31, 2020
and 2019 amounted to 832,172 and 856,788 thousand euros,
respectively, and was calculated as follows:

Initial inventories
Changes in consolidation perimeter (Note 38)
Purchasing and inventory adjustments
Final inventories

Impairment losses (Note 17)
Reversals of impairment losses (Note 17)

2020

2019

72,554

60,287

-

21,203

823,286

847,954

64,728

72,554

831,112

856,890

1,204

393

-144

-494

832,172

856,788

During the years 2020 and 2019, the Group recognised
impairment losses of 1,462 thousand euros and 1,504
thousand euros, respectively, which was recorded under
Other costs (Notes 17 and 27).
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Note 15

Other non-current debtors includes, among others,
Guarantee deposits with factoring companies (723
thousand euros) and Loans granted (1.4 million euros).

Tax to be recovered and Other assets
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, Tax to be recovered was
as follows:

2020

2019

Income tax

5,854

5,364

Value Added Tax

4,475

205

1,563

1,442

11,892

7,012

Other taxes

Other current debtors includes a credit over BBVA which
is in judicial recovery (0.9 million euros) for irregular
movement of funds. Additionally, it includes balances to be
received from suppliers and credit insurance companies in
the various geographies.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the item Income accrual
corresponds, fundamentally, to the specialization at
the end of the year of the amount receivable related to
income obtained by the Group resulting from negotiation
processes, on purchases and bonuses on purchases, to be
received from suppliers.

Note 16
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the balances for Other
non-current assets and Other current assets are analysed as
follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
The breakdown of Cash and cash equivalents on December
31, 2020 and 2019, was as follows:

OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS
AND OTHER CURRENT ASSETS

2020

2019

500

0

3,682

3,835

-668

-641

OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Advance on account
Other debtors
Accumulated impairment losses

3,514

3,194

OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
Advances to suppliers

1,131

830

16,858

16,080

-881

-564

15,977

15,516

Accrued income

12,226

20,496

Deferred costs

3,929

3,320

33,262

40,162

Other debtors
Accumulated impairment losses

2020

2019

9,291

37,571

63

97

Cash and cash equivalents in balance sheet

9,354

37,668

Bank overdrafts

-18,741

-19,238

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS ON THE
CASH FLOW STATEMENT

-9,386

18,430

Immediatly available bank deposits
Cash

Bank overdrafts include current account credit balances
with financial institutions, included in the balance sheet
under Loans (Note 21).
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In 2020, Payments relating to financial investments
presented in the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement in the
amount of 31,662 thousand euros refer to the payment
of Vendor Loan Note, following the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG in 2019.

A reconciliation was made between the movements of
the financing items included in the balance sheet and the
respective cash flows for the periods ended December 31,
2020 and 2019.

In 2019, the receipts from financial investments presented
in the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement in the amount
of 14,843 thousand euros refer to the cash and banks
of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG at the date
of acquisition (see note 38).

2020

BALANCE
AS AT
JANUARY
1, 2020

PROCEEDS FROM
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

PAYMENTS IN
RESPECT OF
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

NON‑MONETARY
MOVEMENTS

EFFECT OF
EXCHANGE
DIFFERENCES

BALANCE
AS AT
DECEMBER
31, 2020

220,985

151,046

-43,185

-106,968

-419

221,462

110,066

-

-

-

-

102,921

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
Bank overdrafts

-19,238

-

-

-

-

-18,741

90,827

64,857

-195,530

125,003

-978

84,180

462

-

-16,607

16,356

-

211

312,275

215,903

-255,321

34,391

-1,396

305,852

BALANCE
AS AT
JANUARY
1, 2019

PROCEEDS FROM
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

PAYMENTS IN
RESPECT OF
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

NON‑MONETARY
MOVEMENTS

EFFECT OF
EXCHANGE
DIFFERENCES

BALANCE
AS AT
DECEMBER
31, 2019

196,476

111,078

-33,322

-53,111

-137

220,985

Loans

49,693

-

-

-

-

110,066

Bank overdrafts

-17,793

-

-

-

-

-19,238

31,900

68,140

-153,971

145,040

-282

90,827

837

-

-17,345

16,970

-

462

229,213

179,219

-204,638

108,899

-419

312,275

Subtotal

Other current liabilities - accrued
interest (Note 24)

2019

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
CURRENT LIABILITIES

Subtotal

Other current liabilities - accrued
interest (Note 24)
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Non-monetary movements include reclassifications of
Non‑current liabilities to Current liabilities throughout the
period, as well as financial operations with no associated
financial flux. In 2019, non-monetary movements were
influenced by the debt concerning the acquisition of
Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (see note 38), as well
as by the implementation of IFRS 16 (see note 21).

Note 17
Impairments
During the years 2020 and 2019, movements in the
recognised asset impairments were as follows:

Balance as at January 1, 2019
Increases

GOODWILL
(NOTE 8)

OTHER
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS
(NOTE 9)

INVENTORIES
(NOTE 13)

TRADE
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 14)

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON‑CURRENT
ASSETS (NOTE 15)

TOTAL

11,766

27,464

1,558

13,524

1,203

55,518

-

-

393

1,504

2

1,899

Utilisation / Transfers

-

-

-

-1,878

-

-1,878

Reversals

-

-

-494

-703

-

-1,197

Exchange rate differences

-

-

-

-121

-

-121

11,766

27,464

1,456

12,326

1,205

54,222

Increases

-

-

1,204

1,462

317

2,982

Utilisation / Transfers

-

-

-

-869

27

-842

Reversals

-

-

-144

-669

-

-813

Exchange rate differences

-

-

-

-385

-

-385

11,766

27,464

2,516

11,863

1,549

55,164

Balance as at December 31, 2019

BALANCE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

The effect of increases and reversals of impairment losses
of inventories are recorded in cost of sales (Note 13).
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Increases and reversals of inventory impairment by
segment for the periods ended December 31, 2020 and
2019 is presented below:

2020

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
OPERATIONS

TOTAL

Increase of inventories impairment

1,106

98

-

-

1,204

Reversal of inventories impairment

-65

-79

-

-

-144

PAPER

PACKAGING

VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

OTHER
OPERATIONS

TOTAL

Increase of inventories impairment

344

49

-

-

393

Reversal of inventories impairment

-432

-62

-

-

-494

2019
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Note 18
Share capital

Share capital
As at December 31, 2020, the share capital is represented
by 526,225,508 shares, all of which are of an ordinary
nature, resulting from a conversion process, during
2019, through which the existing preferred shares were
converted. The share capital is fully subscribed and paid up.
At the General Meeting of May 22, 2020, the shareholders
of INAPA - Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
approved the proposal for the allocation of profits
presented by the Board of Directors, pursuant to which the
negative net result for 2019, in the amount of 4,142,835.74
euros, was transferred to retained earnings.

In 2020, Inapa – IPG was notified under Articles 16 and
248-B of the "Código dos Valores Mobiliários” (Portuguese
Securities Code) and CMVM Regulation 5/2008, regarding
the change in qualified holdings.
Regarding the preferred shares, on September 3, 2019,
these were converted, by applying the 1: 1.25 ratio, of the
300,980,441 non-voting preferred shares representing
INAPA's capital at 376,225,508 ordinary shares. Thus,
with the conversion of all non-voting preferred shares
representing INAPA's share capital into ordinary shares,
the share capital of 180,135,111.43 euros is represented by
526,225,508 ordinary shares.
As of October 21, 2019, the 376,225,508 ordinary shares
resulting from the conversion of the previous preferred
shares, have ceased to constitute an autonomous
category and have been added to the already existing
original ordinary shares, being traded with the ISIN
PTINA0AP0008.
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The shareholder structure as of December 31, 2020 and
2019, is as follows:

SHAREHOLDER

DECEMBER 31, 2020
ORDINARY
SHARES

% OF ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública – Participações Públicas (SGPS), S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Shares attributed ao MillenniumBCP

142,543,884

27.09%

27.09%

49,030,215

9.32%

9.32%

Fundo de Pensões do Grupo Banco Comercial Português
Banco Comercial Português
Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.
Novo Banco, S.A.
TOTAL OF QUALIFIED PARTICIPATIONS

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

36,900,000

7.01%

7.01%

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

450,089,099

85.53%

73.98%

SHAREHOLDER

DECEMBER 31, 2019
ORDINARY
SHARES

% OF ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública – Participações Públicas (SGPS), S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Shares attributed ao MillenniumBCP

143,253,889

27.22%

27.22%

Fundo de Pensões do Grupo Banco Comercial Português
Banco Comercial Português
Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.
Novo Banco, S.A.
TOTAL OF QUALIFIED PARTICIPATIONS

Own shares
The Group did not hold any of its own shares as at
December 31, 2020 and 2019.

49,740,220

9.45%

9.45%

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

34,700,000

6.59%

6.59%

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

448,599,104

85.25%

73.69%
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Note 19
Share issuance premium, Reserves and Retained
earnings

The Revaluation reserves mainly correspond to the value of
the assets revalued on the date of transition to IAS / IFRS.
Changes in the equity mainly relate to the application of the
prior year net profits.

As at December 31, 2020 and 2019, the breakdown of Share
issuance premium, Reserves and Retained earnings was as
follows:

In the current period, amounts previously presented in
comprehensive income were not reclassified to the income
statement.

Share issuance premium

2020

2019

431

431

Foreign exchange adjustments

-8,790

-5,713

Revaluation reserve

31,532

31,532

Legal reserve

7,574

7,574

Other reserves

-10,102

-9,695

Reserves

20,214

23,698

-30,786

-26,644

RETAINED EARNINGS

The Share issuance premium corresponds to the difference
between the nominal value of Inapa – IPG shares held and
their issue value and cannot be distributed as dividends, but
may be included in the Share Capital or may be used for
covering losses.
The foreign exchange reserve includes the difference in
foreign exchange conversion of all the Group's assets and
liabilities expressed in foreign currencies to euros using
the exchange rates at the date of the balance sheet. The
negative variation of 3,077 thousand euros is presented in
the comprehensive income statement under the heading
Balances that may in the future be reclassified to profit or
loss. The negative variation of Other reserves in the amount
of 407 thousand euros mainly concerns balances that will
not be reclassified to results, more precisely, to actuarial
gains and losses.

Business legislation requires that at least 5% of the net
annual income is held in a legal reserve account until it
represents at least 20% of the Share Capital. This reserve
may not be distributed unless the company is liquidated,
but may be used to cover losses, after other reserves are
exhausted, or incorporated in the share capital.

Note 20
Earnings per share
The basic earnings per share are calculated from the net
profit and loss for the year distributable to Inapa – IPG
shareholders and the weighted average number of ordinary
shares in circulation. The basic earnings per share and the
diluted earnings per share are as follows:

2020

2019

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

526,225,508

526,225,508

157,184,243

157,184,243

Basic earning per share – in euros

-0.0294

-0.0079

Diluted earning per share – in euros

-0.0226

-0.0061

Net profit and loss for the period
– in euros
Weighted average number of ordinary
shares
Convertible bonds - potential shares
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2020

2019

Note 21
Loans and other financial instruments

Net profit and loss for the period
– in euros

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

Preference dividends – in euros

-

-

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

-

-

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

526,225,508

526,225,508

157,184,243

157,184,243

Prefered shares on income after
preference dividends
Net income for the year for basic
shares
Ordinary shares
Convertible bonds – potential shares

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the debt was detailed as
follows:

2020

2019

CURRENT DEBT

Basic earning per share – in euros

-0.0294

-0.0079

Diluted earning per share – in euros

-0.0226

-0.0061

Bank loans
Bank loans and other current financial
instruments

a)

18,741

19,238

Commercial paper, redeemable at its
nominal value,

b)

6,607

7,209

Medium and long-term financial
instruments (portion maturity within
1 year )

c)

10,186

21,816

35,533

48,263

56,371

16,191

Trade Finance

In accordance with paragraphs 12 and 14 of IAS 33, the
net result will have to be subtracted from the preferred
dividend. It should also be noted that, according to
paragraph 69 of IAS 33, even when there is a negative net
result, the same rules must be applied in determining the
amounts to be considered in the calculation of earnings per
share.

d)

Other current financial loans
Vendor Loan Note
Liabilities related to the right of use
assets

Total current debt

1,804

2,422

-

31,510

9,213

11,680

67,388

61,803

102,921

110,066

NON CURRENT DEBT

Convertible bonds - potential shares correspond to
convertible bonds issued in connection with the acquisition
of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (see Note 21).
These obligations give the holder the option to convert
(American type) into 23% of Inapa – IPG ordinary shares
(fixed-for-fixed).

Bank loans
Commercial Paper, reimbursed by
nominal value

b)

17,093

19,041

Medium and long-term financial
instruments

c)

150,505

112,645

-

28,775

167,598

160,461

-

43,953

15,000

15,000

14,491

13,437

24,373

32,086

221,462

264,938

324,383

375,003

Other medium and long-term financial
instruments

Financing associated to financial assets
(Note 36)
Convertible bonds
Other current financial loans
Liabilities related to the right of use
assets
Total non-current debt

e)
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In order to face the uncertainty of the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the Group’s operations, the Group
secured several credit lines with State guarantees in
different geographies.

b) The commercial paper debt is as follows:
The Group has commercial paper issuance programs
negotiated with a contractual maturity of up to one year,
which it classifies as current liabilities. In cases where
the Group has negotiated maturity terms of more than
one year, the installment due up to one year is classified
as current liabilities and the remaining amount as noncurrent liabilities.

Additionally, several maturities were altered as a result of
the moratorium, as defined by the Portuguese State, with
an extension of 18 months in repayment schedules.
a) Bank overdrafts are renewable annually and bear interest
at the Euribor 1, 3, 6 or 12 month rate, plus a spread.

ISSUER

AMOUNT

MATURITY

INTEREST RATE

REPAYMENT

Inapa – IPG and Inapa Portugal

15,191

September 2025

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Half-yearly installments

Inapa – IPG and Inapa Portugal

1,000

November 2021

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Annual installments

Inapa – IPG

3,350

February 2021

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Bullet at maturity

Inapa – IPG

4,300

June 2023

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Monthly installments

c) The medium and long-term financial instruments,
including the portion with maturity within 1 year are,
essentially, as follows:

AMOUNT

MATURITY

INTEREST RATE

REPAYMENT

54,521

April 2033

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Annual installments

33,814

June 2035

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Annual installments

17,510

October 2022

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Bullet at maturity

7,591

May 2033

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Half-yearly installments

4,218

March 2024

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Monthly installments

2,774

June 2031

Flat rate

Quarterly installments

2,300

June 2024

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Monthly installments

2,190

December 2023

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Annual installments

1,310

March 2024

Variable rate indexed to Euribor

Quarterly installments
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As already mentioned, in 2020 the Group secured specific
credit lines made available in the context of Covid-19,
namely:
I.

II.

Financing with the guarantee of the French State in
the amount of 10,800 thousand euros. No interest
accrues in the first 12-month period, after which new
conditions will be negotiated within the average
levels practiced by the banking system in France.
The Group has the unilateral right to extend these
loans for a period of up to 72 months.
Financing with the guarantee of the German State
in the amount of 10,000 thousand euros. The loan
bears interest at a fixed rate of 2.12%. To be repaid in
quarterly instalments, the first in December 2021 and
the last in September 2022.

III.

Financing guaranteed by the Portuguese State in
the amount of 2,750 thousand euros. Interest is
payable monthly at the 6-month Euribor rate plus
1.50 percentage points. To be repaid in monthly
installments until 2026, with a grace period up to 18
months.

d) Bank loans associated with factoring operations in
the amount of 56,371 thousand euros, with the capital
guaranteed by customer invoices.
e) Convertible bonds issued in the amount of 15,000
thousand euros. They were issued in favor of Papyrus
GmbH, as part of the consideration for the acquisition of
Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG. They earn interest
on a quarterly basis at a fixed rate of 5.00%. To be
repaid in 5 instalments, the first in July 2022 and the last
in July 2026.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the debt related to
finance leases / Right of Use liabilities was as follows:

DEBT RELATING TO FINANCE LEASES
AND TO RIGHT OF USE LIABILITIES

Non-current
Current

2020

2019

38,864

45,523

11,017

14,102

49,881

59,626

Rents - not discounted
less than a year
between 1 and 5 years
more than 5 years

Finance costs to be supported

12,801

16,471

33,427

37,809

8,469

13,116

54,697

65,593

-4,817

-5,967

49,880

59,626
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As indicated above, on December 31, 2020, the Group
has convertible bonds issued in the amount of 15 million
euros. These bonds, which give the holder the option to
convert (American type) 23% of Inapa – IPG ordinary shares
(fixed-for-fixed), were issued in favour of Papyrus GmbH,
as part of the consideration for the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG, with the selling party still
crediting a Vendor Loan Note for the remainder of the
acquisition (see Note 38). The implicit valuation of the
option must therefore be seen strictly in the context of the

2020

CURRENCY

acquisition of Papyrus, as a whole, and does not constitute
a relevant benchmark for valuation outside this framework.
In accordance with the measurement principles of IAS 32,
since the interest rate on the obligation in this transaction
exceeds comparable interest, no value was attached to the
option for accounting purposes.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the non-current and
current loans obtained and the liabilities under finance lease
contracts had the following repayment terms and periods:

INTEREST
RATE

LESS THAN
1 YEAR

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

Bank Loans

Eur

3.9%

16,982

-

-

16,982

Bank Loans

Try

21.2%

1,759

-

-

1,759

Commercial Paper

Eur

4.6%

6,607

17,092

-

23,699

Other loans

Eur

3.4%

10,186

68,300

82,205

160,691

Trade finance

Eur

2.6%

56,372

-

-

56,372

Financing associated to financial assets

Eur

-

-

-

-

-

5.1%

-

12,000

3,000

15,000

Finance lease obligations

Eur

4.0%

1,804

11,692

2,799

16,295

Vendor Loan Note

Eur

-

-

-

-

-

Right of use liabilities

Eur

4.0%

9,213

18,049

6,324

33,586

102,922

127,133

94,328

324,383

INTEREST
RATE

LESS THAN
1 YEAR

1 TO 5
YEARS

MORE THAN
5 YEARS

TOTAL

Convertible bonds

2019

CURRENCY

Bank Loans

Eur

4.0%

16,725

-

-

16,725

Bank Loans

Try

16.0%

2,525

-

-

2,525

Commercial Paper

Eur

4.7%

7,209

8,850

10,191

26,250

Other loans

Eur

3.7%

21,859

37,526

75,120

134,505

Trade finance

Eur

1.8%

16,135

28,775

-

-

Financing associated to financial assets

Eur

1.7%

-

43,953

-

43,953

Convertible bonds

Eur

5.1%

-

9,000

6,000

15,000

Finance lease obligations

Eur

4.7%

2,430

9,737

3,692

15,859

Vendor Loan Note

Eur

2.8%

31,510

-

-

31,510

Right of use liabilities

Eur

4.0%

11,680

22,292

9,794

43,766

110,074

160,133

104,797

375,003
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The variation in the average interest rate in Turkey is mainly
due to country risk.
On December 31, 2020, the group had about 119,800
thousand euros available in unused lines of credit, mainly
factoring (December 31, 2019: 55,680 thousand euros).
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the net sum of the
consolidated financial debt was as follows:

2020

2019

Loans
Current
Non-current

35,533

48,263

167,598

160,461

203,132

208,724

-

43,953

Trade Finance

Financing associated to financial assets

56,371

16,191

Convertible bonds

15,000

15,000

Vendor Loan Note

-

31,510

Finance lease obligations

16,295

15,859

Right of use liabilities

33,586

43,766

324,383

375,004

9,354

37,668

9,354

37,668

315,029

337,335

Cash and cash equivalents (Note 16)

Loans may be subject to financial covenants, which if not
complied with, may lead to anticipated reimbursement.

LOANS

2020

The covenant currently in effect, the respective ratio and
the balance of the respective financing at December 31,
2020 is as follows:

RATIO DESCRIPTION

RATIO

LIMIT

Net debt / Shareholders’ Equity

24.77%

50%

THOUSANDS OF EUROS

Bank Loan - Inapa France

2,190
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The ratio is calculated according to the financial statements
of the company which secured the loan.

Note 23
Employee benefits

Given the contractual limit, the Group complied with the
limit that this financing requires.

As explained in Note 2.21, the Group has implemented
defined benefit pension plans for some of its employees.
In addition, other types of post-employment benefits exist,
as described below.

Note 22
Provisions
During the years 2020 and 2019, the following movements
took place under Provisions:

2020

2019

Contribution to pension plan - defined
benefits

19,323

19,494

Other post-employment benefits - defined
benefits

4,994

5,124

24,316

24,618

Balances on the balance sheet for:
Employee benefits:

NON–
CURRENT

CURRENT

Balance as at January 1, 2019

359

-

Increases (Note 27)

290

-

Utilisation

-221

-

Reversals

-1,446

-

Transfers

139

-

Contribution to pension plan - defined
benefits

176

164

10,056

-

Other post-employment benefits - defined
benefits

297

121

-

-

Balance as at December 31, 2019

9,176

-

473

285

Increases (Note 27)

1,483

5,398

Utilisation

-1,760

-

2020

2019

Reversals

-

-

Transfers

566

637

-

-

566

637

Changes in the consolidation perimeter
(Note 38)
Exchange rate differences

Expenditure in the Income Statement:

-1,781

1,781

Changes in the consolidation perimeter
(Note 38)

-

-

Retirement pension complements - defined
benefits

Exchange rate differences

-

-

Others

7,119

7,179

BALANCE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

The balance under this caption corresponds to the
provisions to cover restructuring costs and the risks
inherent to litigation of ongoing legal actions.
The increases of the year are mainly due to the restructuring
procedures underway in Germany and France.

Amounts recognized in Retained earnings:
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The total amount of liabilities for past services and their
funding for the defined benefit plans granted to employees
are as follows:

DECEMBER 31

Past service liabilities
Fund

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

-24,316

-24,618

-6,676

-6,731

-5,700

-19,869

-17,822

-

-

-

-

133

11,232

9,800

SURPLUS OR DEFICIT OF THE PLAN

-24,316

-24,618

-6,676

-6,731

-5,567

-8,637

-8,022

Experience adjustments plan liabilities

6

6

6

-30

-51

-58

-102

Experience adjustments on plan assets

-

-

-

-6

26

264

-134

a) Defined benefits pension plan

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies, on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, the present value of the
defined benefit liability for defined pension plans and the
corresponding accounting provision, were as follows:

Companies located in Portugal
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, there were no pension
plans for members or employees of the Group’s Portuguese
companies.

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Inapa France, S.A.

Past services cost obligations

825

818

PRESENT VALUE OF THE UNCOVERED
OBLIGATION

825

818

Defined benefit pension plans exist for three employees
of Inapa France, which are managed by an external entity.
The liability is financed in part by the fair value of the assets
managed by an external entity (insurance company) and
contributions to the fund are made annually.
Actuarial valuation conducted by an independent
organization reported the following actuarial assumptions
for December 31, 2020 and 2019:

The movements occurred in the past service liability related
to pension supplements and respective fund were as
follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION
Beginning of year

Future salary increases rate
Discount rate
Mortality table

2020

2019

1.30%

1.30%

0.35%

0.70%

TGF/TGH
2005

TGF/TGH
2005

Current service cost
Interest cost
Actuarial losses / (gains)
Benefits paid
END OF YEAR

2020

2019

818

791

10

8

6

12

-10

6

-

-

825

818
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The movements recorded in the Assets plan formed were
as follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
Current service costs
Interest costs
TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

The actuarial assumptions used by the independent entity,
which carried the actuarial studies for December 31, 2020
and 2019 are as follows:

2020

2019

10

8

6

12

16

Future salary increases rate

2020

2019

0.84%

1.04%

Discount rate

1.90%

1.90%

Future pension increases rate

1.80%

1.80%

Heubeck
2018G

Heubeck
2018G

20

Mortality table

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

ACTUARIAL GAINS
AND LOSSES
Expected return on Plan assets
Past services cost obligations

2020

2019

-

-

-10

6

-10

6

Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
From the ex-Papier Union, GmbH (now part of Inapa
Deutschland, GmbH), a supplementary pension scheme
(locked in 1982) was attributed to 17 of its current and
former employees, active and retired, calculated on the
basis of 0.4% of the salary earned in each year of service
with the company up to a maximum of 12%. The liability
regarding this pension plan is not covered by any pension
plan assets formed for this purpose and consequently it is
fully recorded on the Group balance sheet.
The liability, calculated on the basis of an actuarial study
valuation conducted by an independent organisation, for
the purpose of applying IAS 19, is recognised under the
balance sheet caption Liabilities for employee benefits and
amounted, on December 31, 2020, to 995 thousand euros
(2019: 1,011 thousand euros).

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies, on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, the present value of the
defined benefit liability for defined pension plans and the
corresponding accounting provision, were as follows:

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Past services cost obligations

995

1 011

PRESENT VALUE OF THE UNCOVERED
OBLIGATION

995

1 011

The movements occurred in the past service liability related
to pension supplements and respective fund were as
follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

2020

2019

1,011

938

Current service cost

22

22

Interest cost

10

17

Actuarial losses / (gains)

22

105

Beginning of year

Regularizations

-19

-19

Benefits paid

-52

-52

995

1,011

END OF YEAR
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The movements recorded under past service costs liabilities
were as follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR

2020

2019

Current service costs

22

22

Interest costs

10

17

Regime modification

-19

-19

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

14

20

The liability related to these pension plans is not covered
by any fund set up for this purpose, and is therefore fully
recorded in the Group’s balance sheet.
This liability, determined based on an actuarial study carried
out by an independent entity, for the purposes of applying
IAS 19, is recognized in the balance sheet under the
heading Benefits granted to employees and amounts, on
December 31, 2020, amounting to 17,502 thousand euros.
The actuarial study carried out by an independent entity,
reported on December 31, 2020, considered the following
actuarial assumptions:

The amounts recognized in the income statement are as
follows:

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)
Actuarial losses / (gains)

2020

2019

-

-

22

105

22

105

From ex-Papyrus Deutschland Gmbh & Co. KG (now part of
Inapa Deutschland, GmbH), a differentiated defined benefit
retirement supplement scheme was attributed to 465 of
its current employees and former employees, assets and
pensioners. Benefit plans include:
• Fixed pensions depending on the number of years of
service;
• Fixed pensions resulting from the first 10 years of service,
with a subsequent annual increase of a fixed pension
amount;
• Individual pension commitments, such as fixed pensions
and pensions based on their remuneration; and
• Deferred compensation under annual agreements waiver
compensation / single payment of the benefit.

2020

2019

Future salary increases rate

2.20%

2.20%

Discount rate

0.40%

0.70%

1.80%

1.80%

RT 2018 G

RT 2018 G

Future pension increases rate
Mortality table

According to the respective actuarial study, on December
31, 2020, the present value of the obligation corresponding
to the defined retirement benefits and respective
accounting provision, was as follows:

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Past services cost obligations

17,502

17,667

PRESENT VALUE OF THE UNCOVERED
OBLIGATION

17,502

17,667
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b) Other post-employment benefits

The movement recorded in past service liabilities was as
follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

2020

2019

Beginning of year

17,667

17,807

26

16

Interest cost

120

107

Actuarial losses / (gains)

679

175

Current service cost

Regularizations
Benefits paid
END OF YEAR

-

-

-989

-438

17,502

17,667

In accordance with local legislation, the French subsidiaries
are obliged to pay its workers a sum on the date of
retirement based on the number of years of employment
with the company, the professional category and the
salary earned at the time of retirement. The value of these
liabilities is recorded on the balance sheet for Inapa France
on December 31, 2020 amounted to 3,594 thousand euros
(2019: 3,808 thousand euros).
The liabilities related to these retirement benefits for
services rendered were determined based on the following
actuarial assumptions:

2020

The amounts recognized in the income statement are as
follows:

Future salary increases rate
Discount rate
Mortality table

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
Current service costs
Interest costs
Regime modification
TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

2020

2019

26

16

120

107

-

-

146

123

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)
Actuarial losses / (gains)

2020

2019

-

-

679

175

679

175

2019

1.25%

1.25%

0.35%

0.70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies
valuation, on December 31, 2020 and 2019 the present value
for the defined benefit liability plans and the corresponding
accounting provision were as follows:

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Past services cost obligations

3,594

3,808
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The movement recorded in past service liabilities was as
follows:

Similarly, in relation with the benefit provided in French law,
the liability registered in the balance sheet of subsidiary
Inapa Packaging, SAS. as at December 31, 2020 was 397
thousand euros (2019: 352 thousand euros).

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

2020

2019

Beginning of year

3,808

3,600

Current service cost

173

166

Interest cost

26

53

Actuarial losses / (gains)

-199

231

Benefits paid

-213

-242

-

-

3,594

3,808

Others
END OF YEAR

Actuarial losses and gains include a loss of 130 thousand
euros relating to the effect of changes in demographic and
financial assumptions used in the calculation of liability,
an increase of 337 thousand euros related to reductions /
terminations and a reduction of 8 thousand euros in respect
of other actuarial adjustments.
The values recognized on the Income statement, are as
follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR

2020

2019

Current service costs

173

166

Interest costs

26

53

199

219

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

The liabilities related with these retirement benefits for
services rendered were determined based on the following
actuarial assumptions:

Future salary increases rate
Discount rate
Mortality table

Actuarial losses / (gains)

-

-

-199

231

-199

231

0.35%

0.70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

2019

Past services cost obligations

397

352

The movements recorded under past service costs liabilities
related with benefits attributed were as follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

Interest cost

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)

2.0%

2020

2020

2019

352

300

25

22

2

5

18

25

Benefits paid

-

-

Others

-

-

397

352

Actuarial losses / (gains)
2019

2.0%

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

Current service cost

2020

2019

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies, on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, the present value of the
defined benefit liability for defined pension plans and the
corresponding accounting provision, were as follows:

Beginning of year

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

2020

END OF YEAR
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The values recognized on the Income statement, are as
follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
Current service costs
Interest costs
TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies, on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, the present value of the
defined benefit liability for defined pension plans and the
corresponding accounting provision, were as follows:

2020

2019

25

22

2

5

28

27

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Past services cost obligations

464

385

The movements recorded under past service costs liabilities
related with benefits attributed were as follows:

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION
2020

2019

-

-

18

25

Interest cost

18

25

Actuarial losses / (gains)

Beginning of year
Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)
Actuarial losses / (gains)

Current service cost

Benefits paid
END OF YEAR

Similarly, in respect of the benefit required by French
legislation, the liability registered in the balance sheet
of subsidiary Semaq as at December 31, 2020 was
464 thousand euros (2019: 385 thousand euros).

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
Current service costs

Discount rate
Mortality table

2019

385

306

29

23

3

5

47

51

-

-

464

385

The values recognized on the Income statement, are as
follows:

The liabilities related to these retirement benefits for
services rendered were determined based on the following
actuarial assumptions:

Future salary increases rate

2020

2020

2019

Interest costs

2.0%

2.0%

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

0.35%

0.70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

2020

2019

29

23

3

5

32

28
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The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)
Actuarial losses / (gains)

The movements recorded under past service costs liabilities
related with benefits attributed were as follows:

2020

2019

-

-

47

51

47

51

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION
Beginning of year

176

137

-

-

Current service cost

15

11

1

2

23

26

-

-

215

176

Actuarial losses / (gains)

The liabilities related to these retirement benefits for
services rendered were determined based on the following
actuarial assumptions:

Benefits paid
END OF YEAR

The values recognized on the Income statement are as
follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
2020

2019

Future salary increases rate

2.00%

2.00%

Discount rate

0.35%

0.70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

Current service costs

Mortality table

In accordance with the respective actuarial studies, on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, the present value of the
defined benefit liability for defined pension plans and the
corresponding accounting provision, was as follows:

BALANCE SHEET AMOUNTS

2020

2019

Past services cost obligations

215

176

2019

Change in perimeter

Interest cost

Still regarding the same benefit required by French
legislation, the subsidiary Embaltec on December 31, 2020
recorded a balance sheet liability of 215 thousand euros
(2019: 176 thousand euros).

2020

Interest costs
TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

2020

2019

15

11

1

2

16

13

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)
Actuarial losses / (gains)

2020

2019

-

-

23

26

23

26
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In addition, Inapa France awards bonuses for seniority to its
employees who reach a certain number of years of service,
calculated as follows:

The movements recorded for past service liabilities were as
follows:

COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR
TIME OF SERVICE

2020

2019

AMOUNT*
Current service costs

20 years

300 ¤

-

30 years

500 ¤

+ 1 day off

35 years

700 ¤

-

40 years

1,000 ¤

+ 1 day off

4

18

Interest costs

1

5

Regime modification

-

-235

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

5

-212

* After deducting amounts already allocated under the previous conditions.

The liabilities on December 31, 2020 reached 117 thousand
euros (2019: 146 thousand euros) and are fully booked on
the balance sheet. These were calculated according to the
following assumptions, based on the current value of the
projected salaries, for personnel in active employment:

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)

Future salary increases rate
Discount rate
Mortality table

2020

2019

1,25%

1,25%

0,35%

0,70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

The movements recorded in liabilities for past services
related to attribute benefits were as follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION
Beginning of year
Current service cost

Actuarial losses / (gains)

2019

146

371

4

18

Interest cost

1

5

Regime modification

-

-235

Actuarial losses / (gains)

-14

18

Benefits paid

-21

-31

END OF YEAR

117

146

2019

-

-

-14

18

-14

18

Inapa Packaging, SAS also awards seniority bonuses to its
employees, calculated as follows:

TIME OF SERVICE

2020

2020

AMOUNT

20 years

500 ¤

30 years

500 ¤

35 years

500 ¤

40 years

500 ¤
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The liabilities on December 31, 2020 reached 15 thousand
euros (2019: 14 thousand euros) and are fully booked on
the balance sheet. These were calculated based on the
following assumptions:

Future salary increases rate
Discount rate
Mortality table

The amounts recognized in Retained earnings are as
follows:

2020

2019

2.00%

2.00%

0.35%

0.70%

INSEE
2014-2016

INSEE
2013-2015

The movements recorded in past service liabilities related
to retirement benefits were as follows:

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

2020

2019

14

13

Current service cost

1

1

Interest cost

-

-

Actuarial losses / (gains)

-

-

-1

-

15

14

Beginning of year

Benefits paid
END OF YEAR

2020

2019

Recognition of actuarial losses /
(gains)

-

-

Actuarial losses / (gains)

-

-

-

-

According with local legislation, when an employee retires,
subsidiary Korda is obliged to make a single payment, of
a defined amount, that reflects the years of time service,
and wage at the time of the retirement. In Turkey, these
payments are calculated over periods of 30 consecutive
days (with a limit of 6,730 TKY per year of employment
between January and June 2020 and 7,117 TKY between
July and December 2020).
The liabilities arising from this retirement benefits for
services rendered were determined on the following
assumptions:

2020

2019

Future salary increases rate

8.50%

24.80%

Discount rate

4.67%

4.67%

The values recognized on the Income statement, are as
follows:
The liability recognized in the balance sheet as at December
31, 2020 is 192 thousand euros (2019: 243 thousand euros).
COSTS RECOGNISED IN THE YEAR

2020

2019

Current service costs

1

1

Interest costs

-

-

TOTAL COSTS INCLUDED IN
PERSONNEL COSTS

1

1

DEFINED BENEFIT OBLIGATION

2020

2019

Beginning of year

243

220

Effect of exchange differences

-67

-22

16

45

192

243

Current service cost and interest cost
END OF YEAR
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Note 24

The Accruals and deferrals item can be analysed as follows:

Tax liabilities, Other noncurrent liabilities, Suppliers
and Other current liabilities
On December 31, 2020 and 2019 the heading Tax liabilities
breakdown is as follows:

2020

2019

Personnal costs to be paid

10,539

9,856

Value Added Tax

15,601

6,452

1,610

865

3,262

4,428

31,011

21,600

Social security contributions
Other taxes

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, Other non-current
liabilities, Suppliers and Other current liabilities consists of
the following:

2019

5,840

5,603

Income tax

69

224

Accrued interest

211

462

1,551

1,367

1,027

584

Transportation costs
Honoraries

Income tax

2020

Marketing support
Insurance
Interest debit to trade receivables
Others

48

262

342

548

370

555

1,546

2,061

11,003

11,666

Note 25
Sales and services rendered and Other income

2020

2019

58

40

58

40

OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Other creditors

Sales and Service rendered for the years ending on
December 31, 2020 and 2019, breakdown as follows:

SUPPLIERS
Current account

100,176

118,897

Bills of exchange

-

156

4,681

752

104,857

119,805

4,315

4,178

Invoices in progress

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
Advances from trade receivables
Other creditors

10,893

7,533

Accruals and deferrals

11,003

11,666

26,211

23,377

Sales of merchandise and other
products
Services rendered

2020

2019

1,015,505

1,030,757

14,910

15,168

1,030,415

1,045,925
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Personnel costs include expenses with restructuring in
the total amount of 9,791 thousand euros, of which 6,835
thousand euros in Provisions and 2,956 thousand euros in
Other personnel costs (2019: EUR 1,624 thousand).

In 2020 and 2019, the balances under Other income
breakdown is as follows:

Net cash discounts
Reversals of impairment of current
assets (Note 17)
Other income

2020

2019

2,162

4,433

669

703

8,013

8,948

10,844

14,084

During the year, the Group employed, on average, 1,705
employees (2019: 1,834), of which 1,521 (2019: 1,649) were in
companies headquartered in foreign countries.

Note 27
Other costs

Other income refers to services charged to trade
receivables, advertisement, debt recovery, income for rental
space, amongst others.

Note 26

In 2020 and 2019, Other costs breakdown is as follows:

2020

2019

Administratives expenses

81,152

78,918

Indirect taxes

4,532

6,015

46

290

1,462

1,506

317

2

639

135

88,148

86,866

Provisions (Note 22)

Personnel costs

Impairment of trade receivables (Note 17)

In 2020 and 2019, Personnel costs breakdown is as follows:

Impairment of current and non-current
assets (Note 17)
Other costs

2020

2019

67,865

63,682

17,118

16,320

473

285

Provisions (Note 22)

6,835

-

Other personnel costs

12,822

9,360

105,114

89,647

Wages and salaries
Social security contributions
Pension costs

Administrative and commercial expenses can be broken
down as follows:

Distribution expenses
Marketing expenses

Wages and salaries include the amount of 986 thousand
euros in respect of the Board of Directors (2019: 1,038
thousand euros) (Note 33).

Facilities expenses

2020

2019

44,007

44,794

2,813

3,666

16,087

14,361

Personnel related expenses

8,343

10,057

IT expenses

4,465

3,852

Other

5,437

2,189

81,152

78,918
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Note 28

The caption Other costs and financial losses includes,
amongst others, costs associated with costs for issuing
commercial paper (2020: 145 thousand euros, 2019: 178
thousand euros), commissions (2020: 768 thousand euros;
2019: 376 thousand euros), stamp duty (2020: 156 thousand
euros; 2019: 241 thousand euros), and factoring (2020: 444
thousand euros, 2019: 610 thousand euros).

Depreciations and amortizations
In 2020 and 2019, the balances under this heading
breakdown is as follows:

2020

2019

Tangible fixed assets (Note 7)

4,654

4,384

Intangible assets (Note 9)

1,902

1,879

Right of use assets (Note 9)

11,955

9,637

18,511

15,900

Note 30
Income tax
Income tax for the years ending on December 31, 2020 and
2019 breakdown as follows:

Note 29
Current taxes

Financial results

Deferred taxes (Note 12)

Financial income and financial costs for 2020 and 2019, are
as follows:

2020

2019

Interests obtained

185

198

Positive FX

712

1,015

FINANCIAL INCOME

Other profits and financial income

13

28

910

1,240

13,410

13,385

FINANCIAL COSTS
Interests paid
Negative FX

829

1,145

Other costs and financial losses

2,117

2,440

16,356

16,970

-15,447

-15,730

NET FINANCIAL FUNCTION

2020

2019

-896

-1,221

3,672

2,021

2,776

799

In accordance with the tax law in force in each country,
the tax declarations of the companies included in the
consolidation are subject to revision and correction on the
part of the tax authorities over the course of a period, which
in Portugal and Germany is 4 years and in France is 3 years.
In the majority of the countries where the Group operates,
the tax losses can be deducted to collect in the following
periods: in Portugal for a maximum period of 12 years for
losses originated in period from 2014 to 2016, and unlimited
time limit for other geographies, although they are subject
to review by the tax authorities.
However, in Portugal, tax losses generated in 2017 to 2019
can be deducted for a period of 7 years and the tax losses
generated in 2020 can be deducted for a period of 12 years.
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Portuguese companies of the Group are subject to
corporate income tax at the nominal rate of 21%, added
for 1.5% for derrama (municipal surcharge), resulting in an
aggregate tax rate of 22.5% (with state derrama – state
surcharge – applicable to profits over 1.5 million euros).
French companies of the Group are subject to a tax rate
of 28%, but for which a progressive decrease has already
been approved to 25% until 2022. German companies of
the Group are subject to two kinds of income tax, both in
the scope of IAS 12, but with different concepts of taxable
income: trade tax of 12.6% to 20.3% (dependant of the
state) and corporate tax of 15.83%, translating into an
average tax rate of 30.99% over income before taxes.

In 2020, the nominal weighted average rate of tax on profits
is 30% (2019: 30%).

The Group Board of Directors understands that possible
corrections that may result from inspections or revisions by
the tax authorities will not have a significant impact on the
consolidated financial statements on December 31, 2020.

In 2019, in the differences compared to the tax amount
calculated based on the average nominal rate, totalling
minus -683 thousand euros, 103 thousand euros refer to
the differences between the statutory rate of each country
and the average nominal rate and -786 thousand euros
correspond to permanent differences.

The average nominal rate of tax resulting from the average
of nominal rates of various countries in which the Group
operates.
In 2020, in the differences compared to the tax amount
calculated based on the average nominal rate, totaling
-2,693 thousand euros, 356 thousand euros refer to
differences between the statutory rate of each country
and the average nominal rate and -3,049 thousand euros
correspond to permanent differences.

The tax on Group profits before tax differs from the
theoretical amount that would result from applying the
weighted average tax on profits to the consolidated profit,
as can be seen below:

Note 31

2020

2019

Commitments

-18,230

-4,942

a) Guarantees

Nominal average tax on profits

5,469

1,483

Income tax - value

2,776

799

-2,693

-683

234

-459

-267

-195

Net income before tax on profits

Differences - Portugal
Differences - France
Differences - Germany
Differences - Turkey
Differences - other countries

-1,577

769

121

-354

-1,204

-444

Tributtable dividends

-

-

Others

-

-

-2,693

-683

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the responsibilities
assumed by the Group in guarantees to third parties,
were as follows:

2020

2019

122,396

126,391

-

-

32,410

32,594

154,806

158,985

Bank guarantees
In favour of financial institutions
In favour of third parties and of an
operational nature

Real guarantees
On tangible fixed assets
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The bank guarantees provided are divided as follows by
geography:

• The acquisition, in 1994, of the stake held by Papelaria
Fernandes in SDP (now Inapa Portugal);

(Amounts in millions of euros)

2020

2019

Portugal

58.4

60.2

Germany

48.7

50.7

Others

15.3

15.5

TOTAL

122.4

126.4

Both bank guarantees and collateral have been all provided
within the scope of financing contracted (see Note 21),
responding only to the extent of their responsibilities.

Note 32
Contingencies

Contingent liabilities
On August 1, 2007, Papelaria Fernandes - Indústria
e Comércio, S.A. brought proceedings against Inapa
Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. and its
subsidiaries Inaprest - Prestação de Serviços, Participações
e Gestão, S.A. (now liquidated) and Inapa Portugal Distribuição de Papel, S.A. requesting, in summary, the
annulment of the following acts:
• The constitution, in June 2006, of a collateral security
as a counter-guarantee for the letters of comfort issued
by Inapa - Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
as a guarantee for the financial instruments held by
that company with Banco Espírito Santo and Caixa
Central de Crédito Agrícola Mútuo;
• The restructuring performed, in 1991, to concentrate the
paper supply activity in SDP (now Inapa Portugal) and
the production and marketing of envelopes in Papelaria
Fernandes;

• The compensation for credits arising, in 1994, between
Papelaria Fernandes and Inaprest;
Demanding that Inapa:
• Maintain the comfort letters issued in favour of Banco
Espírito Santo and Caixa Central de Crédito Agrícola
Mútuo;
• Compensate Papelaria Fernandes should the collateral
security be executed as counter-guarantee for the
letters of comfort.
Papelaria Fernandes - Indústria e Comércio, S.A.
subsequently came to put its liabilities to Banco Espírito
Santo and Caixa Central de Crédito Agrícola Mútuo in order,
such that:
• The letters of comfort issued by Inapa – IPG ceased to
have purpose, being returned by their beneficiaries;
• Consequently, this company communicated to Papelaria
Fernandes - Indústria e Comércio, S.A., that the collateral
security was terminated.
The action, which had an estimated value of 24,460 million
euros, was contested by Inapa – IPG and by its subsidiary
Inapa Portugal – Distribuição de Papel, S.A. and, presently,
awaits the ruling of the Court in favour of liquidating
Inaprest – Prestação de Serviços, Participações e
Gestão, S.A.. The Group believes that this action will
not have financial impacts, and, therefore, no provision
was made.
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Note 33
Related parties transactions
The balances on December 31, 2020 and 2019 with entities
related to the Group are as follows:

2020

Surpapel SL
BCP

2019

Surpapel SL
BCP

TRADE
RECEIVABLES

BANK
DEPOSITS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NONCURRENT
ASSETS

BANK
LOANS

FIXED ASSETS
SUPPLIERS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT
LIABILITIES

29

-

-

-

-

3

1

153

-

92,806

7,530

381

30

153

-

92,806

7,530

384

TRADE
RECEIVABLES

BANK
DEPOSITS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NONCURRENT
ASSETS

BANK
LOANS

FIXED ASSETS
SUPPLIERS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT
LIABILITIES

48

-

-

-

-

3

1

238

-

91,501

6,562

373

49

238

-

91,501

6,562

376

The liability with BCP includes the current value of 7,404
thousand euros (2019: 5,345 thousand euros).

2020

Surpapel SL
BCP

2019

Surpapel SL
BCP

The transactions during the years 2020 and 2019 with
related parties are as follows:

SALES AND SERVICE
RENDERED

OTHER
INCOME

FINANCIAL
INCOME

OTHER
COSTS

FINANCIAL
COSTS

80

-

-

25

-

-

-

-

-

3,695

80

-

-

25

3,695

SALES AND SERVICE
RENDERED

OTHER
INCOME

FINANCIAL
INCOME

OTHER
COSTS

FINANCIAL
COSTS

127

-

-

19

-

-

-

-

-

3,852

127

-

-

19

3,852
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The related parties considered relevant for the purposes
of the financial statements were the associated companies
listed in Note 10, the shareholders with a stake of over 20%
mentioned in Note 18 and Key management personnel.

Key management personnel Remuneration
Key management personnel correspond to the members
of the management body of the company and others, who,
not being members of the body, have direct or indirect
authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the company’s activities.
The remunerations paid by Inapa – IPG to key management
personnel of the governing bodies in 2020 and 2019 are
analysed as follows (thousands of euros):

2020

2019

986

1,038

1,675

-

Board of Directors
Wages

Other key management personnel
Wages
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Note 34
Companies included in consolidation
The subsidiaries included in the consolidation by the full
consolidation method, on December 31, 2020, were as
follows:

DESIGNATION

REGISTERED
OFFICE

GROUP %
STAKE

ACTIVITY

DIRECT
SHAREHOLDER

INCORP.
DATE

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

Rua das Cerejeiras, n.º 5,
Vale Flores
2710-632 Sintra
Portugal

100

Paper supply

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

1988

Inapa España Distribuición
de Papel, S.A.

Calle Delco, n.º 1-3
Polígono Industrial Ciudad
del Automóvil
28914 Leganés, Madrid
Spain

100

Paper supply

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

December
1998

Inapa France, S.A.

11 Rue de la Nacelle - Villabé
91813 Corbeil-Essonnes Cedex
France

100

Paper supply

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

May 1998

Inapa Belgium

Vaucampslaan, 30
B-1654 Huizingen
Belgium

100

Paper supply

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

May 1998

Inapa Packaging, SAS

14, Impasse des Moines
91410 Dourdon
France

100

Packaging

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

Inapa Deutschland Holding
GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Holding

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

April 2000

Inapa Deutschland GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Paper supply

Inapa Deutschland Holding
GmbH

April 2000

Inapa Packaging GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Packaging

Inapa Deutschland GmbH

Inapa – Merchants, Holding, Ltd

39 Hendon Lane
Finchley Central, London, N3 1RY
United Kingdom

100

Holding

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

Inapa ComPlott GmbH

Industriestraße 7
40822 Mettmann
Germany

100

Visual
Communication

Inapa Deutschland GmbH

Edições Inapa, Lda.

Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D,
1250-050 Lisbon
Portugal

100

Editing

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

November
2009

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D,
1250-050 Lisbon
Portugal

100

Holding

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

October
2011

January
2008

2006

1995

January
2008
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DESIGNATION

REGISTERED
OFFICE

GROUP %
STAKE

ACTIVITY

DIRECT
SHAREHOLDER

INCORP.
DATE

Inapa Angola – Distribuição
de Papel, S.A.

Largo 17 de Setembro, n.º 3
– 3º andar – Sala 302
Edifício Presidente Business Center
Luanda
Angola

100

Paper supply

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

Semaq Emballages, S.A.

Bordeaux Fret – Z.I de Bruges
Rue de Strasbourg,
33521 BRUGES cedex
France

100

Packaging

Inapa Packaging, SAS

February
2012

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

Rua das Cerejeiras, n.º 5,
Vale Flores
2710-632 Sintra
Portugal

100

Shared Services

Inapa – IPG, S.A. e Inapa
Portugal, S.A.

July 2012

Inapa Visual Communication,
Lda.

Rua das Cerejeiras, n.º 5,
Vale Flores
2710-632 Sintra
Portugal

100

Visual
Communication

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve
Ticaret Anonim S,irketi

Kasap Sokak. Konak Azer Ishani
34394 Istambul
Turkey

100

Paper supply

Inapa – IPG, S.A.

September
2013

Inapa Packaging, Lda.

Rua Gonçalves Zarco, 3386
4450-822 Santa Cruz do Bispo
Portugal

100

Packaging

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

September
2013

Embaltec SAS

Z.A.E. de l’Epinette
59850 NIEPPE
France

100

Packaging

Inapa Packaging, SAS

November
2016

Inapa Vertriebs GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Holding

Inapa Deutschland GmbH

September
2012

Inapa Logistics GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Holding

Inapa Deutschland GmbH

September
2012

Inapa Netherlands BV

Nassauplein 30
NL-2585 Den Haag
Holanda

100

Paper supply

Inapa Deutschland Holding
GmbH

All balances and transactions with the subsidiaries were
eliminated in the consolidation process.

December
2009

January
2013

May 2018
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Note 35

Note 37

Companies excluded from consolidation

Costs related to the services provided by the
current auditors

In the year ended December 31, 2020, all controlled entities
were included in the consolidation process.

In the years ending on December 31, 2020 and 2019,
the costs relating to the services provided to subsidiary
companies by the principal auditors, were as follows:

Note 36
Financing associated with financial assets
At the end of 2015, a German Company of the Group
created a vehicle with the objective of securing financing
associated with financial assets, with the maximum value
of 50,000 thousand euros. Within the scope of IFRS 10,
the entity was an integral part of the group and duly
consolidated.
To this effect, a pool of financial receivables was managed,
serving as a guarantee to the financing.
In 2019, these receivables were presented on the Statement
of Financial Positional under Trade receivables against the
caption Financing associated to financial assets (Note 21).
During 2020, the Group settled its liabilities with this
instrument, starting to finance its activity in Germany
through other financial instruments (see Note 21).

Statutory Audit

2020

2019

465

452

Reliability assurance services

21

21

Tax consultation services

77

46

5

43

569

562

Other services

The services provided above include costs with services
provided by Mazars France in the amount of 135.3 thousand
euros, of which 130.3 thousand euros related to Services
Statutory Audit and Audit and 5 thousand euros relating to
services other than auditing.

Note 38
Perimeter variation
In April 2019, the company Special Pack was acquired,
which is dedicated to the packaging activity, whose
acquisition price was 293 thousand euros. This company
was merged with Embaltec with reference to June 30, 2019.
By reference to the information already disclosed in the past
period, the purchase agreement for Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co KG was signed on October 24, 2018, after a
negotiation started in the first half of 2018 by the Optigroup
Group, in line with its divestment strategy of paper
distribution and reinforcement in other areas. In July 2019,
the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co KG
was completed, after due authorization from the German
Competition Authority. Under the terms of the agreement,
and in accordance with the requirements set out in IFRS 3,
the Inapa Group is considered to have obtained control of
its new subsidiary on August 1, 2019.
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The acquisition value, with reference to July 31, amounted to
46,162 thousand euros. During the year ended December 31,
2019, the Group provisionally recorded the purchase price
allocation (PPA), which led to the recognition of a goodwill
of 43,425 thousand euros, considering a fair value of the
assets acquired and liabilities of 2,737 thousand euros.

Under the terms agreed between the parties, and after
approval by the Extraordinary General Shareholders’
Meeting of Inapa – IPG, the acquisition was secured with the
issue of convertible bonds in the amount of 15 million euros,
with Inapa – IPG becoming the creditor of a Vendor Loan
Note for the remaining amount (see Note 21).
The assets and liabilities (presented in aggregate) resulting
from the acquisition are as follows:

HEADING

INPUT

Tangible fixes assets, right of use assets and intangible assets
Other non-current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables

SPECIAL PACK

PAPYRUS
DEUTSCHLAND

122

26,194

-

9,395

157

21,203

342

42,395

Other current assets

18

5,381

Cash and cash equivalents

19

14,843

Total Assets

658

119,412

Employees benefits

-

17,807

Provisions

-

10,056

Other non-current liabilities

-

24,664

273

54,868

92

9,280

Total liabilities

365

116,674

FAIR VALUE OF IDENTIFIABLE ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AT PURCHASE/SALE DATE

293

2,737

Trade payables
Other current liabilities

The Group consolidated the operations of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co KG, from August 1, 2019. Papyrus
Deutschland’s result and revenue for the period from
January 1 to December 31, 2019 corresponded to 3,804
thousand euros and 514,308 thousand euros, respectively.

Note 39
Subsequent events
Up to the date of publication of the accounts,
no subsequent events were noted.

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION
Under the terms of n. 1 of Article 210 of Law n. 110/2009,
of September 16, we hereby declare that the consolidated
companies do not owe overdue amounts to Social Security
contributions or to the State.
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RELATO SOBRE A AUDITORIA DAS DEMONSTRAÇÕES FINANCEIRAS CONSOLIDADAS
Opinião com reservas
REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Auditámos as demonstrações financeiras consolidadas anexas da Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão,
Qualified
Opinion
S.A. (a Entidade)
e suas subsidiárias (o Grupo), que compreendem a demonstração consolidada da posição
financeira em 31 de dezembro de 2020 (que evidencia um total de 727.344 milhares de Euros e um total de capital
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including
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um by
nature,
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of comprehensive income, the consolidated statement of changes in equity
resumo the
das consolidated
políticas contabilísticas
and the consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the accompanying notes to the
Em nossa opinião,
exceto
quanto aosincluding
possíveisaefeitos
da matéria
referida naaccounting
secção “Bases
para a opinião com
consolidated
financial
statements,
summary
of the significant
policies.
reservas”, as demonstrações financeiras consolidadas anexas apresentam de forma verdadeira e apropriada, em
todos
aspetosexcept
materiais,
a posição
financeira
consolidada
Grupo emin31the
de“Basis
dezembro
de 2020 eOpinion”
o seu
In
our os
opinion,
for the
possible
effects of
the matterdodescribed
for Qualified
section
desempenho
e fluxos deconsolidated
caixa consolidados
relativos
ao anogive
findoa naquela
acordo
as
of
our report,financeiro
the accompanying
financial
statements
true anddata
fair de
view,
in allcom
material
Normas Internacionais
de Relato
Financeiro
(IFRS)
tal Group
como adotadas
na União Europeia.
respects,
the consolidated
financial
position
of the
as at 31 December
2020 and of its financial performance

and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Bases paraas
a opinião
reservas
Standards
adoptedcom
in the
European Union (IFRSs).

Em 31 de dezembro de 2020 e 2019, a rubrica “Goodwill” inclui o montante de 209.366 milhares de Euros e
Basis for Qualified Opinion
208.650 milhares de Euros (nota 8), respetivamente, relativo a goodwill imputado à unidade geradora de caixa do
papel e a rubrica “Outros ativos intangíveis” inclui o montante de 103.227 milhares de Euros, relativo a marcas
As
of 31
2020 andde
2019,
financialpreparou
statement
“Goodwill”
includes
the amount
209,366
(nota
9). December
Em 31 de dezembro
2020,the
a Entidade
umline
teste
de imparidade
ao montante
de of
goodwill
e ao
thousand
and 208,650
thousand
Euros, respectively,
(note 8) related
with goodwill
allocated
to paper cash
O Conselho
de Administração
efetua julgamentos
significativos
acerca dos
pressupostos
montante Euros
das marcas.
generating
unit considerados
and the financial
statementdos
linetestes
"Other
includes referidos,
the amount
of 103,227 a:
mais relevantes
na preparação
deintangible
imparidadeassets"
anteriormente
nomeadamente
thousand
Euros,
to brands
9). As
of 31 December
2020, the
Entity
preparedaprovados
an impairment
(i) expectativa
de corresponding
evolução das vendas
e das(note
margens
durante
período abrangido
pelos
orçamentos
test
the amount
of goodwill and
to the
of brands.
The de
Board
Directors
makes significant
judgments
peloto
Conselho
de Administração;
(ii) taxa
deamount
crescimento
dos fluxos
caixaofpara
além daquele
período (taxa
de
on
the most na
relevant
assumptions
in the (atualização)
preparation dos
of the
above
mentioned
impairment
crescimento
perpetuidade);
e (iii)considered
taxa de desconto
fluxos
de caixa
estimados.
Acresce tests,
referir
namely:
(i) expectation
of sales
during the period
coveredconsolidadas,
by the budgets
approved
que, conforme
referido nas
notasand
2.1 margins
e 3.e) doevolution
anexo às demonstrações
financeiras
as medidas
deby the
Board
of Directors;
growth
rate ofdas
cash
flows beyond
that period
(perpetuity
rate);
(iii) discount
contenção
adotadas(ii)
pela
globalidade
entidades
governamentais
como
resposta growth
à pandemia
doand
novo
coronavírus
declarada cash
pela Organização
Mundialitdashould
Saúdebe
emmentioned
2020, causaram
interrupções
naand 3.e) of the
rate
of the estimated
flows. Additionally,
that as
referred inextensas
notes 2.1
envolvente
comfinancial
um impacto
significativo
atividade das
subsidiárias
do Grupo
e com
desvios
notes
to theeconómica
consolidated
statements,
thena
containment
measures
imposed
by local
governments
to
significativos
face ao desempenho
económico
nos orçamentos
previamente
aprovados.
Contudo, ein 2020,
contain
the pandemic
resulting from
the newprevisto
coronavirus
declared by
the World Health
Organization
também in
atendendo
contexto anteriormente
referido
e a consequente
económica
resulted
extensiveo interruption
on the economic
environment,
withexpectativa
significant acerca
impactdaonretoma
the activity
of the
e sua repercussão
no desenvolvimento
da atividade
e rentabilidade
das operações
do Grupo,projected
não obtivemos
Group's
subsidiaries,
resulting in significant
deviations
from the economic
performance
in theno
budgets
decurso doapproved.
nosso exame,
informação
de suporte
suficiente
e apropriada
que nos permita
avaliardescribed
a razoabilidade
previously
However,
and also
considering
the economic
environment
previously
and the
dos pressupostos
incluídosabout
na preparação
dos testes
de imparidade
anteriormente
referidos, pelo
queGroup’s
não nosactivity
é
consequent
expectation
the economic
recovery
and its impact
on the development
of the
possível
concluir
quanto of
aositseventuais
ajustamentos
se poderiam
revelar
às demonstrações
and
on the
profitability
operations,
during theque
course
of our audit,
wenecessários
did not obtain
sufficient and
financeiras consolidadas em 31 de dezembro de 2020.
appropriate support information to enable us to assess the reasonableness of the assumptions considered in the
preparation of the above mentioned impairment tests, as such we are not able conclude on any eventual
adjustments that might be necessary to the consolidated financial statements as of 31 December 2020.

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) and further technical and
ethical standards and guidelines as issued by Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas (the Portuguese Institute of
Statutory Auditors). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the “Auditor’s
“Deloitte” refere-se a uma
maisaudit
firmas membro
respetivas entidadesfinancial
relacionadas statements”
da rede global da Deloitte
Touche
responsibilities
forouthe
of thee consolidated
section
below. We are independent from
Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”). A DTTL (também referida como “Deloitte Global”) e cada uma das firmas membro são
entidades
legais separadas
e independentes,
que
não se obrigam
ou vinculam entre
si relativamente
a terceiros.
A DTTLfulfilled
e
the
entities
that
constitute
the
Group
in
accordance
with
the
law
and
we
have
other ethical requirements
cada firma membro da DTTL e entidades relacionadas são responsáveis apenas pelos seus próprios atos e omissões e não
dasaccordance
restantes. A DTTLwith
não presta
a clientes.
mais informação
acedade
a www.deloitte.com/pt/about.
in
theserviços
Ordem
dos Para
Revisores
Oficiais
Contas code of ethics.
Tipo: Sociedade Anónima | NIPC e Matrícula: 501776311 | Capital social: € 500.000 | Sede: Av. Eng. Duarte Pacheco, 7,
1070-100 Lisboa | Escritório no Porto: Bom Sucesso Trade Center, Praça do Bom Sucesso, 61 – 13º, 4150-146 Porto
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A nossa
auditoria
foi efetuada
de acordo
com as
NormasisInternacionais
Auditoria (ISA)
e demaisa normas
We
believe
that the
audit evidence
we have
obtained
sufficient anddeappropriate
to provide
basis fore our
orientações
técnicas e éticas da Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas. As nossas responsabilidades nos termos
qualified
opinion.
dessas normas estão descritas na secção “Responsabilidades do auditor pela auditoria das demonstrações
financeiras consolidadas” abaixo. Somos independentes das entidades que compõem o Grupo nos termos da lei e
Key audit matters
cumprimos os demais requisitos éticos nos termos do código de ética da Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas.

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
Estamos convictos de que a prova de auditoria que obtivemos é suficiente e apropriada para proporcionar uma
the
statements
baseconsolidated
para a nossa financial
opinião com
reservas.of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our
audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not
provide
separate opinion
on these matters. In addition to the matter described in the “Basis for Qualified
Matériasarelevantes
de auditoria
Opinion” section we have determined the matter described below to be the key audit matters to be
communicated
in our report.
As matérias relevantes
de auditoria são as que, no nosso julgamento profissional, tiveram maior importância na
auditoria das demonstrações financeiras do ano corrente. Essas matérias foram consideradas no contexto da
auditoria das demonstrações financeiras como um todo, e na formação da opinião, e não emitimos uma opinião
separada
sobreofessas
matérias.
Para além
daofmatéria
descrita na
secção “Bases
a opinião
com reservas”,
Description
the most
significant
risks
material
Summary
of thepara
auditor’s
responses
to the
determinamos
matéria descrita abaixo como matéria relevante
de auditoria
a ser
relatada
neste relatório.
misstatementa identified
assessed
risks of
material
misstatement
Going concern in the context of uncertainty caused by Covid-19
Descrição dos riscos de distorção material mais
Síntese da resposta dada aos riscos de distorção
significativos
identificados
material
analisados
The
World Health
Organization declared in March
The audit
procedures performed to assess the
Continuidade
das caused
operações
no contexto
de incerteza
2020
the disease
by the
new coronavirus
projection of short-term cash flows, included:
causado pelaas
Covid-19
("Covid-19")
a pandemic, which has a negative
impact
on the Mundial
economic
and
the
• Obtain anddetest
the arithmetic
of athe
A Organização
deenvironment
Saúde declarou
eminmarço
Os procedimentos
auditoria
efetuadosaccuracy
por forma
prospects
of the global
economy,
and coronavírus
which
of short-term
cash
de 2020 a doença
provocada
pelo novo
avaliar aprojection
projeção dos
fluxos de caixa
deflows;
curto prazo,
significantly
affected
the volume
oftem
activity
of the
(“Covid-19”) como
pandemia,
a qual
um impacto
incluíram:
negativo subsidiaries
na envolvente
económica
Group's
(note
3.e). e nas perspetivas
Inquiry
and interactions
with the Board
• •Obtenção
e teste
da exatidão aritmética
da of
da economia global, e que afetou de modo significativo
Directors
and employees
projeção
dos fluxos
de caixa deresponsible
curto prazo;for the
o nível
atividade das
subsidiárias
do Grupostatement
(nota
As
at 31deDecember
2020,
the consolidated
preparation of the cash flows projection, in
• Inquérito
e interações
com o Conselho
de
3.e).
of
financial position includes a net loss of 15,454
relation
to the assumptions
considered
in the
Administração
thousand
Euros, anddereveals
current liabilities
projection;e seus representantes responsáveis
Em 31 de dezembro
2020, athat
demonstração
pela elaboração da projeção dos fluxos de caixa,
exceed
current
assets. financeira inclui um resultado
consolidada
da posição
relativamente aos pressupostos considerados na
• Analysis of the consistency between the
líquido negativo de 15.454 milhares de Euros, e revela
projeção;
As
note 2.1
of theo accompanying
quedescribed
o passivo in
corrente
excede
ativo corrente. notes to
projected operational and investment cash
the consolidated financial statements, the Board of
• Análise
da and
coerência
entre os fluxos
de caixa
das
flows
the associated
income,
expenses
Conforme descrito na nota 2.1 do anexo às
atividades
operacionais
e de investimento
Directors assessed the Group's ability to operate on a
and investments
verified
in 2020;
demonstrações financeiras consolidadas, o Conselho
projetados e os respetivos rendimentos, custos e
going concern basis, through the preparation of a
de Administração procedeu à avaliação da capacidade
investimentos
no exercício
de 2020;
projection
of
short-term
cash
flows,
which
considers
•
Analysis ofverificados
the consistency
between
the
do Grupo operar em continuidade, através da
the
negative
arising from
Covidde-19
anddethe fact • Análise
expected
evolution
flows from
da coerência
entreofacash
expectativa
de
elaboração
deeffects
uma projeção
dos fluxos
caixa
that
liabilities
exceed os
current
following
operational
activities
and
OECD forecasts
evolução
dos fluxos
de caixa
dasthe
atividades
curtocurrent
prazo, na
qual considera
efeitosassets,
negativos
adecorrentes
change in the
financinge of
the Group's
activities with
for the evolution
of thedagross
operacionais
e as previsões
OCDEdomestic
para a
da Covid-19
o facto
de o passivo
greater
factoring
operations.
evolução
do produto
interno
bruto nasin
principais
correnterecourse
exceder otoativo
corrente,
na sequência da
product
in the main
geographies
which the
geografias
que o Grupo
atendendo
alteração da forma de financiamento da atividade do
Groupem
operates,
takingopera,
into account
theaos
The
Board
Directors,
the factoring
efeitos
negativos
decorrentes
da Covid-19;
Grupo
com of
maior
recursoconsidering
a operaçõesthat
de factoring.
negative
effects
arising from
Covid-19;
operations are negotiated within a time horizon that
• Comparação dos reembolsos de empréstimos
O Conselho de Administração, atendendo a que as
extends beyond twelve months after the date of
•incluídos
Compare
the loan
repayments
included
nos fluxos
de caixa
das atividades
de in the
operações de factoring se encontram negociadas num
approval
the financial
there
is a
cash flowscom
fromasfinancing
activities de
andcurto
the
financiamento
responsabilidades
horizonte of
temporal
que sestatements,
estende paraand
além
de doze
perspective
maintaining
the financing
lines
Group's
short-term
31 e
prazo
do Grupo
em 31 deliabilities
dezembroasdeat2020
meses após aofdata
de aprovação
das demonstrações
currently
available,
that
the Groupdas
has
December
2020 and obtain
the supporting
obtenção
de documentação
de suporte
relativa
financeiras,
e existe aunderstands
perspetiva de
manutenção
adequate
resources to maintain
its disponíveis,
activities, with no
ao horizonte
temporal
das operações
de horizon of
documentation
relating
to the time
linhas de financiamento
atualmente
intention
of ceasing
the short
term, and
factoring;
entende que
o Grupoactivities
dispõe deinrecursos
adequados
the factoring operations;
therefore
it concluded
that
thehavendo
going concern
para manter
as atividades,
não
intençãobasis,
de
used
preparation
of the
consolidated
financial
cessarinasthe
atividades
no curto
prazo,
pelo que concluiu
statements of the Entity as of 31 December 2020,
remains appropriate.
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que projection
o pressuposto
da continuidade,
utilizado
na
da coerência
entre os pagamentos
de
The
of short-term
cash flows
prepared
by • •Análise
Analysis
of the consistency
between interest
preparação
demonstrações
jurospayments
incluídos nos
fluxosindecash
caixaflows
das atividades
the
Board ofdas
Directors
requiresfinanceiras
that significant
included
from
consolidadas
Entidade
em 31the
de dezembro
de 2020,
de financiamento,
o endividamento
médio
judgments
bedamade
regarding
expected evolution
financing activities,
the projected
average
projetado
e o custoand
médio
financiamento
se the
mantém
apropriado.
of
business,
in a context of increased uncertainty.
indebtedness
thede
average
financingdocost
Grupo;
of the Group;
A projeção dos fluxos de caixa de curto prazo
Consequently,
we
consider
as
a
key
audit
matter
the
preparada pelo Conselho de Administração, requer que • Análise da sensibilidade da projeção dos fluxos de
assessment
of the
Group's ability
to operate
on ada
•caixaAnalysis
of the
sensitivity
of the projection
of
sejam efetuados
julgamentos
significativos
acerca
a variações
negativas
na atividade
do
going
concern
basis, based
on the projection
of shortexpetativa
de evolução
dos negócios,
num contexto
de
Grupo;
cash flows to negative variations in the
term
cashacrescida.
flows prepared by the Board of Directors, as
incerteza
Group's
• Avaliação
da activity.
razoabilidade das divulgações
well as the respective disclosures made.
Consequentemente, consideramos como matéria
efetuadas atendendo o normativo contabilístico
•aplicável.
Assessment of the reasonableness of
relevante de auditoria a avaliação da capacidade de o
disclosures made in accordance with the
Grupo operar em continuidade, baseada na projeção
applicable accounting standards.
dos fluxos de caixa de curto prazo preparada pelo
Conselho de Administração, bem como as respetivas
divulgações efetuadas.
Responsibilities of management and supervisory body for the consolidated financial statements

Management
is responsible
for:gestão e do órgão de fiscalização pelas demonstrações financeiras consolidadas
Responsabilidades
do órgão de
thede
preparation
of consolidated
O órgão
gestão é responsável
pela: financial statements that give a true and fair view of the Group’s financial
position, financial performance and cash flows in accordance with International Financial Reporting
as adopted
in the European
Unionconsolidadas
(IFRSs);
- Standards
preparação
de demonstrações
financeiras
que apresentem de forma verdadeira e
a posição financeira, o desempenho financeiro e os fluxos de caixa do Grupo de acordo com as
theapropriada
preparation
of the management report in accordance with applicable laws and regulations;
Normas Internacionais de Relato Financeiro (IFRS) tal como adotadas na União Europeia;
designing and maintaining an appropriate internal control system to enable the preparation of financial
elaboração do relatório de gestão nos termos legais e regulamentares aplicáveis;
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error;
criação e manutenção de um sistema de controlo interno apropriado para permitir a preparação de
thedemonstrações
adoption of accounting
principlesmateriais
appropriate
in the
circumstances;
financeiraspolicies
isentasand
de distorções
devido
a fraude
ou a erro; and
- - assessing
Group’s eability
to continue
as a going
concern,
disclosing,eas applicable, the matters that
adoçãothe
de políticas
critérios
contabilísticos
adequados
nas and
circunstâncias;
may cast significant doubt about the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern.
avaliação da capacidade do Grupo de se manter em continuidade, divulgando, quando aplicável, as
matériasbody
que possam
suscitarfor
dúvidas
significativas
sobre afinancial
continuidade
das atividades.
The supervisory
is responsible
overseeing
the Group’s
reporting
process.
O órgão de fiscalização é responsável pela supervisão do processo de preparação e divulgação da informação
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements
financeira do Grupo.

Our responsibility is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
-

identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control;
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Responsabilidades
do auditor pela
auditoria
das demonstrações
consolidadas
obtain an understanding
of internal
control
relevant to thefinanceiras
audit in order
to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
A nossa responsabilidade consiste em obter segurança razoável sobre se as demonstrações financeiras
the Group’s internal control;
consolidadas como um todo estão isentas de distorções materiais devido a fraude ou erro, e emitir um relatório
onde evaluate
conste a nossa
opinião. Segurança
razoável é um
nível used
elevado
segurança
mas não of
é uma
garantiaestimates
de que
the appropriateness
of accounting
policies
anddethe
reasonableness
accounting
uma auditoria
executada
de acordo
as ISA detetará sempre uma distorção material quando exista. As
and related
disclosures
madecom
by management;
distorções podem ter origem em fraude ou erro e são consideradas materiais se, isoladas ou conjuntamente, se
on theesperar
appropriateness
of management’s
use of the
concerntomadas
basis ofcom
accounting
and, based
possaconclude
razoavelmente
que influenciem
decisões económicas
dosgoing
utilizadores
base nessas
on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that
demonstrações
financeiras.
may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a
exists,
we arecom
required
draw attention
in our
auditor’s ereport
to theceticismo
related
Comomaterial
parte deuncertainty
uma auditoria
de acordo
as ISA,to
fazemos
julgamentos
profissionais
mantemos
disclosures
in the
financiale statements
profissional
durante
a auditoria
também: or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our report. However, future events
or conditions emay
cause the
Entitydetodistorção
cease tomaterial
continuedas
asdemonstrações
a going concern;
identificamos
avaliamos
os riscos
financeiras consolidadas, devido
a fraude ou a erro, concebemos e executamos procedimentos de auditoria que respondam a esses riscos, e
evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
obtemos prova de auditoria que seja suficiente e apropriada para proporcionar uma base para a nossa
disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
opinião. O risco de não detetar uma distorção material devido a fraude é maior do que o risco de não detetar
events
in a manner
that
achieves
fairdado
presentation;
uma
distorção
material
devido
a erro,
que a fraude pode envolver conluio, falsificação, omissões
falsasappropriate
declaraçõesaudit
ou sobreposição
ao controlo
- intencionais,
obtain sufficient
evidence regarding
theinterno;
financial information of the entities or business
activitiesuma
within
the Group to
opinion
on the para
consolidated
financial
statements.
We are
obtemos
compreensão
do express
controloan
interno
relevante
a auditoria
com o objetivo
de conceber
responsible forde
theauditoria
direction,
and performance
of the group
audit.
We
remain solely
responsible
procedimentos
quesupervision
sejam apropriados
nas circunstâncias,
mas não
para
expressar
uma opinião
for oura eficácia
audit opinion;
sobre
do controlo interno do Grupo;

-

communicate
with those
governance,
including
the supervisory
body, regarding,
among eother
avaliamos
a adequação
dascharged
políticaswith
contabilísticas
usadas
e a razoabilidade
das estimativas
contabilísticas
matters, the
planned scope
and órgão
timingde
ofgestão;
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant
respetivas
divulgações
feitas pelo

-

concluímos sobre a apropriação do uso, pelo órgão de gestão, do pressuposto da continuidade e, com base
na
prova de from
auditoria
existe qualquerwith
incerteza
com acontecimentos
determine,
the obtida,
matterssecommunicated
thosematerial
chargedrelacionada
with governance,
including the ou
supervisory
condições
que
possamthat
suscitar
capacidade
Grupo para dar
continuidade
às of
body, those
matters
weredúvidas
of mostsignificativas
significancesobre
in thea audit
of thedo
consolidated
financial
statements
suas
atividades.
Se concluirmos
que existe
incerteza
material,
a atenção
no nosso
the current
period
and are therefore
theuma
key audit
matters.
We devemos
describe chamar
these matters
in our
auditor’s
relatório
para as
divulgações
relacionadas
nas demonstrações
report unless
law
or regulation
precludesincluídas
public disclosure
about thefinanceiras
matter; ou, caso essas divulgações
não sejam adequadas, modificar a nossa opinião. As nossas conclusões são baseadas na prova de auditoria
provideaté
the
supervisory
with aPorém,
statement
that we have
relevant
obtida
à data
do nossobody
relatório.
acontecimentos
ou complied
condições with
futuras
podemethical
levar arequirements
que o
regarding
independence,
communicate all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be
Grupo
descontinue
as suas and
atividades;

-

-

deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit;

thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

avaliamos a apresentação, estrutura e conteúdo global das demonstrações financeiras consolidadas,
incluindo as divulgações,
e se
essas
demonstrações
representam
e acontecimentos
Our responsibility
also includes
the
verification
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atividades
dentroand
do Grupo
para expressar
sobre as demonstrações financeiras consolidadas.
Somos responsáveis pela orientação, supervisão e desempenho da auditoria do Grupo e somos os
responsáveis finais pela nossa opinião de auditoria;

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
comunicamos com os encarregados da governação, incluindo o órgão de fiscalização, entre outros assuntos, o
âmbito e o calendário planeado da auditoria, e as conclusões significativas da auditoria incluindo qualquer
On the management report
deficiência significativa de controlo interno identificado durante a auditoria;
das matérias
comunicamos
da Companies’
governação, Code
incluindo
o órgão
fiscalização,Comerciais”),
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451.º,
n.º 3, al. e)aos
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(“Código
dasdeSociedades
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foram
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das for
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except
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the
matter
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the “Basis
Qualified Opinion”
section
of the Report
ano
corrente
que são as matérias
relevantes
de auditoria.
essas
matérias no nosso
on the
audit
of thee consolidated
financial
statements,
it is our Descrevemos
opinion that the
management
reportrelatório,
was prepared
exceto quando
a leiapplicable
ou regulamento
proibir
a sua divulgação
pública;
in accordance
with the
legal and
regulatory
requirements
and the information contained therein is
consistent
with
the
audited
consolidated
financial
statements
and,
regard to our
knowledge
and
declaramos ao órgão de fiscalização que cumprimos os requisitoshaving
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relativos
à independência
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over thetodos
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material
misstatements.
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financial information included in the consolidated management report.
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About the corporate governance report
A nossa responsabilidade inclui ainda a verificação da concordância da informação constante do relatório de
gestão
com as demonstrações
financeiras
e asCompanies’
verificações Code
previstas
nos números
4 e 5 do artigo
In
compliance
with article 451.º,
n.º 4, ofconsolidadas,
the Portuguese
(“Código
das Sociedades
Comerciais”),
451.º do Código das Sociedades Comerciais em matéria de governo das sociedades, bem como a verificação de
it is our opinion that the corporate governance report includes the elements required to the Entity under the
que a demonstração não financeira e o relatório de remunerações foram apresentados.
terms of article 245º-A of the Portuguese Securities Code (“Código dos Valores Mobiliários”), and we have not
identified
any material misstatements in the information disclosed in such report, which, accordingly, complies
RELATO SOBRE OUTROS REQUISITOS LEGAIS E REGULAMENTARES
with the requirements of items c), d), f), h), i) and m) of the n.º1 of that article.
Sobre o relatório de gestão
About the consolidated non-financial information
Dando cumprimento ao artigo 451.º, n.º 3, al. e) do Código das Sociedades Comerciais, exceto quanto aos
In
compliance
with
article 451.º,
n.ºna6,secção
of the “Bases
Portuguese
we inform
thatsobre
the Group
included in
possíveis
efeitos
da matéria
referida
para aCompanies’
opinião comCode,
reservas”
do Relato
a auditoria
the
the statement
of non-financial
information
foreseen
articlefoi508.º-G
of the
das Management
demonstraçõesreport
financeiras
consolidadas,
somos de parecer
que o relatório
deingestão
preparado
de Portuguese
acordo
Companies’
Code.legais e regulamentares aplicáveis em vigor, a informação nele constante é concordante com as
com os requisitos
demonstrações financeiras consolidadas auditadas e, tendo em conta o conhecimento e a apreciação sobre o
Grupo, the
nãoremuneration
identificámos incorreções
materiais. Conforme referido no artigo 451.º, n.º 7 do Código das Sociedades
About
report
Comerciais este parecer não é aplicável à demonstração não financeira consolidada incluída no relatório
consolidado
de gestão.
We
inform that
the Entity has included in an autonomous chapter, in its corporate governance report, the
information foreseen in article 245.º-C, n.º2 of the Portuguese Securities Code.
Sobre o relatório de governo societário

On the additional matters provided in article 10 of Regulation (UE) 537/2014
Dando cumprimento ao artigo 451.º, n.º 4, do Código das Sociedades Comerciais, somos de parecer que o relatório
de governo societário inclui os elementos exigíveis ao Grupo nos termos do artigo 245º-A do Código dos Valores th
Pursuant
to article 10 of Regulation (UE) 537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 16 ,
Mobiliários, não tendo sido identificadas incorreções materiais na informação divulgada no mesmo, cumprindo o
2014, in addition to the key audit matters mentioned above, we also report on the following:
disposto nas alíneas c), d), f), h), i) e m) do n.º 1 do referido artigo.
We were appointed as auditors of Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. in the shareholders’
Sobre a demonstração não financeira consolidada
general assembly held on 15 April 2016 for a first mandate from 2016 to 2018, and in the shareholders’
general
assembly
23 May
2019
we were
a second mandate
from
to 2021.
Dando
cumprimento
ao held
artigoon
451.º,
n.º 6,
do Código
dasappointed
Sociedadesfor
Comerciais,
informamos
que2019
o Grupo
incluiu

no seu
relatório de gestão
a demonstração
nãothey
financeira
prevista
508.º-G
do Código
dasoccurred
Management
has confirmed
to us that
are notconsolidada
aware of any
fraudno
orartigo
suspicion
of fraud
having
Sociedades
Comerciais
that has
a material effect on the financial statements. In planning and executing our audit in accordance with
ISAs, we maintained professional scepticism and we designed audit procedures to respond to the risk of
Sobre o relatório de remunerações
material misstatements in the consolidated financial statements due to fraud. As a result of our work, we
have not identified any material misstatement on the consolidated financial statements due to fraud.
Informamos que a Entidade incluiu em capítulo autónomo, no seu relatório sobre o governo das sociedades, as
We confirm
thatno
then.º
audit
issueddo
is consistent
theMobiliários.
additional report that we prepared and
informações
previstas
2 doopinion
artigo 245.º-C
Código doswith
Valores
delivered to the Group’s supervisory body as at 30 April 2020.
Sobre os elementos adicionais previstos no artigo 10º do Regulamento (UE) n.º 537/2014
We declare that we have not provided any prohibited services as described in article 77.º, n.º 8, of the
da Ordem
dos 10.º
Revisores
Oficiais de(UE)
Contas
(Portuguese
Institute of Europeu
Statutorye Auditors
Bill) de
and we
DandoEstatutos
cumprimento
ao artigo
do Regulamento
n.º 537/2014
do Parlamento
do Conselho,
the Group
in conducting
the
audit.
16 dehave
abril remained
de 2014, e independent
para além dasfrom
matérias
relevantes
de auditoria
acima
indicadas, relatamos ainda o seguinte:
Fomos eleitos auditores da Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. na assembleia geral de
Lisbon,
30 Aprilrealizada
2021 em 15 de abril de 2016 para um primeiro mandato compreendido entre 2016 e 2018 e na
acionistas
assembleia geral de 23 de maio de 2019 fomos eleitos para um segundo mandato compreendido entre 2019
e 2021.
O órgão de gestão confirmou-nos que não tem conhecimento da ocorrência de qualquer fraude ou suspeita
de fraude com efeito material nas demonstrações financeiras. No planeamento e execução da nossa auditoria
______________________________________________
de acordo com as ISA mantivemos o ceticismo profissional e concebemos procedimentos de auditoria para
Deloitte
& Associados,
SROC S.A.
responder
à possibilidade
de distorção material das demonstrações financeiras consolidadas devido a fraude.
Represented
by Jorge
Carlostrabalho
Batalhanão
Duarte
Catulo, ROC
Em resultado
do nosso
identificámos
qualquer distorção material nas demonstrações
financeiras consolidadas devido a fraude.
-
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Individual Accounts
Individual Statement of Financial Position
as of December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019

NOTES

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Tangible fixed assets

6

38

40

Investment properties

7

12,486

12,758

Right of use

8

119

102

Intangible assets

8

111

56

Investments - equity method

9

282,001

348,598

Investments - other methods

9

13

13

Other non-current receivables

13

24,827

8,617

Deferred tax assets

10

Total non-current assets

27

27

319,622

370,210

Current assets
Trade receivables

11

3,379

2,878

Tax to be recovered

12

86

89

Other current receivables

13

14,529

22,712

401

188

Deferrals
Cash and bank deposits
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.

4

2,718

39

21,113

25,906

340,736

396,116
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NOTES

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

Share capital

15

180,135

180,135

Issuance premium

15

432

432

Legal reserves

15

7,574

7,574

Other reserves

15

890

890

Retained earnings

15

13,954

15,230

Other shareholders equity changes

15

-32,992

-26,641

-15,454

-4,143

154,540

173,478

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Net profit / (loss) for the year
Total shareholders’ equity
LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
LOANS

16

Total non-current liabilities

110,307

111,974

110,307

111,974

200

421

Current liabilities
Suppliers
Tax liabilities

12

113

79

Loans

16

63,356

94,387

Other payables

17

12,220

15,776

Total current liabilities

75,889

110,664

TOTAL LIABILITIES

186,196

222,637

340,736

396,116

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.
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Income Statement as at December 31, 2020 and 2019

NOTES

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

5 and 18

1,642

1,970

INCOME AND EXPENSES
Sales and services rendered
Gains / (losses) in associated/subsidiary companies
General and administrative expenses
Personnel costs

9

-16,634

-2,867

19

-2,393

-2,275

20

-1,976

-2,126

Other gains and profits

18

9,865

8,982

Other losses and expenses

21

-349

-266

-9,844

3,419

-416

-384

-10,260

3,035

Net profit / (loss) before depreciations, financial function and income tax

Depreciations and amortizations

22

Operational result (before financial function and income tax)

Financial income - interests and similar gains

23

3,129

613

Financial costs - interests and similar costs

23

-7,759

-6,911

-14,889

-3,263

Net profit / (loss) before income tax

Income tax

10

-565

-879

NET PROFIT / (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD

24

-15,454

-4,143

Earnings per share

24

-0.0294

-0.0079

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.
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Statement of changes in Shareholders’ Equity
as at December 31, 2020, and December 31, 2019

SHARE
CAPITAL

SHARE
ISSUANCE
PREMIUM

RESERVES

RETAINED
EARNINGS

ADJUSTMENTS
ON FINANCIAL
ASSETS

NET PROFIT /
(LOSS) FOR
THE PERIOD

TOTAL

180,135

451

8,465

16,199

-21,890

-3,575

179,786

Reclassification of equity method from
previous period

-

-

-

4,067

-4,067

-

-

Total of comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

-684

-

-684

Other changes on shareholders' equity

-

-19

-

-1,461

-

-

-1,480

-

-19

-

2,606

-4,751

-

-2,164

As at January 1, 2019
Changes in period

Net profit / (loss) for the period

-

-

-

-

-4,143

-4,143

Total profit / (loss)

-

-19

-

2,606

-4,751

-4,143

-6,307

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-3,575

3,575,

-

-

-

-

-3,575

-

3,575,

-

180,135

432

8,465

15,230

-26,641

-4,143

173,478

Reclassification of equity method from
previous period

-

-

-

2,867

-2,867

-

-

Total of comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

-3,485

-

-3,485

Other changes on shareholders' equity

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,867

-6,351

-

-3,485

Net profit / (loss) for the period

-

-

-

-

-15,454

-15,454

Total profit / (loss)

-

-

-

2,867

-6,351

-15,454

-18,938

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shareholders’ equity movements in the period
Capital increase
Other operations
Net profit / (loss) applications

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2019

Changes in period

Shareholders’ equity movements in the period
Capital increase
Other operations

-

-4,143

4,143,

-

-

-

-

-4,143

-

4,143,

-

180,135

432

8,465

13,954

-32,992

-15,454

154,540

Net profit / (loss) applications

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

-

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.
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Statement of Comprehensive income
as at December 31, 2020 and 2019

Net profit for the period

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

-15,454

-4,143

-407

-493

-3,077

-191

-3,485

-684

-18,938

-4,827

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Equity method adjustments

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Equity method adjustments

Income recognized directly in equity

Total comprehensive income for the period

Attributable to:
Shareholders of the company

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.

-18,938

-4,827

-18,938

-4,827
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Cash Flow statement as at December 31, 2020
and 2019

NOTES

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

Cash flow generated from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers
Payments to personnel

1,667

1,459

-1,677

-3,595

-1,984

-2,123

Net cash from operational activities

-1,994

-4,259

Income taxes (paid) / received

-1,039

-722

11,910

12,996

8,877

8,015

-

-

Other proceeds / (payments) relating to operating activity
NET CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

1

Cash flow generated from investing activities
Proceeds from:
Investimentos financeiros
Tangible fixed assets
Interest and similar income
Loans conceded
Dividends

-

-

1,267

518

4,955

1,828

-

610

6,222

2,956

-13

-27

-74

-15

Payments in respect of:
Tangible fixed assets
Intangible assets
Interest and similar expenses
Loans granted

NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.

2

-

-

-3,500

-800

-4,086

-842

2,135

2,114
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NOTES

DECEMBER 31
2020

DECEMBER 31
2019

108,704

125,614

108,704

125,614

-110,440

-129,466

-240

-352

Cash flow from financing activities
Proceeds from:
Loans obtained

Payments in respect of:
Loans obtained
Amortization of financial leases
Interest and similar expenses

NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Increase / (decrease) in cash and cash-equivalent

-6,598

-6,227

-117,278

-136,045

3

-8,574

-10,431

1+2+3

2,439

-302

Effect of exchange differences

Cash and cash equivalents - beginning of period

4

Cash and cash equivalents - end of period

4

To be read together with the Notes to the Individual financial statements.

-

-

2,439

-302

-1,831

-1,529

608

-1,831

2,439

-302
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Notes to Individual
Financial Statements
Notes to Financial Statements
for the year ended December 31, 2020
(Amounts in thousands of euros, except if mentioned otherwise)

Note 1

Note 2

Introduction and identification

Accounting reference in the preparation
of the financial statements

Inapa-Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
(Inapa – IPG or entity, company) is the parent company
of the Inapa Group, with the business purpose of owning
and managing movable and fixed assets, holding shares
in other companies, exploiting its own and third-party
commercial and industrial establishments and providing
support to companies in which it is a shareholder.
Inapa – IPG is listed on the Euronext Lisbon stock exchange.
The most significant shareholdings are set out in Note 15.
Headquarters: Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon, Portugal
Share Capital: 180,135,111 euros
N.I.P.C. (Corporate Tax Identification Number):
500 137 994
These financial statements were approved by the Board of
Directors, at the meeting of April 30, 2021. It is the Board's
opinion that these financial statements truly and properly
reflect the transactions of Inapa – IPG as well as its status,
financial performance and cash flows.

2.1. Basis of Preparation
The separated financial statements of the Inapa Group
are prepared in accordance with the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IAS / IFRS) issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and
the interpretations issued by the International Financial
Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) or the former
Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC), as adopted by
the European Union and in force on December 31, 2020.

2.2. New standards, interpretations
and amendments to standards
Up to the date of approval of these financial statements,
the following accounting standards, interpretations,
amendments and revisions have been endorsed by the
European Union, with mandatory application for the
financial year beginning on 1 January 2020:
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STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

Amendments to references to the
Framework in IFRS Standards

Jan 1, 2020

Corresponds to amendments to various standards (IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 6,
IFRS 14, IAS 1, IAS 8, IAS 34, IAS 37, IAS 38, IFRIC 12, IFRIC 19, IFRIC 20,
IFRIC 22 and SIC 32) in relation to references to the revised Conceptual
Framework in March 2018. The revised Conceptual Framework includes revised
definitions of an asset and a liability and new guidance on measurement,
derecognition, presentation and disclosure.

Amendment to IAS 1 and IAS 8 Definition of Materiality

Jan 1, 2020

This amendment clarifies the definition of materiality in IAS 1. The definition of
materiality in IAS 8 now refers to IAS 1. The amendment changes the definition
of materiality in other standards to ensure consistency. Information is material
if its omission, misstatement or concealment could reasonably be expected to
influence the decisions of the primary users of the financial statements based
on the financial statements.

Amendment to IFRS 3 - Business
definition

Jan 1, 2020

Corresponds to amendments to the definition of business, intending to clarify
the identification of business acquisition or acquisition of a group of assets.
The revised definition also clarifies the definition of output of a business as the
supply of goods or services to customers. The amendments include examples
for identifying the acquisition of a business.

Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and
IFRS 7 - reform of benchmark interest
rates (IBOR Reform)

Jan 1, 2020

Corresponds to amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7 related to the
benchmark interest rate reform project (known as "IBOR reform"), in order to
diminish the potential impact of the change in benchmark interest rates on
financial reporting, namely in hedge accounting.

Amendment to IFRS 16 - Leases - “Covid
19 Related Rent Concessions”

Jun 1, 2020

This amendment introduces an optional practical expedient whereby tenants
are exempted from reviewing whether rent concessions, typically rent
suspensions or rent reductions, related to pandemic "COVID-19" correspond to
contractual modifications.

The implementation of the standards, interpretations,
amendments and reviews referred to above, did not have
a significant effect on the financial statements of the Inapa
Group.

The following accounting standards and interpretations,
with mandatory application in future economic years, were,
until the date of approval of these financial statements,
endorsed by the European Union:

STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and
IFRS 7 - Phase 2 - benchmark interest
rate reform (IBOR Reform)

Jan 1, 2021

Corresponds to additional amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7, issued on
27 August 2020, related to the second phase of the benchmark interest rate
reform project (known as "IBOR reform"), concerning changes to benchmark
interest rates and the impacts at the level of modifications of financial assets,
financial liabilities and lease liabilities, hedge accounting and disclosures.

Amendment to IFRS 4 Insurance
Contracts - Deferral of IFRS 9

Jan 1, 2021

Corresponds to the amendment to IFRS 4 that postponed the deferral
of application of IFRS 9 for initial years on or after 1 January 2023.
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These amendments, although endorsed by the European
Union, were not adopted by Inapa IPG in 2020, as their
application is not yet mandatory. It is not estimated that
the future adoption of these amendments will result in
significant impacts on the financial statements.
The following accounting standards and interpretations
were issued by IASB and are not yet endorsed by the
European Union:

STANDARD / INTERPRETATION

APPLICABLE IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
IN THE FINANCIAL
YEARS BEGINNING
ON OR AFTER

IFRS 17 - Insurance contracts

Jan 1, 2023

This standard establishes, for insurance contracts within its scope, the
principles for their recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure.
This standard replaces IFRS 4 - Insurance Contracts.

Amendment to IAS 1 Presentation of
Financial Statements - Classification of
liabilities as current and non-current

Jan 1, 2023

This amendment published by IASB clarifies the classification of liabilities as
current and non-current by analysing the contractual conditions existing at the
reporting date.

Amendments to IFRS 3, IAS 16, IAS 37
and Annual Improvements 2018-2020

Jan 1, 2022

These amendments correspond to a set of updates to the various standards
mentioned, namely:

• IFRS 3 - update of the reference to the 2018 conceptual framework;
additional requirements for analysis of liabilities in accordance with IAS 37
or IFRIC 21 at the acquisition date; and explicit clarification that contingent
assets are not recognised in a business combination;

• IAS 16 - prohibition on deducting from the cost of a tangible asset revenue
related to the sale of products before the asset is available for use;

• IAS 37 - clarification that costs of fulfilment of a contract correspond to costs
directly related to the contract;

• Annual improvements 2018-2020 corresponding essentially to amendments
in 4 standards: IFRS 1, IFRS 9, IFRS 16 and IAS 41.

The standards above were not yet endorsed by the
European Union and, as such, were not implemented by
Inapa – IPG in the current financial statements for the year
ended December 31, 2020.
In accordance with the internal analysis carried out by the
Company, it is the Board’s expectation that the application
of the standards above, which have not yet been endorsed
by the European Union, will not have a significant effect on
the company’s financial statements.
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Note 3
Main accounting principles and valuation criteria
The Board has assessed the Company's ability to operate
on a continuous basis, based on all relevant information,
facts and circumstances of a financial, commercial or other
nature, including events subsequent to the reference date
of the financial statements, available on the future. In its
evaluation, Management considered the consequences of
the health crisis caused by the pandemic resulting from
COVID-19, with the various lockdowns having a strong
impact on the economic environment, with significant
consequences on the activity of the Group's subsidiaries,
resulting in deviations from previously expected
performances.
As a result of the evaluation, The Board concluded that
the Company has adequate resources to maintain its
activities, with no intention to cease activities in the short
term, and considered it appropriate to use the assumption
of continuity of operations in the preparation of the
financial statements. This conclusion is not affected by the
current liabilities / current assets ratio, since it results from:
i) classification into a short-term liability of a 5-year bond
issue, entirely placed with the subsidiary Inapa France, SAS,
whose renewal , on the date of the respective maturity for
the medium / long term, depends on the intention of the
Company and is expected to take place in the following
year; ii) there is an intention to defer the maturity of other
liabilities with Group companies during 2021 (see note 5).
Resulting from the assessment of the associated short-term
cash flow projection, the Group of which the Entity is the
dominant company has adequate financial resources to
renew the maturity of these liabilities.

i) Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are booked at cost of acquisition, less
accumulated depreciation and impairment losses. This cost
includes the cost estimated on the date of transition to
the IFRS, and the costs for acquisitions of assets obtained
afterwards.
The acquisition cost includes the purchase price of the
asset, the costs directly attributable to their acquisition,
including non-deductible taxes, and charges incurred in
preparing the asset so as to be in a usable condition.

Plots of land are not depreciated. Depreciation of the
remaining assets begins when the goods are available for
use, by the straight-line method, according to the period
of useful life for each asset and which correspond to the
following rates:

Buildings and other constructions
Basic equipment

2% - 5%
6,66% - 12,5%

Equipment transport

20% - 50%

Office equipment

10% - 12,5%

Monthly depreciation begins in the month the assets are
available for use.
Maintenance and repairs expenses that do not increase the
useful life of the assets, nor result in significant benefits or
enhancement in items of tangible fixed assets, are booked
in the income statement in the fiscal year they occur.

ii) Investment Properties
Tangible fixed assets are classified as investment property
when held with the aim of achieving capital appreciation
and the generation of rental income.
Investment property is initially valued at its acquisition cost,
including transaction costs directly attributable to it. Since
investment properties are fully leased to Group companies,
after initial recognition, investment properties are valued at
cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method
over the estimated useful life, using the same rates as
tangible fixed assets.
Costs incurred for investment property in use, namely,
maintenance, repairs, insurance and taxes on proprieties
are recognized as expenses in the period to which they
relate. The leasehold improvements or investment property
for which there are expectations that they will generate
additional future economic benefits beyond initial estimates,
are capitalized under the heading of investment properties.
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iii) Intangible assets
Intangible assets are booked at acquisition cost, less
amortization and accumulated impairment losses. Intangible
assets are recognized only if it is likely that future economic
benefits attributable to the asset will flow to the Company,
are controllable and their cost can be assessed reliably.
The cost of acquisitions corresponds to the price of
purchase, including costs related to intellectual property
rights and taxes on non-redeemable purchases, after
deducting trade discounts and rebates.
The assets with an indefinite useful life are not subject to
amortization, but are subject to annual impairment tests.
Development expenses are capitalized whenever the
Company demonstrates the ability to complete its
development and initiate their use and for which it is likely
that the asset will generate future economic benefits. The
development costs that do not meet these criteria are
expensed in the fiscal year they are incurred.
The amortization of an intangible asset with finite useful
lives is calculated from the date of first use, according to
the straight-line method, in accordance with the estimated
period of useful life, taking into account the residual value.
Intangible assets are generally amortized over a period
of 5 years.

iv) Lease contracts
With the implementation of IFRS 16, the company
recognizes in the Statement of Financial Position the
tangible fixed assets used under lease agreements (assets
with rights of use). The Company adopted the exception
of recognition provided in IFRS 16 for the lease of low
value assets and lease contracts with a term of less than 12
months, the payments of which are recognized as expenses
in the Income Statement in the period in which they occur,
in a linear manner throughout the lease.
The right of use asset, is booked at cost in the Statement of
Financial Position, when the asset becomes available for use
by the company.

The lease liability is booked in the Statement of Financial
Position, at the current value of the lease payments, for
the non-cancellable period of the contract. For this current
value, the company uses the incremental financing rate at
the date of the beginning of the contract.
Depreciation and impairment losses on assets under right of
use are calculated and booked as established in note 3.i) for
tangible fixed assets, being depreciated from the start date
to the end of the asset's useful life or until the end of the
lease term, the lesser of the two.
Interest included in lease payments, depreciation and
impairment losses are booked in the income statement
as an expense for the period to which they refer. Interest
expense is presented in financing activities, in the cash flow
statement.
The standard's impacts on the Lessor's position do
not differ from the policy previously followed, with the
receivables being recognized in a linear manner throughout
the contract.

v) Investments in subsidiaries and associates
Investments in subsidiaries and associates are booked
under the equity method.
Subsidiaries are all entities (including special-purpose
ones) over which Inapa – IPG has the power to decide
on the financial or operational policies, which normally is
associated with direct or indirect control of more than half
of the voting rights. Associates are entities over which
Inapa – IPG has between 20% and 50% of the voting rights
or over which Inapa – IPG has significant influence, but
cannot exercise control.
According to the equity method, investments are booked
at acquisition cost, adjusted by the amount corresponding
to the Group's investment in the changes in shareholders'
equity (including net profit or loss) of associates and by
dividends received. The change in the equity of associates,
resulting from net income, is booked in gains or losses for
the period.
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The differences between the acquisition cost and the
fair value of net assets and liabilities of the acquired
associate, if positive, are recognized as an asset (implicit
Goodwill) and maintained in Investments in subsidiaries
and associates (Note 9). If those differences are negative,
they are booked as profit in Gains / (losses) in associated /
subsidiary companies.
The investment amounts are subject to impairment tests,
whenever there is evidence of a possible loss of value.
Any impairment loss is recorded as an expense in the
income statement. The reversal of impairment losses
recognized in previous periods is recorded when it can be
concluded that the recognized impairment losses no longer
exist.
Under the equity method, the financial statements include
the Company's share of total recognized gains and losses
since the date that the control or significant influence
begins until the date it effectively ends. Unrealized gains
or losses in transactions between companies of the Inapa
Group, including associates, are eliminated. Dividends
allocated by the subsidiary or associate are considered
reductions of the investment held.
When the share of losses of a subsidiary or associate
exceeds the investment value, the Group recognizes
additional losses in the future, if the Group has incurred
obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate or
subsidiary.
The accounting policies implemented by subsidiaries and
associates are changed, where necessary, to ensure that
they are consistently applied by Inapa – IPG and by its
subsidiaries and associates.
Entities that qualify as subsidiaries and associated
companies are listed in Notes 5.3 and 9.

vi) Financial assets and liabilities
Inapa – IPG classifies financial assets as follows:
Amortised cost: Financial instruments (including hybrid
instruments that do not meet the separation criteria), solely
with payments of principal and interest, and which are part
of the business model of maintaining the instrument to
receive the contractual flows. The balances related to these
assets are recorded in the statement of financial position

balance under Trade Receivables, Other current and
non‑current assets and Cash and cash-equivalents;
Fair value through other comprehensive income (with
recycling): Financial instruments (including hybrid
instruments), solely with payments of principal and interest,
and which are part of the business model of disposing
of the financial instrument and receiving the contractual
flows. These assets and liabilities are measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income;
Investments recognised at fair value through profit or
loss: Financial assets, the ownership of which is intended to
be realised in the short term and include Available‑for‑sale
financial assets and Non-hedging derivatives. It also
includes instruments that are not solely with payments of
principal and interest in which the company has designated
the instruments, at their inception, to be measured at
fair value, in order to avoid accounting mismatches.
These assets and liabilities are measured at fair value
through the income statement;
Fair value through other comprehensive income (without
recycling): Equity investments, in which the company
chooses on initial recognition that the instrument be
classified as such. These assets and liabilities are measured
at fair value through other comprehensive income.

Investments - other methods
Financial contributions corresponding to equity instruments
(that are not subsidiaries or associates) are measured at fair
value.

Customers and other receivables
Customers and Other receivables constitute rights to
receive for the sale of goods or services in the Company's
ordinary course of business, being recognized initially at fair
value and subsequently measured at amortized cost less
impairment adjustments, if applicable (Notes 11 and 13).
The Company applies the IFRS 9 simplified approach to
measure expected credit losses, which uses a lifetime
expected loss allowance for all trade receivables. The credit
risk of the accounts receivable balance is evaluated at each
reporting date, taking into consideration the third party’s
credit risk profile (Note 14).
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Financing
Financing obtained is initially recognized at fair value,
net of transaction and set-up costs incurred. The loans
are subsequently booked at amortized cost being the
difference between the face value and the initial fair value
recognized in the profit and loss account over the period of
the loan, using the effective interest rate.
The loans obtained are classified as current liabilities, unless
the Company has an unconditional right to defer payment
of the liability for at least 12 months from the balance sheet
date, being, in this case, classified as non-current liabilities
(Note 16).

Whenever the asset’s book value is higher than its
recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized,
which is booked in the profit and loss account or in equity
when the asset has been revalued, in which case the
respective revaluation will be decreased. The recoverable
amount is the highest of either the fair value of an asset less
selling costs or its value in use.
The reversal of impairment losses recognized in prior fiscal
years is booked when the reasons that caused the booking
thereof cease to exist (except goodwill). The reversal is
booked in the profit and loss account unless the asset has
been revalued and its revaluation booked in equity has
been reduced as a result of impairment losses.

Suppliers and other payables
Suppliers and Other accounts payable are obligations to
pay for the purchase of goods or services, being recognized
initially at fair value and subsequently measured at
amortized cost, using the effective interest rate.

vii) Cash and cash equivalents

ix) Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent
assets
Provisions are recognized when and only when, the
Company has a present obligation (legal or implicit)
resulting from a past event, and it is likely that to settle
the obligation, an outflow of resources will occur and the
obligation amount can be reasonably estimated.

Cash and cash equivalents include cash, bank deposits,
other short-term investments of high liquidity and with
initial maturities up to three months and bank overdrafts.
Bank overdrafts are shown on the balance sheet as current
liabilities in the heading bank loans, and are considered in
the statement of cash flows as cash and cash equivalents
(Note 4).

Provisions are reviewed at each balance sheet date and
adjusted to reflect the best estimate at that date, taking
into account the risks and uncertainties inherent in such
estimates.

viii) Impairment of assets

The present obligations arising from onerous contracts
are valued and booked as provisions. There is an onerous
contract when the company is an integral part of the
provisions of a contract or agreement, compliance with
which entails associated expenses that cannot be avoided,
which exceed the economic benefits derived from it.

An impairment of assets is assessed on the balance sheet
date and whenever a change occurs to circumstances
indicating that the amount for which an asset is booked
may not be recovered (Note 14). In the case of non-current
assets that are not amortized because they do not have
a finite useful life, impairment tests are carried out on a
regular basis.

Provisions for restructuring expenses are recognized when
there is a formal and detailed restructuring plan, which has
been communicated to the parties involved.

Contingent liabilities are not recognized in financial
statements but are disclosed whenever the likelihood of
an outflow of resources encompassing economic benefits
is not remote. Contingent assets are not recognized in the
financial statements, but are disclosed when likelihood
exists of a future economical inflow of resources.
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x) Revenue

xiii) Income taxes

Revenue is valued at fair value of the consideration received
or receivable.

The income tax comprises current and deferred taxes.

The income from services is recognized at fair value of
amount receivable and according to the degree of the
service execution.
Revenue from royalties is recognized in accordance
with the accrual basis and meeting the substance of
corresponding contracts, provided it is likely that the
economic benefits will flow to the Company and its amount
can be reliably valued and is accounted for under the
heading of Other income and gains.
Interest income is recognized using the effective interest
method, provided it is likely that economic benefits will flow
to the Company and its amounts can be reliably valued.

xi) Earnings basis
The transactions are recognized in the accounts when
generated, regardless of when they are received or paid.
The differences between the amounts received and paid
and the corresponding income and expenses are booked
under Other receivable and payable accounts and Deferred
income.

Current tax on income is calculated based on the
Company's taxable income under the tax rules, and the
deferred tax results from temporary differences between
the amount of assets and liabilities for accounting report
purposes (carrying amount) and their amounts for taxing
purposes (tax base).
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated using tax
rates in effect or announced to take effect at the date of
the expected reversal of temporary differences.
The deferred tax assets are recognized only when there are
reasonable prospects of obtaining future taxable income
enough for its use, or in situations where there are taxable
temporary differences to offset deductible temporary
differences in the reversal period.
At the end of each period, the calculation of these deferred
taxes is reviewed, and they are reduced whenever their
future use is no longer likely.
The deferred taxes are recognized as expense or income
for the fiscal year, except if they relate to amounts booked
directly in equity, where the deferred tax is also booked
under the same heading.

xii) The effects of fluctuations in exchange rates

xiv) Relevant estimates and judgements

All assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies
are converted into euros using the exchange rates
prevailing at balance sheet dates. Exchange differences,
gains and losses arising from differences between exchange
rates in force on the date of the transactions and those in
effect on the settlement date, or the balance sheet date
were booked as income and expenses for the year.

The preparation of financial statements was conducted in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
using the estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and revenue and
expenses during the reporting period. It should be noted
that although estimates have been based on the best
knowledge of the Board in relation to current events and
actions, actual results may ultimately come to differ from
them.

Exchange differences arising from the conversion to euro
from subsidiaries’ financial statements denominated in
foreign currency are included in equity under the heading
Other changes in equity.
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The estimates that show a significant risk of entailing a
material adjustment to the accounting values of assets and
liabilities in the following fiscal year are listed below:

a) E
 stimated impairment of investments in
subsidiaries and associates

c) Provisions for litigation
Inapa – IPG is a party in some on-going lawsuits, having
made provisions in accordance with Management’s
expectations based on the advice of the Company’s legal
advisors (Note 3 (ix)).

Whenever there is evidence of a possible loss of value,
Inapa – IPG tests whether investments in subsidiaries and
associates impairment exists or not in accordance with the
accounting policy described in Note 3 (v). This analysis will
be based on the Goodwill’s analysis information presented
in the Consolidated accounts. The recoverable values of the
cash flow generating units are determined based on the
calculation of values in use. These calculations require the
use of estimates (note 9).

A negative decision in any on-going lawsuit may have an
adverse effect on business, financial condition and results of
the Company.

b) Income Tax

The Cash and cash equivalents as at December 31, 2020
and 2019 are analyzed as follows:

Inapa – IPG is subject to taxes over income, being
the calculation of the tax subject to review by the tax
authorities. When the final result of this review is different
from the values initially booked, the differences will impact
the income tax and provisions for deferred tax, within the
period in which such differences are identified.
Additionally, deferred tax assets include the effect of
the value of tax losses for which there is expectation of
recovery in the future. The non-recovery of tax losses
or changes to the recovery expectation in future fiscal
years will impact the income of the fiscal year in which the
situation arises.

Note 4
Cash flows

Immediately available bank deposits
Cash

2020

2019

2,717

39

1

1

Cash and cash equivalents in balance sheet

2,718

39

Bank overdrafts

-2,110

-1,870

608

-1,831

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS ON THE CASH
FLOW STATEMENT

The bank overdrafts from above are considered in the
creditor balances of current accounts with financial
institutions, which are included in the balance sheet
(Note 16).
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A reconciliation was made between the movements in the
financing accounts in the balance sheet and the respective
cash flows for the periods ended December 31, 2020 and
2019.

2020

BALANCE
AS AT JANUARY 1,
2020

PROCEEDS FROM
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

PAYMENTS IN
RESPECT OF
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

NON-MONETARY
MOVEMENTS

BALANCE
AS AT DECEMBER
31, 2020

111,974

106,357

-1,892

-106,132

110,307

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
Bank overdrafts
Subtotal
Other current liabilities
- accrued interest

2019

94,387

-

-

-

63,356

-1,870

-

-

-

-2,110

92,517

2,347

-107,628

74,010

61,247

743

-

-7,759

7,759

743

205,234

108,704

-117,278

-24,363

172,297

BALANCE
AS AT JANUARY 1,
2019

PROCEEDS FROM
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

PAYMENTS IN
RESPECT OF
FINANCING
ATIVITIES

NON-MONETARY
MOVEMENTS

BALANCE
AS AT DECEMBER
2019

81,528

92,019

-5,635

-55,939

111,974

82,932

-

-

-

94,387

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Loans
Bank overdrafts
Subtotal
Other current liabilities
- accrued interest

-1,560

-

-

-

-1,870

81,372

33,595

-123,749

101,299

92,518

493

-

-6,661

6,911

743

163,393

125,614

-136,045

52,271

205,234

The non-monetary movements include the reclassifications
from non-current liabilities to current liabilities during
the period in analysis, expenses accruals and financial
operations with no associated monetary movement.
In 2019, non-monetary movements were influenced by the
debt arising from the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland
GmbH & Co. KG (see note 9).
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Note 5
Related parties

5.1. Related to the parent company
As mentioned in Note 1, Inapa – IPG is the parent company
of the Inapa Group. In Note 5.3, balances with shareholders
are disclosed.

5.2. Key Management personnel
Key management personnel correspond to the members
of the management body of the company and others, who,
not being members of the body, have direct or indirect
authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the company's activities.
The remuneration paid by Inapa – IPG to the members of
key management personnel in 2020 and 2019 are analyzed
as follows:

2020

2019

986

1,038

1,675

-

Board of Directors
Wages

Other key management personnel
Wages
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5.3. Balances with other related parties
The Company maintains business and financing
relationships with subsidiaries.
The subsidiaries owned directly by the Company at
December 31, 2020, are as follows:

DESIGNATION

HEADQUARTERS

% OF
DIRECT
PARTICIPATION

ACTIVITY

Inapa France, S.A.

11 Rue de la Nacelle - Villabé
91813 Corbeil-Essonnes Cedex
France

100

Paper supply

Inapa Deutschland Holding GmbH

Osterbekstraße 90a
D-22083 Hamburg
Germany

100

Holding

Edições Inapa, Lda.

Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D,
1250-050 Lisbon
Portugal

100

Publishing

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

Rua Braamcamp 40 - 9.º D,
1250-050 Lisbon
Portugal

100

Holding

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

Rua das Cerejeiras, n.º 5,
Vale Flores
2710-632 Sintra
Portugal

100

Paper supply

Inapa España Distribuición de Papel, S.A.

Calle Delco, n.º 1-3
Polígono Industrial Ciudad
del Automóvil
28914 Leganés, Madrid
Spain

100

Paper supply

Inapa Belgium

Vaucampslaan, 30
B-1654 Huizingen
Belgium

100

Paper supply

Inapa – Merchants, Holding, Ltd

39 Hendon Lane
Finchley Central, London, N3 1RY
United Kingdom

100

Holding

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

Rua das Cerejeiras, n.º 5,
Vale Flores
2710-632 Sintra
Portugal

100

Shared services

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi

Kasap Sokak. Konak Azer Ishani
34394 Istambul
Turkey

100

Paper supply
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On December 31, 2020 and 2019, balances with Inapa
Group companies were as follows:

2020

CURRENT ASSETS

TRADE
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 11)

OTHER
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 13)

NONCURRENT
ASSETS
OTHER
DEBTORS
(NOTA 13)

COMPANIES

LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES - FINANCING OBTAINED
(NOTE 16)
BORROWINGSBONDS

COMPANY

OTHER
CREDITORS
(NOTE 17)

OTHER BORROWINGS
NONCURRENT

CURRENT

CURRENT

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

500

880

-

-

22,471

-

3,336

Edições Inapa, Lda.

-

1,178

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa France, S.A.

151

89

-

44,003

-

1,800

2,539

2

1,084

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa España, S.A.

378

985

-

-

3,500

2,679

Inapa Deutschland
Holding, GmbH

671

1,473

8,617

-

-

-

200

1,210

789

15,710

-

4,300

-

745

Inapa Belgium

Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

49

409

-

-

-

3,170

1,032

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

278

4,126

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, Lda.

37

105

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, GmbH

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, SAS

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

93

29

-

-

-

-

185

Inapa Comunicação
Visual, Lda.
Inapa Angola, S.A.

-

19

-

-

-

-

-

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve
Ticaret Anonim S,irketi

-

1,401

-

-

-

-

-

Embaltec, SAS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Semaq Emballages, S.A.

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa – Merchants,
Holding, Ltd

-

-

-

-

-

-

321

Inapa ComPlott, GmbH

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,379

12,567

24,327

44,003

26,771

8,470

11,039
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2019

CURRENT ASSETS

TRADE
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 11)

OTHER
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 13)

NONCURRENT
ASSETS
OTHER
DEBTORS
(NOTA 13)

COMPANIES

LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES - FINANCING OBTAINED
(NOTE 16)
BORROWINGSBONDS

COMPANY

OTHER
CREDITORS
(NOTE 17)

OTHER BORROWINGS
NONCURRENT

CURRENT

CURRENT

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

247

768

-

-

21,757

-

2,400

Edições Inapa, Lda.

-

1,178

-

-

-

-

-

1,075

9,365

-

44,357

-

1,800

8,732

2

1,010

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa France, S.A.
Inapa Belgium
Inapa España, S.A.
Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
Papier Union, GmbH

260

569

-

-

-

3,500

1,803

513

1,281

8,617

-

-

-

200

374

-

-

-

6,300

-

240

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

42

346

-

-

-

2,430

688

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

160

3,220

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, Lda.

118

120

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, GmbH

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, SAS

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

77

27

-

-

-

-

170

Inapa Angola, S.A.

-

18

-

-

-

-

-

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve
Ticaret Anonim S,irketi

-

1,401

-

-

-

-

-

Embaltec, SAS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Semaq Emballages, S.A.

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inapa – Merchants, Holding,
Ltd

-

-

-

-

-

-

322

Complott Papier Union,
GmbH

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,878

19,301

8,617

44,357

28,057

7,730

14,556

Inapa Comunicação Visual,
Lda.

The balances receivable from Edições Inapa, Lda. and
Inapa Portugal, S.A. do not bear interest nor have fixed
term of repayment. The receivable balances booked under
Other receivable accounts - Group Companies related
to Inapa Belgium, bear interest at current market rates.
From the receivable balance from Europackaging, Lda.,
only 1.92 million euros bear interest at current market rates.

The balances receivable booked in non-current assets, the
one related to Inapa Deutschland Holding, GmbH bears
interest at current market rate.
The payables balances to Inapa Portugal, S.A., Inapa España,
S.A., Inapa Deutschland, GmbH and Inapa France, S.A. bear
interest at current market rates.
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On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the balances with other
related parties were as follows:

2020

BANK
DEPOSITS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT ASSETS

LOANS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

2

-

35,033

-

2

-

35,033

-

2019

BANK
DEPOSITS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT ASSETS

LOANS

OTHER CURRENT
AND NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

BCP

1

-

33,719

-

1

-

33,719

-

BCP

In 2020 and 2019, the bank loan balances, excluding interest
and bank expense estimates, are classified in non-current
liabilities.
During the years 2020 and 2019, transactions with related
parties were as follows:

2020

SALES AND SERVICES
RENDERED

OTHER GAINS AND PROFITS
AND FINANCIAL INCOME

OTHER
EXPENSES

FINANCIAL
COSTS

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

231

28

22

968

Inapa France, S.A.

313

248

1,259

767

Inapa Belgium
Inapa España, S.A.
Inapa Deutschland Holding GmbH

-

3

-4

-

97

377

681

182

158

392

200

132

Inapa Deutschland, GmbH

698

2,623

-279

207

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

7

-

180

104

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

-

90

-

-

Inapa Packaging, SAS

10

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging GmbH

20

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, Lda.

37

-

-

-

Inapa Comunicação Visual, Lda.

17

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,331

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve Ticaret
Anonim S,irketi

BCP

27

-

-13

-

Semaq Emballages, S.A.

17

-

-

-

Embaltec, SAS

10

-

-

-

1,642

3,762

2,047

3,691
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2019
Inapa Portugal, S.A.
Inapa France, S.A.
Inapa Belgium

SALES AND SERVICES
RENDERED

OTHER GAINS AND PROFITS
AND FINANCIAL INCOME

OTHER
EXPENSES

FINANCIAL
COSTS

215

1

16

953

473

344

1 215

786

-

3

-6

-

166

10

367

182

Inapa Deutschland, GmbH

166

389

200

-

Papier Union, GmbH

536

267

-188

262

10

-

241

104

Inapa España, S.A.

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

-

90

-

-

Inapa Packaging, SAS

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

15

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging GmbH

28

-

-

-

Inapa Packaging, Lda.

37

-

-

-

Inapa Comunicação Visual, Lda.

18

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 307

KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve Ticaret
Anonim S,irketi

36

-

-23

-

Semaq Emballages, S.A.

25

-

-

-

Embaltec, SAS

13

-

-

-

231

-

-108

-

1,970

1,104

1,714

3,594

BCP

Papyrus Deutschland Gmbh & Co. KG
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Note 6
Tangible fixed assets
During the year ended December 31, 2020, the movements
in tangible fixed assets were as follows:

2020

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

BASIC
EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT

OTHER
TANGIBLE
ASSETS

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

TOTAL

18

17

7

136

11

17

205

Increases

-

-

-

13

-

Disposals

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

-

-17

-

34

17

7

149

11

-

218

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2020

Transfers / write-offs
Balance as at 31 December
2020

13

ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATIONS
Balance as at 1 January 2020

14

13

7

127

4

-

166

Increases

2

1

-

5

6

-

14

Disposals

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

14

7

133

10

-

180

4

4

-

9

7

17

40

18

3

-

16

1

-

38

Balance as at 31 December
2020

Net value as at beginning
of 2020
NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2020
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During the year ended December 31, 2019, the movements
in tangible fixed assets were as follows:

2019

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

BASIC
EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT

OTHER
TANGIBLE
ASSETS

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

TOTAL

14

17

7

131

11

-

180

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Increases

4

1

-

7

-

17

28

Disposals

-

-1

-

-2

-

-

-3

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

18

17

7

136

11

17

205

Balance as at 31 December
2019
ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATIONS
Balance as at 1 January 2019

14

13

7

124

4

-

161

Increases

-

1

-

4

-

-

6

Disposals

-

-

-

-1

-

-

-1

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14

13

7

127

4

-

166

Net value as at beginning
of 2019

-

5

-

7

7

-

19

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2019

4

4

-

9

7

17

40

Balance as at 31 December
2019
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Note 7
Investment properties
During the year ended December 31, 2020, the movements
in investment property were as follows:

2020

LAND

BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TOTAL

3,905

11,714

15,619

Increases

-

-

-

Disposals

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

3,905

11,714

15,619

-

2,860

2,860

Increases

-

272

272

Disposals

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

3,133

3,133

Net value as at beginning of 2020

3,905

8,854

12,758

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2020

3,905

8,581

12,486

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2020

Balance as at 31 December 2020
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATIONS
Balance as at 1 January 2020

Balance as at 31 December 2020
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During the year ended December 31, 2019, the movements
in investment property were as follows:

2019

LAND

BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TOTAL

3,905

11,714

15,619

Increases

-

-

-

Disposals

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

3,905

11,714

15,619

-

2,588

2,588

Increases

-

272

272

Disposals

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

2,860

2,860

Net value as at beginning of 2019

3,905

9,126

13,031

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2019

3,905

8,854

12,758

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2019

Balance as at 31 December 2019
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATIONS
Balance as at 1 January 2019

Balance as at 31 December 2019

The Investment Property account refers to the acquisition
in 2009 by cession of the real estate and basic equipment
leasing contracts from the Group’s Spanish subsidiary,
of the property designed for warehousing and its robotic
equipment located in Leganés (Madrid) (See Note 16).
As in the previous year, the assets underlying these
contracts were subsequently leased to Inapa España, S.A.,
where the rents charged for this transaction are reflected
under the heading “Other income and gains”.
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Note 8
Intangible assets and right of use assets

a) Intangible assets
During the year ended December 31, 2020, transactions in
the items of intangible assets were as follows:

2020

SOFTWARE

OTHER INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

IN PROGRESS

TOTAL

218

299

37

554

67

-

7

74

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2020
Increases
Disposals

-

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

285

299

44

628

197

301

-

499

18

-

-

18

Balance as at 31 December 2020
ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATION
Balance as at 1 January 2020
Increases
Disposals

-

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

215

301

-

516

Net value as at beginning of 2020

21

-2

37

56

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2020

70

-2

44

111

Balance as at 31 December 2020
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During the year ended December 31, 2019, transactions in
the items of intangible assets were as follows:

2019

SOFTWARE

OTHER INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

IN PROGRESS

TOTAL

218

296

25

539

Increases

-

3

12

15

Disposals

-

-

-

-

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2019

Transfers / write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019

-

-

-

-

218

299

37

554

197

291

-

489

-

10

-

10

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATION
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Increases
Disposals

-

-

-

-

Transfers / write-offs

-

-

-

-

197

301

-

499

Net value as at beginning of 2019

21

5

25

50

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2019

21

-2

37

56

Balance as at 31 December 2019
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b) Right of use assets
During the year of 2020, the movements in right of use
assets, as well as in the respective amortizations were
as follows:

2020

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

TOTAL

355

122

477

66

69

135

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2020
Increases
Disposals
Transfers / write-offs / contractual changes
Balance as at 31 December 2020

-

-

-

-355

-6

-362

66

185

251

351

25

376

65

46

112

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATION
Balance as at 1 January 2020
Increases
Disposals

-

-

-

-355

-

-355

61

71

132

Net value as at beginning of 2020

5

97

102

NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2020

6

113

119

Transfers / write-offs / contractual changes
Balance as at 31 December 2020
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During the year of 2019, the movements in the right of
use assets, as well as in the respective amortizations were
as follows:

2019

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

TOTAL

355

150

506

ACQUISITION COST
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Increases

-

84

84

Disposals

-

-112

-112

Transfers / write-offs / contractual changes
Balance as at 31 December 2019

-

-

-

355

122

477

291

101

392

ACCUMULATED AMORTIZATION
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Increases

59

37

96

Disposals

-

-112

-112

Transfers / write-offs / contractual changes
Balance as at 31 December 2019

Net value as at beginning of 2019
NET VALUE AS AT END OF 2019

-

-

-

351

25

376

64

49

114

5

97

102
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Note 9
Investments
As at December 31, 2020 and 2019, investments in
subsidiaries and associated companies booked under
Investments - equity method, as well as other financial
investments booked under Investments - other methods,
are broken down as follows:

HEADQUARTERS

ASSETS**

EQUITY*

Inapa Portugal, S.A.

Sintra

53,635

18,581

Edições Inapa, Lda.

Lisbon

749

326

Inapa Shared Center, Lda.

Sintra

10,134

3,416

Europackaging SGPS, Lda.

Lisbon

8,539

3,454

Spain

19,998

3,916

STOCK SHARE IN SUBSIDIARIES & ASSOCIATES
a) Portuguese

b) Foreign
Inapa España Distribuición de Papel, S.A.
Inapa France, S.A.
Inapa Deutschland Holding, GmbH
KORDA Kağıt Pazarlama ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
Inapa – Merchants, Holding, Ltd
Inapa Belgium
Papyrus Deutschland Gmbh & Co. KG

France

218,785

141,427

Germany

142,207

74,837

Turkey

6,358

2,006

United Kingdom

320

320

Belgium

2,613

-19

Germany

-

-

Lisbon

**

**

Adjustment by application of the equity method
Adjustment for 2019 acquisitions (difference between acquisition
cost and fair value of assets and liabilities of the participated
company)

STOCK SHARE IN OTHER COMPANIES
Medialivros - Actividades Editoriais, S.A.
Others
Impairment (Note 14)

* Information relating to statutory financial statements
** Financial information not available on the date
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2020
NET INCOME*

2019

% OF SHARE

ALLOCATED
INCOME

BALANCE
VALUE

% OF SHARE

BALANCE
VALUE

997

100.0%

772

84,933

100.0%

84,161

-2

100.0%

-2

314

100.0%

316

1,000

99.7%

1,041

4,218

99.7%

3,177

98

100.0%

1,386

5,336

100.0%

3,949

3,197

94,800

-1,976

55,388

100.0%

57,364

91,603

-1,940

100.0%

-658

100.0%

-2,447

227,925

100.0%

230,372

-2,279

100.0%

-14,921

95,784

100.0%

110,706

-77

100.0%

-174

6,175

100.0%

6,348

-

100.0%

-

14,042

100.0%

14,042

-136

100.0%

-313

8,308

100.0%

8,621

-

-

-

-

100.0%

1,81,

-19,831

407,621

429,265

-

-220,421

-215,695

-

-

43,425

-16,634

282,001

348,598

**

3,9%

83

3.9%

83

13

13

-83

-83

13

13
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The appropriate income was calculated after the required
equity adjustments within the scope of the equity method
application.

In the current year, the Group calculated the recoverable
amount of assets and liabilities associated with the activity
of the various business segments, by determining the value
in use, according to the “discounted cash flow” method.

In 2020, the Company did not distribute any dividends.
As it was already disclosed in the past period, the purchase
agreement for Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co KG was
signed on October 24, 2018, after a negotiation started in
the first half of 2018 by the Optigroup Group, in line with its
divestment strategy paper distribution and reinforcement
in other areas. In July 2019, the acquisition of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co KG was completed, after due
authorization of the German Competition Authority.
Under the terms of the contract, and in accordance with
the requirements set out in IFRS 3, it is considered that
Inapa – IPG obtained control of its new subsidiary on
August 1, 2019.
The parties analyzed the transaction closing accounts,
estimating an acquisition price of 46,162 thousand euros,
resulting from the method of calculating the price defined
in the share purchase agreement, applied to the entity’s
financial information on the closing date. Under the terms
agreed between the parts, and after approval by Inapa – IPG
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders, the
acquisition was secured with the issue of convertible bonds
in the amount of 15 million euros, with a Vendor Loan Note
for the remaining amount due. (see Note 16).
During the first half of 2020, the Company sold Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co KG to its subsidiary Papier Union,
GmbH and completed a merger by incorporation of Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co KG into Papier Union, GmbH,
changing the latter’s name to Inapa Deutschland, GmbH.
As mentioned in Note 3 (v), the goodwill calculated during
application of the equity method is recorded under the
heading Investments - equity method. The goodwill booked
by Inapa – IPG, together with the remaining goodwill
booked in the consolidated accounts of the Inapa Group,
was allocated as a whole to each of the several segments
of the Group’s business and its impairment was also tested
considering each segment of business throughout the
Group (Note 3 xiv a)). Thus, in the sequence of the Group’s
goodwill impairment booking in 2006 as a whole, it was not
possible to quantify the amount of goodwill included in the
section above, therefore reflected as an adjustment in the
application of the equity method.

The impairment tests carried out for the purposes of the
financial statements on December 31, 2020 were supported
by projections of future cash flows based on medium
and long-term plans approved by the Board of Directors,
covering a period up to 2025.
Cash flow projections beyond the medium and long
term plan period are extrapolated, using the perpetuity
growth rate shown in the previous table. The growth
rates considered in the impairment tests do not exceed
the average long-term growth rate of the operations.
The assumed EBITDA margin reflects management’s
expectations regarding the development of the market and
operations.
The main assumptions that were the basis for the analysis
were the following:

2020
Growth rate (in perpetuity)
Pre-tax discount rate

2019

0.00%

0.75%

6.91%

6.60%
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Note 10

The payment of income tax is based on self-assessment
statements that are subject to inspection and possible
adjustment by the Tax Authority within the next four
years. If tax losses are determined, they can be used in the
fourteen subsequent years if they have been generated
between 2014 and 2016 shall be subject to possible
adjustment by the Tax Authorities following revisions to be
made to statements in the fiscal years they are used. Any
tax losses generated from 2017 to 2019 can be used in the
seven subsequent years and the losses generated in 2020
for a period of 12 years.

Income tax – current and deferred
The Company and its Portuguese subsidiaries
(Inapa Portugal, Edições Inapa, Inapa Shared Center,
Europackaging, Inapa Packaging and Inapa Comunicação
Visual) are taxed on the basis of the Corporate Income Tax
(IRC) under the special regime for taxation of corporate
groups, comprising companies with a stake equal to or
greater than 75% and which meet the conditions of Article
69 and ensuing under the Corporate Income Tax Code.
Inapa – IPG as the dominant company, is responsible for
calculating the taxable profits of the Group, through the
algebraic sum of taxable fiscal profit and losses ascertained
in the income statements of each of the controlled
companies belonging to the Group.

The Company is subject to Corporate Income Tax at the
regular rate of 21%, plus 1.5% of “derrama”, resulting in an
aggregate tax rate of 22.5%. Additionally, Inapa is subject
to an additional state tax corresponding to a rate of 3%,
for taxable income between 1.5 million euros and 7.5
million euros, a rate of 5% between 7.5 million euros and
35 million euros and 7% for income greater than 35 million.
The additional state tax is applied to the taxable income
before deduction of prior year tax losses.

The current tax gain or loss is calculated by each subsidiary
based on its individual tax situation. Any gain or loss arising
from the consolidated tax regime is recognized by the
Company as operating reward or defrayal within the fiscal
year itself.

The value of deferred taxes on December 31, 2020 and
December 31, 2019 is as follows:

DECEMBER 31, 2020
BASE

DEFERRED
TAX

DECEMBER 31, 2019
BASE

DEFERRED
TAX

RETAINED
EARNINGS

DEFERRED TAX ASSET
Tax losses

INCOME OF
FISCAL YEAR

Dr/(Cr)
-

-

-

-

-

-

Transition adjustment
- intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

- financial discount

-

-

-

-

-

-

27

126

27

-

-

-

-

Others

128

27

27

DEFERRED TAX LIABILITY
Transition adjustment
- financial discount
DEFERRED TAX OF THE YEAR

-

-

-

-

-
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The tax on profit before tax differs from the theoretical
amount that would result from applying the weighted
average rate of income tax on profits as follows:

Net income before tax on profits
Nominal tax rate (22.5%)
Income tax - value

Equity method effect
Tax losses
Non-deductible expenses
Non-deductible income
Tax benefits
Others

2020

2019

-14,889

-3,263

3,350

734

-565

-878

-3,915

-1,612

-3,743

-645

-

-

-579

-989

-

-

412

-

-6

22

-3,915

-1,612

Note 11

The taxes booked in the profit and loss account for 2020
and 2019 are detailed as follows:

Clients

Current tax
Deferred tax

2020

2019

565

878

-

2

565

879

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the breakdown of Clients
is as follows:

2020

2019

3,379

2,878

Trade Receivables - others

291

291

Doubtful trade receivables

-

-

3,670

3,168

-291

-291

3,379

2,878

Trade Receivables - group (Note 5.3)

Accumulated impairment losses (Note 14)
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Note 12
The state and other public entities
There are no debts in arrears to the State and other public
entities.
The balances on December 31, 2020 and 2019 with these
entities were as follows:

DEBIT BALANCES

Value Added Tax
Corporate Income Tax

CREDIT BALANCES

2020

2019

2020

86

89

-

-

-

-

50

19

2019

Social Security

-

-

17

18

Personal Income Tax - withholding tax

-

-

46

42

86

89

113

79
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Note 13
Other receivables
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the breakdown of Other
receivable accounts is as follows:

2020

2019

8,617

8,617

15,710

-

OTHER RECEIVABLES
- NON-CURRENT
Inapa Deutschland Holding GmbH (Note 5)
Inapa Deutschland GmbH (Note 5)
Others

Impairment losses

847

348

25,175

8,965

-348

-348

24,827

8,617

600

1,638

OTHER RECEIVABLES - CURRENT
Income accruals
Amounts to be invoiced
Amounts to be invoiced Group (Note 5)

10

10

610

1,648

12,557

19,291

1,373

1,783

13,930

21,074

-11

-11

14,529

22,712

Others debtors
Group Companies (Note 5)
Other debtors

Impairment losses (Note 14)

The balances of non-current receivables from Inapa
Deutschland Holding, GmbH and Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
bear interest at current market rates.
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Note 14
Impairments
During the years 2020 and 2019, the asset impairments had
the following transactions:

INVESTMENTS
(NOTE 9)

TRADE
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 11)

OTHER NON‑CURRENT
RECEIVABLES (NOTE 13)

OTHER CURRENT
RECEIVABLES
(NOTE 13)

TOTAL

Balance as at 1 January 2019

83

291

348

11

732

Increases

-

-

-

-

-

Utilizations

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals

-

-

-

-

-

83

291

348

11

732

Increases

-

-

-

-

-

Utilizations

-

-

-

-

-

Reversals

-

-

-

-

-

83

291

348

11

732

Balance as at 31 December 2019

Balance as at 31 December 2020

Note 15
Capital, reserves and other items of equity
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, equity details are as
follows:

Capital
Issuance Premium
Legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings

2020

2019

180,135

180,135

432

432

7,574

7,574

890

890

13,954

15,230

-32,992

-26,641

Adjustments in financial assets
- Related to the equity method
Net income of the fiscal year

-15,454

-4,143

154,540

173,478
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As at December 31, 2020, the share capital is represented
by 526,225,508 shares, all of ordinary nature, resulting
from a conversion process, during 2019, when the existing
preferred shares were converted. The share capital is fully
subscribed and paid up.
As at December 31, 2020, Inapa – IPG does not hold own
shares and there were no transactions during 2020.
Issuance premiums correspond to the difference between
the face value of Inapa – IPG shares acquired and their
transaction value and cannot be allocated in the form of
dividends but may be used to increase share capital or to
cover losses.
The commercial legislation establishes that at least 5% of
the annual net income must be used for reinforcement of
the legal reserve until it represents at least 20% of the share
capital. This reserve is not distributable except in case of
liquidation of the Company, but can be used to absorb
losses after all other reserves have been exhausted, or
incorporated into the capital.
The item Adjustments on financial assets includes
transactions in the equity of subsidiaries and associates of
Inapa – IPG, following application of the equity method.
The negative variation in Equity adjustments in the
amount of 407 thousand euros, shown in the Statement
of Comprehensive Income, mainly relates to balances that
will not be reclassified to results (referring to the implicit
movements associated with the application of equity
method).

At the General Meeting of May 22, 2020, the shareholders
of INAPA – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
approved the proposal for the allocation of profits
presented by the Board of Directors, pursuant to which the
negative net result of the 2019 financial year, for 4,142,835.74
euros, was transferred to retained earnings.
In 2020, Inapa – IPG was notified under Articles 16 and
248.º‑B of Código dos Valores Mobiliários (Portuguese
Securities Code) and CMVM Regulation 5/2008, regarding
the change in qualified holdings.
Regarding preferred shares, on September 3, 2019, the
conversion, by applying the 1:1.25 ratio, of the 300,980,441
non-voting preferred shares representing INAPA’s share
capital at 376,225,508 common shares. Thus, with the
conversion of all non-voting preferred shares representing
INAPA’s share capital into common shares, the share
capital of 180,135,111.43 euros is represented by 526,225,508
common shares.
As from October 21, 2019, the 376,225,508 common
shares resulting from the conversion of the previous
preferred shares, have ceased to constitute an autonomous
category and have been added to the already existing
original common shares, being traded with the
ISIN PTINA0AP0008.
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Equity accounting reserve (included in “Retained earnings”
and “Equity adjustments”): The difference between the
income attributable to financial investments recognized in
the income statement and the amount of dividends already
received or payable required for the same participations
is subject to the legal reserve system described above.
On December 31, 2020, the value of the appropriated
results of subsidiaries is negative. Given the accumulated
amount of losses appropriated through the equity method
in previous years, there is no balance of equity accounting
reserve.
The shareholder structure on December 31, 2020 and 2019,
is as follows:

SHAREHOLDER

DECEMBER 31, 2020
ORDINARY
SHARES

% ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública – Participações Públicas (SGPS), S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Shares attributed to MillenniumBCP

142,543,884

27.09%

27.09%

49,030,215

9.32%

9.32%

Fundo de Pensões do Grupo Banco Comercial Português
Banco Comercial Português
Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.
Novo Banco, S.A.
TOTAL OF QUALIFIED PARTICIPATIONS

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

36,900,000

7.01%

7.01%

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

450,089,099

85.53%

73.98%

SHAREHOLDER

DECEMBER 31, 2019
ORDINARY
SHARES

% ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública – Participações Públicas (SGPS), S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Shares attributed to MillenniumBCP

143,253,889

27.22%

27.22%

Fundo de Pensões do Grupo Banco Comercial Português
Banco Comercial Português
Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.
Novo Banco, S.A.
TOTAL OF QUALIFIED PARTICIPATIONS

49,740,220

9.45%

9.45%

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

34,700,000

6.59%

6.59%

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

448,599,104

85.25%

73.69%
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Note 16
Financing obtained
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, loans obtained items are
analysed as follows:

2020

2019

16,416

18,091

Mid and Long-term financing

46,256

44,949

Convertible bonds

15,000

15,000

The total debt related with Commercial Paper amounts to
22,973 thousand euros and corresponds to the emissions
to four financial entities. Three emissions, in the amount
of 19,647 thousand euros reimbursed in payments with
maturity until 2025 and one emission reimbursed at its
nominal value, during the period of one year.
The Mid and Long term Financing – non-current (46,256
thousand euros) and current (2,021 thousand euros) include
eight bank loans maturing in 2035.

NON-CURRENT
Commercial Paper

Financial leases

5,794

5,805

Group Companies (Note 5)

26,771

28,057

70

71

110,307

111,973

44,003

44,357

2,110

1,874

Commercial paper

6,557

6,809

Vendor Loan Note

-

31,510

2,021

1,866

143

209

8,470

7,730

53

33

63,356

94,387

Liabilities related to the right of use
assets

CURRENT
Bond loans (Note 5)
Overdrafts and bonded accounts

Medium and long-term financial
instruments (portion maturity
within 1 year)”
Financial leases
Group Companies (Note 5)
Liabilities related to the right of use
assets

The Bond loans correspond to the issue of two bonds made
by Inapa – IPG, one in the amount of 42,700 thousand euros
and another amounting to 1,300 thousand euros, with full
repayment in June 2021, earning interest at an Euribor rate
over 6 months plus a spread. As at December 31, 2020
and 2019, these bonds were in the possession of Inapa
France, S.A..

On December 31, 2020, the Company presented convertible
bonds issued in the amount of 15 million euros. They earn
interest at a rate of 5%, due quarterly, with the principal
being repaid in 5 installments, the first in July 2022 and
the last in July 2026. These bonds, that give the holder the
option to convert 23% of common shares of Inapa – IPG
existing at the date of its issue (fixed-for-fixed), were issued
in favor of Papyrus GmbH, as part of the consideration for
the acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG,
with the selling party still creditor of a Vendor Loan Note
for the remaining acquisition price, fully settled during
2020. The implicit valuation of the option must therefore
be seen strictly in the context of the acquisition of Papyrus,
as a whole, not constituting a relevant benchmark for
valuation outside this framework. In accordance with
the measurement principles of IAS 32, since the interest
rate on the bond in this transaction exceeds comparable
interest, no value was attached to the option for
accounting purposes.
At the end of 2020, the Company had unused bank credit
lines in the amount of 140 thousand euros.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the maturity of
non‑current loans is as follows:

2020

2019

Between 1 and 5 years

53,169

40,688

Over 5 years

57,138

71,285

110,307

111,973
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The financial leases correspond to the debt for the
acquisition of assets for the purposes of the financial leases
contracts, the assets of which are booked in “Investment
Properties” (Note 7).
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the lease debts included in
Financing (Current and Non-Current), are as follows:

2020

2019

5,864

5,877

DEBT RELATING TO FINANCIAL LEASES AND TO LIABILITIES RELATED
TO THE RIGHT OF USE ASSETS
Non-current
Current

196

242

6,060

6,118

484

537

6,048

6,304

615

544

7,147

7,385

Finance costs to be supported

-1,087

-1,266

PRESENT VALUE OF DEBT WITH LEASES

6,060

6,118

DEBT RELATING TO FINANCIAL LEASES AND TO LIABILITIES RELATED
TO THE RIGHT OF USE ASSETS
Value of income – not discounted
less than 1 year
more than 1 year and less than 5 years
more than 5 years

Financial leasing debt corresponds to a debt with Novo
Banco, originated under a leasing agreement maturing in
2026, a 10-year sale and leaseback for its Leganés building
in Madrid.

On December 31, 2020 and 2019, exposure of loans to
changes in interest rates pursuant to the contract periods
for rate setting are as follows:

2020

2019

150,071

169,500

Periods for setting interest rates
Up to 6 months
Between 6 and 12 months
Between 1 and 5 years
Over 5 years

-

-

123

104

23,470

36,756

173,664

206,361
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On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the net financial debt is as
follows:

Note 18
Sales, services and other income and gains

2020

2019

Current

63,356

94,387

Non-current

110,307

111,974

173,664

206,361

-2,718

-39

170,946

206,322

Loans

Cash and bank deposits (Note 4)

Note 17

As at December 31, 2020 and 2019, sales and services
rendered essentially consists of services provided to
companies belonging to the Inapa Group (Note 5).
In 2020 and 2019, the item Other income and earnings is
detailed as follows:

2020

2019

Other supplementary income

9,191

8,048

Royalties of Group Companies

257

527

Rentals

375

375

Others

42

32

9,865

8,982

Other payables
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, breakdown of the item
Other payable accounts, is as follows:

2020

2019

Personnal costs to be paid

271

282

Group Companies (Note 5)

200

266

16

2

488

550

775

812

775

812

10,839

14,290

OTHER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - CURRENT
Accrued expenses

Others

Deferred income
Services to invoice

Other Creditors
Group Companies (Note 5)
Others

119

125

10,957

14,415

12,220

15,776

The item Other supplementary income consists mainly
of additional income earned by the Company with the
intervention in negotiation processes involving the Inapa
Group. Of this amount, approximately 497.5 thousand euros
(2019: 1,638.2 thousand euros) are booked under Other
accounts receivable (Note 13).
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Note 19

Note 21

External supplies and services

Other expenses and losses

In the fiscal years 2020 and 2019, the breakdown of
expenses of external supplies and services is as follows:

Breakdown of the item Other expenses and losses for years
2020 and 2019 is shown in the following table:

Specialized services

2020

2019

400

383

Rentals

26

49

Travel and accommodation

33

100

3

6

Communications
Insurance
Advertising and marketing
Other

31

27

1,791

1,493

108

216

2,393

2,275

Advertising and marketing expenses correspond to various
actions to reinforce the group’s global sales, maintain or
reinforce market share or grow in volume in the group’s
main customers.

Taxes
Contributions
Donations
Others

Intangible assets (Note 8)

Right of use assets (Note 8)

2019

1,561

1,707

Social security contributions

317

334

Other personnel costs

98

84

1,976

2,126

Wages and salaries

During the fiscal year, the Company had on average
14 employees (2019: 15 employees).

93

11

10

-

8

245

155

349

266

In 2020 and 2019, the balances of this item are analyzed
as follows:

Investment properties (Note 7)

2020

92

Expenses / reversal of depreciation
and amortization

Tangible fixed assets (Note 6)

In 2020 and 2019, the balances under the heading
Personnel expenses are analyzed as follows:

2019

Note 22

Note 20
Personnel expenses

2020

2020

2019

14

6

18

10

272

272

112

96

416

384
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Note 23

Note 24

Financial income and expenditures

Earnings per share

The breakdown of financial income and expenses for fiscal
years 2020 and 2019 is as follows:

The basic earnings per share is calculated using the net
profit and loss for the year distributable to Inapa – IPG
shareholders and the weighted average number of ordinary
shares in circulation, as follows:

2020

2019

3,129

613

-

-

3,129

613

Financial income
Interests obtained
Positive FX

Net profit and loss for the period
- in euros
Weighted average number of ordinary
shares
Basic earning per share - in euros

2020

2019

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

526,225,508

526,225,508

-0.0294

-0.0079

Financial costs
-7,088

-6,074

Stamp duty

Interests paid

-159

-250

Other costs and financial losses

-512

-587

-7,759

-6,911

-4,629

-6,298

Up to the time of conversion of preference shares, the net
profit was reduced by the preference dividend, regardless
of whether it was positive or negative, the same rules
being applied to determine the amounts to be taken into
consideration to calculate earnings per share.
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Net income for the year - in euros
Preference dividends - in euros

Prefered shares on income after preference dividends - in euros
Net income for the year for basic shares - in euros

2020

2019

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

-

-

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

-

-

-15,453,731

-4,142,836

526,225,508

526,225,508

157,184,243

157,184,243

Basic earning per share - in euros

-0.0294

-0.0079

Diluted earnings per share - in euros

-0.0226

-0.0061

Ordinary shares
Convertible bonds - potential shares

Convertible bonds - potential shares correspond to
convertible bonds issued in connection with the acquisition
of Papyrus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (see Note 21).
These obligations give the holder the option to convert
(American type) into 23% of Inapa – IPG common shares
(fixed-for-fixed).

Note 25
Contingent liabilities and contingent assets

Contingent liabilities
On August 1, 2007, Papelaria Fernandes – Indústria
e Comércio, S.A. filed against Inapa – Investimentos,
Participações e Gestão, S.A. and its subsidiaries Inaprest –
Prestação de Serviços, Participações e Gestão, S.A. (extinct)
and Inapa Portugal – Distribuição de Papel, S.A. a lawsuit
whereby the pleading reads, in short:

• The annulment of the following acts:
• Constitution in June 2006 of a commercial pledge
to counter-guarantee letters of comfort issued by
Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, as
security for loans held by that company from Banco
Espírito Santo and Caixa Central de Crédito Agrícola
Mútuo;
• Business conducted in 1991 of concentrated activities in
the distribution of paper at SDP (now Inapa Portugal)
and the production and marketing of envelopes at
Papelaria Fernandes;
• Acquisition of shares in 1994 held by Papelaria
Fernandes in SDP (now Inapa Portugal);
• Compensation of credits carried out, also in 1994
between Papelaria Fernandes and Inaprest.
• Condemnation of Inapa:
• To maintain the comfort letters issued in favor of
Banco Espírito Santo and Caixa Central de Crédito
Agrícola Mútuo;
• To indemnity Papelaria Fernandes in case of
any mobilization of the commercial pledge as a
counter‑guarantee for the letters of comfort.
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Papelaria Fernandes - Indústria e Comércio S.A. later came
to settle their liabilities toward Banco Espírito Santo and
Caixa Central de Crédito Agrícola Mútuo and therefore:
• The letters of comfort issued by Inapa – IPG are no longer
applicable, having been returned by their beneficiaries;

Note 26
Fees for services provided by the auditor
In the fiscal years ended on December 31, 2020 and 2019,
the amounts incurred, in euros, for services rendered by the
auditor to Inapa – IPG are as follows:

• This Company consequently notified Papelaria Fernandes
– Indústria e Comércio S.A. to verify the resolutive
condition of the commercial pledge made by it in favor of
this Company.
The lawsuit, which was assigned a value of 24,460
thousand euros, was challenged by Inapa – IPG and by its
subsidiary Inapa Portugal – Distribuição de Papel, S.A., is
currently awaiting the Court to determine the effects on
the dissolution or liquidation action of Inaprest – Prestação
de Serviços, Participações e Gestão, S.A.. The Inapa Group
believes that the aforesaid process should not result in
significant charges and no provision has been made.

2020

2019

Statutory audit and auditing services

35,500

35,500

Reliability assurance services

21,000

21,000

56,500

56,500

Note 27
Events after the balance sheet date

Liabilities for bank guarantees
The Company provided several bank guarantees, through
various financial institutions, totaling 122.4 million euros,
for the purpose of issuing commercial paper (23.8 million
euros) and for other financing (98.6 million euros).
In addition and to guarantee financing totaling 52.5 million
euros, a pledge was made on shares of subsidiaries of Inapa
(53% of Inapa Deutschland GmbH, 55.5% of Inapa France
SAS and 35.5% of Inapa Portugal, S.A.).

Until the date of publication of this report, there were
no subsequent events.
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RELATO SOBRE A AUDITORIA DAS DEMONSTRAÇÕES
FINANCEIRAS

Opinião com reservas
REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Auditámos as demonstrações financeiras anexas da Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.
(a Entidade),
que compreendem a demonstração da posição financeira em 31 de dezembro de 2020 (que evidencia
Qualified
Opinion
um total de 340.736 milhares de Euros e um total de capital próprio de 154.540 milhares de Euros, incluindo um
resultado
líquido negativo
de 15.454 milhares
Euros), a demonstração
dos resultadosParticipações
por naturezas,
a
We
have audited
the accompanying
financialde
statements
of Inapa – Investimentos,
e Gestão,
S.A.
demonstração
do rendimento
a demonstração
das position
alterações
próprio 2020
e a demonstração
dos of
(“the
Entity”), which
compriseintegral,
the statement
of financial
asno
at capital
31 December
(showing a total
fluxos de caixa relativas ao ano findo naquela data, e as notas anexas às demonstrações financeiras que incluem
340,736
thousand Euros and equity of 154,540 thousand Euros, including a net loss of 15,454 thousand Euros),
um resumo das políticas contabilísticas significativas.
the statement of profit and loss by nature, the statement of comprehensive income, the statement of changes in
equity and the statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the accompanying notes to the financial
Em nossa opinião, exceto quanto aos possíveis efeitos da matéria referida na secção “Bases para a opinião com
statements,
including a summary of the significant accounting policies.
reservas”, as demonstrações financeiras anexas apresentam de forma verdadeira e apropriada, em todos os

aspetos materiais, a posição financeira da Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. em 31 de
In
our opinion,
except
for the
possible effects
of the
matter
in the
for naquela
Qualifieddata
Opinion”
section
dezembro
de 2020
e o seu
desempenho
financeiro
e fluxos
de described
caixa relativos
ao “Basis
ano findo
de
of
our report,
accompanying
financial
statements
give(IFRS)
a true
fairadotadas
view, inna
allUnião
material
respects, the
acordo
com asthe
Normas
Internacionais
de Relato
Financeiro
taland
como
Europeia.
financial position of Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. as at 31 December 2020 and of its
financial
performance
andreservas
its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial
Bases para
a opinião com
Reporting Standards as adopted in the European Union (IFRSs).
Em 31 de dezembro de 2020 e 2019, a rubrica “Participações financeiras – método de equivalência patrimonial” no
Basis
for Qualified
Opinion
montante
de 282.001
milhares de Euros e 348.598 milhares de Euros, respetivamente, relativa ao valor de
investimentos em subsidiárias mensurados pelo método de equivalência patrimonial, inclui a diferença entre o
valor
de aquisição
subsidiárias
e othe
respetivo
justo
valor dosline
ativos
e passivos identificáveis
na data
de aquisição
As
of 31
Decemberdas
2020
and 2019,
financial
statement
"Investments
- equity method”
in the
amount of
(nota 9), thousand
correspondente
marcas próprias.
31 de dezembro
2020,
a Entidade
preparou
testesin
282,001
Euros ao
andgoodwill
348,598e thousand
Euros, Em
respectively,
relateddewith
the
amount of
investments
de imparidade
ao montante
dethe
goodwill
ao montante
das marcas,
sendo que
o Conselho
de Administração
subsidiaries
measured
under
equityemethod,
includes
the difference
between
the acquisition
cost of
efetua julgamentos
acerca
pressupostos
maisassets
relevantes
considerados
naqueles
subsidiaries
and thesignificativos
corresponding
fairdos
value
of identifiable
and liabilities
on the
date oftestes,
their acquisition
nomeadamente
a: (i) expectativa
de evolução
vendas
durante
abrangido
pelos
(note
9), corresponding
to goodwill
and owndas
brands.
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31margens
December
2020,período
the Entity
prepared
an impairment
orçamentos
aprovados
pelo
Conselho
de
Administração;
(ii)
taxa
de
crescimento
dos
fluxos
de
caixa
para
test to the amount of goodwill and to the amount of brands. The Board of Directors makes significantalém
judgments
daquele período (taxa de crescimento na perpetuidade); e a (iii) taxa de desconto (atualização) dos fluxos de caixa
on
the most relevant assumptions considered in the preparation of the above mentioned impairment tests,
estimados. Acresce referir que, conforme referido na nota 3 do anexo às demonstrações financeiras, as medidas
namely: (i) expectation of sales and margins evolution during the period covered by the budgets approved by the
de contenção adotadas pela globalidade das entidades governamentais como resposta à pandemia do novo
Board of Directors; (ii) growth rate of cash flows beyond that period (perpetuity growth rate); and (iii) discount
coronavírus declarada pela Organização Mundial da Saúde em 2020, causaram interrupções extensas na
rate
of the estimated cash flows. It should also be noted that as referred in note 3 of the notes to the financial
envolvente económica com um impacto significativo na atividade das subsidiárias da Entidade e com desvios
statements,
measures
imposed
by local
governments
to containaprovados.
the pandemic
resulting
significativosthe
facecontainment
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Contudo,
e from the
new
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anteriormente
referido
e a consequente
expectativa
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retoma económica
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in
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Grupo, não
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projected
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obtivemos deviations
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de suporte
suficiente
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a
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prove necessary to the financial statements as of 31 December 2020.
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A nossa auditoria foi efetuada de acordo com as Normas Internacionais de Auditoria (ISA) e demais normas e
We
believe that
the eaudit
evidence
wedos
have
obtained
is sufficient
andAs
appropriate
to provide a basis
for our
orientações
técnicas
éticas
da Ordem
Revisores
Oficiais
de Contas.
nossas responsabilidades
nos termos
qualified
opinion.
dessas normas
estão descritas na secção “Responsabilidades do auditor pela auditoria das demonstrações
financeiras” abaixo. Somos independentes da Entidade nos termos da lei e cumprimos os demais requisitos éticos
Key
audit matters
nos termos
do código de ética da Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas.
Estamos
a prova
de auditoria
queprofessional
obtivemos é judgment,
suficiente ewere
apropriada
para
proporcionar
uma
Key
auditconvictos
matters de
areque
those
matters
that, in our
of most
significance
in our
audit of
basefinancial
para a nossa
opinião of
com
the
statements
thereservas.
current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the
financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on
Matérias
relevantes
de auditoria
these
matters.
In addition
to the matter described in the “Basis for Qualified Opinion” section we have
determined the matter described below to be the key audit matters to be communicated in our report.
As matérias relevantes de auditoria são as que, no nosso julgamento profissional, tiveram maior importância na
auditoria das demonstrações financeiras do ano corrente. Essas matérias foram consideradas no contexto da
auditoria das demonstrações financeiras como um todo, e na formação da opinião, e não emitimos uma opinião
Description of the most significant risks of material
Summary of the auditor’s responses to the
separada sobre essas matérias. Para além da matéria descrita na secção “Bases para a opinião com reservas”,
misstatement identified
assessed risks of material misstatement
determinamos a matéria descrita abaixo como matéria relevante de auditoria a ser relatada neste relatório.
Going concern in the context of uncertainty caused by Covid-19
Descrição dos riscos de distorção material mais
The
World Health
Organization declared in March
significativos
identificados
2020
the disease
by the
new coronavirus
Continuidade
das caused
operações
no contexto
de incerteza
("Covid-19")
a pandemic, which has a negative
causado pelaas
Covid-19
impact on the economic environment and in the
A Organização
Mundial
Saúde declarou
em março
prospects
of the
globalde
economy,
and which
de 2020 a doença provocada pelo novo coronavírus
significantly
affected the volume of activity of the
(“Covid-19”) como pandemia, a qual tem um impacto
Group's subsidiaries (note 3).
negativo na envolvente económica e nas perspetivas
da economia global, e que afetou de modo significativo
As at 31 December 2020, the statement of financial
o nível de atividade das subsidiárias do Grupo (nota 3).
position includes a net loss of 15,454 thousand Euros,
Em 31
de dezembro
de 2020,
a demonstração
da
and
reveals
that current
liabilities
exceed current
posição financeira inclui um resultado líquido negativo
assets.
de 15.454 milhares de Euros, e revela que o passivo
corrente
excede
o ativo
corrente.
As
described
in note
3 of
the accompanying notes to

Síntese da resposta dada aos riscos de distorção
The audit
procedures performed to assess the
material
analisados

projection of short-term cash flows, of which the
Entity is the dominant company, included:

Os procedimentos
auditoria
efetuadosaccuracy
por forma
• Obtain anddetest
the arithmetic
of athe
avaliar a projeção dos fluxos de caixa de curto prazo
projection of short-term cash flows;
do Grupo do qual a Entidade é sociedade dominante,
incluíram:

• Inquiry and interactions with the Board of
Obtenção
e teste
exatidão aritmética
da for the
Directors
anddaemployees
responsible
projeção
dos fluxos
curto
prazo;
preparation
of de
thecaixa
cashde
flows
projection,
in
relation
to the assumptions
considered
in the
• Inquérito
e interações
com o Conselho
de
projection;e seus representantes responsáveis
Administração
pela elaboração da projeção dos fluxos de caixa,
•relativamente
Analysis ofaos
thepressupostos
consistency considerados
between thena
the
financial
statements,
Conforme
descrito
na notathe
3 doBoard
anexoofàsDirectors
projeção;
projected operational and investment cash
assessed
the Entity's
abilityoto
operatede
on a going
demonstrações
financeiras,
Conselho
flows and the associated income, expenses
• Análise da coerência entre os fluxos de caixa das
Administração
à avaliação
da capacidade
da
concern
basis, procedeu
considering
the negative
effects arising
and investments
verified
in 2020;
atividades
operacionais
e de investimento
Entidade
operar
em continuidade,
tendo considerado
from
Covid
-19 that
significantly impacted
the
projetados e os respetivos rendimentos, custos e
os efeitos of
negativos
decorrentes
activities
its subsidiaries
and da
theCovid-19
fact thatque
current
•investimentos
Analysis ofverificados
the consistency
between
the
no exercício
de 2020;
impactaram
de forma
significativa
a atividade
das suas
liabilities,
mainly
composed
by accounts
payable
to
expected evolution of cash flows from
• Análise da coerência entre a expectativa de
subsidiárias
e o facto
de othe
passivo
corrente,
Group
entities,
of which
Entity
is the dominant
operational activities and the OECD forecasts
evolução dos fluxos de caixa das atividades
maioritariamente
porthe
contas
a pagar
a
company,
exceedcomposto
significantly
current
assets.
for the evolution of the gross domestic
operacionais e as previsões da OCDE para a
entidades do Grupo, do qual a Entidade é sociedade
product in the main geographies in which the
evolução do produto interno bruto nas principais
dominante,
significativamente
o ativo
The
Board ofexceder
Directors,
considering that
the Group, of
Group operates, taking into account the
geografias em que o Grupo opera, atendendo aos
corrente.
which the Entity is the dominant company, has
negative
effects
arising from
Covid-19;
efeitos
negativos
decorrentes
da Covid-19;
adequate financial resources that allow it to
O Conselho de Administração, atendendo a que o
• •Comparação
de empréstimos
materialize its intention to renew the maturity of
Comparedos
thereembolsos
loan repayments
included in the
Grupo do qual a Entidade é sociedade dominante
incluídos
nos
fluxos
definancing
caixa dasactivities
atividadesand
de the
those
liabilities,
understands
that
the
Entity
has
cash
flows
from
dispõe de recursos financeiros adequados que lhe
financiamento
com
as
responsabilidades
de
adequate
resources
to
maintain
its
activities,
without
Group's short-term liabilities as at 31 curto
permitem materializar a intenção de renovar o
prazo do Grupo em 31 de dezembro de 2020 e
intention
todaqueles
cease activities
in entende
the short-term,
and
December 2020 and obtain the supporting
vencimento
passivos,
que a Entidade
obtenção de documentação de suporte relativa
therefore
concluded
that the para
goingmanter
concern
documentation relating to the time horizon of
dispõe de recursos
adequados
as basis,
suas
ao horizonte temporal das operações de
used
in thenão
preparation
of the Entity's
financial
atividades
havendo intenção
de cessar
as
the factoring operations;
factoring;
statements
31 December
remains que o
atividades noatcurto
prazo, pelo2020,
que concluiu
appropriate.
The projection of short-term cash flows prepared by
the Board of Directors requires that significant

•
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pressuposto da continuidade, utilizado na preparação
• Análise da coerência entre os pagamentos de
judgments be made regarding the expected evolution
•jurosAnalysis
thefluxos
consistency
interest
das demonstrações financeiras da Entidade em 31 de
incluídosofnos
de caixabetween
das atividades
of
the
business,
in
a
context
of
heightened
payments included
in cash flows
from
dezembro de 2020, se mantém apropriado.
de financiamento,
o endividamento
médio
uncertainty.
financing
activities,
the
average
projetado
e o custo
médio
deprojected
financiamento
do
indebtedness and the average financing cost
A projeção dos fluxos de caixa de curto prazo
Grupo;
Consequently,
consider
as a key audit matter
the
of the Group;
preparada
pelo we
Conselho
de Administração,
requer que
assessment
of the
Entity's ability
to operate
on adagoing • Análise da sensibilidade da projeção dos fluxos de
sejam
efetuados
julgamentos
significativos
acerca
caixa a variações negativas na atividade do
concern basis,
based on
the
projection
short-term
• Analysis of the sensitivity of the projection of
expetativa
de evolução
dos
negócios,
numofcontexto
de
Grupo;
cash flowsacrescida.
prepared by the Board of Directors, as well
incerteza
cash flows to negative variations in the
as the respective disclosures made.
• Avaliação
da razoabilidade
das divulgações
Group's
activity.
Consequentemente, consideramos como matéria
efetuadas atendendo o normativo contabilístico
relevante de auditoria a avaliação da capacidade de a
•aplicável.
Assessment of the reasonableness of
Entidade operar em continuidade, baseada na projeção
disclosures made in accordance with the
dos fluxos de caixa de curto prazo preparada pelo
applicable accounting standards.
Conselho de Administração, bem como as respetivas
divulgações efetuadas.

Other matters
Outras matérias
The financial statements as of 31 December 2020 refer to the separate financial statements of the Entity and have
been
prepared forfinanceiras
approval and
publication
in accordance
with the legislation
As indicated
in Notee3 of
As demonstrações
em 31
de dezembro
de 2020 referem-se
à atividade in
daforce.
Entidade
a nível individual
the
accompanying
notes,
investments
in subsidiaries
andda
associates
at the equity
method.
foram
preparadas para
aprovação
e publicação
nos termos
legislaçãoare
emrecorded
vigor. Conforme
indicado
na notaThe
3
financial
as of 31 December
2020em
dosubsidiárias
not includee the
effect of
full
consolidation,
which da
will be made in
das notasstatements
anexas, as participações
financeiras
associadas
são
registadas
pelo método
consolidated
financial statements
to be approved
andem
published
separately.
Additional
information
onda
equivalência patrimonial.
As demonstrações
financeiras
31 de dezembro
de 2020
não incluem
o efeito
subsidiaries
associated
entities
is provided
in Note 9 to financeiras
the accompanying
notes.
consolidaçãoand
integral,
o que será
efetuado
em demonstrações
consolidadas
a aprovar e a publicar em
separado. Na nota 9 das notas anexas é dada informação adicional sobre as entidades subsidiárias e associadas.
Responsibilities of management and supervisory body for the financial statements
Responsabilidades do órgão de gestão e do órgão de fiscalização pelas demonstrações financeiras
Management is responsible for:
O órgão de gestão é responsável pela:
the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view of the Entity’s financial position,
- financial
preparação
de demonstrações
financeiras
que apresentem
de forma verdadeira
apropriadaStandards
a posição as
performance
and cash flows
in accordance
with International
FinancialeReporting
financeira,
desempenho
financeiro
adopted
in theo European
Union
(IFRSs);e os fluxos de caixa da Entidade de acordo com as Normas
Internacionais de Relato Financeiro (IFRS) tal como adotadas na União Europeia;
the preparation of the management report and the corporate governance report, in accordance with
elaboração do relatório de gestão, incluindo o relatório de governo societário, nos termos legais e
applicable laws and regulations;
regulamentares aplicáveis;
designing and maintaining an appropriate internal control system to enable the preparation of financial
criação e manutenção de um sistema de controlo interno apropriado para permitir a preparação de
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error;
demonstrações financeiras de distorções materiais devido a fraude ou a erro;
- - theadoção
adoption
accounting
policies
and principles
appropriate
in the circumstances;
and
de of
políticas
e critérios
contabilísticos
adequados
nas circunstâncias;
e

-

assessing the Entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, and disclosing, as applicable, the matters that

- may
avaliação
da capacidade
Entidade
de se manter
continuidade,
divulgando,
quando aplicável, as
cast significant
doubt da
about
the Entity’s
ability em
to continue
as a going
concern.
matérias que possam suscitar dúvidas significativas sobre a continuidade das atividades.

The supervisory body is responsible for overseeing the Entity’s financial reporting process.
O órgão de fiscalização é responsável pela supervisão do processo de preparação e divulgação da informação
financeira da Entidade.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our responsibility is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected
to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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Responsabilidades do auditor pela auditoria das demonstrações financeiras
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
skepticism
throughout the
audit. em
Weobter
also: segurança razoável sobre se as demonstrações financeiras como um
A nossa responsabilidade
consiste
todo estão isentas de distorções materiais devido a fraude ou erro, e emitir um relatório onde conste a nossa
identify
and assess
theé risks
of material
of the
statements,
whether
due to fraud or
opinião.
Segurança
razoável
um nível
elevadomisstatement
de segurança mas
nãofinancial
é uma garantia
de que
uma auditoria
error,de
design
and
perform
audit procedures
responsive
those risks,
andexista.
obtain
evidence
thatter
is
executada
acordo
com
as ISA detetará
sempre uma
distorçãotomaterial
quando
Asaudit
distorções
podem
origem
em fraude
erro e são consideradas
conjuntamente,
se possaarazoavelmente
sufficient
andouappropriate
to provide amateriais
basis for se,
ourisoladas
opinion.ouThe
risk of not detecting
material
esperar
que influenciem
decisões
económicas
dos utilizadores
tomadas
comfrom
baseerror,
nessasasdemonstrações
misstatement
resulting
from
fraud is higher
than for one
resulting
fraud may involve collusion,
financeiras.
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control;

anuma
understanding
internal
control
the audit in
order to design
audit procedures
Comoobtain
parte de
auditoria deofacordo
com
as ISA,relevant
fazemosto
julgamentos
profissionais
e mantemos
ceticismo that are
appropriate
in athe
circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
profissional
durante
auditoria
e também:
the Entity’s internal control;
identificamos
e avaliamos os riscos
de distorção
material
dasand
demonstrações
financeiras,
devido a fraude
ou
evaluate the appropriateness
of accounting
policies
used
the reasonableness
of accounting
estimates
a erro, concebemos e executamos procedimentos de auditoria que respondam a esses riscos, e obtemos
and related disclosures made by management;
prova de auditoria que seja suficiente e apropriada para proporcionar uma base para a nossa opinião. O risco
não detetar
uma
distorção material
devido a fraudeuse
é maior
dogoing
que oconcern
risco de basis
não detetar
uma distorção
- de
conclude
on the
appropriateness
of management’s
of the
of accounting
and, based
material
devido
a erro, dado
que awhether
fraude pode
envolver
conluio, falsificação,
omissões
intencionais,
falsas that
on the audit
evidence
obtained,
a material
uncertainty
exists related
to events
or conditions
declarações
ou sobreposição
aothe
controlo
interno;
may cast significant
doubt on
Entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a
material
uncertainty
exists,
we
are
required
torelevante
draw attention
in our auditor’s
report to
related
obtemos uma compreensão do controlo interno
para a auditoria
com o objetivo
dethe
conceber
disclosures in the
financial que
statements
or, if such disclosures
are inadequate,
to modify
ouruma
opinion.
Our
procedimentos
de auditoria
sejam apropriados
nas circunstâncias,
mas não para
expressar
opinião
conclusions
aredo
based
on the
auditdaevidence
sobre
a eficácia
controlo
interno
Entidade;obtained up to the date of our report. However, future events
or conditions may cause the Entity to cease to continue as a going concern;
avaliamos a adequação das políticas contabilísticas usadas e a razoabilidade das estimativas contabilísticas e
- respetivas
evaluate the
overall presentation,
structure
and content of the financial statements, including the
divulgações
feitas pelo órgão
de gestão;
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
concluímos sobre a apropriação do uso, pelo órgão de gestão, do pressuposto da continuidade e, com base
manner that achieves fair presentation;
na prova de auditoria obtida, se existe qualquer incerteza material relacionada com acontecimentos ou
que possam
suscitar
dúvidas
a capacidade
da Entidade
para
dar continuidade
- condições
communicate
with those
charged
withsignificativas
governance,sobre
including
the supervisory
body,
regarding,
among other
às
suas atividades.
Se concluirmos
que existe
uma
incerteza
material, devemos
chamarincluding
a atenção
nosignificant
nosso
matters,
the planned
scope and timing
of the
audit
and significant
audit findings,
any
relatório
parainasinternal
divulgações
relacionadas
incluídas
nas demonstrações
financeiras ou, caso essas divulgações
deficiencies
control
that we identify
during
our audit;
não sejam adequadas, modificar a nossa opinião. As nossas conclusões são baseadas na prova de auditoria
- obtida
determine,
thenosso
matters
communicated
with those charged
with governance,
including
até à from
data do
relatório.
Porém, acontecimentos
ou condições
futuras podem
levar a the
quesupervisory
a
body, those
matters that
were
of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current
Entidade
descontinue
as suas
atividades;
period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law
avaliamos a apresentação, estrutura e conteúdo global das demonstrações financeiras, incluindo as
or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter;
divulgações, e se essas demonstrações financeiras representam as transações e acontecimentos subjacentes
formathe
a atingir
uma apresentação
- de
provide
supervisory
body with aapropriada;
statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and communicate all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be
comunicamos com os encarregados da governação, incluindo o órgão de fiscalização, entre outros assuntos,
on ourplaneado
independence,
and where
applicable,significativas
related safeguards.
othought
âmbito to
e obear
calendário
da auditoria,
e as conclusões
da auditoria incluindo qualquer

deficiência significativa de controlo interno identificado durante a auditoria;
Our responsibility also includes the verification that the information contained in the management report is
das matérias
que
comunicamos
aos encarregados
da governação,
incluindo o órgão
de fiscalização,
consistent
with the
financial
statements
and the verification
of the requirements
as provided
in numbers 4 and 5
determinamos
as
que
foram
as
mais
importantes
na
auditoria
das
demonstrações
financeiras
do ano corrente
of article 451.º of the Portuguese Companies’ Code, as well to verify that the statement of non-financial
e que são as matérias relevantes de auditoria. Descrevemos essas matérias no nosso relatório, exceto quando
information
and the remuneration report were presented.
a lei ou regulamento proibir a sua divulgação pública;

declaramos
ao órgão
fiscalização
que cumprimos
os requisitos éticos relevantes relativos à independência
REPORT
ON OTHER
LEGALdeAND
REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS
e comunicamos todos os relacionamentos e outras matérias que possam ser percecionadas como ameaças à
nossa
independência
e, quando aplicável, quais as medidas tomadas para eliminar as ameaças ou quais as
On the
management
report
salvaguardas aplicadas.
Pursuant to article 451.º, n.º 3, al. e) of the Portuguese Companies’ Code (“Código das Sociedades Comerciais”),
except for the possible effects of the matter described in the “Basis for Qualified Opinion” section of the Report
on the audit of the financial statements, it is our opinion that the management report was prepared in accordance
with the applicable legal and regulatory requirements and the information contained therein is consistent with
the audited financial statements and, having regard to our knowledge and assessment over the Entity, we have
not identified any material misstatements. In compliance with article 451.º, n.º 7 of the Portuguese Companies’
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A nossa responsabilidade inclui ainda a verificação da concordância da informação constante do relatório de
Code,
is not applicable
to theestatement
of non-financial
in the
management
gestãoour
comopinion
as demonstrações
financeiras,
as verificações
previstas nosinformation
números 4 eincluded
5 do artigo
451.º
do Código
report.
das Sociedades Comerciais, na matéria de governo societário bem como a verificação de que a demonstração não
financeira e o relatório de remunerações foram apresentados.
About the corporate governance report
RELATO SOBRE OUTROS REQUISITOS LEGAIS E REGULAMENTARES
In compliance with article 451.º, n.º 4, of the Portuguese Companies’ Code (“Código das Sociedades Comerciais”),
Sobre
relatóriothat
de gestão
it
is ouro opinion
the corporate governance report includes the elements required to the Entity under the
terms of article 245º-A of the Portuguese Securities Code (“Código dos Valores Mobiliários”), and we have not
Dando cumprimento
ao misstatements
artigo 451.º, n.º in
3, the
al. e)information
do Código das
Sociedades
Comerciais,
excetoaccordingly,
quanto aos complies
identified
any material
disclosed
in such
report, which,
possíveis
efeitos da matéria
referida
na f),
secção
a opinião
with
the requirements
of items
c), d),
h), i)“Bases
and m)para
of the
n.º1 ofcom
thatreservas”
article. do Relato sobre a auditoria
das demonstrações financeiras, somos de parecer que o relatório de gestão foi preparado de acordo com os
requisitos
e regulamentares
aplicáveis em vigor, a informação nele constante é concordante com as
About
thelegais
non-financial
information
demonstrações financeiras auditadas e, tendo em conta o conhecimento e a apreciação sobre o Entidade, não
identificámos incorreções materiais. Conforme referido no artigo 451.º, n.º 7 do Código das Sociedades Comerciais
In compliance with article 451.º, n.º 6, of the Portuguese Companies’ Code, we inform that the Group included in
este parecer não é aplicável à demonstração não financeira incluída no relatório de gestão.
the Management report the statement of non-financial information foreseen in article 508.º-G of the Portuguese
Companies’
Code.
Sobre o relatório de governo societário

About
remuneration
report
Dando the
cumprimento
ao artigo
451.º, n.º 4, do Código das Sociedades Comerciais, somos de parecer que o relatório
de governo societário inclui os elementos exigíveis à Entidade nos termos do artigo 245º-A do Código dos Valores
We
inform that
Entity
included incorreções
in an autonomous
chapter,
in its corporate
the o
Mobiliários,
não the
tendo
sido has
identificadas
materiais
na informação
divulgadagovernance
no mesmo, report,
cumprindo
information
Portuguese
disposto nas foreseen
alíneas c),in
d),article
f), h), 245.º-C,
i) e m) don.º2
n.º 1ofdothe
referido
artigo.Securities Code.
On
thea additional
matters
provided in article 10 of Regulation (UE) 537/2014
Sobre
demonstração
não financeira
Dando cumprimento
451.º, n.º
6,537/2014
do Código of
dasthe
Sociedades
a Entidade
Pursuant
to article 10aoofartigo
Regulation
(UE)
EuropeanComerciais,
Parliamentinformamos
and of the que
Council
of April 16 th,
incluiuinnoaddition
seu relatório
gestão
demonstração
não financeira
prevista
no artigo
66.º-B
do Código das
2014,
to thedekey
audita matters
mentioned
above, we
also report
on the
following:
Sociedades Comerciais.
We were appointed as auditors of Inapa – Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. in the shareholders’
Sobregeneral
o relatório
de remunerações
assembly
held on 15 April 2016 for a first mandate from 2016 to 2018, and in the shareholders’
general assembly held on 23 May 2019 we were appointed for a second mandate from 2019 to 2021.
Informamos que a Entidade incluiu em capítulo autónomo, no seu relatório sobre o governo das sociedades, as
Management
hasnoconfirmed
to us245.º-C
that they
notdos
aware
of any
fraud or suspicion of fraud having occurred
informações
previstas
n.º 2 do artigo
do are
Código
Valores
Mobiliários,
that has a material effect on the financial statements. In planning and executing our audit in accordance with
we maintained
professional
anddo
weRegulamento
designed audit
to respond to the risk of
SobreISAs,
os elementos
adicionais
previstosscepticism
no artigo 10.º
(UE)procedures
n.º 537/2014
material misstatements in the financial statements due to fraud. As a result of our work, we have not
Dandoidentified
cumprimento
ao artigomisstatement
10.º do Regulamento
(UE) n.º 537/2014
do due
Parlamento
Europeu e do Conselho, de
any material
on the financial
statements
to fraud.
16 de abril de 2014, e para além das matérias relevantes de auditoria acima indicadas, relatamos ainda o seguinte:
We confirm that the audit opinion issued is consistent with the additional report that we prepared and
delivered
to the
Entity’sdasupervisory
body as at 30
April 2020.e Gestão, S.A. na assembleia geral de
Fomos
eleitos
auditores
Inapa – Investimentos,
Participações

-

acionistas
realizada
15 de
de 2016
para
um primeiro
mandato
compreendido
entre
e 2018
e na
We declare
that weem
have
notabril
provided
any
prohibited
services
as described
in article
77,2016
number
8, of
the
assembleia
geral
de 23dos
de Revisores
maio de 2019
fomos
um segundo
mandato
compreendido
entre
2019 Bill)
Estatutos da
Ordem
Oficiais
deeleitos
Contaspara
statutes
(Portuguese
Institute
of Statutory
Auditors
eand
2021.
we have remained independent from the Entity in conducting the audit.

O órgão de gestão confirmou-nos que não tem conhecimento da ocorrência de qualquer fraude ou suspeita
Lisbon,
Aprilcom
2021
de 30
fraude
efeito material nas demonstrações financeiras. No planeamento e execução da nossa auditoria
de acordo com as ISA mantivemos o ceticismo profissional e concebemos procedimentos de auditoria para
responder à possibilidade de distorção material das demonstrações financeiras devido a fraude. Em resultado
do nosso trabalho não identificámos qualquer distorção material nas demonstrações financeiras devido a
______________________________________________
fraude.
Deloitte
& Associados, SROC S.A.
Represented
by Jorge
Batalha
Duarteque
Catulo,
ROC é consistente com o relatório adicional que
Confirmamos
que Carlos
a opinião
de auditoria
emitimos
preparámos e entregámos ao órgão de fiscalização da Entidade em 30 de abril de 2021.
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Report and Opinion
of the Audit Committee
Dear Shareholders,
In accordance with the provisions of subparagraph g) of
paragraph 1 of Article 423-F of the “Código das Sociedades
Comerciais” (the Portuguese Companies Code) and Article
22 of the Company’s bylaws, the Audit Committee of the
Board of Directors of INAPA – Investimentos, Participações
e Gestão, SA hereby presents its annual report on the
supervisory activities carried out during 2020 and its
opinion on the Management Report and on the individual
and consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year
ended on December 31st, 2020, as well as on the proposal
on earnings distribution presented by the Board of
Directors.

Annual report of activities
undertaken by the Audit
Committee
The governance model adopted by the Company includes
the Board of Directors, an Audit Committee and a Statutory
Auditor. All members observe the criteria of independence
and compatibility for the exercise of their duties, assessed
in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 5 of Article
414 and in paragraph 1 of Article 414-A and paragraph 3 of
Article 423-B, of the Portuguese Commercial Companies
Code, respectively (“Código das Sociedades Comerciais”).

1. Activity developed by the Audit Committee
regarding the 2020 fiscal year

In compliance with the powers legally and statutorily
assigned to the Audit Committee, as defined in its
regulation, the Audit Committee has developed several
activities and initiatives, of which the following are
highlighted.

1.1. M
 onitoring the Company’s activity, ensuring
compliance with the law and the Company’s
bylaws and supervision of the Company’s
management
The Audit Committee has regularly monitored the activity
and business evolution of the Company and its subsidiaries,
as well as its compliance with the applicable legal, statutory,
and regulatory framework. This was achieved through
participating in the Board of Directors meetings – following
the Company’s governance model; specific meetings,
contacts and other inquiries with the Executive Committee
or its members; systematic analysis of operational
information made available periodically, as well as through
contacts and meetings maintained with several operational
directors and with the Statutory Auditor and External
Auditor.
During the course of its activities, the Audit Committee
monitored the main topics detailed below with the
regularity and detail considered appropriate, having
requested and obtained the clarifications deemed relevant:
a) Decisions related to the Group's financing structure,
with a focus on its adequacy and economic and financial
sustainability;
b) The integration activities of Papyrus Deutschland;

During the 2020 fiscal year, the Audit Committee held
16 meetings with full attendance of all its members.
The meetings were attended, when appropriate and
on invitation by the Committee, by members of the
Executive Committee, the Statutory Auditor and External
Auditor, the Legal Director and the Heads of Accounting
& Consolidation, Risk & Internal Audit, IT and Finance &
Planning.

c) Monitoring the compliance with the 2020 annual budget
and the preparation of the annual budget for 2021;
d) Compliance with the guidelines of the strategic plan;
e) The progress of legal actions in which the Group is
involved;
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f) Compliance with tax obligations;
g) The implementation of the General Data Protection
Regulation;
h) The implementation of the new ERP (SAP) for the whole
Group;
i) The information control and security systems
– cybersecurity;

In collaboration with the Executive Committee, the Audit
Committee defined the annual plan of activities of the
Risk and Internal Audit Department, which ensures the
evaluation and monitoring of the main risks to which
the Group is subject, as well as the effectiveness of the
respective management and internal control systems
in the countries where the Group operates. It regularly
monitored the development of internal audit work and the
effectiveness of recommendations issued and implemented.
It also assessed compliance with the business plan, issuing
guidelines as deemed appropriate.

j) The Group's insurance policy;
k) The transactions with related parties;
l) The response plans to the Covid-19 pandemic in each
geography in which the Group operates.

Regarding the functional reporting of the Risk Management
and Internal Audit area, the Audit Committee also assessed
and approved the annual review of the Risk Management
& Internal Audit Charter and of the Risk Management &
Internal Audit Manual.

The Audit Committee issued a prior binding opinion on
the proposed revision of the Regulation on Company
Transactions with Related Parties. It also analysed the
functioning and compliance of the legal framework of
corporate governance, namely the internal functioning of
the management body and its Executive Committee.

1.3. Monitoring the compliance with accounting
policies and practices and monitoring the
process of preparing and disclosing financial
information

Also within the scope of monitoring corporate governance
issues, the Audit Committee analysed the Corporate
Governance Report for the year 2020, in particular its
adherence to legal requirements and the Portuguese
Corporate Governance Code (“Código do Governo
Societário”) and other recommendations published by the
Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute.

Regarding accounting policies, regularity of records and
accountability, the Audit Committee regularly monitored
the process of preparing periodic financial information
subject to disclosure under regulatory terms, either
semiannual or annual. For this purpose, its members held
regular meetings and other contacts deemed appropriate,
individually or collectively, either with the Executive
Committee or with the heads of the departments involved
or with the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor.

1.2. M
 onitoring and inspection of the effectiveness
of the internal control, risk management and
internal audit systems
During the 2020 fiscal year, the Audit Committee carried
out several monitoring, inspection and evaluation initiatives
in order to assess the functioning and adequacy of internal
control, risk management and internal audit systems, and
obtained regular reporting from the Head of the Risk
Management and Internal Audit Department.

Concerning judgments and estimates, given the nature and
relevance of the equity value represented by intangible
assets, namely goodwill and brands, these elements were
subject to a more detailed analysis.
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The Audit Committee therefore monitored the process of
preparing and supporting the impairment tests on goodwill
and brands. In particular, i) the analysis of the evolution of
the sales volume and gross margin, ii) the dynamics of the
paper market that are expected after the pandemic context
is overcome, iii) the evolution of synergies arising from the
acquisition of Papyrus Deutschland, iv) the update of the
pre-tax discount rate and v) the update of the growth rate
of cash flows in perpetuity from 0.75% to 0.00%. Together
with the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor, the
Audit Committee analyzed all relevant parameters for the
valuation model applied to impairment tests.
Additionally, the Audit Committee adopted the procedures
and requested the elements deemed appropriate to
confirm the suitability of the assumptions made by the
Board of Directors in determining the values in use and
recoverable value of assets, as well as the sensitivity
analyses to the relevant variables. It also developed the
additional assessments and reviews it considered necessary
and appropriate to support its opinion.

1.4. Annual assessment of the activities of the
Statutory Auditor and External Auditor
The Audit Committee monitored the audit work developed
by the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor in its several
phases, namely through the monitoring, discussion and
analysis:
a) The planning of activities;

h) The audit recommendations made and the
communications to be sent to the Audit Committee as
provided for in the regulations.
In the performance of its duties, the Audit Committee
assessed the competence and independence of the
Statutory Auditor and External Auditor. Within the scope
of the verification of the compliance with the independence
rules, the Audit Committee also monitored and assessed
the non-audit services provided by the external auditor,
having considered that the services provided do not
jeopardize the independence and do not condition the
opinion of the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor.

1.5. Irregularities Report
Regarding the best practices on corporate governance, and
within the principles that guide the Company’s business
activity, the Audit Committee monitored and tested the
whistleblowing mechanism in place in coordination with
INAPA’s Ethics Officer.
During 2020, it has not come to the attention of the Audit
Committee the occurrence of any case or situation, by
any form raised or reported by shareholders, company
employees or others.

Opinion regarding Reports
and Accounts

b) The conclusions about the internal control system;
c) The impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic and the existence
of matters subject to strengthening of audit procedures
and their impact on the conclusions of the work;
d) The conclusions of the audit work on the limited review
of the interim consolidated financial statements;
e) The preliminary and final conclusions of the audit work
on the individual and consolidated annual accounts;
f) The legal certification of the accounts;
g) The additional report addressed to the supervisory body;

The Audit Committee examined the Management Report
and the individual and consolidated financial statements
for the fiscal year ending on December 31st, 2020, which
includes the balance sheet, the income statement, the
statement of comprehensive income, the cash flow
statement and the statement of changes in shareholder’s
equity, as well as the Notes to the financial statements,
documents with which the Audit Committee is of favorable
opinion.
To the best of their knowledge, the individual and
consolidated financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), as adopted in the European Union.
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The Audit Committee examined the Statutory Audit
Report and Auditors’ Report regarding the individual and
consolidated financial information, issued by the company’s
Statutory Auditor and External Auditor.
The Company’s Statutory Auditor and External Auditor
Report, individual and consolidated, includes a limited
scope reserve associated with the assumptions made
to determine the value in use and recoverable value
of the Goodwill and brands related to the paper sector.
Based on the evaluation of the assumptions, additional
assessments and sensitivity analyses, the Audit Committee
is of the opinion that the assumptions adopted by
the Board of Directors in the impairment tests on goodwill
and brands should be accepted, thus disagreeing with
the qualified opinion with a limitation of scope expressed
by the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor.
Excluding the point previously mentioned concerning
the impairment tests on goodwill and brands, the Audit
Committee expresses its agreement with the opinion
issued by the Statutory Auditor and External Auditor
of the Company in its Statutory Audit Report and
Auditors’ Report on the individual and consolidated
financial statements.
Thus, the Audit Committee is of the opinion that
the Management Report and the individual and consolidated
financial statements for the 2020 fiscal year of Inapa
– Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A., as well as
the proposal for the earnings distribution contained in the
Management Report, are in accordance with accounting,
legal and statutory provisions, and therefore recommends
its approval at the General Meeting.

Declaration of conformance
In conformance with the provisions of paragraph 1,
subparagraph c) of Article 245 of “Código dos Valores
Mobiliários” (the Portuguese Securities Code), the members
of the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
of Inapa - Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A.,
hereby declare that to the best of their knowledge,
the information contained in the Management Report,
in the annual accounts, in the Statutory Audit Report and
Auditors’ Report (with the exception previously expressed)
and in all other documents for the rendering of individual

and consolidated accounts, required by law or regulations,
regarding December 31st, 2020, was prepared in
accordance with applicable accounting standards,
thereby giving a truthful and appropriate view of the
assets and liabilities, the financial situation and earnings
of the Company and the companies included within
the consolidated statements, and that the Management
Report faithfully represents the growth of the company’s
businesses, the performance and the standing of the
company and the companies included in the consolidation
statements, including a description of the main risks
and uncertainties affecting the companies.
In conformance with the provisions of paragraphs 5 and 6
of Article 420 of the “Código das Sociedades Comerciais”
(the Portuguese Companies Code), in order to fulfill the
provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 423-F of the same
code, the Audit Committee hereby declares that:
• The Corporate Governance Report for the fiscal year 2020
follows the “CMVM” (the Portuguese Securities Market
Commission) model approved by regulation number
4/2013, constitutes a specific chapter of the Management
Report, and includes the elements referred in Article
245‑A of the “CVM” (the Portuguese Securities Code);
• Agrees with the above mentioned Management Report
and annual accounts.
Lisbon, April 30th, 2021

The Audit Committee,

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros
Board Member and Chairman of the Audit Committee

Emília de Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão
Board Member and Member of the Audit Committee

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha
Board Member and Member of the Audit Committee
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04 Corporate Governance Report

Part I
Mandatory information
on Shareholder Structure,
Organisation and Corporate
Governance
Introduction
This Corporate Governance report was prepared in
accordance with the Regulation of CMVM (the Portuguese
Securities Market Commission) 4/2013 from July 12.
The report follows the structure of Annex I of the previously
mentioned CMVM (the Portuguese Securities Market
Commission) Regulation.

A. Ownership Structure
I. Capital Structure

1.

The capital structure (share capital, number of shares,
distribution of capital by shareholders, etc.), including
an indication of shares that are not admitted to trading,
different classes of shares, rights and duties of same
and the capital percentage that each class represents
(Article 245-A/1/a)).
The share capital, fully subscribed and paid up is
180,135,111.43 ¤, being represented by 526,225,508
of ordinary, nominative shares with no nominal value.
All shares are admitted to trading on the Euronext Stock
Exchange, with the code ISIN PTINA0AP0008, confer
the same right to participate in the Company's results
and benefit from the same voting weight: - 1 vote per share,
this without prejudice to the limitation on voting rights
contained in Article 13-A of the Articles of Association
which states that "Votes cast by a shareholder, in his own
name or as representative of another, exceeding one third
of the total votes corresponding to the share capital
will not be considered."

The Company has not established any mechanism that has
the effect of undermining the free transferability of shares,
free appraisal by the shareholders of the performance
of members of the governing body or cause mismatch
between the right to receive dividends or to subscribe for
new securities and the right to vote for each ordinary share.
On point 7 it is described the information about qualified
stakes.

2.

Restrictions on the transfer of shares, such as clauses on
consent for disposal, or limits on the ownership of shares
(Article 245-A/1/b)).
There are no restrictions to the free transfer of ownership
of the shares other than the ones arising from the
applicable law (namely the obligation to launch a public
tender offering when the shareholder ownership
exceeds 1/2 of the total voting rights).

3.

Number of own shares, the percentage of share capital
that it represents and corresponding percentage of
voting rights that corresponded to own shares (Article
245-A/1/a)).
The company does not hold any own share.

4.

Important agreements to which the company is a party
and that come into effect, amend or terminated in cases
such as a change in the control of the company after a
takeover bid, and the respective effects, except where
due to their nature, the disclosure thereof would be
seriously detrimental to the company; this exception does
not apply where the company is specifically required
to disclose said information pursuant to other legal
requirements (Article 245-A/1/j)).
The Company is not a party to any agreement that will
come into force, be amended or terminate in the event
of a mere change in the Company’s controlling shareholder.
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It is not included, on what was previously mentioned, any
dispositions medium / long term financing established
with the banking system, in obedience to certain clauses
typified amendment or termination of contracts provisions,
whenever a new shareholder structure may not offer the
same guarantees the solvency of the company.

5.

A system that is subject to the renewal or withdrawal
of countermeasures, particularly those that provide for
a restriction on the number of votes capable of being
held or exercised by only one shareholder individually
or together with other shareholders.
Pursuant to the provisions of the statutory amendment
of November 15, 2018, referred to in 1, the Board of
Directors shall submit, every five years, a proposal for
a resolution to the General Meeting to amend or maintain
the limiting provision of voting rights, without aggravated
quorum requirements for the quorum supplemented by law
and in which all votes cast shall be counted, without limiting
the voting rights.

6.

Shareholders’ agreements that the company is aware
of and that may result in restrictions on the transfer of
securities or voting rights (Article 245-A/1/g)).
The company is not aware of any agreements signed by its
shareholders.

II. Shareholdings and Bonds held

7.

Details of the natural or legal persons who, directly or
indirectly, are holders of qualifying holdings (Article
245-A/1/c) & /d) and Article 16) with details of the
percentage of capital and votes attributed and the source
and causes of the attribution.
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The shareholders with qualifying holding
on December 31, 2020 were:
QUALIFIED HOLDINGS
ORDINARY
SHARES

% ORDINARY
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

Parpública - Participações Públicas SGPS, S.A.

236,199,384

44.89%

33.33%

Millennium BCP (Art. 20 CVM)

142,543,884

27.09%

27.09%

- Banco Comercial Português, S.A.

93,513,669

17.77%

17.77%

- Fundo de Pensões do Grupo BCP

49,030,215

9.32%

9.32%

Nova Expressão SGPS, S.A.

36,900,000

7.01%

7.01%

Novo Banco

34,445,831

6.55%

6.55%

450,089,099

85.53%

73.98%

TOTAL QUALIFIED HOLDINGS

The shares from “Fundo de Pensões do Grupo BCP”
have been allocated to Banco Comercial Português, S.A.
in accordance with article 16 of CVM and the opinion
on generic allocation of voting rights to pension Funds
from CMVM on May 25, 2006, as stated in the statement
of Banco Comercial Português, SA, which was the object
of a notice issued by the company on February 25, 2008.

8.

A list of the number of shares and bonds held by
members of the management and supervisory boards.
[NOTE: the information should be provided so that Article
447/5 CCC is complied with]

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende

NUMBER OF
ORDINARY SHARES

NUMBER OF
PREFERRED SHARES

NUMBER OF
BONDS

0

0

0

Frederico João de Moser Lupi

0

0

0

João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís

0

0

0

Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro

0

0

0

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros

0

0

0

Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão

0

0

0

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha

0

0

0
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9.

Special powers of the Board of Directors, especially
as regards resolutions on the capital increase (Article
245-A/1/i)) with an indication as to the allocation date,
time period within which said powers may be carried out,
the upper ceiling for the capital increase, the amount
already issued pursuant to the allocation of powers and
mode of implementing the powers assigned.
The Board of Directors is not currently authorized
to increase the company’s capital under the provisions
of Article 456 of the Portuguese Companies Code.
Without prejudice to the foregoing, under the terms
and conditions approved by the resolution of the
General Meeting of November 15, 2018, on July 10, 2019,
15,000 convertible bonds were issued, with a maturity up
to July 2026, with a nominal value of 1,000 ¤ each, in the
global amount of 15,000,000 ¤, fully subscribed and
paid up by Papyrus GmbH as part of consideration of the
price for which Inapa acquired the companies Papyrus
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG and Papyrus Deutschland
Verwaltungs GmbH.
In order to accommodate the conversion of such
obligations, by the same General Meeting, a capital increase
from the current 180,135,111.43 ¤ to 195,135,111.43 ¤ was
approved.

10.

Information on any significant business relationships
between the holders of qualifying holdings and the
company.
No business or transactions, out of normal market
conditions, were entered into by the Company and owners
of qualifying holdings or entity relationships with the former,
as envisaged in Article 20 of the CVM (Securities Code).
The transactions with related entities are described
on note 33 of the consolidated financial statements.

B. Corporate Bodies
and Committees
I. General Meeting
a) C
 omposition of the Presiding Board of the
General Meeting (throughout the said year).

11.

Details and position of the members of the Presiding
Board of the General Meeting and respective term of
office (beginning and end).
At present, the Board of the General Meeting of
Shareholders is composed by the following members:
• Chairman – Nuno Galvão Teles
• Secretary – Ricardo Andrade Amaro
The current composition of the Board of the General
Meeting of Shareholders, for the period 2019-2021, was
established jointly with the election of the Governing Bodies
in the General Meeting of May 23, 2019.
Besides the support of the secretary, the Chairman of the
Board of the General Meeting also has the support of the
company’s secretary as well as its administrative services
that are deemed adequate and sufficient for the right
performance of his duties.

b) Exercising the right to vote

12.

Any restrictions on the right to vote, such as restrictions
on voting rights subject to holding a number or
percentage of shares, deadlines for exercising voting
rights, or systems whereby the financial rights attaching
to securities are separated from the holding of securities
(Article 245-A/1/f).
The Company’s Articles of Association does not stipulate
any minimum number of shares to exer-cise the voting
rights.
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Paragraph 1 of Article 23-C CVM (Securities Exchange
Commission) stipulates, as written in Decree-Law 49/2010
of May 19, that “Shareholders may participate and exercise
their voting rights at meetings of the General Meeting
provided they hold shares, at 0 hours (TMG) of the fifth
business day prior to the date of the meeting (registration
date), that entitle them, according to the law and the
Company’s Articles of Associations, to at least one vote”.
According to paragraph 5 of article 13 of the Company
Bylaws, for each share there is one vote.
Statutory regulations on the exercise of voting by post are
set out in paragraph 2 of Article 13 of the company’s bylaws,
which stipulate that:
“Shareholders may exercise their voting rights by post.
To do so, they should address a registered letter with
recorded delivery to the Chairman of the Board of the
General Meeting at least three working days prior to the
date of the session of the General Meeting in question.”
The ballot paper and the model of proxy are available
on the company’s website, and interested shareholders may
send such documentation via email in order to exercise their
right to vote.
The company’s bylaws do not contemplate any rules
relatively to systems to detach equity rights.
The company considers that it is in the best interest of its
shareholders not to implement a telematics voting system,
as there was no request or intention of participation on
a General Meeting from a shareholder or potential investors
to use such a systems, i) on the past General Meetings there
was a low number of participants and ii) the implementation
of a system allowing telematics voting in a safe way, would
represent a significant cost.

Without prejudice to the foregoing, during the validity
of Law 1-A/2020, of March 19, amended by Law
No. 4-A/2020, of April 6, Law No. 4-B/2020, of April
6, Law No. 14/2020, of May 9, Law No. 16/2020, of May
29, Law No. 28/2020, of July 28, Law No. 58-A /2020,
of September 30, Law No. 75-A/2020, of December 30,
Law No. 1-A/2021, of January 13 and Law No. 4-B/2021,
of February 1, which establishes exceptional and temporary
measures to respond to the epidemiological situation
caused by the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and the disease
COVID-19, the telematic participation in the general
meetings of the company will be governed by the
provisions of 1 of its Article 5, which provides that
“the participation by telematic means, namely video
or teleconference of members of collegiate bodies
of public or private entities in the respective meetings,
does not impede the regular functioning of the body,
namely with regard to quorum and deliberations, however,
it must be registered in the respective minutes the form
of participation”.

13.

Details of the maximum percentage of voting rights
that may be exercised by a single shareholder or by
shareholders that are in any relationship as set out in
Article 20/1.
At the General Meeting held on November 15, 2018, it
was reviewed the disposition of the company contract
that foresees the limitation of voting rights expressed by
one shareholder. This provision, currently, provides that
the votes cast by one shareholder, in his own name or in
representation of another, which exceed one third of the
total votes corresponding to the share capital, will not be
considered. The voting rights corresponding to shares
held by a shareholder with a common domain, being
proportionally limited, when it affects several shareholders.
It is established that the Board of Directors has to submit
every five years for resolution by the General Meeting, a
proposal to change or maintain this statutory provision,
without aggravated quorum requirements relative to
complementarily quorum established by law. On this
deliberation all votes are counted, not being applied the
limitation.
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14.

Details of shareholders' resolutions that, imposed by the
articles of association, may only be taken with a qualified
majority, in addition to those legally provided, and details
of said majority.
The Company’s Articles of Association do not impose any
qualified majority, in addition to those legally provided:

II. M
 anagement and Supervision (Board
of Directors, Executive Board and the General
and Supervisory Board)
a) C
 omposition (throughout the said year)

15.

Details of corporate governance model adopted.
• The General Meeting shall decide at first call about
changes in the Articles of Association, mergers, asset
split, dissolution and other issues that require a qualified
majority, whenever a number of shareholders or their
representatives, whose holdings represent at least
1/3 of share capital are in attendance; on a second call
the General Meeting can decide independently of the
represented share capital (Article 383, paragraphs 2 and 3
of the Companies Act);
• The resolutions mentioned on the previous paragraph
need to be approved by 2/3 of the votes, in first or second
call; in the case of second call, if at least half of the share
capital is represented, the resolutions can be approved
by simple majority.

According to the resolution of the General Meeting
of May 31, 2007, the company adopted as a model of
administration and supervision the contemplated in
paragraph b) of article 278 CSC, a Board of Directors,
comprising an audit committee, and statutory auditor.
At the Board of Directors meeting on May 29, 2019,
the Board of Directors' regulations and the creation
of an Executive Committee were approved, to which
the current management of the company was delegated.
The regulations of the Board of Directors were recently
revised, at a Board meeting on December 23, 2020,
in order to accommodate the revision of the Regulations
on Transactions of the Company with Related Parties,
approved at that same meeting.
Article 4 of the Board of Directors' regulations stipulates
that the Board shall meet ordinarily once a quarter.
The articles of association of the company, in article 21,
provide that the members of the Audit Committee
shall be appointed at a General Meeting, which shall
be composed of three members, one of whom shall serve
as chair. The chairman shall be responsible for convening
the respective meetings, and the audit committee shall
ordinarily meet at least every two months. In addition,
the Executive Committee makes available, when requested,
the supporting documentation of its deliberations and other
documents that it keeps on file.
The minutes of each meeting of the Board of Directors,
the Executive Committee and the Audit Committee
were drawn up and are available for consultation
by the Governing Bodies at the company's headquarters,
and the Chairman of each Body is available to provide
any clarification.
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The minutes of the meetings of the Executive Committee
are regularly shown to the Audit Committee, whose
minutes of the meetings are regularly presented to all
members of the Board of Directors.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Regulations of the
Board of Directors approved on May 29, 2019, whenever
the Chairman of the Board of Directors exercises executive
functions, the independent directors must designate
a leading independent director among themselves to, inter
alia, (i) act, whenever that necessary, as interlocutor with
the Chairman of the Board of Directors and with the other
directors, (ii) ensure that they have the set of conditions
and means necessary for the performance of their duties;
and (iii) coordinate them in the performance evaluation
by the management body.

In conformity with the provisions of paragraph 7
of Article 18 of its Bylaws, “if the Board of Directors
is composed of fewer members than the maximum set
forth in item 1 of this article and it deems it necessary
for the management of the company business to increase
the number of Directors, it may appoint two new members
prior to the next scheduled annual General Meeting.
Clearly, this must not result in more than the limit of twelve
members for the Board of Directors as stipulated in these
articles of association. The first annual General Meeting
to be held after such appointment will either confirm or
reject the advice of the Board of Directors with regard to
the number of Directors. If the instruction is confirmed, the
appointment of the new members will be ratified.”

In conformity with provision of paragraph 1 of Article 18
of the company’s bylaws, the Board of Directors should
be composed by 5 to 12 members, elected on the General
Meeting.

Paragraphs 8 and 9 of article 19 establish that “if a Director
fails to attend more than two meetings of the Board
of Directors in a calendar year without good reason
accepted by the latter, this will be considered definitive
absence of the Director in question” and “The Board
of Directors will elect replacements for any members
deemed definitively absent, dismissed under the terms
of the law, or who resign their post. Any replacements thus
made will remain in force until the end of the term to which
the members of the Board of Directors who made the
selection were elected, unless the selection is not ratified
by the first subsequent General Meeting. Replacements
must be submitted to the General Meeting for approval,
as stipulated by Article 393(4) of the Company Code.”

Paragraph 2 of the same article states that “the
shareholders who vote against a motion to elect the
Directors have the right to appoint one Director, as long
as this minority represents at least 10% of the share capital“.

Paragraph 5 of article 18 of the Bylaws states that
“The Board of Directors may delegate the day-to-day
management of the company to one or more Directors
or an Executive Committee”.

Paragraph 3 of the same article states that the Director
designated by the minority will automatically replace
the less voted person, or in case of equal votes, the person
on the last position of the same list.

The Company has not introduced any type of measure that
could imply a future payment or assumption of charges
by the company in the event of a change of control
or changes in the composition of the management
body that may be liable to impair the economic interest
in the transmission of shares and shareholders 'appreciation
of the managers' performance.

16.

Articles of association rules on the procedural
requirements governing the appointment and
replacement of members of the Board of Directors, the
Executive Board and the General and Supervisory Board,
where applicable. (Article 245-A/1/h)).
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17.

Composition of the Board of Directors, the Executive
Board and the General and Supervisory Board, where
applicable, with details of the articles of association’s
minimum and maximum number of members, duration
of term of office, number of effective members, date
when first appointed and end of the term of office
of each member.
According to the Bylaws, the Board of Directors
is composed by five to twelve members, elected
by the General Meeting, for periods of 3 years renewable,
being able to delegate the daily management of the
company to an Executive Committee.
In the use of this prerogative, the Board of Directors
decided on May 29 2019 to delegate the daily management
to an Executive Committee, being the composition of the
two entities the following:

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND FUNCTION

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
AND FUNCTION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT

END OF TERM
OF OFFICE

Chairman

Chairman

29.07.2015

31.12.2021

Frederico João de Moser Lupi

Member

Member

01.10.2015

31.12.2021

João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís

Member

07.05.2013

31.12.2021

Inês Patrícia Arêde Simões Louro

Member

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros

Member

Member*

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão

Member

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha

Member

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

* Lead independent director
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18.

Distinction to be drawn between executive and
non‑executive directors and, as regards non-executive
members, details of members that may be considered
independent, or, where applicable, details of independent
members of the General and Supervisory Board.
The independence criteria that served as a basis
to the evaluation of the function of the Directors were
the provisions set out in the Companies Act – Articles 414
and regulation 4/2013 of CMVM.

The Board of Directors elected for the 2019-2021 term as its
Chairman Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende, who
combines these functions with Chairman of the Executive
Committee.

NON-EXECUTIVE

INDEPENDENT

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes
Rezende

No

-

Frederico João de Moser Lupi

No

-

Yes

Yes

No

-

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros

Yes

Yes

Emília Noronha Galvão Franco
Frazão

Yes

Yes

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha

Yes

Yes

João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís
Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro

In assessing the independence criteria of non-executive
directors, the provisions of CVM Regulation No. 4/2013
(in particular, Article 18.1) and the Commercial Companies
Code (Article 414, paragraph 5, letter b)) were taken into
account. When applying the criteria deriving from the IPCG
code (2018), there were no discrepancies in the assessment
of the independence of managers.

It was elected for the functions of lead independent
director, the Chairman of the Audit Committee, Victor
Maurílio Silva Barros, with the mission of i) to act as an
interlocutor with the Chairman of the Board of Directors, ii)
to ensure that the necessary conditions and means exist,
for the performance of the functions of the independent
directors and iii) to coordinate the performance evaluation
of the management body.
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19.

Professional qualifications and other relevant curricular
information of each member of the Board of Directors,
the General and Supervisory Board and the Executive
Board, where applicable.

Diogo Francisco
Bastos Mendes
Rezende
Chairman

Academic qualifications
• Degree in Economics by Nova University of Lisbon
• MBA from INSEAD

Professional qualifications
• CEO of Ford Lusitana (from 2004 to 2014)
• Assistant professor of applied entrepreneurship
on the master program (from 2013 to 2015) and member
of the Consulting Board (from 2011 to 2015) of Nova
School of Business and Economics
• CEO of Chrysler Jeep in Portugal (from 1998 to 2003)
• Marketing professor at Economics School of Nova
University (from 1996 to 1998)
• Marketing and sales director of Ford Lusitana (from 1992
to 1998)
• Strategic Consultant at ESFI - Strategy and Finance
(from 1990 to 1992)
• Chairman of the Board of Directors / Management
of the subsidiary companies of Inapa Group:
- Inapa Portugal Distribuição de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa Deutschland Holding, GmbH
- Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa Belgium, S.A.
- Inapa Packaging, SAS
- Inapa Packaging, GmbH
- Inapa Merchants Holding, Ltd
- Europackaging – Investimentos, Participações
e Gestão, Lda.
- Inapa Packaging, Lda.
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
- Inapa Complott GmbH
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Frederico João
de Moser Lupi

Inês Patrícia
Arede Simões
Louro

Academic qualifications

Academic qualifications

• Degree in Economics by Nova University of Lisbon
• Three post-graduate executive programs from INSEAD
(Fontainebleau, France)

• Degree in Business Management by ISEG
• MBA by Lisbon MBA

Professional qualifications
Professional qualifications
• CFO of EIP group (in 2015)
• Director of real estate business in BCP (from 2011
to 2014)
• Commercial director of retail network in Millennium BCP
(from 2007 to 2010)
• Member of the Executive Committee of Millennium
Bank in Athens, responsible for Private Banking and
Bancassurance (from 2005 to 2006)
• Director coordinator of Millennium Bank in Athens
(from 2003 to 2004)
• Commercial director of Banco Pinto e Sotto Mayor
(2003)
• Bancassurance director (from 1996 to 2002),
being a member of the management of BCP group
(since 2002)
• Financial director and deputy administration in Lusalite
(from 1993 to 1995)
• Director / General Manager of the following subsidiary
companies of Inapa Group:
- Inapa Portugal – Distribuição de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa Shared Center, Lda.
- Inapa Belgium, S.A.
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
- Inapa Angola, S.A.

• Corporate Director of Strategic Planning and Control
at the Group ETE (2016-2019)
• Director of Strategic Planning and Pricing at Portugal
Telecom (2009-2015)
• Director of Strategic Planning and Control of Portugal
Telecom (2006-2009)
• Business Development Director of PT Comunicações
(2004-2005)
• Corporate Responsible for Planning and Control
of Portugal Telecom (2002-2003)
• Director of Planning and Management Control
at PTM.com (2001-2002)
• Director / General Manager of the following subsidiary
companies of Inapa Group:
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
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Victor Maurílio
Silva Barros

Emília de Noronha
Galvão Franco
Frazão

Academic qualifications

Academic qualifications

• PhD in Management with specialization in Finance
by ISEG - University of Lisbon
• Master in Finance by ISEG - University of Lisbon
• Postgraduate Diploma in Regional and International
Taxation
• BSc in Management by University of Madeira
• Certified Accountant
• CFA® charterholder by CFA Institute
• Advanced program for Non-Executive Directors
– Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute

• Degree in Business Management by Universidade
Católica
• Advanced Program for Non-Executive Directors
– Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute

Professional qualifications
• Member of the Fiscal Council of IDEFE / ISEG Executive
Education (since 2017)
• Assistant Professor of Finance at ISEG – University
of Lisbon (since 2016)
• Faculty Advisor of ISEG in the CFA Institute Research
Challenge (since 2015)
• Teaching Assistant at ISEG – University of Lisbon
(2013‑2016)
• Member of the Supervisory Board of IDEFE / ISEG
Executive Education (since 2017)
• Researcher at ADVANCE/CSG – Research in Social
Sciences and Management (since 2011)

Professional qualifications
• Member of the Association's Board of Directors – Fundo
de Assistência do Crédito Agrícola Mútuo (FACAM)
(since 2020)
• Member of the Fiscal Council of Monte d’Alva
– Alimentação, S.A. (since 2020)
• Member of the SGEHR Fiscal Council – Sociedade
Gestora e Exploradora de Hotéis e Resorts S.A.
(since 2019)
• Non-executive member of the Board of Directors
of FUNDIESTAMO - Sociedade Gestora de Organismos
de Investimento Coletivo, S.A. (since 2019)
• Coordinating Director at Novo Banco (2013-2017)
• Non-Executive Director at Espírito Santo Capital
– Sociedade de Capital de Risco (2013-2015)
• Executive Director at Espírito Santo Capital – Sociedade
de Capital de Risco (2000-2013)
• Executive Director at IAPMEI (1999-2000)
• Director at Banco Espírito Santo de Investimento, S.A.
(1991-1999)
• Professor to the Bachelor’s degree at Universidade
Católica (1988-1991 and 1994-1998)
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Patrícia Isabel
Sousa Caldinha

João Miguel
Pacheco de Sales
Luís

Academic qualifications

Academic qualifications

• Degree in Business Management by Universidade
Autónoma de Lisboa
• Chartered Accountant
• Certified Economist and Accountant

• PADE (Program for Top Corporate Managers) from
AESE (1999/2000)
• MBA in Nova University (1997)
• Chartered Accountant
• Degree in Business Economics and Administration by
Universidade Católica Portuguesa (1981)

Professional qualifications
• Member of the Board of Directors of the Order
of Statutory Auditors (since 2020)
• Presidente da Comissão de Inscrição da Ordem dos
Revisores Oficiais de Contas (desde 2020)
• Member of the Fiscal Council of EPAL – Empresa
Portuguesa das Águas Livres, S.A. (since 2018)
• Provides, privately, the activity of Chartered Accountant
and related services (since 2012)
• Director at Auto Jardim do Algarve – Automóveis
de Aluguer, SA (2005-2007)
• Director at Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais,
S.A. (1998-2005)
• Manager at Auto Jardim do Algarve – Automóveis
de Aluguer, Lda. (1997-2012)
• Manager at Auto Colibri – Reparações Auto, Lda.
(1997‑2012)
• Auditor at António Borges & Associados, Sociedade
de Revisores Oficiais de Contas (1995-2015)
• Consultant at António Borges & Associados
– Consultores Associados, S.A. (1995-2004)

Professional qualifications
• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Banco
Internacional de São Tomé Príncipe (since 2019)
• Chairman of Foundation FORSDI – Fundação
da Obra Social das Religiosas Dominicanas Irlandesas
(since 2015)
• Chairman of Supervisory Committee of Unicre
– Instituição Financeira de Crédito, S.A. (since 2013)
• Top manager of the retail network of Millennium BCP
(2008-2012)
• Commercial manager of the retail network (2003-2008)
• Top manager of the brokerage business
of BCPInvestimento (2001-2003)
• Top manager of Private Banking in the South region
of BCP (2000-2001)
• Top manager of “Internacional Private Banking”
(1998‑2000)
• Marketing manager of the Insurance company Seguros
Ocidental (1997-1998)
• Commercial manager of Nova Rede (1995-1997)
• General Manager of BCPI (Asset Management company
of BCP) (1991-1994)
• Department of Studies and Planning of BCP (1986-1991)
• Department of Planning and Control in Sorefame
(Metalworking Industry and Railways) (1986-1991)
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The lists proposed for the election of the Board of Directors
are accompanied by a curriculum vitae of the candidates,
in order to assess the suitability of the members for the
exercise of the mandate that includes the academic
qualifications and a description of the professional activity
throughout the career. This information is made available to
shareholders within the deadlines set forth in the law for the
elective General Meetings.
In the elections held on May 23, 2019, the gender balance
criteria of the Board of Directors and Audit Committee
were met, with each gender representing at least 1/3 in each
body.
To date, no specific criteria have been established relating
to the individual profile or attributes of the members of the
Board of Directors.

20.

Customary and meaningful family, professional or
business relationships of members of the Board of
Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and the
Executive Board, where applicable, with shareholders
that are assigned qualifying holdings that are greater than
2% of the voting rights.
There are no family, professional or business relationships
of members of the Board of Directors with shareholders
with a qualified stake greater than 2% of voting rights.

21.

Organisational charts or flowcharts concerning the
allocation of powers between the various corporate
boards, committees and/or departments within the
company, including information on delegating powers,
particularly as regards the delegation of the company's
daily management.
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GENERAL MEETING
REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

Chairman

Nuno Galvão Teles

NON-EXECUTIVE

EXECUTIVE

Pedro Vilas Boas

Victor Barros

Diogo Rezende

Tiago Estevinho

Emília Frazão

Frederico Lupi

Patrícia Caldinha

Inês Louro

Chairman

João Sales Luís

AUDIT
COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

CORPORATE
CENTER

Victor Barros
Chairman

Diogo Rezende
Chairman

David Pedroso*

Internal audit

Emília Frazão

Frederico Lupi

António Alvim

Legal

Patrícia Caldinha

Inês Louro

João Alvarinho

IT

Hugo Rua

Investor Relations

Carlos Alves

Consolidation

Sofia Picoto

Finance and Planning

Gilbert Trepmann

Graphic

Antoine Lequitte

Office

* Also reports to the Audit Committee

GERMANY

FRANCE

SPAIN

PORTUGAL

Thomas Schimanowski

Afonso Chaby

Gines Ramires

Gines Ramires

Frank Weithase

Marc Gautier

Pedro Huidobro

Miguel Moreira

Miguel Moreira

Luís Ferreira

Martin Tewes
Hugo Rua
Alexander Herbst

TURKEY

BELUX

ANGOLA

Achim Thörner

Suzi Matat

Chris Luyten

José Mendes Coelho

Jürgen Luzar
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In accordance with the resolution of May 29, 2019 of the
Board of Directors and the provisions of paragraphs 3
and 4 of Article 407 of the Companies Act, the following
powers have been delegated to the Executive Committee,
without prejudice to the Board of Directors, in conformance
with the provisions of paragraph 8 of the aforementioned
Act, of being entitled to pass resolutions on the matters
it delegated:

• Provide financial support to subsidiaries, according to
a structure and conditions more adequate to the best
interest of the Company;

• The day-to-day management of the Company;

• Purchasing, selling and pledging goods or assets
accounted for as fixed assets of the Company not
included in budgets approved by the Board of Directors
up to a value of 1.5% of the realized share capital per item;

• Monitoring and coordination of subordinate companies,
including the definition of management and control
guidelines;
• Setting out plans for the implementation of Company and
Group policies, objectives and strategy for approval by
the Board of Directors;
• Setting out general guidelines concerning the Company’s
internal organisation, including internal control and risk
management, for approval by the Board of Directors;
• Compiling operational budgets and medium and longterm investment and development plans for approval by
the Board of Directors;
• Approving contracts for the procurement of goods and
services by the Company up to a limit of 500,000.00 ¤
or less, per category of goods or services;
• Negotiating and contracting short-term bank finance
agreements to fund the Company or subsidiary
companies, under the terms and conditions that most
adequately suit the interests of the Group;
• Negotiating and celebrating agreements that change,
substitute or renew financing contracts, including
commercial paper programs, under the terms and
conditions most favourable to the interest of the
company;
• Negotiating bank finance agreements with a term longer
than a year and a day to fund the Company and its
subsidiary companies and the issuing of corporate bonds
and commercial paper programs, for which purpose
binding the Company under any such transactions shall
be made expressly conditional to a prior resolution of the
Board of Directors to the effect;

• Purchasing, selling and pledging goods or assets
accounted for as fixed assets of the Company in
accordance with budgets approved by the Board of
Directors;

• Purchasing, selling or pledging shares in other companies,
provided the transactions in question are included in the
budget or in approved action plans not exceeding 2.5% of
the realized share capital per item, above which limit prior
approval from the Board of Directors shall be required;
• Deliberate on the realization of investments, divestitures
and restructurings in and by the subordinate company.
• Renting or letting out any buildings or sectional title
properties;
• Representing the Company in court and out of court,
either as plaintiff or as defendant, as well as proposing
and filing any legal suits, admitting guilt, withdrawing or
settling out of court and committing to abide by arbitrage
proceedings;
• Entering into, amending and terminating employment
contracts and exercising powers of discipline over the
staff;
• Opening, transacting and closing bank accounts;
• Appointing duly mandated representatives of the
Company.
The Regulation of the Board of Directors approved
states that it is Inapa’s Board of Directors competence,
non‑delegable on the Executive Committees, to:
• Deliberate on the matters stated on paragraphs a) and
m) of Article 406 of the CSC (the Portuguese Companies
Code);
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• Deliberate, under the terms and limits established in
Article 503 of the CSC (the Portuguese Companies Code),
on binding instructions to Subordinated Companies;
• Deliberate on proposal from the Executive Committee,
on the budget and plan of the Company and the Group;
• Deliberate on acquisition or sale of majority or dominance
stakes, as well as those subject to a special process
of acquisition or sale under the terms of CVM (the
Portuguese Securities Code);
• Deliberate, on proposal from the Executive Committee,
on the setting of the company's strategic objectives in
terms of risk-taking and on the respective internal control
and management systems.
It should also be mentioned that all directors, including
those belonging to the Audit Committee, in addition
to assessing and approving the budget and strategic plan
for the three-year period, monitor its evolution on at least
a quarterly basis.
The strategic plan for 2019-2021, where the priorities,
policies and strategic objectives are set out, was discussed
and approved at a meeting of the Board of Directors on
December 12, 2019 in order to incorporate the very relevant
integration into the Group of the new German subsidiary
Papyrus Deutschland, which was only completed in July 2019,
and only after that date it was possible to access relevant data
for the establishment of the strategic plan. The supervisory
body also gives its opinion on the strategic guidelines and that
the risk policy is adapted to society’s objectives.
The Board of Directors and Audit Committee annually
assess the adequacy of the risk mitigation measures
present in the Company, jointly defining a work program
that monitors the maintenance of the adequacy of the
measures in progress and allows adjustments to be made
whenever justified.

• Ensure the fulfilling of the delegated limit and the
company’s strategy.
The Chairman of the Executive Committee sends regular
notices and minutes of the Executive Committee meetings
to the Chairman of the Audit Committee and they are
filed and available for consultation by the other members
of the governing bodies at the company’s headquarters.
The notices, decision support materials and minutes of the
Board of Directors are distributed to all company directors,
including those who are also part of the Audit Committee,
and they may also request additional clarification or access
to other documents.
In conformance with the provisions of applicable legislation
and with the aforementioned resolution of the Board of
Directors of May 29, 2019, the following powers have
specifically been granted to the Audit Committee:
• Supervising the administration of the Company;
• Ensuring due compliance with the law and the provisions
of the Bylaws;
• Verifying due compliance of the accounting books,
records and supporting documentation;
• Verifying, when and in the form deemed convenient, cash
balances and stocks of any type of goods or assets owned
by the Company or held in lieu of security or in trust or
under any other entitlement;
• Verifying the accuracy of the financial statements;
• Verifying whether the accounting policies and valuation
criteria adopted by the Company are conducive to
appropriately represent its assets and results;

It is important to note that in the aforementioned resolution
the Board of Directors of May 29, 2019, has granted to
the Chairman of the Executive Committee, according to
provisions stipulated in paragraph 6 of Article 407 CSC (the
Portuguese Companies Code), the following duties:

• Compiling, on an annual basis, an audit report on its audit
and supervisory action and issuing an opinion on the
annual report and accounts and proposals of the Board
of Directors, where it states its agreement or not on the
management report and financial statements and include
the declara-tion subscribed by its members, according
to Article 245, number 1, paragraph c) of CVM (the
Portuguese Securities Code);

• Ensure that all relevant information is provided to the
other members of the Board of Directors, regarding the
operations and resolutions of the Executive Committee;

• Convening a meeting of the General Meeting of
Shareholders, having a duty so to act, should its Chairman
fail to do so;
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• Auditing the efficacy of the risk management system,
the internal control system and the internal audit system;
• Being the recipient of reports on irregularities which
shareholders, employees of the Company or other parties
may submit;
• Auditing the process of preparation and disclosure
of financial statements;
• Validate if the Governance Report includes the elements
referred on Article 245-A of CVM (the Portuguese
Securities Code);
• Propose to the General Meeting of Shareholders the
appointment of a Chartered Accountant and Auditor,
approve annually the scope of its work and remuneration,
approve any additional services and oversee its
independence;
• Provide its previous opinion to any relevant business with
qualified shareholders or with entities with relationship
with them under the terms of Article 20 of CVM
(the Portuguese Securities Code);
• Notifying the Office of the Public Prosecutor
of any contraventions of the law constituting a public
crime of which it may have become aware;
• Contracting for the provision of expert services in order
to assist one or more of its members in the performance
of their duties.
In the performance of its duties the Audit Committee meets
with the external auditor and the chartered accountant –
the two functions are assigned to the same entity – and is
the first recipient of the reports.
Annually, the Audit Committee makes an assessment of
the work performed by the auditor. In case it considers
adequate the dismissal of the auditor, the Committee
proposes its substitution in the General Meeting.
In case it considers adequate its dismissal, it should propose
its substitution in the General Meeting.

The Audit Committee annually gives its opinion on the
report and accounts submitted by management, which lists
the strategic pillars and objectives of the current mandate.
The statutory auditor carries out work on the company
every six months. The audit work plan is reviewed jointly
with the Audit Committee. The continuation of the work,
including its completion, is monitored by the Audit
Committee, being this Committee the first recipient
of the reports.
In the scope of its work, the statutory auditor carried out:
• Identification and evaluation of risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements due to fraud
or error;
• An understanding of the internal control relevant
to the audit;
• An assessment of the adequacy of accounting policies;
• A conclusion about the appropriation of the use of the
continuity assumption and whether there is any material
uncertainty related to events or conditions that could
raise significant doubts about the ability to continue
the activities;
• An assessment of the overall presentation, structure
and content of the financial statements;
• A communication with those in charge of governance,
including the oversight body, scope, planned audit
schedule and significant audit findings including any
significant weaknesses in internal control identified during
the audit;
• A communication to the heads of governance, including
the supervisory body, on the most important matters
in auditing the financial statements for the year;
• A statement to the supervisory body on compliance with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence
and any relationships that may be perceived as threats
to independence.
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b) Functioning.

22.

Availability and place where rules on the functioning
of the Board of Directors, the General and Supervisory
Board and the Executive Board, where applicable,
may be viewed.
In the resolution of the Board of Directors of May 29,
2019, the regulations of the following corporate bodies
were approved: Board of Directors, Executive Committee
and Audit Committee, the first of which was reviewed on
December 23, 2020 in order to accommodate the revision
of the Regulation on Transactions with Related Parties that
was approved at that time.
The above mentioned regulations can be obtained in the
company headquarters (Rua Braamcamp 40 – 9.º D –
Lisbon, Portugal) or through the website www.inapa.com.

23.

The number of meetings held and the attendance report
for each member of the Board of Directors, the General
and Supervisory Board and the Executive Board, where
applicable.
From January 1 to December 31, 2020, the Board of
Directors had the following assiduity:
• Number of meetings: 9
• Attendance of each member:
-

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende: 100%
Frederico João de Moser Lupi 100%
João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís: 100%
Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro: 100%
Victor Maurílio Silva Barros: 100%
Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão: 100%
Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha: 100%

From January 1 to December 31, 2020, the Executive
Committee had the following assiduity:
• Number of meetings: 35
• Attendance of each member:
- Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende: 100%
- Frederico João de Moser Lupi 100%
- Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro: 100%

24.

Details of competent corporate boards undertaking the
performance appraisal of executive directors.
The performance assessment of executive directors is done
by the General Meeting, the Board of Directors and, within
its own competence, the Audit Committee.
For remuneration purposes the performance assessment
of the executive directors still lies to the Remuneration
Committee.
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25.

Predefined criteria for assessing executive directors'
performance.
The performance assessment of executive directors is based
on the following criteria that are stated in the remunerations
policy:
• Simplicity, clarity, transparency, and alignment with the
Company's culture, also taking into account the Group to
which it belongs;
• Competitiveness, taking into account market practices
and equity, and the remuneration practice is based on
uniform, consistent, fair and balanced criteria;
• Pursuing excellence in management, through a set of
leading business practices, which enable the Company to
achieve balance and sustainability; and
• Calculation of individual variable remuneration considering
the assessment of the respective performance, based on
criteria of a financial and non-financial nature, according
to the functions, the level of responsibility and the results
of the Company.

26.

The availability of each member of the Board of Directors,
the General and Supervisory Board and the Executive
Board, where applicable, and details of the positions held
at the same time in other companies within and outside
the group, and other relevant activities undertaken by
members of these boards throughout the financial year.
The 4 non-executive members are in part-time regime
relatively to the management of the company.
The functions that each member has inside and outside the
company are the following:

João Miguel Pacheco de Sales Luís
In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
In the Group:
• None
Outside the Group:
• President of Foundation FORSDI – Fundação da Obra
Social das Religiosas Dominicanas Irlandesas (since 2015)
• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Banco Internacional
de São Tomé Príncipe (since 2019)

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros
In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
• Chairman of the Audit Committee
In the Group:
• None
Outside the Group:
• Assistant professor of Finance of ISEG - Universidade
de Lisboa (since 2016)
• Member of the Fiscal Council of IDEFE / ISEG Executive
Education (since 2017)
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Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão

The 3 executive members work on a full time basis in the
management of the company and its subsidiaries.

In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
• Member of the Audit Committee

The functions that each member has inside and outsider the
company are the following:

In the Group:
• None

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende

Outside the Group:
• Member of the SGEHR Fiscal Council – Sociedade Gestora
e Exploradora de Hotéis e Resorts S.A. (since July 2019)
• Non-executive member of the Board of Directors
of FUNDIESTAMO - Sociedade Gestora de Organismos
de Investimento Coletivo, S.A. (since September 2019)
• Member of the Association's Board of Directors
– Fundo de Assistência do Crédito Agrícola Mútuo
(FACAM) (since January 2020)
• Member of the Fiscal Council of Monte d’Alva Alimentação, S.A. (since January 2020)

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha
In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
• Member of the Audit Committee
In the Group:
• None
Outside the Group:
• Provides, privately, the activity of Chartered Accountant
and related services (since 2012)
• Member of the Fiscal Council of EPAL – Empresa
Portuguesa das Águas Livres, S.A. (since 2018)

In the Company:
• Charmain of the Board of Directors (since May 4, 2018)
• Chairman of the Executive Committee
In the Group:
• Chairman / General Manager:
- Inapa Portugal Distribuição de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa Deutschland Holding, GmbH
- Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa Belgium, S.A.
- Inapa Packaging, SAS
- Inapa Merchants Holding, Ltd
- Europackaging – Investimentos, Participações
e Gestão, Lda.
- Inapa Packaging, Lda.
- Inapa Packaging, GmbH
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
- Inapa Complott GmbH
Outside the Group:
• Manager of:
- Bica Consult, Lda.
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Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro
In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
• Member of the Executive Committee
In the Group:
• Director / General Manager:
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa Deutschland, GmbH
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
Outside the Group:
• None

Frederico João de Moser Lupi
In the Company:
• Member of the Board of Directors
• Member of the Executive Committee

Given the small size of the company (bearing in mind the
provisions of Article 413/2 of the CSC (the Portuguese
Companies Code)), the limited number of members of the
Board of Directors – 7 -, the functions performed by its
Audit Committee, and the number of the Directors that
are part of the Executive Committee (3) and the Audit
Committee (3), only remaining one independent director,
the Board considered that the appointment of any of the
indicative special committees is not justifiable.
Also worse noted that a lead independent director has
been appointed to coordinate the performance evaluation
of the management body, acting as interlocutor with the
Chairman of the Board of Directors and ensuring that the
conditions and means necessary for the performance of the
functions of the independent directors exist.

28.

Composition of the Executive Board and/or details of the
Board Delegate/s, where applicable.
The Executive Committee has the following composition:

In the Group:
• Director / General Manager:
- Inapa Portugal – Distribuição de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa España Distribución de Papel, S.A.
- Inapa France, SAS
- Inapa Shared Center, Lda.
- Inapa Belgium, S.A.
- Korda Kagit Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Anonim S,irketi
- Inapa Angola, S.A.
Outside the Group:
• None

c) Committees within the Board of Directors or
Supervisory Board and Board Delegates.

27.

Details of the committees created within the Board of
Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and the
Executive Board, where applicable, and the place where
the rules on the functioning there-of is available.
The Board of Directors has created an Executive
Committee, in which it has delegated the daily management
of the company.

• Chairman: Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende;
• Member: Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro;
• Member: Frederico João de Moser Lupi.

29.

Description of the powers of each of the committees
established and a summary of activities undertaken in
exercising said powers.
The competences of the Audit and Executive Committees
are detailed on section 21.
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III. Supervision (Supervisory Board, the Audit
Committee or the General and Supervisory
Board)
a) Composition (*throughout the said year).

30.

Details of the Supervisory Body (Supervisory Board, the
Audit Committee or the General and Supervisory Board)
representing the model adopted.
The company has adopted the model in which the Audit
Committee is the Supervisory Body.

31.

Composition of the Supervisory Board, the Audit
Committee, the General and Supervisory Board or the
Financial Matters Committee, where applicable, with
details of the articles of association’s minimum and
maximum number of members, duration of term of office,
number of effective members, date of first appointment,
date of end of the term of office for each member
and reference to the section of the report where said
information is already included pursuant to paragraph 18.
Paragraph 4 of article 22 of the company’s bylaws states
“The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors will
comprise of three members who fulfil the applicable legal
requirements, one of whom will act as Chairperson, to
be appointed by the General Meeting from among the
members of the Board of Directors”.
The members of the Audit Committee have been elected
by the General meeting for a 3 years term.
The Audit Committee has the following Board of Director
members:

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros

FUNCTION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT

DATE OF END OF THE
TERM OF OFFICE

Chairman

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

Emília de Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão

Member

23.05.2019

31.12.2021

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha

Member

23.05.2019

31.12.2021
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32.

Details of the members of the Supervisory Board, the
Audit Committee, the General and Supervisory Board
and the Financial Matters Committee, where applicable,
which are considered to be independent pursuant to
Article 414/5 CSC and reference to the section of the
report where said information already appears pursuant
to paragraph 19.

35.

The number of meetings held and the attendance report
for each member of the Supervisory Board, the Audit
Committee, the General and Supervisory Board and
the Financial Matters Committee, where applicable,
and reference to the section of the report where said
information already appears pursuant to paragraph 25.
From January 1 until December 31, 2020:

All members of the Audit Committee comply with the
rules of independence in accordance with the definition
given pursuant to paragraph 5 of Article 414, with any
incompatibilities being assessed in accordance with
the definition provided for in Article 1 of Art. 414-A and
paragraph 3 of Art. 423-B of the Portuguese Companies
Code.

33.

Professional qualifications of each member of the
Supervisory Board, the Audit Committee, the General and
Supervisory Board and the Financial Matters Committee,
where applicable, and other important curricular
information, and reference to the section of the report
where said information already appears pursuant to
paragraph 21.
On section 19 of this report, the qualifications of the Audit
Committee are further described.

b) Functioning.

34.

Availability and place where the rules on the functioning
of the Supervisory Board, the Audit Committee, the
General and Supervisory Board and the Financial
Matters Committee, where applicable, may be viewed,
and reference to the section of the report where said
information already appears pursuant to paragraph 24.
The regulations of the Audit Committee are accessible
to the shareholders and anyone that is interested in
the company’s website – www.inapa.com - or on its
headquarters.

• Number of meetings: 16
• Attendance of each member:
- Victor Maurílio Silva Barros: 100%
- Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão: 100%
- Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha: 100%

36.

The availability of each member of the Supervisory
Board, the Audit Committee, the General and Supervisory
Board and the Financial Matters Committee, where
applicable, indicating the positions held simultaneously
in other companies inside and outside the group, and
other relevant activities undertaken by members of these
Boards throughout the financial year, and reference to
the section of the report where such information already
appears pursuant to paragraph 26.
The Audit Committee members are in part-time regime
relatively to the management of the company and do not
have any functions in the company or the Group, besides
the ones relative to their role as members of the Board of
Directors.
The function of the Audit Committee members outside the
company and the Group are the following:
• Victor Maurílio Silva Barros
- Assistant professor of Finance of ISEG - Universidade de
Lisboa (since 2016)
- Member of the Fiscal Council of IDEFE / ISEG Executive
Education (since 2017)
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• Emília Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão
- Member of the SGEHR Fiscal Council – Sociedade
Gestora e Exploradora de Hotéis e Resorts S.A.
(since July 2019)
- Non-executive member of the Board of Directors
of FUNDIESTAMO - Sociedade Gestora de Organismos
de Investimento Coletivo, S.A. (since September 2019)
- Member of the Association's Board of Directors - Fundo
de Assistência do Crédito Agrícola Mútuo (FACAM)
(since January 2020)
- Member of the Fiscal Council of Monte d’Alva Alimentação, S.A. (since January 2020)
• Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha
- Provides, privately, the activity of Chartered Accountant
and related services (since 2012)
- Member of the Fiscal Council of EPAL – Empresa
Portuguesa das Águas Livres, S.A. (since 2018)

c) Powers and duties.

37.

A description of the procedures and criteria applicable to
the supervisory body for the purposes of hiring additional
services from the external auditor.
It is the responsibility of the Audit Committee to
pre‑approve the provision of any service distinct to audit
to be provided by the external auditor.
The Audit Committee analyses the different audit services
and the proposals presented by the external auditor
or a member of its network, previously evaluated and
communicated by the Executive Committee, in order
to ensure that: (i) the contracting of additional services
does not jeopardize the independence of the external
auditor; (ii) the balance between the statutory audit
services and the additional audit services whose provision
is being analysed is ensured; and (iii) the additional
services under consideration are not prohibited under
the terms of paragraph 8 of Article 77 of Law No. 140/2015,
of 9 September, and the permitted provisions to be waived
by each member state in accordance with EU Regulation
No. 537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the
Council, of April 16.

38.

Other duties of the supervisory body and, where
appropriate, the Financial Matters Committee.
In addition to the powers assigned in Article 8 of the
Regulation, and described in section 21, the Audit
Committee is also responsible for:
a) Assess the independence of the ROC in audit work and
additional services;
b) Review of the transparency report, signed by the Auditor
and published on his website. This report includes
related matters on ethics, independence, monitoring and
declaration on the effectiveness of the functioning of the
internal quality control system;
c) Represent the Company, within the scope of its powers,
with the external auditor;
d) Receive communications from the external auditor about
deficiencies detected in the internal control system or
other irregularities;
e) Supervision of the Internal Audit and Risk Management
activity, with the following scope: (i) Annual activity
plan; (ii) Reception and periodic reporting of the activity
carried out; (iii) Evaluation of the results and conclusions
of the work; (iv) Issuing guidelines understood as
convenient;
f) Approval of the Risk Management and Internal Audit
Charter and Risk Management and Internal Audit Manual
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IV. Statutory Auditor

V. External Auditor

39.

42.

Details of the statutory auditor and the partner that
represents same.
The statutory auditor is the firm Deloitte & Associados,
SROC, S.A. represented by Jorge Carlos Duarte Batalha
Catulo Appointed Chartered Accountant, being Carlos
Luís Oliveira de Melo Loureiro the Substitute Chartered
Accountant.

40.

State the number of years that the statutory auditor
consecutively carries out duties with the company and/
or group.
The statutory auditor – Deloitte – is presently serving
his third mandate, after being appointed for these
duties on April 15, 2016, in substitution of the company
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Jorge Carlos Duarte Batalha Catulo represents the statutory
audit company Deloitte & Associados, SROC, S.A. since
April 15, 2016.

41.

Description of other services that the statutory auditor
provides to the company.
Deloitte & Associados, SROC, S.A. has provided consulting
services related with the General Data Protection
Regulation.

Details of the external auditor appointed in accordance
with Article 8 and the partner that represents same in
carrying out these duties, and the respective registration
number at the CMVM.
The external auditor is the firm Deloitte & Associados,
SROC, S.A represented by Jorge Carlos Duarte Batalha
Catulo and Carlos Luís Oliveira de Melo Loureiro as
substitute.
The external auditor has the CMVM registration number
20161389.

43.

State the number of years that the external auditor and
respective partner that represents same in carrying out
these duties consecutively carries out duties with the
company and/or group.
The external auditor is presently serving its first mandate,
after being appointed for the first time for these
duties on April 15, 2016, in substitution of the company
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
The partner in charge is serving since April 15, 2016.

44.

Rotation policy and schedule of the external auditor and
the respective partner that represents said auditor in
carrying out such duties.
The policies and schedule of rotation regarding the external
auditor and respective partner are those established
by the law.
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45.

Details of the Board responsible for assessing the external
auditor and the regular intervals when said assessment is
carried out.
In addition to the General Assembly, the Audit Committee
evaluates the performance of the external auditor. In this
context, this Committee is responsible for monitoring and
evaluating the services provided by the external auditor
(auditing and not related to auditing). To carry out this
monitoring, the Commission integrates meetings with the
external auditor in its agenda in order to: (i) monitor and
evaluate the work already done and in progress; (ii) learn
about the scope and planning of the audit; (iii) analyse
the audit work schedule; and (iv) analyse and assess the
conclusions of its audit reports. The Commission works
with the external auditor on a regular basis and ensuring
adequate working conditions for the performance of all
services provided, in order to monitor its independence
throughout the year. Likewise, the external auditor must
sign a declaration attesting his independence annually.
Within the scope of this interaction, it is the responsibility
of the external auditor to immediately inform the Audit
Committee about any irregularities relevant to the
performance of the supervisory body's functions as well as
any difficulties encountered in the performance of its duties.
In addition, and in accordance with current auditing
standards, the external auditor must, within the scope of its
powers, verify the application of the remuneration policies
and systems of the governing bodies, the effectiveness and
functioning of the internal control mechanisms and report
any deficiencies and irregularities to the Audit Committee.
The external auditor confirms its independence annually in
its Legal Certification of Accounts / Audit Report.

46.

Details of services, other than auditing, carried out by
the external auditor for the company and/or companies
in a control relationship and an indication of the internal
procedures for approving the recruitment of such services
and a statement on the reasons for said recruitment.
The contracting of services other than auditing, provided to
the Group in Portugal and abroad, is subject to a rigorous
analysis in order to prevent any conflicts of interest with the
External Auditor or a member of its network. These services
are also assessed for compliance with Law No. 140/2015,
of 9 September, and EU Regulation No. 537/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 April.
The Audit Committee approved at a meeting on November
4, 2015 the “Procedures for the selection of the ROC” and
respective annex “Terms of Reference for the selection
of the ROC for the 2016-2018 triennium”, subsequently
revised at a meeting on November 22 of the same year,
in which it established ex-ante and in abstract the criteria
and requirements for the selection of the ROC and external
auditor to be proposed to the General Meeting.
Such documents were prepared in the light of the
applicable legal and regulatory rules and in particular Law
140/2015, of February 7, which approved the Statute of the
Order of Statutory Auditors, of Law 148/2015, of September
9, which approved the Audit Supervision Legal Regime,
as well as the EU Regulation 537/2014, of the European
Parliament and of the Council, of 6 April.
It was on the basis of these Procedures and Terms of
Reference that he proposed to the General Assembly the
election of the current ROC and external auditor for the
2016-2018 three-year period, which was subsequently
renewed in the 2019-2021 three-year term.
In addition to the audit work, which includes statutory audit
services, the External Auditor's fees relate to the following
separate audit services: tax advice (preparation of VAT tax
returns in Germany).
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47.

C. Internal Organization

Details of the annual remuneration paid by the company
and/or legal entities in a control or group relationship to
the auditor and other natural or legal persons pertaining
to the same network and the percentage breakdown
relating to the following services (For the purposes of
this information, the network concept results from the
European Commission Recommendation No. C (2002)
1873 of 16 May):

COMPANY

2020

%

Statutory account review services

35,500¤

63%

Audit reliability services

21,000¤

37%

56,500¤

100%

2020

%

TOTAL

ENTITIES THAT ARE PART
OF THE GROUP

299,500¤

79%

Audit reliability services

Statutory account review services

-

-

Tax consulting services

77,470¤

21%

-

-

376,970¤

100%

Other non-statutory auditing services
TOTAL

I. Articles of Association

48.

The rules governing amendment to the articles
of association (Article 245-A/1/h)).
The company bylaws, with the exception of changing the
headquarters, in which the Board of Directors has a specific
delegation, can only be changed by resolution of the
General Meeting.
The General Meeting shall meet at first call whenever a
number of shareholders or their representatives, whose
holdings represent at least 1/3 of share capital are in
attendance; a second call shall be deemed valid regardless
of the number of shareholders in attendance or duly
represented and whichever the percentage of share capital
their holdings may represent (Article 383, paragraph 2 and
3 of the Bylaws).
General Meeting resolutions require a majority of 2/3 of the
issued votes in first and second call; in the case of second
call, if at least half of the share capital is represented, the
resolutions can be approved by simple majority.
Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 4, the limitation
of voting rights contemplated in paragraph 1 of Article
13-A also applies to resolutions to amend the Articles of
association.
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II. Reporting of Irregularities

49.

Reporting means and policy on the reporting of
irregularities in the company.
The Board of Directors has adopted internal regulations for
disclosure of irregular practices, containing the following
features:
1. The employees of Inapa Group (management and staff
of the parent company, Directors, and management
and staff of its affiliate companies) are bound to report
any irregular practices of which they may have become
aware being perpetrated in Inapa Group companies to
the following officials:
a) To the Chairman of the Executive Committee of
the Board of Directors of Inapa – Investimentos,
Participações e Gestão, S.A. should such irregular
practices involve the management and staff of the
parent company, Directors or the management of its
affiliate companies;
b) Without prejudice to what stated on the
following paragraph, to the Chairman of the Audit
Committee of the Board of Directors should such
irregular practices involve the Directors of Inapa –
Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, S.A. or of its
supervisory board and/or its staff;
c) To the Chairman of the Board of Directors should
such irregular practices involve a member of the
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of the
Company;
d) By email ethics@inapa.com when related with other
employees from affiliate companies.
2. In the situations referred in sub-paragraph a) of
paragraph 1 above, the Chairman of the Executive
Committee shall submit such allegations, with the
urgency deemed necessary, to the Chairman of the
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors.

3. Such allegations shall be submitted in writing, and their
author shall be entitled to demand from the recipient a
written statement to the effect that the information in
question shall be treated in the strictest confidence.
4. The reporting official shall be assured that, barring
allegations of a calumnious nature, any information
provided within the scope of these regulations shall
neither be raised as grounds for instituting proceedings
against him or her nor for any unfavourable treatment
towards him or her.
To be able to act in a swift manner, the company decided
that communications should be directed to the executive
members or the legal head of the Group. Notwithstanding
this communication being performed normally to the
CEO or the legal head of the Group, the Audit Committee
is informed of all communications that are performed,
analysing any irregularities and monitoring its resolutions.
All reported non-compliance situations are treated as
confidential and, if requested, anonymously.
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III. Internal Control and Risk Management

50.

52.

Other functional areas responsible for risk control.

50. Individuals, boards or committees responsible for
the internal audit and/or implementation of the internal
control systems.

In addition to the areas identified above should also be
noted as areas with responsibility for risk control, the
central IT and information systems department, internal
control and accounting department in each of the
companies and at the level of the shared services centre.

The Board of Directors approved the systems of internal
control and risk management of the company and the
group, on its own initiative or the Executive Committee of
the Board of Directors.

53.

An internal audit plan of the company and its subsidiaries
is also approved annually by the management and
supervisory bodies, whose execution and compliance is
regularly evaluated by the Audit Committee.
Within the scope of the action previously described to the
Audit Committee, the reports made under his direction
within the scope of his duties are regularly presented by the
person responsible for internal auditing.
The internal auditor of the Group is responsible for the
implementation and evaluation of internal control systems.
Planning and control services of the group are responsible
for monitoring the activity of each of the Group companies.
The assessment of the respective functioning and
adjustment to the needs of the company and the group are
regularly assessed by the Audit Committee and, within the
scope of the powers that are legally assigned to it, by the
External Auditor.
The review of procedures and reporting of information on
risk management will be timely subject to independent
validation by independent external entity.

51.

Details, even including organisational structure, of
hierarchical and/or functional dependency in relation to
other boards or committees of the company.
The organizational structure and hierarchical and functional
dependencies are described in section 21.

Details and description of the major economic, financial
and legal risks to which the company is exposed in
pursuing its business activity.
The Group's main activity is the distribution of paper,
and as such, it acts as a link between the upstream paper
producers and the downstream intermediate consumers
(namely companies and paper manufacturing industries,
such as printers, advertisers, media companies, and
newspaper and book publishers, among others), modern
distributors (large-scale suppliers and specialized retail
chains) and end consumers (companies in the office
segment and individuals).
Inapa is subject to the inherent risks of the economic sector
where it operates and especially to fluctuations in paper
price, short-term imbalances between demand and supply,
changes in consumption patterns and the performance of
the economy in general.
In this context, the most relevant risks to which Inapa is
exposed while conducting its business are associated
with its capacity to pass changes in the purchase price of
paper and in its operating costs on to customers through
selling prices, particularly costs related to logistics and
transportation.
Additionally, the paper distribution business is sensitive to
changes in the behavioural patterns of the demand, mainly
in segments such as advertising and media, and to changes
in the distribution structure.
The balance between supply and demand depends on a
variety of factors, among which we highlight the trends
in installed production capacity and the level of overall
economic activity.
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The Group’s capacity to reflect in products prices, or the
fees it charges for the services it provides, the increase
of paper price and/or fuel is not totally elastic. The direct
margins of products sold and the net contribution of
services rendered may be adversely impacted by such
adverse trends. The transport costs associated to our
delivery services may increase and consequently adversely
impact on the Group’s performance, financial situation, and
earnings.
Inapa counts with some means of mitigating this risk,
among which stand out its systems, which introduce
various levels of authority according to the margin
generated by the operation in the sales process.
The developments in the productive capacity of the
different geographical markets, trends in paper demand in
emerging economies such as China and India and its impact
on those markets’ suppliers, the impact of exchange rate
fluctuation on the competitiveness of the various markets,
and a number of regulatory issues that affect the world
paper trade are all factors which, either in combination or in
isolation, may directly or indirectly impact the performance
of the Company, its financial situation and its earnings
performance.
Furthermore, the paper distribution business has undergone
structural changes in recent years, as a result of mergers
among paper merchants, especially in Europe. Competitor
moves may directly or indirectly impact the Company’s
future strategic decisions and, therefore, its positioning
in each particular market and, consequently, affect its
economic and financial returns and asset allocation.
Inapa is present in 8 European countries and, since 2009
and 2013, in Angola and Turkey. Its external activity
accounts for about 97% of the total business volume. All
these circumstances, naturally exposes Inapa’s business
to risks that arise from the specific performance of each
economy in which it operates. On the other hand, it is also
a risk mitigation factor due to the unfavourable occurrence
of the same pattern of economic behavior in all markets
simultaneously.
However, the currency exposure is limited, although real, as
the value of sales in a currency euro (US dollar, kwanza and
Turkish lira) represents about 2% of total Group sales.

As in any company or economic group, Inapa's
performance depends on its ability to maintain its customer
database.
In addition to over 80,000 customers, the geographic
dispersion, offering a wide range of products, competitive
and high quality, along with an adequate level of service
pre- and post-sales, Inapa has been developing a customer
loyalty program that offers complementary services
and products to its core business, with the purpose of
becoming more and more a global service provider in the
paper market.
The impact on local economies of a downturn in the world
economy may make it difficult for customers of the Inapa
Group to meet their obligations towards the Group.
As a credit risk mitigation factor, Inapa contracted in 2011,
a credit insurance policy to cover for credit risk of its
operating subsidiaries with a major insurance company
in Europe. This insurance covers core countries of the
Group (Germany, France, Portugal, Spain and Turkey), thus
covering the majority of Group sales.
Regardless of the coverage contemplated above, Inapa
also manages credit risk by acting as follows: each Group
subsidiary has its credit collections committee composed
by the CEO, CFO and head of sales and purchases; credit
limits are defined and recorded in the information system
and inhibit new orders when limit is fully utilized; limits
of credit granting are subject to annual review and/or
whenever there is relevant information arising from the
recommendation of the internal and external monitoring
systems; approval of sales above the defined credit limits
are subject to Board approval of each company.
A slowdown in economic growth rates or a decrease in
consumer and producer confidence indexes may, in turn,
lead to a slowdown or fall in the paper demand, namely the
demand for writing and printing paper, thereby adversely
affecting its operations, sales, earnings, and the overall
financial standing of the Inapa Group.
The Group’s ability to successfully implement the
established strategy is a function of its ability to retain, and
if necessary to hire, the most competent and adequately
skilled staff to perform each duty.
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Despite its human resources policy being oriented to these
goals, it is not possible to guarantee that in the future there
are no restrictions in this area.
The company's demand and operational activity are subject
to the risks of pandemics. Operational risks are mitigated (i)
by the high geographical dispersion of its operations, both
at the Group level and at the level of each of the national
operations and its suppliers, (ii) by the contingency plans
adopted by each Group company that ensure that, with
the exception of the storage and transport areas, which
require the physical presence of workers, the others can be
assured, essentially, through teleworking.
The implementation of measures that influence the mobility
of people or goods by government entities could have a
significant impact in terms of treasury and general financing
of the activity.
Inapa gives to some employees of its subsidiaries Inapa
France SAS, Inapa Packaging SAS, Semaq SAS, Papyrus
Deutschland and Papier Union GmbH , supplement
plans of retirement and survivors' pensions, having duly
accounted for the inherent expenses and costs associated
with such benefits in accordance with the specifications of
International Accounting Standard 19 (IAS 19).
The balance reported in the consolidated accounts under
liabilities for pension benefits is based on predefined
assumptions on mortality rates, whereas the beneficiaries
of the pension fund schemes in question may live longer
than what such assumptions accounted for and, as such,
may draw benefits from the pension fund in excess of the
provisions for such benefits.
Therefore, liabilities for pension benefits may have an
adverse impact on cash flows. Regarding the consolidation
of accounts, Inapa has methods to mitigate internal and
external risks.
As in any other activity, Inapa may be a party in litigation
arising from the conduct of its business, including legal
proceedings which may have been ruled in favour of
the Group, fully or partially, or sentences that may be
subject to recourse or petition for their annulment by
the counterparties in conformance with applicable legal
procedure and until that time as such sentences have been
upheld in a court of final appeal.

Inapa has the support of local legal advisory teams
that assist the subsidiaries in each geography in the
pre‑litigation and litigation phases of disputes, being
monitored / coordinated by the legal department of
the Holding, whenever their relevance or specificity
recommends it.
Inapa Group’s operations require investments. It is Inapa’s
intention to partly fund those investments with cash
resources generated from operations. However, should its
operations fail to generate sufficient cash resources, Inapa
may be required to partly fund the envisaged investments
with funding raised from external sources, including bank
finance and/or funds raised from financial and capital
markets instruments.
In addition, Inapa Group is exposed to a number of other
risks, namely liquidity risk, interest rate risk, market risk on
the price of raw materials, operating, environment risk and
other risks.
Considering that Inapa does not hedge its exposure to
adverse changes in market interest rates, such changes
may, in turn, have an adverse impact on its performance,
financial situation, and earnings.
Nevertheless, and in order to manage such risks, the
Group’s Finance Department strives to manage the
impact of changing interest rates by monitoring market
developments on an ongoing basis and by being in a
position to contract financial instruments to mitigate the
impact of interest rate volatility.
In a context of sector consolidation, Inapa may be the
target of a public tender offer.
Despite the fact that the Group has been implementing
careful risk management methodologies to manage
every type of risk to which it is exposed, in the event of
exceptionally adverse scenarios materializing, the policies
and procedures employed by Inapa to identify, monitor,
manage, and mitigate such risks may prove not to be fully
effective.
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To operate in the business areas of paper, packaging and
visual communication, the Group needs working capital.
More adverse economic scenarios that would change the
commercial and financial policies of our partners, including
suppliers, clients and financial institutions can create
additional working capital needs that would pressure the
liquidity levels.
Inapa manages the Group’s liquidity risk by acting
as follows: striving to structure the Group’s financial
indebtedness to feature a large percentage of medium
and long-term debt, with a maturity that adequately
matches its ability to generate cash resources; resorting
to credit facilities it may draw on at any time (overdraft
credit facilities). Treasury management is done locally in
each Group company supervised by the Holding Company.
Cash flow forecast is regularly updated and monitored to
avoid potential deviations.
On Note 3 of the consolidated financial accounts there
is more detailed information about the management of
the different natures of financial risks (capital markets,
receivables, concentration of credit lines and liquidity risk).
On Notes 8 and 9 of the consolidated financial accounts
it can be analysed the goodwill and intangible assets with
their impairment and sensitivity tests.
In the course of conducting Inapa’s normal business, and
owing to its organizational structure, the Group is subject
to certain operational risks, including possible interruptions
in the services it renders or delays in providing such
services, omissions, errors.
These risks are monitored by the Company on an ongoing
basis by means of the administrative and information
systems it implemented for that purpose, having also
arranged for insurance policies to cover certain operational
risks.

The normal development of the business may be
temporarily affected by risks arising from the merger or
restructuring of subsidiaries.
Inapa Group’s operations are also dependent on IT
processing, which involves the storing and processing of
financial reporting records, monitoring and control records
from its logistics, warehousing and delivery services, and
internal accounting records.
Notwithstanding the ongoing assessment of the condition
of its information systems and the fact that our capacity
has proven to be reliable, it is not possible to absolutely
guarantee a full identification and timely redressing of every
single issue concerning the information technology systems
or the unqualified success of every single implementation of
a technological enhancement to such systems.
The company may also be exposed to risks related to
migration processes of core IT systems, which may have a
transitory effect on the activity.
The risk of IT fraud / cyber-attack is gaining international
importance, not being possible to mitigate completely this
risk, despite the measures and procedures in place.
In this scenario, there could be significant changes in Inapa’s
current strategy with implications for the several businesses
and markets where it operates.
Inapa Group may be adversely affected by amendments to
ruling legislation and to other tax legislation applicable in
Portugal, the European Union and the particular countries
where it operates.
The Group’s units are subject to risks that are inherent to
the conduct of any economic activity, such as accidents,
faults or natural catastrophes that may cause damages to
the Group’s assets or a temporary interruption of its trading
activities.
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54.

Description of the procedure for identification,
assessment, monitoring, control and risk management.
Risk identification and risk assessment is an ongoing
process taking part in the Board of Directors, Executive
Committee, Audit Committee and internal audit. Risks and
mechanisms that allow its identification and assessment are
described in the previous section.
The monitoring, control and risk management is carried out
continuously by the Executive Committee. During the year,
the Audit Committee and External Auditor also conduct
audits of the effectiveness of risk management, internal
control and reliability of the IT systems, also counting on
the regular report of the internal audit.

55.

Core details on the internal control and risk management
systems implemented in the company regarding the
procedure for reporting financial information (Article
245-A/1/m)).
The process of disclosure of financial information is
monitored by both the management and supervisory
bodies, as well as by business units and the corporate
centre. The accounting documents and other financial
information are prepared by the Consolidation and Planning
and Control Departments, based on the information
provided by the business units.
The Audit Committee, throughout the year, monitors
the implementation of the systematized formalization of
the relevant data and elements that make up Inapa's risk
management and internal control system, as well as the
implementation of common IT platforms to strengthen
control mechanisms.

IV. Investor Assistance

56.

Department responsible for investor assistance,
composition, functions, the information made available
by said department and contact details.
The Company has an Investor Relations Office headed
by the responsible for relations with the market.
Role of the Office:
• To provide all investors – corporate or particular – with
the most complete and accurate information, in the strict
respect for the applicable legislation, concerning the
corporate structure of the Company and the Group, on
the rights and duties of the shareholders in conformance
with the legislation and the Company’s Articles of
Association, on its financial and economic situation
according to the disclosed elements and the indication
of the probable calendar of the most relevant events of
corporate initiative.
• To provide investors, in due respect for applicable
legislation, with any additional or complementary
information and clarification they may ask for.
Type of information made available:
• Information published by the company with corporate
or economic-financial nature, of at least in the last three
years, in Portuguese and English.
• Any relevant fact that can influence the company activity,
in Portuguese and English.
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Assess means to the office:

V. Website

• By post:
- Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050 Lisbon
– Portugal
• By fax: +351 21 382 30 16
• By telephone: +351 21 382 30 07
• By e-mail: hugo.rua@inapa.com
• By website: www.inapa.com

59.

57.

Place where information on the firm, public company
status, headquarters and other details referred to
in Article 171 of the Commercial Companies Code is
available.

Market Liaison Officer.
The Company’s representative for market relations
is Mr. Hugo Duarte de Oliveira Rua.

58.

Data on the extent and deadline for replying to the
requests for information received throughout the year or
pending from preceding years.
The investor relations received a small number of
information requests, by email or phone, having answered
all the requests within one business day.

Adress(es).
The corporate website on the internet is: www.inapa.com.

60.

The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon - Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website www.inapa.com.

61.

Place where the articles of association and regulations
on the functioning of the boards and/or committees are
available.
The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon – Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website www.inapa.com.

62.

Place where information is available on the names of the
corporate boards' members, the Market Liaison Officer,
the Investor Assistance Office or comparable structure,
respective functions and contact details.
The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon - Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website www.inapa.com.
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63.

Place where the documents are available and relate to
financial accounts reporting, which should be accessible
for at least five years and the half-yearly calendar on
company events that is published at the beginning of
every six months, including, inter alia, general meetings,
disclosure of annual, half-yearly and where applicable,
quarterly financial statements.
The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon - Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website (www.inapa.com) and the CMVM
website (www.cmvm.pt).

64.

Place where the notice convening the general meeting
and all the preparatory and subsequent information
related thereto is disclosed.
The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon - Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website (www.inapa.com) and the CMVM
website (www.cmvm.pt).

65.

Place where the historical archive on the resolutions
passed at the company's General Meetings, share capital
and voting results relating to the preceding three years
are available.
The information can be obtained in the company
headquarters, Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 – 9.º D, 1250-050
Lisbon - Portugal. The information is also available in the
company’s website (www.inapa.com) and the CMVM
website (www.cmvm.pt).

D. Remuneration
I. Power to Establish

66.

Details of the powers for establishing the remuneration of
corporate boards, members of the executive committee
or chief executive and directors of the company.
The remuneration of the Governing Bodies is determined
by:
• The Remunerations Committee, and;
• The General Meeting.
The company considers its directors, according to
paragraph 3 of article 248.º B from CVM, exclusively the
members of the Board of Directors and Audit Committee.
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II. Remuneration Committee

Nuno Galvão Teles

67.

Academic qualifications
• Law Degree by University of Lisbon
• LL.M in International Commercial Law by University of
London
• Member of the Portuguese Bar Association

Composition of the remuneration committee, including
details of individuals or legal persons recruited to provide
services to said committee and a statement on the
independence of each member and advisor.
On the General Meeting of April 15, 2016 it was elected the
following remunerations committee:
• Chairman: Nuno Galvão Teles;
• Member: Pedro Manuel Macedo Vilas Boas;
• Member: Tiago Manuel Rodrigues Estevinho.
All members of the Remunerations Committee are
independent relatively to the members of the Board of
Directors.
The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee was present
at the General Meeting of May 22, 2020, where the proposal
on the remuneration policy was appraised and voted on.

68.

Knowledge and experience in remuneration policy issues
by members of the Remuneration Committee.
The elected members or entities of the Remunerations
Committee have experience in the remunerations policy, as
it can be verified by the curricula which was presented in
the General Meeting, here transcript:

Professional qualifications
• Partner of the firm Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares
da Silva & Associados, Sociedade de Advogados and
responsable for the Commercial, Societary and Capital
markets areas
• Lawyer in Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva &
Associados, Sociedade de Advogados (since 1987)

Pedro Manuel Macedo Vilas Boas
Academic qualifications
• Management and Administration Degree from the School
of Economics and Business Sciences of the Portuguese
Catholic University
• “PDO - Programa para Diretores Operacionais” (Program
for operational managers) from the Catholic Lisbon
School of Business and Economics
• “PADE – Programa de Alta Direção de Empresas”
(Program for top management) from AESE – Business
School
Professional qualifications
• Central manager of BCP (Millennium BCP), responsible for
the department of Specialized Monitoring
• Coordinator of the area of special projects in Millennium
BCP
• Responsible for a department of Corporate Finance and
for the Department of Relationship in Investment Banking

Tiago Manuel Rodrigues Estevinho
Academic qualifications
• Degree in Economics by New Business School
• Post-graduation in Finance by New Business School
• Master in Finance
Professional qualifications
• Economist at Parpública, Participações Públicas (SGPS),
S.A.: technical advice and monitoring of companies
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III. Remuneration Structure

69.

Description of the remuneration policy of the Board of
Directors and Supervisory Boards as set out in Article 2 of
Law No. 28/2009 of 19 June.
The remuneration policy has been the object of a separate
assessment by the General Meeting of May 22, 2020.
In such General Meeting, the following description on
remuneration policy has been approved:

I. Introduction
Under the terms of paragraph 1 Article 2 of Law 28/2009
of June 19, the Remuneration Committee of Inapa –
Investimentos, Participações e Gestão, SA (“Inapa” or
“Company”) must submit annually the approval to the
General Meeting of a declaration about the remuneration
policy of its Governing Bodies.
Additionally, Recommendation V.2 of the Corporate
Governance Code, approved by the Portuguese Institute
of Corporate Governance in 2018, recommends that the
mentioned statement includes a set of additional elements
to be submitted to the General Meeting.
It should be noted that this declaration, in addition to
being mandatory, aims to constitute itself as an effective
instrument of good Corporate Governance, in order to
provide information to shareholders, protect their interests
and provide greater transparency in the remuneration
policies of Governing Bodies.
On this statement current remuneration policies have
been examined and made suggestions to ensure that
remuneration policies are appropriate and reflect the risk
profile and long-term objectives of the Company, taking
into account market practices and assuming that practice
should be based on uniform, consistent, fair and balanced
criteria.

On the market where Inapa is present, one of the main
critical success factors is the ability to attract, motivate and
retain the best existing professionals.
Current declaration has been prepared by the
Remuneration Committee of Inapa elected on the General
Meeting of May 23, 2019, being composed by three
members, independent from the Board of Directors and
Audit Committee and with knowledge and experience in
remuneration policies.
In order to comply with the applicable legislation and
regulations, the Remuneration Committee submits to the
annual General Meeting, to be convened on May 22, 2020,
the declaration of the remuneration policies applicable to
Inapa Governing Bodies.

II. R
 emuneration policy to the Governing Bodies
In order to determine the remuneration to be attributed
to the members of the Governing Bodies, which shall be
disclosed in the Corporate Governance Report, Inapa shall
be governed by the following criteria:
• Simplicity, clarity, transparency and alignment with the
Company's culture, also taking into account the Group in
which it operates;
• Competitiveness, taking into account market practices
and fairness and the remuneration practice is based on
uniform, consistent, fair and balanced criteria;
• Pursuing excellence in management through a set of
benchmark business practices that enable the Company
to achieve balance and sustainability; and
• Determination of the individual variable remuneration
considering the respective performance evaluation, based
on financial and non-financial criteria, according to the
functions and level of responsibility, as well as the results
of the Company.

III. R
 emuneration policy to non-executive directors,
including Audit Committee members
The remuneration of the non-executive members of the
Governing Bodies had exclusively a fixed component, paid
12 times a year.
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Similarly, the additional fixed remuneration also takes into
consideration the function on the Audit Committee and the
functions of the Chairman of the Committee.
Specifically, the remuneration of non-executive directors
was determined for the 2019/2021 mandate. In 2019,
the fixed remuneration paid to non-executive directors
corresponds to the amount indicated in the company’s 2018
governance report

IV. Remuneration policy for executive directors in
effect and allocation of variable remuneration
component to the executive members of the
Board of Directors for 2019
With the change in the remuneration policy, as a result
of the approval of the proposal of this Remuneration
Committee submitted to the approval of Inapa shareholders
at the general meeting of April 28, 2017, the remuneration
of the executive members of the Board of Directors is now
composed of a fixed component and a variable component,
as set out in section V below.
The application of the variable remuneration allocation
rules, outlined in section V below, results that the executive
members of the Board of Directors will be entitled to
receive the variable component of the annual remuneration
related to their performance in 2019.
It should be noted, in this regard, that the Remuneration
Committee has been making efforts to approve a new
remuneration regulation for the Company's governing
bodies for the 2019-2021 mandate, and the updating of the
quantitative objectives to be introduced in the even for
the purposes of calculating the variable remuneration of
the members of the Executive Committee of the Board of
Directors.
The work carried out by the Remuneration Committee in
this regard, however, has been hampered by the measures
of social distance and prophylactic isolation adopted by
the General Directorate of Health and the Portuguese
Government following the declaration of the SARS Cov‑2
virus and the COVID-19 disease as a pandemic by the World
Health Organization, and it has not been possible for the
Remuneration Committee (for reasons to which it is alien),
to date, to complete the approval of the remuneration
regulation of the governing bodies applicable to the
2019‑2021 mandate.

To this extent, the Remuneration Committee decided
to keep the regulations governing the remuneration
of the governing bodies applicable to the former term
of 2016‑2018 in force, on a transitional basis.
Thus, under the terms of the remuneration regulations for
INAPA's governing bodies currently in force, the annual
variable remuneration of the members of the Executive
Committee is not allowed to exceed in each year the
amount equivalent to 10% of the net income for the year.
INAPA's net income for the year ended December 31, 2019
(calculated according to the income statement of INAPA
for the same period, which was subject to legal certification
of accounts by the company's statutory auditor) amounted
to approximately 4,143,000.00 ¤ negative, thus variable
remuneration cannot be granted.
To this extent, and to speed and minimization of costs
associated with its activity, the Remuneration Committee
waived the formal procedure for evaluating the
performance of the members of the Executive Committee
of the Board of Directors, whose sole purpose is
to calculate and propose to shareholders the attribution
of variable remuneration.
Therefore, the Remuneration Committee proposes to the
shareholders that no variable remuneration is attributed
to the members of the Executive Committee of the Board
of Directors of Inapa regarding their performance in 2019.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Remuneration
Committee wishes to highlight the good performance
of the executive members of the Board of Directors
in pursuing Inapa's strategic and financial objectives,
regarding the work that has been done in the course
of the year.
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V. Fixed and variable components of attribution
of variable remuneration to the executive
members of the Board of Directors

3. The concrete achievement of the mentioned quantitative
objectives must be previously validated and certified by
an independent external entity at an earlier time.

Fixed component

4. The annual variable remuneration of each executive
director is attributed in cash, after approval of accounts
for the year to which he refers, in compliance with the
minimum limits and legal conditions, and is paid as
follows: (a) 50% of the remuneration variable is paid in
the month following the date of the meeting of Inapa's
annual shareholders' meeting, (b) the remaining 50% of
the deferred variable remuneration being paid during
each of the 3 years following the date of payment of the
amount referred to in (a) (1/3 per year).

The value of the fixed component was set on the term
2019/2020. On 2019 the paid fixed remuneration to
executive directors corresponds to the amount presented
on the 2018 Governance Report, paid 14 times a year.

Variable component
The attribution of variable remuneration is based on the
achievement of quantitative and qualitative objectives,
which are associated with objective, simple, transparent
and quantifiable (quantitative objectives) performance
indicators, as outlined below:
1. The variable remuneration shall be paid in cash, taking
into account the following reference values (Target) and
ceilings:
i)

ii)

Target variable remuneration - 20% of the
respective fixed remuneration of the respective
executive member of the Board of Directors;
Maximum amount of attributable remuneration 30% of the respective fixed remuneration of the
respective executive member of the Board of
Directors.

2. Specifically, the allocation and calculation of the
variable remuneration is based on the results of the
performance evaluation of the executive members of
the Board of Directors, carried out with reference to the
whole calendar year concerned, and is determined by
considering the following components:
i)

Quantitative component - includes the evaluation of
Inapa's performance through quantitative indicators,
with a global weight of 80%;

ii)

Qualitative component - covers the weighted
average of the competency assessment of the
executive member of Inapa's Board of Directors with
a global weight of 20%.

5. The variable remuneration is subject, in whole or in
part, to mechanisms of (a) reduction of the variable
remuneration prior to its attribution (malus) and
(b) reversal by way of retention of part or all of the
remuneration a variable attributed whose payment of
any of its installments has not yet been performed (claw
back), the latter being a supplementary mechanism if
the reduction mechanism proves to be insufficient, in the
following situations:
i)

The executive member of Inapa's Board of Directors
in question participated directly and decisively
or was responsible for an action that resulted in
significant losses for Inapa;

ii)

Serious or fraudulent breach of Inapa's code of
conduct or internal rules by the executive member
of the Board of Directors with a significant negative
impact on Inapa, or situations justifying just cause of
dismissal of the executive member of the Board of
Directors; and/or

iii) False statements and/or material errors or omissions
in Inapa's financial statements for which the
objective conduct of the executive member of the
Board of Directors has contributed decisively.
6. In the event of termination of duties of the executive
member of the Board of Directors, for any reason (other
than dismissal for good cause or due to the verification
of another situation giving rise to the application of
the malus or claw back mechanisms), after the end of
the variable remuneration period, but before the full
payment of the respective variable remuneration, the full
variable remuneration will be paid.
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7. The payment of the variable remuneration
corresponding to the fiscal year in which the executive
member of the Board of Directors ceases functions shall
not be due, except in cases of termination by mutual
agreement, retirement, death, invalidity or in any other
case of early termination of the mandate, for reasons
not attributable to the executive member of the Board
of Directors (in particular, changes in the control of the
Company, among others, following a takeover bid or
other fact unrelated to the executive member of the
Board of Directors), in which case variable remuneration
will be due pro rata temporis.
8. In the event of the termination of the duties of the
executive members of the Board of Directors, before
the end of the term of office due to dismissal for just
cause or due to the verification of another situation
giving rise to the application of the malus or claw back
mechanisms, the last will lose the right to receive all the
variable remuneration paid but not paid.
9. The variable remuneration of the executive members of
the Board of Directors shall not exceed 10% in each year
of the net results of the INAPA year.

Benefits

VII. A
 lignment of interest of members of the Board
of Directors with Inapa
a. Non-executive directors, including Remuneration
Committee members
Although the remuneration practices take into account
the financial condition of Inapa and its holding, no
form of variable remuneration is foreseen for the nonexecutive members of the administrative body or for the
members of the supervisory body.
In this way, non-executive directors do not have any
component of their remuneration dependent on the
fulfilment of objectives in order to safeguard their
independence.
The remuneration of the non-executive directors was
based on the actual performance and the balance in the
appraisal.
b. Executive directors
With the change in the remuneration policy approved
by the General Meeting of INAPA on April 28, 2017, the
remuneration of the executive members of the Board
of Directors:

The following benefits are assigned to Executive Directors:
a) Life insurance, whose value is measured according to the
amount of basic compensation of each of the executive
directors;
b) Automobile, including the maintenance and insurance,
whose total value varies among executive directors
according to the responsibilities assumed;
c) Fuel fleet card; and
d) Mobile phone.

VI. Remuneration policy of the Statutory Auditor
The Statutory Auditor of the Company is remunerated in
the terms and conditions agreed in the service agreement
entered into between it and Inapa, in accordance with
market practices and the legal and recommendation
framework.

a) Is now aligned with the market and with the functions
effectively performed, stimulating the performance of
the executive members of the Board of Directors, in
individual and group terms;
b) Allows to reward the results achieved by the
executive members of the Board of Directors;
c) Help in attracting and retaining qualified staff to
INAPA.
It should also be noted that, in order to align the
interests of the members of the management body
with INAPA's interests, the executive members of the
Board of Directors should not conclude contracts or
other instruments, either with INAPA or with third
parties, mitigate the risk inherent in the variability of their
remunerations.
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VIII. Amounts in any capacity paid by other
companies regarding domain or group or
which are subject to a common domain
No amounts were paid to the members of the Board
of Directors by other companies in a dominant or group
relationship or which are subject to a common domain.

IX. Stock plans or stock options
The Company has no stock plans or stock options of Inapa
titles to its Governing Bodies or employees.

X. Information regarding the enforceability or
unenforceability of payments related to dismissal
and dismissal of directors
There are no contractual limitations in place for any
compensation to be paid to managers for dismissal without
just cause.
The Remuneration Policy does not establish any
express mechanisms to demand any compensation or
compensation beyond that legally due.
Inapa has no agreements in place with members of its
Board and/or top managers that provide for compensation
in the event of dismissal, unjustified dismissal or termination
of the employment relationship following a change of
control of the Company.

XI. Information on the maximum potential amount,
on an individual basis, and the maximum
potential amount, in aggregate terms, payable
to the members of the Governing Bodies and
identification of the circumstances in which
those maximum amounts may be due
The maximum potential amount, in individual terms and the
maximum potential amount, in aggregate terms, payable
to the members of the Executive Board of the Board of
Directors is as follows:
a) Chairman of the Executive Committee: 455,000.00 ¤
b) Members of the Executive Committee: 336,700.00 ¤
c) Total: 1,128,400.00 ¤

As mentioned above, Inapa's net income will not allow,
under the terms of the remuneration regulations for the
members of Inapa's governing bodies, the attribution to the
members of the company's Executive Committee of any
amount as variable remuneration."
The remuneration committee considered that for the
exercise of its functions, namely taking into account that
the conditions were not met for a variable remuneration to
be exercised during the year, it was not necessary to resort
to contracting consultancy services.

70.

Information on how remuneration is structured so as to
enable the aligning of the interests of the members of the
board of directors with the company's long-term interests
and how it is based on the performance assessment and
how it discourages excessive risk taking.
The remuneration of the non-executive members of
the Board of Directors did not include any variable
remuneration.
Executive members can have a variable remuneration
based on the degree of achievement of quantitative and
qualitative objectives that are associated with performance
indicators:
1. The variable remuneration is paid in cash, taking into
account the following reference values (Target) and
maximum limits:
i) Variable remuneration target - 20% of the respective
fixed remuneration of the executive member of the
Board of Directors;
ii) Maximum value of attributable remuneration - 30%
of the respective fixed remuneration of the executive
member of the Board of Directors.
2. Specifically, the attribution and calculation of the
amount of variable remuneration is based on the results
of the performance evaluation of the executive members
of the Board of Directors, carried out with reference
to the entire calendar year in question, and is determined
considering the following components:
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i) Quantitative component – includes the evaluation of
Inapa's performance through quantitative indicators
(i) reduction of the weight of debt in the balance
sheet total; (ii) recurrent EBITDA annual growth; (iii)
annual savings in operating costs; (iv) annual billing
growth of the packaging and viscom segments;
and (v) maintenance of market share), with a global
weight of 80%;
ii) Qualitative component – covers the weighted
average of the competency assessment of the
executive member of Inapa's Board of Directors ((i)
leadership skills and contribution to the performance
of the executive members of the Board of Directors,
(ii) relation with stakeholders (iii) contribution to
Inapa's reputation, with an overall weight of 20% (on
a scale of 1 to 5).
The concrete achievement of the mentioned quantitative
objectives must be previously validated and certified by an
independent external entity at an earlier time.

II.

Serious or fraudulent breach of Inapa's code of conduct
or internal rules by the executive member of the Board
of Directors with a significant negative impact on Inapa,
or situations justifying just cause of dismissal of the
executive member of the Board of Directors; and/or

III.

False statements and/or material errors or omissions
in Inapa's financial statements for which the objective
conduct of the executive member of the Board of
Directors has contributed decisively.

The remuneration structure of the executive directors,
described on the previous point, stablishes a fix and
variable component, which should be aligned with market
practices.

71.

Reference, where applicable, to there being a variable
remuneration component and information on any impact
of the performance appraisal on this component.

The annual variable remuneration of each executive director
is attributed in cash, after approval of accounts for the
year to which he refers, in compliance with the minimum
limits and legal conditions, and is paid as follows: (a) 50%
of the remuneration variable is paid in the month following
the date of the meeting of Inapa's annual shareholders'
meeting, (b) the remaining 50% of the deferred variable
remuneration being paid during each of the 3 years
following the date of payment of the amount referred to in
(a) (1/3 per year).

It is expected that the remuneration of executive
directors will have a variable component dependent on
a performance assessment under the terms previously
addressed with a quantitative and qualitative component,
as described on the previous point.

The variable remuneration is subject, in whole or in part, to
mechanisms of (a) reduction of the variable remuneration
prior to its attribution (malus) and (b) reversal by way
of retention of part or all of the remuneration a variable
attributed whose payment of any of its installments has
not yet been performed (claw back), the latter being a
supplementary mechanism if the reduction mechanism
proves to be insufficient, in the following situations:

Half of the variable remuneration to executive directors
should be deferred into the three subsequent years
counting from the data of the payment in three equal
installments.

I.

The executive member of Inapa's Board of Directors
in question participated directly and decisively or was
responsible for an action that resulted in significant
losses for Inapa;

72.

The deferred payment of the remuneration’s variable
component and specify the relevant deferral period.
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73.

The criteria whereon the allocation of variable
remuneration on shares is based, and also on maintaining
company shares that the executive directors have had
access to, on the possible share contracts, including
hedging or risk transfer contracts, the corresponding limit
and its relation to the total annual remuneration value.
The remuneration of executive Directors does not establish
any component based in shares.
The shares that are hold by directors do not result of any
variable remuneration scheme.

74.

The criteria whereon the allocation of variable
remuneration on options is based and details of the
deferral period and the exercise price.
The remuneration of executive Directors does not establish
any component based in options.

75.

The key factors and grounds for any annual bonus scheme
and any additional non-financial benefits.
In order to determine the remuneration to be attributed
to the members of the Governing Bodies, which shall be
disclosed in the Corporate Governance Report, Inapa shall
be governed by the following criteria:

The Remuneration Committee considers that with the
change in the remuneration policy approved by the General
Meeting of INAPA on April 28, 2017, the remuneration of the
executive members of the Board of Directors:
a) Is now aligned with the market and with the functions
effectively performed, stimulating the performance of
the executive members of the Board of Directors, in
individual and group terms;
b) Allows to reward the results achieved by the executive
members of the Board of Directors;
c) Help in attracting and retaining qualified staff to INAPA.
It should also be noted that, in order to align the interests
of the members of the management body with INAPA's
interests, the executive members of the Board of Directors
should not conclude contracts or other instruments, either
with INAPA or with third parties, which could mitigate the
risk inherent in the variability of their remunerations.
No other benefits are defined, in addition to those provided
for in the remuneration policy:
a) Life insurance, whose value is measured according to the
amount of basic compensation of each of the executive
directors;
b) Automobile, including the maintenance and insurance,
whose total value varies among executive directors
according to the responsibilities assumed;
c) Fuel fleet card; and

• Simplicity, clarity, transparency and alignment with the
Company's culture, also taking into account the Group in
which it operates;
• Competitiveness, taking into account market practices
and fairness and the remuneration practice is based on
uniform, consistent, fair and balanced criteria;
• Pursuing excellence in management through a set of
benchmark business practices that enable the Company
to achieve balance and sustainability; and
• Determination of the individual variable remuneration
considering the respective performance evaluation, based
on financial and non-financial criteria, according to the
functions and level of responsibility, as well as the results
of the Company.

d) Mobile phone.

76.

Key characteristics of the supplementary pensions or
early retirement schemes for directors and state date
when said schemes were approved at the general
meeting, on an individual basis.
There are no supplementary pensions or early retirement
schemes for Board of Directors and Audit Committee
members.
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IV. Remuneration Disclosure

77.

Details on the amount relating to the annual remuneration
paid as a whole and individually to members of the
company’s board of directors, including fixed and
variable remuneration and as regards the latter, reference
to the different components that gave rise to same.
INAPA - IPG

SUBSIDIARIES

FIXED
REMUNERATION
PAID IN 2020

VARIABLE
REMUNERATION
IN 2020

Diogo Francisco Bastos Mendes Rezende

350,000.00 ¤

2,198.50*

Frederico João de Moser Lupi

259,000.00 ¤

1,525.75*

Inês Patrícia Arede Simões Louro

259,000.00 ¤

Victor Maurílio Silva Barros

FIXED
REMUNERATION
PAID IN 2020

VARIABLE
REMUNERATION
IN 2020

70,500.00 ¤

Emília de Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão

16,500.00 ¤

Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha

16,500.00 ¤

João Miguel Pacheco Sales Luís

10,500.00 ¤

* Variable remuneration paid in respect of the 2017 financial year.

The average annual remuneration of the Company’s
employees, in terms equivalent to the company’s full-time,
excluding members of the management and supervisory
bodies, during the last five financial years was 65,618 ¤.

78.

Any amounts paid, for any reason whatsoever, by other
companies in a control or group relationship, or are
subject to a common control.
No payments were done by other companies in a group
relationship or controlled by the group are in common
control.

79.

Remuneration paid in the form of profit sharing and/
or bonus payments and the reasons for said bonuses or
profit sharing being awarded.
The remuneration scheme approved at the General Meeting
contemplates, in its quantitative component, indicators that
influence the generation of results of the Group, but there
are no mechanisms for reimbursement of results.
It should be noted that the remuneration regulation of
INAPA’s corporate bodies (approved by the Remuneration
Committee) does not allow such variable remuneration to
exceed in each year the amount equivalent to 10% of net
income for INAPA’s year.
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80.

Compensation paid or owed to former executive directors
concerning contract termination during the financial year.
No compensation were paid to former executive directors
nor are due compensations for the cessation of their duties
during the last financial year.
The remuneration policy in what regards to variable
remunerations establishes:
• In the event of termination of duties of the executive
member of the Board of Directors, for any reason (other
than dismissal for good cause or due to the verification
of another situation giving rise to the application of the
malus or claw back mechanisms), after the end of the
variable remuneration period, but before the full payment
of the respective variable remuneration, the full variable
remuneration will be paid.

The variable remuneration is subject, in whole or in part, to
mechanisms of (a) reduction of the variable remuneration
prior to its attribution (malus) and (b) reversal by way
of retention of part or all of the remuneration a variable
attributed whose payment of any of its installments has
not yet been performed (claw back), the latter being a
supplementary mechanism if the reduction mechanism
proves to be insufficient, in the following situations:
i)

the executive member of Inapa’s Board of Directors
in question participated directly and decisively or was
responsible for an action that resulted in significant
losses for Inapa;

ii)

serious or fraudulent breach of Inapa’s code of conduct
or internal rules by the executive member of the Board
of Directors with a significant negative impact on Inapa,
or situations justifying just cause of dismissal of the
executive member of the Board of Directors; and/or

• The payment of the variable remuneration corresponding
to the fiscal year in which the executive member of the
Board of Directors ceases functions shall not be due,
except in cases of termination by mutual agreement,
retirement, death, invalidity or in any other case of early
termination of the mandate, for reasons not attributable
to the executive member of the Board of Directors (in
particular, changes in the control of the Company, among
others, following a takeover bid or other fact unrelated to
the executive member of the Board of Directors), in which
case variable remuneration will be due pro rata temporis.

iii) false statements and/or material errors or omissions
in Inapa’s financial statements for which the objective
conduct of the executive member of the Board of
Directors has contributed decisively.

In the event of the termination of the duties of the executive
members of the Board of Directors, before the end of the
term of office due to dismissal for just cause or due to the
verification of another situation giving rise to the application
of the malus or claw back mechanisms, the last will lose the
right to receive all the variable remuneration paid but not
paid.

The Audit Committee members remunerations described
under section 77.

81.

Details of the annual remuneration paid, as a whole
and individually, to the members of the company’s
supervisory board for the purposes of Law No. 28/2009
of June 19.

During 2020 the audit Committee member were:
• Victor Maurílio Silva Barros
• Emília de Noronha Galvão Franco Frazão
• Patrícia Isabel Sousa Caldinha
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82.

Details of the remuneration in said year of the Chairman
of the Presiding Board to the General Meeting.
The declaration sets that remuneration of the Chairman of
the General Meeting of Shareholders, approved in May 23
2019, is 5.000,00 ¤ (five thousand Euros) payable for every
meeting chaired.
During the year, there was one General Meeting, for which
it was paid the approved remuneration of 5,000.00 ¤
(five thousand euros).
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V. Agreements with Remuneration Implications

83.

The envisaged contractual restraints for compensation
payable for the unfair dismissal of directors and the
relevance thereof to the remunerations’ variable
component.
No contractual limitations have been establish to pay
eventual compensations for the unfair dismissal of directors.
On the adopted remunerations policy there have not
been stated any mechanisms for anyone not requiring
compensation or compensation, in addition to the legally
due.

In what concerns to the variable remuneration, the
remuneration policy defines that:
• In the event of termination of duties of the executive
member of the Board of Directors, for any reason (other
than dismissal for good cause or due to the verification
of another situation giving rise to the application of the
malus or claw back mechanisms), after the end of the
variable remuneration period, but before the full payment
of the respective variable remuneration, the full variable
remuneration will be paid.
• The payment of the variable remuneration corresponding
to the fiscal year in which the executive member of the
Board of Directors ceases functions shall not be due,
except in cases of termination by mutual agreement,
retirement, death, invalidity or in any other case of early
termination of the mandate, for reasons not attributable
to the executive member of the Board of Directors (in
particular, changes in the control of the Company, among
others, following a takeover bid or other fact unrelated to
the executive member of the Board of Directors), in which
case variable remuneration will be due pro rata temporis.

84.

Reference to the existence and description, with
details of the sums involved, of agreements between
the company and members of the board of directors
and managers, pursuant to Article 248-B/3 of
the Securities Code that envisages compensation
in the event of resignation or unfair dismissal or
termination of employment following a takeover bid.
(Article 245-A/1/l)).
No agreements between the Company and members of the
Board of Directors and/or senior management containing
provisions on the payment of compensations upon
resignation, unfair dismissal or termination of employment
following a change in the company’s controlling shareholder
are in force.
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VI. Share-allocation and/or Stock Option plans

85.

Details of the plan and the number of persons included
therein.
The Company does not have any share-allocation or
stock option scheme to award shares in the capital of the
Company to its governing bodies or personnel.

86.

Characteristics of the plan (allocation conditions,
non‑transfer of share clauses, criteria on share-pricing
and the exercising option price, the period during which
the options may be exercised, the characteristics of
the shares or options to be allocated, the existence of
incentives to purchase and/or exercise options).
The Company does not have any share-allocation or
stock option scheme to award shares in the capital of the
Company to its governing bodies or personnel.

87.

E. Transactions with Related
Parties
I. Control mechanisms and Procedures

89.

Mechanisms implemented by the Company for the
purpose of controlling transactions with related parties
(For said purpose, reference is made to the concept
resulting from IAS 24).
At the meeting of December 23, 2020, the Board of
Directors of Inapa - Investimentos, Participações e
Gestão, S.A. approved, with the prior opinion of the Audit
Committee, a new regulation on transactions of the
company with related parties.
Related entities, for the purposes of the aforementioned
regulation, are understood to be those considered as
such in the international standards adopted pursuant
to Regulation (EC) No. 1 606/2002, of the European
Parliament and of the Council, of 19 July and in particular:

Stock option plans for the company employees and staff

a) The entities that directly or indirectly control, are
controlled or are under common control of the company;

The Company does not have any share-allocation or
stock option scheme to award shares in the capital of the
Company to its governing bodies or personnel.

b) The entities that have an interest in the company that
gives it significant influence over it or have joint control
over it;

88.

c) Associates or joint ventures in which the entity is an
entrepreneur;

Control mechanisms for a possible employee-shareholder
system inasmuch as the voting rights are not directly
exercised by said employees (Article 245-A/1/e)).
The Company does not have any share-allocation or
stock option scheme to award shares in the capital of the
Company to its governing bodies or personnel and has
no control mechanisms in case of eventual voting rights
exercised by employees.

d) The key elements of the company’s management or the
people closely related to them, being considered as
such:
• The members of the Company’s management bodies
and those responsible, who, not being members of
those bodies, directly or indirectly have authority and
responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the
entity’s activities;
• The spouse of the key management member or person
living with him or her in de facto union, dependent
descendants and other dependents;
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• Any entity that is directly or indirectly dominated
by the key management element, constituted for its
benefit or that this is also a key management element.
e) The entity over which a key management element or
person closely related to it exercises control, joint control
or significant influence or over which they have, directly
or indirectly, significant voting power;
f) The entity that is a post-employment benefit plan for the
benefit of employees of the company or company in a
controlling or group relationship.
According to this regulation, that require prior approval
by the Board of Directors, with prior opinion from the
Audit Committee, all transaction between the Company
or its subsidiaries with related entities that are not carried
out within the current scope of the Company’s activity
and under market conditions, transactions of significant
relevance as well as those that, due to the combination of
their nature, amount and/or conditions of realization may
give rise to particular relevance in terms of transparency
and or conflicts of interest.
In view of the concrete reality of the Company and its
subsidiaries, the following levels of materiality were
established, for transactions alone or in conjunction with
other transactions with the same related party during
the same financial year, from which the transactions are
considered to be of significant relevance, which delimit the
delegation of powers of the Executive Committee:

TYPE OF TRANSACTION
Purchasing and selling of goods and services
Financial investments
Loans and other type of funding, excluding simple
renewals
Other transactions

LIMIT
750,000 ¤
5,000,000 ¤

The regulation in question establishes that in the
assessment of transactions with related parties, the
respective reasonableness and transparency must be
ensured, namely with regard to the pursuit of the interests
of the company and its subsidiaries, taking into account
the normal conditions under which such transactions are
practiced in the market and that the same does not result,
directly or indirectly, in a more favourable treatment than
the one likely to be obtained by a third party under equal
circumstances.
The regulation also provides that transactions between
the Company and/or its subsidiaries with related parties
that are not carried out within the scope of the company’s
current activity and under market conditions and whose
individual or aggregate value in the same year in relation to
the same related party is equal to or greater than 2.5% of
the Company’s consolidated assets, according to its most
recent audited accounts, must be publicly disclosed, at the
latest at the time they are realized.

90.

Details of transactions that were subject to control in the
referred year.
There were no transactions with related parties that needed
the specific control from the Audit Committee, besides
extensions of existing financing facilities.

91.

A description of the procedures and criteria applicable
to the supervisory body when same provides preliminary
assessment of the business deals to be carried out
between the company and the holders of qualifying
holdings or entity-relationships with the former, as
envisaged in Article 20 of the Securities Code.

10,000,000 ¤
500,000 ¤

All other transactions with related parties are obligatorily
notified to the Audit Committee until the end of the month
following the end of each quarter, to confirm that they were
carried out within the scope of the activity under market
conditions.

The procedures and criteria are described in section 89.
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II. Data on Business Deals

III. Other Elements

92.

93.

Details of the place where the financial statements
including information on business dealings with related
parties are available, in accordance with IAS 24, or
alternatively a copy of said data.
The information about business deals with related parties
is described on note 33 to the consolidated financial
statements of the company.

Means for prevention and management of conflicts
of interest.
In December 2017, the Board of Directors approved the
new Code of Conduct, which covers all employees and
administrators of the Inapa Group (including members of
the Board of Directors).
The Code of Conduct indicates that there is a conflict of
interest when your personal activities interfere, or seem to
interfere, with your judgment in acting in the best interest
of Inapa.
It is defined that employees and directors should refrain
from doing business with family members or with others
with whom they have relevant relationships. Members
should not use their position in Inapa to get special
treatment for themselves or their family or someone with
meaning that is relevant to them. It applies to the purchase
of products, sales, investments, contracting selection of
contractors or suppliers or any other business relationships.
All external professional activities, whether paid or not, must
be communicated and can not raise any conflicts of interest
with Inapa. No assets of the company may be used during
the exercise of any external professional activity.
If any director is in a situation of possible conflict of
interests, he or she must notify the Chairman of the Board
of Directors, or if the potential conflict affects him, to the
Chairman of the Audit Committee, and exclude himself from
the decision-making process.
It is further envisaged that no employee, manager or
director should participate in the decision-making related to
a company where it may have a direct or indirect financial
interest.
Finally, the Code of Conduct further stipulates that gifts,
meals, entertainment or any favour from suppliers, service
providers or customers should not be accepted that could
compromise or appear to compromise their judgment
when making objective decisions in the best interests of the
INAPA.
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Part II
Corporate Governance
Assessment

1.

Details of the corporate governance code implemented
This Corporate Governance report was prepared in
accordance with the recommendations contained in the
IPCG Corporate Governance Code (2018) and reviewed in
2020.
The text of the governance reports referring to this
company is available at:
• The Company’s Head Office, at Rua Braamcamp, n.º 40 –
9.º D, Lisbon – Portugal;
• The company’s corporate website: www.inapa.pt;
• The website of Comissão do Mercado de Valores
Mobiliários (CMVM): www.cmvm.pt.
The company hereby informs that this Report will be
available for consultation at all of the aforementioned
locations and may be obtained separately or as an
Addendum to the Annual Report and Accounts of the
Company, of which it is an integral part.

2.

Compliance analysis of the implemented corporate
governance code
The structure followed in the evaluation of corporate
governance follows, in its structure, the scheme
recommended in the IPCG Corporate Governance Code
(2018) and reviewed in 2020.
For each of the recommendations, it is stated whether or
not it is adhered to. An explanation is provided through the
references to the articles in Part I - mandatory information
on the shareholder structure, organization and governance
of the company and complemented. In the case of nonfollow-up, partial follow-up or when the recommendation
was considered not applicable, further information is
presented after the table, in point 3 - Other Information.
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

CHAPTER I — GENERAL
General principle:
Corporate Governance should promote and enhance the performance of companies, as well as of the capital markets,
and strengthen the trust of investors, employees and the general public in the quality and transparency of management
and supervision, as well as in the sustained development of the companies.
I.1. Company’s relationship with investors and disclosure
Principle:
Companies, in particular its directors, should treat shareholders and other investors equitably, namely by ensuring
mechanisms and procedures are in place for the suitable management and disclosure of information.
Recomendations:
I.1.1. The Company should establish mechanisms to ensure the timely disclosure
of information to its governing bodies, shareholders, investors and other stakeholders,
financial analysts, and to the markets in general.

Yes

22
34
56 to 65

I.2. Diversity in the composition and functioning of the company’s governing bodies
Principles:
I.2.A. Companies ensure diversity in the composition of its governing bodies, and the adoption of requirements based on
individual merit, in the appointment procedures that are exclusively within the powers of the shareholders.
I.2.B. Companies should be provided with clear and transparent decision structures and ensure a maximum effectiveness
of the functioning of their governing bodies and commissions.
I.2.C. Companies ensure that the functioning of their bodies and committees is duly recorded, namely in minutes, to allow
an understanding not only of the meaning of the decisions taken, but also of their grounds and opinions expressed by their
members
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

No

15 to 19

I.2.2. The company’s managing and supervisory boards, as well as their committees,
should have internal regulations – namely regulating the performance of their duties, their
Chairmanship, periodicity of meetings, their functioning and the duties of their members —,
disclosed in full on the company’s website. Minutes of the meetings of each of these bodies
should be drawn out.

Yes

15 to 19
21
23
34

I.2.3. The composition and the number of annual meetings of the managing and
supervisory bodies, as well as of their committees, should be disclosed on the company’s
website.

Yes

23
35

Yes

49
50
52
54
55

Recomendations:
I.2.1. Companies should establish standards and requirements regarding the profile of
new members of their governing bodies, which are suitable according to the roles to be
carried out. Besides individual attributes (such as competence, independence, integrity,
availability, and experience), these profiles should take into consideration general diversity
requirements, with particular attention to gender diversity, which may contribute to a
better performance of the governing body and to the balance of its composition.

I.2.4. A policy for the communication of irregularities (whistleblowing) should be adopted
that guarantees the suitable means of communication and treatment of those irregularities,
with the safeguarding of the confidentiality of the information transmitted and the identity
of its provider, whenever such confidentiality is requested.

I.3. Relationships between the company bodies
Principle:
Members of the company’s Board, especially directors, should create, considering the duties of each of the boards, the
appropriate conditions to ensure balanced and efficient measures to allow for the different governing bodies of the
company to act in a harmonious and coordinated way, in a possession of the suitable amount of information in order to
carry out their respective duties.
Recomendations:
I.3.1. The bylaws, or other equivalent means adopted by the company, should establish
mechanisms that, within the limits of applicable laws, permanently ensure the members
of the managing and supervisory boards are provided with access to all the information
and company’s collaborators, in order to appraise the performance, current situation
and perspectives for further developments of the company, namely including minutes,
documents supporting decisions that have been taken, calls for meetings, and the archive
of the meetings of the managing board, without impairing the access to any other
documents or people that may be requested for information.

Yes

15
21
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

I.3.2. Each of the company’s boards and committees should ensure the timely and suitable
flow of information, especially regarding the respective calls for meetings and minutes,
necessary for the exercise of the competences, determined by law and the bylaws, of each
of the remaining boards and committees.

COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

Yes

15
21

I.4. Conflicts of interest
Principle:
The existence of current or potential conflicts of interest, between members of the company’s boards or committees and
the company, should be prevented. The non-interference of the conflicted member in the decision process should be
guaranteed.
Recomendations:
I.4.1. The members of the managing and supervisory boards and the internal committees
are bounded, by internal regulation or equivalent, to inform the respective board or
committee whenever there are facts that may constitute or give rise to a conflict between
their interests and the company’s interest.

Yes

93

I.4.2. Procedures should be adopted to guarantee that the member in conflict does
not interfere in the decision-making process, without prejudice to the duty to provide
information and other clarifications that the board, the committee or their respective
members may request.

Yes

93

I.5. Related party transactions
Principle:
Due to the potential risks that they may hold, transactions with related parties should be justified by the interest of the
company and carried out under market conditions, subject to principles of transparency and adequate supervision.
Recomendations:
I.5.1. The managing body should disclose in the corporate governance report or by other
means publicly available the internal procedure for verifying transactions with related
parties.

Yes

89

I.5.2. The managing body should report to the supervisory body the results of the internal
procedure for verifying transactions with related parties, including the transactions under
analysis, at least every six months.

Yes

15
21
89
90
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

CHAPTER II — SHAREHOLDERS AND GENERAL MEETING
Principles:
II.A. As an instrument for the efficient functioning of the company and the fulfilment of the corporate purpose
of the company, the suitable involvement of the shareholders in matters of corporate governance is a positive factor
for the company’s governance.
II.B. The company should stimulate the personal participation of shareholders in general meetings, which is a space
for communication by the shareholders with the company’s boards and committees, and for reflection about the
company itself.
II.C. The company should implement adequate means for the participation and remote voting by shareholders in meetings.
Recomendations:
II.1. The company should not set an excessively high number of shares to confer voting
rights, and it should make its choice clear in the corporate governance report every time its
choice entails a diversion from the general rule: that each share has a corresponding vote.

Yes

1
12
13

II.2. The company should not adopt mechanisms that make decision making by its
shareholders (resolutions) more difficult, specifically, by setting a quorum higher than that
established by law.

Yes

14

II.3. The company should implement adequate means for the remote participation by
shareholders in the general meeting, which should be proportionate to its size.

Yes

12

II.4. The company should also implement adequate means for the exercise of remote
voting, including by correspondence and electronic means.

Yes

12

II.5. The bylaws, which specify the limitation of the number of votes that can be held or
exercised by a sole shareholder, individually or in coordination with other shareholders,
should equally provide that, at least every 5 years, the amendment or maintenance of this
rule will be subject to a shareholder resolution — without increased quorum in comparison
to the legally established — and in that resolution, all votes cast will be counted without
observation of the imposed limits.

Yes

13

Yes

16
69
80
83
84

II.6. The company should not adopt mechanisms that imply payments or assumption
of fees in the case of the transfer of control or the change in the composition
of the managing body, and which are likely to harm the free transferability of shares
and a shareholder assessment of the performance of the members of the managing body.
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

CHAPTER III — NON-EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND SUPERVISION
Principles:
III.A. The members of governing bodies who possess non-executive management duties or monitoring and supervisory
duties should, in an effective and judicious manner, carry out monitoring duties and incentivise executive management
for the full accomplishment of the corporate purpose, and such performance should be complemented by committees
for areas that are central to corporate governance.
III.B. The composition of the supervisory body and the non-executive directors should provide the company with
a balanced and suitable diversity of skills, knowledge, and professional experience.
III.C. The supervisory body should carry out a permanent oversight of the company’s managing body, also in a preventive
perspective, following the company’s activity and, in particular, the decisions of fundamental importance.
Recomendations:
III.1. Without prejudice to the legal powers of the chair of the managing body, if he or she
is not independent, the independent directors should appoint a coordinator from amongst
them, namely, to: (i) act, when necessary, as an interlocutor near the chair of the board
of directors and other directors, (ii) make sure there are the necessary conditions and
means to carry out their functions; and (iii) coordinate the independent directors in the
assessment of the performance of the managing body, as established in recommendation
V.1.1.

Yes

18

III.2. The number of non-executive members in the managing body, as well as the number
of members of the supervisory body and the number of the members of the committee for
financial matters should be suitable for the size of the company and the complexity of the
risks intrinsic to its activity, but sufficient to ensure, with efficiency, the duties which they
have been attributed. The formation of such suitability judgment should be included in the
corporate governance report.

Yes

17
18
27

III.3. In any case, the number of non-executive directors should be higher than the number
of executive directors.

Yes

18
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COMPLIANCE

REMISSION
PART I

Yes

18

Not applicable

18

Yes

21

III.4. Each company should include a number of non-executive directors that corresponds
to no less than one third, but always plural, who satisfy the legal requirements of
independence. For the purposes of this recommendation, an independent person is one
who is not associated with any specific group of interest of the company, nor under any
circumstance likely to affect his / her impartiality of analysis or decision, namely due to:
i.

Having carried out functions in any of the company’s bodies for more than twelve
years, either on a consecutive or non-consecutive basis;

ii.

Having been a prior staff member of the company or of a company which is
considered to be in a controlling or group relationship with the company in the last
three years;

iii.

Having, in the last three years, provided services or established a significant
business relationship with the company or a company which is considered to be
in a controlling or group relationship, either directly or as a shareholder, director,
manager or officer of the legal person;

iv.

Having been a beneficiary of remuneration paid by the company or by a company
which is considered to be in a controlling or group relationship other than the
remuneration resulting from the exercise of a director’s duties;

v.

Having lived in a non-marital partnership or having been the spouse, relative or any
first degree next of kin up to and including the third degree of collateral affinity
of company directors or of natural persons who are direct or indirect holders
of qualifying holdings, or having been a qualified holder or representative of a
shareholder of qualifying holding.

III.5. The provisions of paragraph (i) of recommendation III.4 does not inhibit the
qualification of a new director as independent if, between the termination of his / her
functions in any of the company’s bodies and the new appointment, a period of 3 years
has elapsed (cooling-off period).
III.6. The supervisory body, in observance of the powers conferred to it by law, should
assess and give its opinion on the strategic lines and the risk policy prior to its final
approval by the management body.
III.7. Companies should have specialised committees, separately or cumulatively,
on matters related to corporate governance, appointments, and performance assessment.
In the event that the remuneration committee provided for in article 399 of the
Commercial Companies Code has been created and should this not be prohibited by
law, this recommendation may be fulfilled by conferring competence on such committee
in the aforementioned matters.

Yes
(the company has
a Remuneration
Committee)

24
66
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PRINCIPLE / RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE
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CHAPTER IV — EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Principles:
IV.A. As way of increasing the efficiency and the quality of the managing body’s performance and the suitable flow of
information in the board, the daily management of the company should be carried out by directors with qualifications,
powers and experience suitable for the role. The executive board is responsible for the management of the company,
pursuing the company’s objectives and aiming to contribute towards the company’s sustainable development.
IV.B. In determining the number of executive directors, it should be taken into account, besides the costs and the
desirable agility in the functioning of the executive board, the size of the company, the complexity of its activity, and its
geographical spread.
Recomendations:
IV.1. The managing body should approve, by internal regulation or equivalent, the
rules regarding the action of the executive directors applicable to their performance of
executive functions in entities outside of the group.

Yes

93

IV.2. The managing body should ensure that the company acts consistently with its objects
and does not delegate powers, namely, in what regards: i) the definition of the strategy
and main policies of the company; ii) the organisation and coordination of the business
structure; iii) matters that should be considered strategic in virtue of the amounts involved,
the risk, or special characteristics.

Yes

21
89

Yes

21
50
52 to 55
89

IV.3. In the annual report, the managing body explains in what terms the strategy and the
main policies defined seek to ensure the long-term success of the company and which are
the main contributions resulting therein for the community at large.
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COMPLIANCE
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CHAPTER V — EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE, REMUNERATION AND APPOINTMENT
V.1. Annual evaluation of performance
Principle:
The company should promote the assessment of performance of the executive board and of its members individually, and
also the assessment of the overall performance of the managing body and its specialized committees.
Recomendations:
V.1.1. The managing body should annually evaluate its performance as well as the
performance of its committees and executive directors, taking into account the
accomplishment of the company’s strategic plans and budget plans, the risk management,
the internal functioning and the contribution of each member of the body to these
objectives, as well as the relationship with the company’s other bodies and committees.

Yes

18
24
25
27

V.2. Remuneration
Principle:
V.2.A. The remuneration policy of the members of the managing and supervisory boards should allow the company
to attract qualified professionals at an economically justifiable cost in relation to its financial situation, induce the alignment
of the member’s interests with those of the company’s shareholders — taking into account the wealth effectively
created by the company, its financial situation and the market’s — and constitute a factor of development of a culture
of professionalization, sustainability, promotion of merit and transparency within the company.
V.2.B. Directors should receive compensation:
i)

That suitably remunerates the responsibility taken, the availability and the expertise placed at the disposal
of the company;

ii)

That guarantees a performance aligned with the long-term interests of the shareholders and promotes
the sustainable performance of the company; and

iii) That rewards performance.
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V.2.1. The company should create a remuneration committee, the composition of which
should ensure its independence from the management, which may be the remuneration
committee appointed under the terms of article 399 of the Commercial Companies Code.

Yes

66 to 68

V.2.2. The remuneration should be set by the remuneration committee or the general
meeting, on a proposal from that committee.

Yes

66 to 68

No

8
69 to 72
78
83
85 to 88

V.2.4. In order to provide information or clarifications to shareholders, the chair or, in case
of his / her impediment, another member of the remuneration committee should be
present at the annual general meeting, as well as at any other, whenever the respective
agenda includes a matter linked with the remuneration of the members of the company’s
boards and committees or, if such presence has been requested by the shareholders.

Yes

69

V.2.5. Within the company’s budgetary limitations, the remuneration committee should be
able to decide, freely, on the hiring, by the company, of necessary or convenient consulting
services to carry out the committee’s duties.

Yes

69

Recomendations:

V.2.3. For each term of office, the remuneration committee or the general meeting,
on a proposal from that committee, should also approve the maximum amount of all
compensations payable to any member of a board or committee of the company due to
the respective termination of office. The said situation as well as the amounts should be
disclosed in the corporate governance report or in the remuneration report.
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V.2.6. The remuneration committee should ensure that those services are provided
independently and that the respective providers do not provide other services to
the company, or to others in controlling or group relationship, without the express
authorization of the committee.

Yes

69

V.2.7. Taking into account the alignment of interests between the company and the
executive directors, a part of their remuneration should be of a variable nature, reflecting
the sustained performance of the company, and not stimulating the assumption of
excessive risks.

Yes

69
70

V.2.8. A significant part of the variable component should be partially deferred in time, for
a period of no less than three years, being necessarily connected to the confirmation of the
sustainability of the performance, in the terms defined by a company’s internal regulation.

Yes

69 to 72

Not applicable

74

Yes

69

V.2.9. When variable remuneration includes the allocation of options or other instruments
directly or indirectly dependent on the value of shares, the start of the exercise period
should be deferred in time for a period of no less than three years.
V.2.10. The remuneration of non-executive directors should not include components
dependent on the performance of the company or on its value.
V.3. Appointments
Principle:

Regardless of the manner of appointment, the profile, the knowledge, and the curriculum of the members of the
company’s governing bodies, and of the executive staff, should be suited to the functions carried out.
Recomendations:
V.3.1. The company should, in terms that it considers suitable, but in a demonstrable form,
promote that proposals for the appointment of the members of the company’s governing
bodies are accompanied by a justification in regard to the suitability of the profile, the skills
and the curriculum vitae to the duties to be carried out.

No

19

Not applicable
V.3.2. The overview and support to the appointment of members of senior management
should be attributed to a nomination committee unless this is not justified by the
company’s size.

(due to its size,
the Company
considers that
is does not
justify to create
a nomination
committee)

27
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Not applicable
V.3.3. This nomination committee includes a majority of non-executive, independent
members.

V.3.4. The nomination committee should make its terms of reference available, and should
foster, to the extent of its powers, transparent selection processes that include effective
mechanisms of identification of potential candidates, and that those chosen for proposal
are those who present a higher degree of merit, who are best suited to the demands of the
functions to be carried out, and who will best promote, within the organisation, a suitable
diversity, including gender diversity.

(company has
no nomination
committee)

27

Not applicable
(company has
no nomination
committee)

27

CHAPTER VI — INTERNAL CONTROL
Principle:
Based on its mid and long-term strategies, the company should establish a system of risk management and control, and of
internal audit, which allow for the anticipation and minimization of risks inherent to the company’s activity.
Recomendations:
VI.1. The managing body should debate and approve the company’s strategic plan and risk
policy, which should include the establishment of limits on risk-taking.

Yes

21

VI.2. The supervisory board should be internally organised, implementing mechanisms
and procedures of periodic control that seek to guarantee that risks which are effectively
incurred by the company are consistent with the company’s objectives, as set by the
managing body.

Yes

50
54
55

VI.3. The internal control systems, comprising the functions of risk management,
compliance, and internal audit should be structured in terms adequate to the size of
the company and the complexity of the inherent risks of the company’s activity. The
supervisory body should evaluate them and, within its competence to supervise the
effectiveness of this system, propose adjustments where they are deemed to be necessary.

Yes

50 to 55

VI.4. The supervisory body should provide its view on the work plans and resources
allocated to the services of the internal control system, including the risk management,
compliance and internal audit functions, and may propose the adjustments deemed to be
necessary.

Yes

21
50 to 55
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VI.5. The supervisory body should be the recipient of the reports prepared by the internal
control services, including the risk management functions, compliance and internal audit,
at least regarding matters related to the approval of accounts, the identification and
resolution of conflicts of interest, and the detection of potential irregularities.

Yes

21
49

VI.6. Based on its risk policy, the company should establish a risk management function,
identifying (i) the main risks it is subject to in carrying out its activity; (ii) the probability
of occurrence of those risks and their respective impact; (iii) the devices and measures
to adopt towards their mitigation; and (iv) the monitoring procedures, aiming at their
accompaniment.

Yes

50 to 55

VI.7. The company should establish procedures for the supervision, periodic evaluation,
and adjustment of the internal control system, including an annual evaluation of the level
of internal compliance and the performance of that system, as well as the perspectives for
amendments of the risk structure previously defined.

Yes

21
54
55

CHAPTER VII — FINANCIAL INFORMATION
VII.1. Financial information
Principles:
VII.A. The supervisory body should, with independence and in a diligent manner, ensure that the managing body complies
with its duties when choosing appropriate accounting policies and standards for the company, and when establishing
suitable systems of financial reporting, risk management, internal control, and internal audit.
VII.B. The supervisory body should promote an adequate coordination between the internal audit and the statutory audit
of accounts.
Recomendations:
VII.1.1. The supervisory body’s internal regulation should impose the obligation to supervise
the suitability of the preparation process and the disclosure of financial information by
the managing body, including suitable accounting policies, estimates, judgments, relevant
disclosure and its consistent application between financial years, in a duly documented and
communicated form.

Yes

21
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VII.2. Statutory audit of accounts and supervision
Principle:
The supervisory body should establish and monitor clear and transparent formal procedures on the relationship of
the company with the statutory auditor and on the supervision of compliance, by the auditor, with rules regarding
independence imposed by law and professional regulations.
Recomendations:

VII.2.1. By internal regulations, the supervisory body should define, according to the
applicable legal regime, the monitoring procedures aimed at ensuring the independence of
the statutory.

Yes

21
37
41
44 to 47

VII.2.2. The supervisory body should be the main interlocutor of the statutory auditor in
the company and the first recipient of the respective reports, having the powers, namely,
to propose the respective remuneration and to ensure that adequate conditions for the
provision of services are ensured within the company.

Yes

21

VII.2.3. The supervisory body should annually assess the services provided by the
statutory auditor, their independence and their suitability in carrying out their functions,
and propose their dismissal or the termination of their service contract by the competent
body when this is justified for due cause.

Yes

21
38
45
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3.

Additional clarifications in the recommendations in
which there was no adhesion, partial adherence or was
considered not applicable
I.2.1 – The Company considered not to establish criteria
and requirements for the profile of new members of
corporate bodies, since past selection processes duly
guarded such attributes as competence, independence,
integrity, availability and experience. Gender equality, in the
current mandate, had the legal framework of gender parity
as a guiding rule, having been fully complied with by the
corporate bodies, namely the Board of Directors and the
Audit Committee.
I.3.1 – The Company, through the regulations of the
Board of Directors and the Audit Committee, establishes
mechanisms to comply with the recommendation.
I.3.2 – The Company, through the regulations of the Board
of Directors and Audit Committee, establishes mechanisms
for complying with the recommendation.
I.5.2 – There were no transactions with related entities that
lacked specific control.
II.3 and II.4 – Shareholders can exercise the right to vote
by correspondence by sending a ballot paper by email,
which is available on the website or is sent to them by
email. It is defined in the notice that the ballot should be
sent by registered mail to the Company's headquarters.
The Company considered it to be in the best interest of its
shareholders not to implement a method of participation
or voting via telematics, since, in addition to having so far
not received any expression of interest from shareholders
or potential investors in participating in the their meetings
using telematic voting, (i) in past general meetings there
was always a small number of participants and (ii) the
implementation of a system that would allow the exercise
of voting by telematic means in a secure manner would
bring significant costs to the Company.

III.7 – The Company, in its governance model, has a
remuneration committee elected by the General Meeting
and independent from the Board of Directors. In view of
the small size of the company, measured in light of the
provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 413 of the CSC, and the
functions performed by the Audit Committee, the Company
believes that the creation of specialized committees is not
justified.
IV.1 – There is no internal regulation that defines the
performance regime of executives or executive functions
outside the group, however the Code of Conduct provides
that all external professional activities, whether paid or
not, must be communicated and cannot raise conflicts of
interest with Inapa.
V.2.3 – No formal mechanisms are foreseen to demand any
indemnity or compensation, beyond what is legally due.
Inapa does not have agreements in force with members
of its board of directors and/or managers that provide for
compensation in the event of just cause dismissal, unfair
dismissal or termination of the employment relationship
following a change in the Company's control. The
remuneration policy, in point V, establishes the situations
in which executive directors may or may not be entitled
to variable remuneration for the current year when the
termination occurs. Since there are no agreements and
mechanisms for variable remuneration are foreseen, the
Company understands that what is provided for by law.
V.2.8 – In the remuneration policy it is established a
50% deferral of the variable remuneration to executive
directors. It is also foreseen that all or part of the variable
remuneration is subject to malus or claw back clauses.
V.3.1 – Proposals for the election of members of the
governing bodies submitted for approval by the General
Meeting are accompanied by a description containing the
academic qualifications and professional experience of
each member. The description is not accompanied by a
statement of reasons for each profile. The Company does
not have its own regulations that require the definition
of profiles since there has always been an adaptation of
profiles proposed to the functions to be performed in each
profile of the Board of Directors.
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V.3.2 – In view of the small size of the Company, assessed
in the light of the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 413 of
the CSC, and the limited number of members of the Board
of Directors (seven), the appointment of a nominating
committee is not justified.
V.3.3 – The Company does not have a nomination
committee.
V.3.4 – The Company does not have a nomination
committee.
VI.1 – The Board of Directors makes an annual assessment
of the adequacy of the risk mitigation measures present
in the Company, jointly defining a work program that
monitors the maintenance of the adequacy of the measures
in progress and allows adjustments to be made whenever
necessary.

Report Template for Disclosure
of Non‑Financial Information
PART I – INFORMATION ON ADOPTED POLICIES

REFERENCES

A. Introduction
1. Description of the Company's general policy with regard to sustainability issues, indicating
any changes to the previously approved policy.
2. Description of the methodology and the reasons for its adoption in the reporting of the non
financial information, as well as any changes occurred in relation to previous years and the
reasons for them.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 34, 35

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 33

B. Business Model

General description of the Company's / Group's business model and form of organisation,
indicating main business areas and markets where it operates (if possible with organigrams
graphs or functional charts).

SR 2020
Chapter 1 | Page 12 to 17
AR 2020
Chapter 1 | Page 14 to
34

C. Main Risk Factors
1.	Identification of the main risks associated with the topics being reported and resulting
from the Company's activities, products, services or commercial relations, including,
where applicable and whenever possible, the supply and subcontracting chains.
2.	Description of how these risks are identified and managed by the Company.
3. Explanation of the internal functional division of responsibilities, including the corporate
committees, commissions, committees or departments responsible for the identification
and and management / monitoring of risks.

AR 2020
Chapter 1 | Page 30 to
33 and 36 to 39
Chapter 4. | Page 240
to 251 and 254 to 260

4. Express indication of the new risks identified by the Company in relation to previous years
as well as the risks that no longer exist.
5. Indication and brief description of the main opportunities that are identified by the Company
regarding the issues to be reported.
D. Implemented Policies
Description of policies: i. environmental, ii. social and tax, iii. concerning employees and gender
equality and non-discrimination, iv. concerning human rights and v. concerning the Company's
anti-corruption and bribery efforts, including due diligence policies, as well as the results of their
implementation, including related non-financial key performance indicators, and their comparison
with the previous year.

SR 2020
Chapter 2, 3 and 4
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i. Environmental Policies
1. Description of the Company's strategic objectives and the main actions to be taken for their
achievement.

2. Description of the main performance indicators defined.

SR 2020
Chapter 3
SR 2020
Chapter 3 | Page 40
to 63

3. Indication, compared with the previous year, of the degree of achievement of those
objectives, at least by reference to:
i)

Sustainable use of resources: consumption of water, other raw materials and energy;
measures taken to improve the efficiency of resource use; use of energy efficiency
measures and use of renewable energy.

SR 2020
Chapter 3 | Page 40
to 52

ii) Pollution and climate change: indication of the values of greenhouse gas emissions;
indication of emissions of pollutants into nature; indication of penalties incurred
and measures to prevent, reduce or repair these emissions.

SR 2020
Chapter 3 | Page 54
to 61

iii) Circular economy and waste management: measures for prevention, recycling, reuse
or other forms of waste recovery and disposal.

SR 2020
Chapter 3 | Page 62
to 63

iv) Biodiversity protection: impacts caused by activities or operations in protected areas
and measures taken to preserve or restore biodiversity.

SR 2020
Chapter 3 | Page 53

ii. Social and Tax Policies
1. Description of the company's strategic goals and the main actions to be taken to their
implementation.

SR 2020
Chapter 4

2. Description of the key performance indicators defined.

SR 2020
Chapter 4

PART I – INFORMATION ON ADOPTED POLICIES

REFERENCES

3. Indication, in relation to the previous year, of the level of achievement of those goals, at least
by reference to:
i)

Company commitment to the community: the impact of the Company's activity on
employment and local development; the impact of the Company's activity on local
populations and on the territory; the relations maintained with local community agents
and the respective means of dialogue; partnership or sponsorship actions.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 86
to 89

ii) Subcontracting and suppliers: including social, gender equality and environmental issues
in the purchasing policy; consideration in relations with suppliers and subcontractors
of their social, environmental and governance responsibility; control and audit systems
and their results. Whenever possible, include reference to the fact that the Company's
suppliers apply policies consistent with those established by the Company.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 22
to 30
Chapter 4 | Page 86
to 89

iii) Consumers: measures for consumer health and safety; systems for receiving, processing
and resolving complaints, namely the number of complaints received and the number
of pending complaints, as well as those in which the complainant was found right,
satisfaction surveys, and indication of the person responsible for complaints.

iv) Responsible investment: if applicable, information on the responsible investment the
Company aims to attract, including with regard to the mission/acquisition of green bonds
or SDG-linked bonds.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 22
to 29
Chapter 3 | Page 40
to 43

Not applicable

v) Stakeholders: information on possible ways of consulting stakeholders.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 34

vi) Tax information: information on measures or acts with a impact on taxes, including
subsidies or any type of grant or advantage granted by the State.

AR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 57

iii. Employees and gender equality and non-discrimination

1. Description of the company's strategic goals and the main actions to be taken to their
implementation.

2. Description of the key performance indicators defined.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 66
to 69
SR 2020
Chapter 4
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3. Indication, in relation to the previous year, of the level of achievement of those goals, at least
by reference to:
i)

Employment: total number and distribution of employees by gender, age, country
and occupational classification, as well as total number and distribution of contractual
arrangements (e.g. employment contract, service providers, temporary work, etc.)
by gender and age, average length of contracts; percentage of the workforce receiving
the national minimum wage, regardless of contractual tie; remuneration for equal
or average positions in the company, by gender; average remuneration of directors
and managers, including variable remuneration, allowances, severance payments,
payment to long-term savings schemes and any other payment broken down by gender;
employees with disabilities (including indication of how the Company is complying,
or preparing to comply, with Law No. 4/2019 of 10 January on the employment quota
system for people with disabilities).

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 70
to 75

ii) Work organisation: work-time organisation, including measures to provide time off work
and family life.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 71, 76

iii) Health and safety: health and safety conditions at work and number of accidents at work
accidents.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 79 to
81, 84

iv) Social relations: social dialogue organisation, including procedures for informing and
negotiating with staff, such as the number of interactions with trade unions and/or works
councils, if any; new agreements concluded or revised agreements in place; number
of court cases and complaints to the Authority for Working Conditions; percentage
of employees covered by collective agreements by country; evaluation of collective
agreements, namely in the field of health and safety at work.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 77

v) Training: the policies applied in the field of training and the type of training (e.g. whether
the Company provides its employees with training on issues related to the evaluation
of the company's performance in "non-financial" matters (e.g. privacy protection / GDPR,
anti-money laundering / AML, human rights in the value chain, etc.); the ratio of training
hours to the number of employees.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 78

vi) Equality: measures / policies adopted to promote equal treatment and and opportunities
between genders; equality plans; number of dismissals by gender; protocols against
sexual harassment and gender-based harassment; policies for integration and universal
accessibility for persons with disabilities; policies against all discrimination and, where
appropriate, diversity management.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 67
to 69

PART I – INFORMATION ON ADOPTED POLICIES

REFERENCES

iv. Human Rights
1. Description of the company's strategic goals and the main actions to be taken to their
implementation.
2. Description of the key performance indicators defined.

SR 2020
Chapter 4 | Page 82
Not applicable

3. Indication, in relation to the previous year, of the level of achievement of those goals, at least
by reference to:

i)

Human rights due diligence procedures applied in particular with regard to the
contracting of suppliers and service providers.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 22
to 29

ii) Measures to prevent the risk of human rights violations and, where appropriate, measures
to remedy any abuses; elimination of discrimination in employment (where not already
mentioned above); elimination of forced or compulsory labour; effective abolition of child
labour.

Not applicable

iii) Prosecutions for human rights violations.

Not applicable

v. Anti-corruption and bribery attempts
1. Prevention of corruption: measures and instruments adopted to prevent corruption and
bribery; policies implemented to dissuade these practices among employees and suppliers;
information on the compliance system indicating the respective functional managers, if any;
indication of legal proceedings involving the Company, its directors or employees related to
corruption or bribery; measures adopted in public procurement, if relevant.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 22
to 30

2. Prevention of money laundering (for issuers subject to this regime): information on measures
to prevent and combat money laundering.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 22
and 30

3. Codes of ethics: indication of any code of ethics to which the Company may have adhered or
implemented; indication of the respective mechanisms for implementation and monitoring of
compliance, if applicable.

4. Management of conflicts of interest: measures to manage and monitor conflicts of interest,
namely requiring managers and employees to sign declarations of interest, incompatibilities
and obstacles.

SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 30, 31
AR 2020
Chapter 1 | Page 40, 41
SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 30
to 32
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PART II – INFORMATION ON THE STANDARDS / GUIDELINES FOLLOWED
1. Identification of Standards / guidelines followed in the reporting of Non-Financial
Information

REFERENCES
SR 2020
Chapter 2 | Page 33, 37

2. Identification of the scope and methodology of indicator calculation

SR 2020
Chapter 2 to 4

3. Explanation in case of non-application of policies

Not applicable

4. Other informations

Glossary:
SR: Inapa Sustainability Report
AR: Inapa Annual Report
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